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Abstract 
The motivation for empirical research in corporate financial distress prediction 
is clear - the early detection of financial distress and the use of corrective measures 
are preferable to protection under insolvency law. Many different models have been 
used to predict corporate financial distress, and choosing between them for empirical 
application is not straightforward. One objective of this research is providing a 
comprehensive review, clarifying the problem of model choice in empirical 
prediction of corporate financial distress. To that end, we conduct a Meta - Analysis 
of the literature reviewed in this thesis. This analysis supports the use of Multiple 
Discriminant Analysis on rather objective grounds. This study adopts a novel 
approach by using a large panel ofUK quoted firms (3135) from 1990 to 2004 and 
develops a multiple discriminant distress prediction model, using 58 firm - specific 
financial ratios. The results are also compared with cross-sectional data sets and using 
GDP growth rate as a control variable. We observe best classification performance of 
the MDA model when the data is cross-sectional and composes of non-financial or 
industry only firms in it. The trend is downwards, if financial firms are added to the 
cross section or if a panel data is used for either form of firms' composition. GDP 
growth does not play a significant role in predictive accuracy of MDA. Another 
empirical contribution of this research has been to estimate a wide class of duration 
models for the same large panel of UK firm survival histories. Overall, the empirical 
results indicate that stock performance and profitability variables play a highly 
significant role in determining the survival times ofUK firms. Little evidence is 
given to the role ofliquidity and asset utilization variables and no support for the role 
VI 
of technology (R&D) is found. Overall, these results are robust across different 
parametric specifications. Marginal effect ofleveraging on conditional probability of 
failure is found to be more effective than other variables. Further, the conditional 
probability of firm rises gradually for the first 8 years and then falls more rapidly 
thereafter. 
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Executive Summary 
The motivation for empirical research in corporate financial distress 
prediction is clear - the early detection of financial distress and the use of corrective 
measures are preferable to protection under insolvency law. Many different models 
have been used to predict corporate financial distress. These methods all have their 
particular strengths and weaknesses, and choosing between them for empirical 
application is not straightforward. There have been several reviews of this literature 
but these are now either out-of-date or too narrowly focused. None of these studies 
provides a complete comparison of the many different approaches towards prediction 
of corporate financial distress. The studies have also failed to provide a solution to the 
problem of model choice in empirical applications. 
One primary objective of this research is, hence, providing a comprehensive 
review, clarifYing the problem of model choice in empirical prediction of corporate 
financial distress and suggesting some directions for future research. The study 
achieves this objective by conducting a Meta - Analysis of the literature reviewed in 
this thesis. 
In empirical applications of these models to the case of UK corporations, with 
only a few exceptions, the researchers have worked with a sample size of about 100 
or less quoted firms. In almost all UK studies, cross-sectional information on finns, 
usually one year prior to firm's death, is obtained to develop the prediction models. 
Albeit useful, models developed with such data are likely to perform less efficiently 
for horizons of financial distress longer than one year. Models based on panel data 
may prove more useful and convincing. To that end, this study adopts a novel 
XIV 
approach by using a large panel ofUK quoted firms (3135) and develops a multiple 
discriminant distress prediction model, using firm - specific financial ratios. To 
compare the results, we also develop the discriminant model using a cross-sectional 
data set of the same firms. To see if firm failure follows the economy's business 
cycle, we also introduce GDP growth rate as a control variable. 
A key issue in the Industrial Organization literature is identification of the 
factors that determine the entry and exit of firms. These studies have employed an 
array of analytical techniques, although the preferred approach is survival analysis in 
order to model the duration of firm survival. Albeit useful in providing some insight 
into exit behavior of UK finns, the studies for UK arguably suffer from a paucity of 
substantive quantitative results and so not make sufficient use of survival analysis. In 
particular, to date, firms' financial ratios have not been used in survival analysis of 
UK corporations. The final aim of this study has, therefore, been to empirically 
contribute by estimating a wide class of duration models for a large panel data set of 
UK firm survival histories. The methodology allowed for the incorporation of time-
varying fmn-specific financial ratios to impact on the duration of survival in 
accelerated hazard models and on the hazard failure rate in the Cox Proportional 
hazard model. Post estimation marginal effects are also calculated to gauge the unit 
impact of change in respective covariate on the conditional probability of failure. 
Meta - Analysis, through a critical analysis of a large number of empirical 
studies of corporate fmancial distress prediction based variously on statistical, AlES 
and theoretical models, indicates that there is still substantial disagreement over the 
most suitable methodology and substantial scope for model development. The 
xv 
analysis shows that statistical techniques (MDA and Logit models in particular) have 
been most frequently used, that the AlES approach is relatively new and that 
theoretical models are relatively uncommon. While predictive accuracy was observed 
to be generally good across all models, the review also suggests that AlES and 
theoretical models have slightly better average predictive accuracy than statistical 
models; although this measured superior performance is based on a smaller number of 
studies. On the other hand, the consistently high predictive accuracy of MD A model 
and its low Type I and 11 error rates were achieved in a relatively large number of 
studies suggesting that MDA may provide overall the most reliable method of distress 
prediction. 
Using MDA model to undertake the prediction task, we observe best 
classification performance of the MDA model when the data is cross-sectional and 
composes of non-fmancial or industry only firms in it. The trend is downwards, if 
financial firms are added to the cross section or if a panel data is used for either form 
of firms' composition. This trend is consistent, with slight variations, in case of hold 
out and cross-validation as well. The latter two methods serve as measures of 
goodness of fit in case of binary models like MDA. The overall measures of goodness 
of fit seem to be quite encouraging and hence support the use of MDA. Although 
GDP enters MDA in determining overall prediction rate of the model, its impact on 
the predictive accuracy is not significant. 
Another empirical contribution of this research has been to estimate a wide class 
of duration models for a large panel data set ofUK firm survival histories. Overall, 
the empirical results indicate that stock performance and profitability variables play a 
XVI 
highly significant role in determining the survival times of UK firms. Little evidence 
is given to the role of liquidity and asset utilisation variables and no support for the 
role of technology (R&D) is found. Overall, these results are robust across different 
parametric specifications. Marginal effect of leveraging on conditional probability of 
failure is found to be more effective than other variables. It is also observed that the 
conditional probability of firm failure rises gradually for the first 8 years and then 
falls more rapidly thereafter. 
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CHI: Introduction and Research Objective 
1.1 Introduction to the research problem: 
A firm is considered in financial distress when it has significant trouble 
paying its debts 'as they become due. Reorganization, receivership, acquisition, 
liquidation, bankruptcy and others are all commonly used terms to describe a 
financially distressed firm. Financial distress can occur in any firm as part of its 
natural life cycle, Firms operate in competitive markets, In the face of intense 
competition, some firms succeed while others fail. Before actually failing, poor 
performers exhibit signs of fmancial distress. Often a finanCial restructuring in the 
form of reorganization is required to resolve this condition. If the distress cannot be 
resolved then tbe firm must be given to the receivership, where the firm will either be 
liquidated or acquired by someone else (may be under a different name and as a new 
entity altogether). 
Formal bankruptcy is time-consuming and expensive. That is why financially 
distressed firms usually try to reorganize/restructure outside bankruptcy before filing 
for formal bankruptcy. Firms may do so either by exchanging new securities for 
existing securities; by amending the terms of outstanding securities; or, by 
repurchasing existing securities for cash. Failure to do so results in the formal filing 
of bankruptcy by the distressed firms in the court of law. Reorganization allows a 
distressed, but otherwise economically viable, firm to survive as a going concern. 
Therefore, under a formal bankruptcy process even, reorganization is sought first 
where a plan is developed to reorganize the debtors business and restore its financial 
health. Another available option is 'pre-packaged bankruptcy', where the debtor and 
creditors negotiate a plan of reorganization and file it along with the bankruptcy 
petition. 
When the prospects of reorganizing a debtor's business are so poor that it 
seems unreasonable to invest further time and financial resources in the effort, the 
only alternative is liquidation. In liquidation, the assets of the firm are sold, usually 
piecemeal, and the cash proceeds are paid to the firm's creditors according to strict 
rules of priority. Liquidation is preferable to reorganization when selling the debtors 
assets would produce more value than what debtor's reorganization may come up 
with. Here the aggregate liquidation value of all of the debtor's assets, less the costs of 
the liquidation process, is compared to the reorganization value. Liquidation can take 
the form of either an assignment (a private method of disposition) or a formal court-
supervised liquidation. 
Although most common indicator of corporate fmancial distress, corporate 
bankruptcy is only one form of financial distress faced by corporations. Other types 
include de-listing of firms from the stock exchange, default on bank loans, auditors' 
dissatisfaction reflected in their qualification reports, significant decline in profits, 
and a major set back to the stock price. In this study, word bankruptcy may 
occasionally be used to represent corporate financial distress of all types leading to 
reorganization, receivership, filing offormal bankruptcy, liquidation, cancellation of 
listing, de-listing, and acquisition. In practice, as well, various forms of corporate 
fmancial distress ultimately lead to corporate bankruptcy, if distress continues to 
prevail. 
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\ Recent experience has taught us an important lesson: Even very large finns 
can fail. WorldCom, Enron Corp., Global Crossing Ltd., Pacific Gas and Electric Co., 
Kmart Corp., FINOV A Group, Inc., Reliance Group Holdings, Inc., and F ederal-
Mogul Corp. are among the largest and recent most examples of corporate financial 
distress in the United States. Pre-bankruptcy assets of these corporations reflect that 
they all owned billions of dollars at the time of filing bankruptcies. 
WorldCom filed the largest Chapter II bankruptcy in the history of USA in 
May 2002. It had over $43 billion of liabilities at the time of filing. The collapse of 
Enron spread over several months during 2001. The Texas-based energy-trading 
giant, once America's seventh-biggest company, declared bankruptcy on December 
2nd, 2001.The total pre-bankruptcy assets of the corporation were figured nearly $ 63 
billion. Its failure was a result of mixed factors and yet under debate by the experts 
[New Generation Research Inc. (2002)]. Similarly Kmart Corp. became the 7th largest 
bankruptcy ofthe United States by filing a fonnal bankruptcy on 22nd January 2002. 
Selling approximately $ 37 billion of goods each year, and employing roughly 
250,000 workers, Kmart was the nation's second largest discount retailer and the third 
largest general merchandise retailer. The pre-bankruptcy assets of Kmart amount to 
nearly $17 billion. However, nothing could stop it from becoming bankrupt 
[Bankruptcy Creditors' Service, Inc. (2002)]. Nonetheless, the fates of World Co m, 
Enron, and Kmart have made the world cautious about investments even in the big 
corporations. 
Recent experience has also highlighted the risk in leveraged buyouts. In a 
leveraged buyout investors acquire a firm largely by using borrowed money. 
3 
However, under the principle of Risk-Return Trade-Off, leveraged buyouts also had 
an exceptionally high risk of fmancial distress. This became evident in the 1990s, 
when many of these firms began to crumble down owing to their crushing debt loads. 
The number of business failures is accelerating in the United States. But this 
experience is not limited to the Unites States alone. Recent data indicate that the 
number of failures can be as low as 224 in the case of Hong Kong or as high as 
50,000 plus in the case of the United States [McHugh C.M. (1995)]. According to 
Teikoku Databank (2002), the total number of corporate bankruptcy (both public and 
private) during 2002 in Japan is totaled to 19,458. The Insolvency Service (2001) of 
UK reports a total of21,549 corporate bankruptcies (both public and private) in the 
UK during 200 I. UK figure includes all types of liquidations, receiverships, voluntary 
arrangements, and administrative appointments. 
Recent fmancial crises and distress have drawn attention to the importance of 
efficient mechanisms to resolve such sufferings of corporations. An evident American 
credit risk from declining capacity utilization, a rash ?f credit downgrades, wider 
credit spread-outs, rising default rates on corporate bonds and an increased level of 
bankruptcies are some indicators of financial distress in the United States. Japanese 
credit risk has risen and is likely to worsen further in the short-term. Dun & 
Bradstreet reports corporate bankruptcies in June increased by 0.2% on year-on-year 
to reach the fourth highest figure since the Second World War. Asian economies, in 
general, experienced a harsh recession as currency and fmancial crises exerted a 
greater influence on them than expected. 
4 
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Financial distress owes its existence to deterioration in a finn's business. 
There can be many causes for such failures. Poor management, unwise expansion, 
intense competition, voluminous debt, massive litigation, continuing recession, recent 
capital market volatility, unsuccessful sales and marketing initiatives, commercial 
misfortune, personal crookedness, unregulated auditors, conflict of interests in 
accounting finns, unfavourable contracts and the accounting standards may be named 
as few possible causes. The question arises as to what has caused the world to face 
this situation and, in particular, why bankruptcy is being used as a tool to resolve the 
financial distress? 
In one sense fonnal bankruptcy is desirable, for it prevents further losses. But 
it is nevertheless true that a method of eliminating losses at an early date would be 
preferable to bankruptcy from both social and private point of views. If corporations 
were likely to face significant fmancial distress at some stage of their life, the 
corporate lenders would certainly wish to secure their invested capital or the likely 
investment plans into those corporations by predicting such distress well before they 
actually happen. Similarly, every corporation would avoid going bankrupt and like to 
know if there are any potential dangers of facing critical financial distress in future. 
What implies is that predicting financial distress in advance, including possibility of 
default or bankruptcy, is of significant use to both corporate lenders and borrowers. 
As stated by Morris (1998), trying to identify failing companies as early as 
possible is clearly a matter of considerable significance to businessmen and other 
interested parties. For instance, if an investor or creditor is able to predict a company 
on the path to bankruptcy before anyone else, he or she will be able to liquidate the 
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investment or obtain settlement of a debt and so minimise losses. Similarly, it is 
vitally important for an auditor in preparing his or her report to be able to assess 
whether or not a company is a going concern. 
It, therefore, becomes vital to develop means and ways to identify ftrms 
having problems that could ultimately lead them to the failure, and it is this theme 
that is being pursued in this study. Many academicians have developed distress 
prediction models to that end. Some of these models are under extensive use by the 
present day ftnancial institutions, ftrms and interested individuals. These models have 
based their predictions on a variety of analytical techniques. Among others, these 
techniques include multiple discriminant analysis (MDA), conditional probability 
analysi~ (CPA) including logit, probit and survival analysis, time series analysis, 
recursively partitioned decision trees, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and rough 
sets. Other models are based on theories like cash management and option pricing 
approaches. 
In fact, there is a wide spectrum of such prediction models. What follows in 
the next chapter is a critical review of these models in terms oftheir methodologies 
and application. This review, though extensive, is not exhaustive in nature. The study 
divides these models into three broad categories: Statistical Models, Artiftcially 
Intelligent Expert System Models, and Theoretic Models. This is a very loose 
classiftcation and is only meant for better understanding of the literature to be 
reviewed. 
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1.2 Research ohjectives: 
As discussed at length, the significance oftimely identification of firms' state 
of financial distress is of utmost importance to all those concerned. Largely prevalent 
throughout the world, the phenomenon is equally important for the UK. According to 
National Statistics (2005), there were 3,342liquidations in England and Wales in the 
second quarter of 2005 on a seasonally adjusted basis. This was an increase of 12.5% 
on the previous quarter and an increase of 6% on the same period a year ago. This 
was made up of I ,286 compulsory liquidations, an increase of 14.6% on the previous 
quarter and an increase of 11.6% on the corresponding quarter of last year, and 2,056 
creditors voluntary liquidations, an increase of 11.2% on the previous quarter and an 
increase of2.8% on the corresponding quarter of last year. 0.7% of active companies 
went into liquidation in the twelve months ended Q2 2005, the same as the previous 
quarter and a decrease on the corresponding quarter of2004. 
This is the case of liquidation only, the most undesirable form of financial 
distress. The figures on companies in the process of reorganization, receivership, 
acquisition (as a result of formal bankruptcy filings) and similar other states are in 
addition to liquidation cases. Hence, corporate financial distress is something 
alarming indeed, even in case ofUK. As will be seen in later part of the study, there 
remains still much of a potential for academic research in this area. In particular, there 
is an ever demanding need to develop models of distress prec1iction. 
Many different models have been used to predict corporate fmancial distress. 
These methods all have their particular strengths and weaknesses, and choosing 
between them for empirical application is not straightforward. There have been 
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several reviews of this literature but these are now either out-of-date or too narrowly 
focused(Scott, 1981; Zavgren, 1983; Altman, 1984; Jones, 1987; Dimitras et ai., 
1996; Morris, 1998; Zhang et al., 1999; Crouhy et al., 2000). None of these studies 
provides a complete comparison of the many different approaches towards prediction 
of corporate financial distress. The studies have also failed to provide a solution to the 
problem of model choice in empirical applications. One common feature of 
applications of such models to the case of corporations in OK and other countries is 
that selection of prediction model is rather subjective. There is, therefore, a place for 
an up-to-date comparative review. One primary objective of this research is, hence, 
providing such a comprehensive review, clarifying the problem of model choice in 
empirical prediction of corporate fmancial distress and suggesting some directions for 
future research. 
While undertaking empirical applications of these models to the case of OK 
corporations, with only a few exceptions, the researchers have worked with a sample 
size of about 100 or less quoted firms. Nasir et al. (2001), Lennox (1999), and Dunne 
& Hughes (1994) are amongst the few exceptions and have worked with sample sizes 
of 1800, 949, and 2149 firms, respectively. In fact, Dunne & Hughes (1994) also 
include larger unquoted firms in their sample. In almost all UK studies, cross-
sectional information on firms, usually one year prior to firm's death, is obtained to 
develop the prediction models. Albeit useful, models developed with such data are 
likely to perform less efficiently for horizons of fmancial distress longer than one 
year. Models based on panel data may prove more useful and convincing. Hence, 
there is a need to assess if prediction models work better with panel data sets and that 
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if the size of dataset matters. This particular need forms the basis for our study's 
second major objective, whereby the study benefits from the outcome offrrst research 
objective. Pursuant to second objective, this study intends to choose the best model 
identified under the frrst research agenda and collects the largest possible panel 
dataset for UK quoted firms. 
A key issue in the Industrial Organisation literature is identification of the 
factors that detennine the entry and exit of firms. Most of the empirical literature 
explores US firms. For example, Caves (1998) provides a detailed account of US and 
other country studies, including the UK. A major concern of these studies has been 
the identification of those fmn-Ievel characteristics that enable them to survive over 
time. These studies have employed an array of analytical techniques, although the 
preferred approach is survival analysis in order to model the duration of firm survival. 
Albeit useful in providing some insight into exit behaviour of UK firms, the studies 
for UK arguably suffer from a paucity of substantive quantitative results and so not 
make sufficient use of survival analysis. [Baden-Fuller, 1989; Dunne and Hughes, 
1994; Geroski et aI., 1997; Disney et aI., 2003). For example, a large amount of 
research is centered on firms' qualitative attributes based on surveys, measures of 
firm growth, proxies for corporate governance, and other similar characteristics. In 
contrast, very little attention has been paid to information on firms' financial status 
over time. In particular, to date, firms' financial ratios have not been used in survival 
analysis ofUK corporations. Similarly, basic statistical techniques of descriptive 
statistics and ordinary regressions have been employed to investigate the problem. 
Though useful, the research would have been more insightful and rigorous with the 
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application of parametric and non-parametric techniques of survival analysis. 
Comparing results from the non-parametric Cox proportional hazard model and those 
obtained from parametric models are arguably required to test the robustness of 
results. Hence, third and final aim of our research is to use the panel data (collected to 
perform the task explained for second objective) to identify the factors that determine 
the entry and exit of firms. 
1.3 Organization ofthe chapters: 
With clearly defined aims and objectives of this study, the research is 
organised in the following manner. Chapter two presents an extensive review of the 
relevant literature on different models of corporate financial distress prediction and 
their empirical applications across the world economies. To gain maximum amount of 
benefit from the reviewed literature and develop an unbiased understanding of the 
subject, this chapter also presents a criticism on each type of prediction methodology 
and model. The overall impression gathered from this extensive review ofliterature 
has been somewhat confusing in the sense that we could not trace any objective 
justification in favour of one model over the other. 
To solve the problem of appropriate model choice in empirical prediction of 
corporate fmancial distress, chapter three conducts a Meta - Analysis of the empirical 
findings of the literature reviewed. Meta - Analysis is the application of statistical 
procedures to collections of empirical findings from individual studies for the purpose 
of integrating, synthesizing, and making sense of them. We use this method to be able 
to choose an appropriate prediction model from amongst many. 
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In line with the results of Meta - Analysis and relatively easy availability of 
information on firms' financial ratios, the study benefits from the largest dataset ever 
used in case ofUK for similar studies. Our sample consists of3135 quoted UK 
fmancial and non-financial finns, of which 1347 faced some kind offmancial distress 
during 1990 - 2004 while remaining 1788 firms entered the sample period as active 
and remained so until the end of sample period. Details of the dataset are subject 
matter of chapter four. 
As will be seen in chapter three, the objective choice for prediction task has 
been the Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA). Chapter five specifies MDA model 
in sufficient detail. In the same chapter, empirical application of MDA (to predict 
corporate fmancial distress for UK listed finns) is exercised using the data set 
described in chapter four. Best classification and prediction performance of the MDA 
model is observed, when the data is cross-sectional and composes of non-financial or 
industry only finns in it. The trend is downwards, if financial firms are added to the 
cross section or if a panel data is used for either form of firms' composition. This 
trend is consistent, with slight variations, in case of hold out and cross-validation as 
well. The latter two methods serve as measures of goodness of fit in case of binary 
models like MDA. The overall measures of goodness of fit seem to be quite 
encouraging and hence support the use of MDA. 
In order to identifY the factors that determine entry and exit behaviour of the 
. firms, this study uses both parametric and non-parametric techniques of survival 
analysis as well. Cox proportional hazard model represents the former, while 
accelerated hazard models (Exponential, Weibull, Log-Logistic, and Lognormal) are 
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used for the latter. These models are specified and their empirical application 
observed in chapter six. Overall, the empirical results indicate that stock performance 
and profitability variables play a highly significant role in determining the survival 
times of UK firms. Little evidence is given to the role of liquidity and asset 
utilisation variables and no support for the role of technology (R&D) is found. 
Overall, these results are robust across different parametric specifications. 
Chapter seven concludes the study with a summary of its research findings 
and a discussion on further avenues of research. It is noted in particular that corporate 
financial distress has assumed considerable place in corporate finance literature. That 
whatever form it may take, distress is certainly not desirable and an early detection of 
impending distress in a corporation is always useful. Search for best distress 
prediction models is still in progress. The study proposes an objective criterion for 
this search. It is suggested that future research may benefit more from larger data sets. 
If the objective is prediction only, then using Multiple Discriminant Analysis with 
cross-sectional information might be helpful. It may help and be less objectionable if 
financial firms are kept separate from non-fmancial firms, especially if the reliance is 
made on fmancial ratios only. Finally, for a useful survival analysis and to see which 
factors cause firms to exit, a larger panel data may be preferred. 
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CH2: A Review of the Literature 
Distress prediction has always been a phenomenon of great interest to 
corporate lenders and borrowers. Academicians have been trying to develop models 
capable of predicting corporate failure. Although quantitative models started to 
emerge by early 1930s, there have been attempts of judgments made on qualitative 
basis in earlier times. For example, Altman (l968) mentions the name of forerunner 
of well-known Dun & Bradstreet that was organised in Cincinnati, Ohio. It provided 
independent qualitative credit investigations in those early times. 
Early quantitative prediction attempts include Fitzpatrick (1932), Smith and 
Winakor (1935) and Merwin (1942), which compared fmancial ratios of two groups 
of firms (failed and non-failed) and traced significant differences across the groups. 
They based their prediction criterion on these differences in financial ratios and set a 
stage for later researchers. In general, they identified that the financial ratios of the 
failed firms, before actually failing, exhibited significant differences from their non-
failed counterparts. 
Since 1930s, distress prediction has been a subject of greater interest to 
financial analysts. Indeed, an impressive body of theoretical and empirical research 
has been evolved since then. There seems to be an undisputed consensus that actual 
part of this evolution started in 1960s. Availability of computer technology and the 
practice of employing rather complex statistical techniques, since 1960s, justify this 
evidence. Little has been done in pre I 960s era due to such limitations. Nevertheless, 
contributions made by early analysts serve as the foundation stone for all future 
endeavours in the field of corporate financial distress prediction. 
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IdentifYing an appropriate time frame (1960s to date), the study focuses on 
research activities of academicians that have resulted into a wide variety of distress 
prediction models so far. To present its case, the study has divided these models into 
three broad categories based on the nature of analytical technique employed by them. 
This classification differs from previous categorisations: Normative models and 
Positive models [Morris (1998») or bifurcation of bankruptcy prediction models based 
on 'financial ratios' or 'cash flow components' [McGurr and DeVaney (1998»). For 
the purpose of this study, classification is based on the analytical technique / 
methodology of these models. 
While reviewing literature on the subject, a brief description of the 
methodology, as employed by the prediction models, is presented first. A review of 
some selected studies, based on respective methodologies, is stated next. 
2.1 Statistical Models of Distress Prediction: 
A vast majority of prediction models, like in any other field, have been 
developed in corporate [mance literature with the help of ever-useful statistical and 
mathematical techniques. A statistical analysis could be univariate or multivariate in 
nature. In distress prediction context, researchers have attempted both ways. 
Multivariate analysis, however, remains dominant for a variety of reasons to be 
discussed in a later section. A number of textbooks on statistics explain difference 
between the two in a general framework with sufficient detail. In the context of 
corporate financial distress, reasonably good but brief reference could be Altman 
(1993) and Morris (1998). 
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2.1.1 Univariate Models: 
2.1.1.1 Univariate analysis: in the context of distress prediction 
Univariate analysis, in the context of this study, is a traditional method of 
interpreting financial statements of the companies. In particular, these fmancial 
statements are the firms' financial ratios. These ratios serve as explanatory variables 
or the distress predictors, to be more specific. The nature of analysis is, however, 
univariate in the sense that the variables are observed and examined one after the 
other. There is no allowance for an analysis capturing an integrated effect of any two 
or more variables together on financial health of the firm. After a careful analysis, 
researchers would provide certain inferences. 
Univariate models depend on financial ratios ofthe firms that are obtainable 
from their balance sheets and profit and loss accounts. Analysts tend to be very 
careful while selecting and interpreting these ratios. Normally, they would keep in 
mind the following points: 
• A group of ratios can explain almost similar characteristics of a firm. One 
must select the most appropriate ratios only. 
• Ratios are interdependent in general. Care must be exercised while a 
univariate inference is made. 
• The numerator and denominator of the ratios are assumed to be strictly 
proportionate. 
• Ratios across industries, particularly in terms of industry averages, do differ 
from each other. 
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Traditional ratio analyses, under univariate models, generally focus on a 
firm's long-term and short-term financial health in terms of profitability and 
efficiency. Analysts check long-term financial health of the firm by looking at its cost 
structure, the pattern of revenue receipts, and the redemption terms and available 
security. Whereas balance sheet ratios, mixed balance sheet / profit and loss account 
ratios, flow of funds analysis, and the interval ratios help researchers assess short 
term financial health of the firm. Finally, observing firm's profitability and efficiency 
against a pre-set benchmark assesses the performance of a firm. This benchmark 
could be a forecast standard, a level of past performance, or a rival's performance. 
2.1.1.2 Empirical Literature: 
It is explained above what can be termed as the traditional ratio analysis under 
univariate models. However, as mentioned by Morris (1998), analysis of ratios in 
application of univariate models to distress prediction studies is rather systematic than 
traditional. It is because in these studies, populations offailed and non-failed 
companies are selected and then each of a number of ratios is tested to see which one 
best classifies the two groups of firms over a number of years prior to failure. 
Most of the studies that employed univariate methodology were the attempts 
before I 960s. As mentioned before, Fitzpatrick (1932) is the first to use univariate 
analysis to predict business failure. For his sample of 19 matched pairs of companies, 
the best discriminators were net profit / net worth; and net worth / debt. Later, Smith 
and Winakor (1935) and Merwin (1942), covering over 900 firms, attempted a similar 
analysis and found that failing firms exhibit Significantly different ratio measurements 
than continuing entities [Morris (1998) and Altman (1993)]. 
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It is, however, agreed that Beaver (\966) made the first modern univariate 
analysis of distress prediction. Beaver performed a univariate analysis of financial 
ratios to predict corporate bankruptcy in USA. He selected a sample of 79 failed and 
79 non-failed firms from 1954 to 1964 using a paired sample method. For each of the 
five years prior to failure, he computed 30 ratios. Performing a dichotomous 
classification test, Beaver selected 6 variables as best. He observed that the average 
failed firm showed substantial deterioration as the year of failure approached unlike 
average non-failed firm whose performance was relatively constant. The best 
discriminators were working capital funds flow / debt (which identified the firms 
correctly in 90 percent of cases one year prior to failure); and net income / total assets 
(which had a success rate of 88 per cant at a similar stage). His major finding was that 
financial ratios or more generally, accounting data, have the ability to predict failure 
for at least five years before failure [Altman (\993) and Morris (\998)]. 
Beaver's work is considered to be a pioneering contribution in the field of 
distress prediction. Yet, due to inherent weaknesses of univariate analysis and 
popularity of multivariate analysis, not many studies have based their analysis on 
univariate models after him. One notable exception is the study of Casey and 
Bartczak (1984). They assessed the discriminatory power of operating cash flow 
(OCF) and some of its variants in a univariate manner. Comparing 60 failed US 
companies against a control sample of230 businesses, they could correctly classifY 
90% of bankrupt firms one year prior to bankruptcy and 92% two years before. 
However, the discriminatory power was far worse for non-failing firms, i.e., only 
53% and 44% for the same years. In fact, overall accuracy for OCF was only slightly 
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better than chance (50%) for the first and second years before failure and was worse 
than chance for the remaining years. They also compared the performance of their 
univariate model against a multivariate discrminant model based on six accrual-based 
financial ratios. This was far superior in classifYing failing and non-failing firms. 
They concluded that cash flow variables were probably not useful in classifying non-
failing finns. 
2.1.2 Multivariate Models: 
A number of introductory books on Statistics include chapters on multivariate 
techniques, but specialized books on multivariate statistics are available too. Flury 
and Riedwyl (1988) is a good specialised reference book. For a rigorous 
mathematical approach towards multivariate analysis, one may refer to Chatfield and 
Collins (1980). 
Multivariate prediction models, in corporate fmancial distress context, tend to 
analyse fmancial health of the firm in a more realistic way. Here two or more 
independent variables are analysed to assess how together they appear to be able to 
distinguish between companies that face financial distress and those, which do not. 
The set of independent variables, in such models, may not necessarily 
comprise fmancial ratios only, although many models still rely on fmancial ratios. 
Independent variables could take the form of financial ratios, non-fmancial 
characteristics of the finns, and / or other quantitative / qualitative explanatory 
concerns. Nature of these variables will become clear shortly, when these models are 
reviewed in further detail. 
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The usual approach followed in developing multivariate failure prediction 
models, like in univariate case, remains the same. Usually a pair of matched sample 
of distressed and healthy firms is selected. Matching criteria could be year, size and 
industry membership. 
Altman (1968) is credited to develop first multivariate failure prediction 
model, followed by a number of other multivariate models that tend to differ in the 
underlying statistical argument. Remainder of this section reviews major multivariate 
distress prediction models and their empirical applications. 
2.1.2.1 Models based on discriminant analysis: 
A basic statistical method in regression analysis requires a continuous 
dependent variable. However, many attitudes, behaviours, decisions and events are 
measured in discrete or non-continuous ways. One such example is classification of 
firms as distressed or healthy. A number of statistical methods are available to 
analyse such situations including discriminant, linear probability, logit, and probit 
analyses. Former is unique in its methodology and hence discussed separately. A 
discussion on the other three is also presented subsequently. 
Methodology: 
The discriminant analysis is a type of multivariate technique that allows the 
researcher to study the differences between two or more groups of objects with 
respect to several variables simultaneously. We present a brief understanding of 
discriminant analysis in forthcoming lines that is more in line with Klecka (1981), 
Altman (1993) and Morris (1998). Klecka (1981) provides an excellent discussion on 
the subject and might be referred to for a comprehensive understanding of 
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discriminant analysis. For an in-depth study of discriminant analysis, a recommended 
text is Huberty (I 994}. 
Discriminant analysis is used to classify an observation into one of several a 
priori groupings dependent upon the observation's individual characteristics. In this 
sense, discriminant analysis is concerned with allocating an individual to one of 
several groups on the basis of a number of measurements on the individual. It is used 
primarily to classify and / or predict in problems where the dependent variable 
appears in qualitative form. Examples include male or female, well or sick, and failed 
or non-failed. 
Mathematical model of discriminant analysis is based on certain crucial 
assumptions. If these assumptions are violated, the statistical results will not be a 
precise reflection of reality. Most important of these assumptions are: (I) No 
discriminatory variable may be a linear combination of other discriminating variables, 
(2) For many applications, discriminant analysis requires popUlation variance-
covariance matrices to be equal for each group, (3) It is also assumed that each group 
is drawn from a population, which has a multivariate normal distribution. 
Assumptions, mentioned above, constitute the mathematical model of the 
discriminant function (s) on which the most common approaches to discriminant 
analysis rest. A canonical discriminant function, under above assumptions, is a linear 
combination of the discriminatory variables of the following form: 
Z =a+p,X,+p,X,+ ........ -P.X.············································-[2.1] 
where; 
Z = transformed value (score) of [2.1], used to classify the object 
(analogous to dependent variable) 
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Cl = a constant term (exclusion of this term would not matter, 
though) 
{3, = discriminant coefficients, which produce the desired 
characteristics in the function (computed by the discriminant 
function) 
X, = values of independent discriminatory variables 
In passing, note that most research situations involve only one or two 
discriminant functions, although it is possible in theory to have more than two 
functions. Fortunately, distress prediction studies involve only one discriminant 
function assuming the simplest possible form of discriminant analysis. 
Researchers often encounter situations in which they have several potential 
discriminatory variables but they are uncertain whether all of them are valuable and 
necessary. Unless there are strong theoretical reasons for keeping them, it is advisable 
to eliminate weak or redundant variables. Their presence only complicates the 
analysis and they may even increase the number of misclassifications. One way to 
eliminate unnecessary variables is by using a stepwise procedure to select the most 
useful discriminatory variables. Stepwise procedure could work in any of the three 
ways: forward, backward, and mixed. Stepwise procedure is only one way of variable 
selection. Other methods include 'scaled vector test', 'separation of means test', 
'conditional deletion test', and 'univariate F-statistic. 
Apparently, it seems that the estimation of equation 2.1 is an easy and simple 
task and one would be able to get estimates on discriminant coefficients by applying 
OLS method of estimation or either of its variants. However, this is not the case here 
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due to the nature of Z that is actually a resultant score of linear combination of X 
variables in equation 2.1. These days, many softwares provide the estimates of 
discriminant coefficients quite easily. These estimates are obtained following a 
specialized discriminant model estimation procedure. 
Next step is classification or prediction. Classification is the process by which 
a decision is made that a specific case belongs to one particular group. This decision 
is based on the information carried by the discriminatory variables. There are several 
ways in which classification can be performed. They typically involve defming some 
notion of distance between the case and each group centroids with the case being 
classified into the closest group. 
For the single discriminant function case, the dividing point between two 
groups is one half the sum of the discriminant scores for the two group centroids. 
Researchers, usually, prepare a table I chart or 'classification matrix' to portray the 
results of their prediction. This matrix is often used to test the accuracy of the 
classification procedure too. For this reason, it is sometimes called 'accuracy matrix'. 
The simplest form of a typical distress prediction model, based on discrminant 
analysis, would construct a matrix of the following pattern: 
Predicted Group 
Original Group 
Failed Non-failed 
Failed C MI 
Non-failed M2 C 
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Where; 
C: Correct classification 
M I: Type I error like misclassification, i.e., classifying a failed finn 
as non-failed 
M2: Type 11 error like misclassification, i.e., classifying a non-failed 
finn as failed 
The percentage of the known cases, which are correctly classified, is an 
additional measure of group differences. As a direct measure of predictive accuracy, 
this percentage is the most intuitive measure of discrimination and can be used to test 
the power of classification procedure. Another alternative is the proportional 
reduction in error statistic 'tau'. The maximum value for 'tau' is 1.0, and it occurs 
when there are no errors in prediction. A value of zero indicates no improvement. 
Negative results are also possible, and they indicate no discrimination or a degenerate 
situation. 
As with any inferential technique based on sample data, the percent correct 
prediction and tau tend to overestimate the power of the classification procedure. This 
is because the validation is based on the same cases used to derive the classification 
functions. A remedy is to use a hold out sample. We can validate the classification 
procedure by randomly splitting the sample into two subsets. One subset is used to 
derive the function and the other to test the classification. Because each subset will 
tend to have different sampling errors, the test subset will give a better estimate of the 
ability to correctly predict the total population. Statisticians tend to disagree on the 
appropriate sizes for the two subsets. The most important consideration, however, is 
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that the subset used to derive the function is sufficiently large to insure stability of the 
coefficients or else the test will be flawed from the start. 
Empirical Literature: 
A1tman (1968) is the first to develop a multivariate distress prediction model. 
Essentially, the statistical methodology adopted by him was the 'discriminant 
analysis'. Therefore, he is also credited for employing discriminant analysis for the 
first time in corporate failure prediction models. In his groundbreaking work, A1tman 
(\968) developed an MDA model for his descriptive case of corporate bankruptcy 
prediction, using the initial paired sample of66 US fmns (33 bankrupt and 33 non-
bankrupt) for the period between 1946 and 1965. These fmns came from 
manufacturing sector and were all publicly traded. To start with, data on 22 different 
financial variables were collected. These 22 variables were classified into 5 standard 
categories: liquidity, profitability, leverage, solvency, and activity ratios. Following a 
four-step procedure, it was observed that out of22, only 5 variables do the best 
overall job together in prediction of corporate bankruptcy. Therefore, the fmal 
discriminant function estimated by A1tman for publicly traded manufacturing firms 
included only five discriminatory variables. The fmal criterion used to establish the 
best model was to observe its accuracy in predicting bankruptcy. A1tman conducted a 
series of six tests to this end. Altman concluded that the bankruptcy prediction model, 
based on MDA, is an accurate forecaster of failure up to two years priorto 
bankruptcy and that the accuracy diminishes substantially as the lead-time increases. 
Deakin (1972) modified the Altman's (1968) model to include the 14 best 
ratios identified by Beaver (\966) in his univariate study. His sample of distressed 
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finns comprised 32 companies, which failed during 1964-1970 in USA. Each finn 
was matched with a non-failed finn on a random basis of asset size, industry 
classification, and the year of fmancial data. The final model included all 14 
variables, and the equations were calculated on data for each of the five years before 
failure. Deakin's total misclassification rates on the original sample for the first three 
prior years were all less than 5%. Deakin also used a version of MDA that assigns a 
probability of membership to the failed and non-failed groups on the basis of its Z 
scores in previous years. This lowered error levels to 3%, 4.5%, 21 %, and 17% 
respectively for the five years prior bankruptcy. However, the model performed less 
well against a random sample of II bankrupt and 23 non-bankrupt finns, 
misclassifying 22% companies at year I, 6% at year 2, 12% at year 3, 23% at year 4, 
and 15% at year 5. Deakin's 14-variable set produced his most accurate classification 
results. When he tried to reduce the number of variables, the classification error 
increased substantially. He concluded that discriminant analysis could be used to 
predict business failures as far as three years in advance with a fairly high accuracy 
[Altman (1993) and Morris (1998)]. 
Blum (1974) aimed to develop a failing company model to aid the antitrust 
division of the justice department of USA in assessing the probability of business 
failure. The legal jargon loosely defines failing as a 'grave probability of failure'. 
Blum's purpose was to quantifY this probability by analyzing the financial and market 
data of failed finns. For this purpose, he constructed an MDA modeL His sample 
consisted of 115 finns that failed from 1954 to 1968. The failed finns were paired 
with 115 non-failed finns on the basis of industry, size, and fiscal year. Unlike others, 
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Blum based his variable selection upon the concept of a business finn as a reservoir 
of fmancial resources with the probability of failure expressed in tenns of expected 
cash flows with three underlying common factors: liquidity, profitability, and 
variability. He selected 12 variables to measure these cash flow parameters. In all, he 
used 12 ratio and 12 non-ratio variables as the basis of his model, with 6 of the fonner 
measuring variability of ratios. He divided the data into 21 ranges of at least three 
years and fitted the discriminant function to half the data in each range. The model 
fitted to middle ranges correctly classified over 90% of the companies in the holdout 
sample, but the error rates increased rapidly in 2nd, 3ro, 4th, and 5th years. [Altman 
(1993) and Morris (1998)]. 
Altman, et. al. (1974) applied the discriminant analysis to a sample offailed 
textile firms in France. Using factor analysis to a large number of financial indicators, 
they proceeded to utilize the most important ones in a linear discriminant model. 
Their results were at best mediocre on test samples. While the model did provide 
some insight into that troublesome sector, it was not implemented on a practical basis 
[Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Diamond (1976) used a sample of75 failed and 75 non-failed US companies, 
in his MDA model of the PhD thesis. Following a step-wise selection procedure, he 
screened ratios employing a number of pattern recognition techniques, including 
principal components analysis. Additionally, he made adjustments for potential 
sampling bias and misclassification error costs. The overall predictive accuracy was 
initially assessed at around 90% for 2-3 years before failure. This accuracy fell to 
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80% when allowance was made for sampling bias and an offsetting adjustment for 
misclassification error costs [Morris (1998)). 
Deakin (1977) extended his 1972 analysis with an objective to provide an 
indication of the frequency and nature ofmisclassification of non-failed companies 
and to compare auditors' opinions with the model's predictive ability. His failed 
group consisted of 63 US firms: the 32 from his 1972 study and 31 firms (from a 
study by Altman and McGough) that failed in 1970 and 1971. The non-failed group 
consisted of80 finns randomly selected from 'Moody's Industrial Manual' and 
matched only by year of data. Deakin based his classification results on both linear 
and quadratic structures of discriminant function. His linear and quadratic 
classification results using the Lachenbruch holdout technique were 94.4% and 
83.9%, respectively. The type I and type II errors were very different in linear and 
quadratic equations; hence, Deakin adopted the following fail-nonfail decision rule 
for his validation tests: (1) classify as failing ifboth linear and quadratic functions 
classify as failing; and (2) classify as non-failing if both linear and quadratic 
functions classify as non-failing; and (3) investigate further if the functions produce 
conflicting results. Deakin contended that this eclectic rule tends to minimize the 
overall misclassification rate, if the 'investigate further' group is excluded. 
Altman, et.a!. (1977) developed a revised version of Altman's Z-score model 
and named it ZETA model. Their sample consist~d of 53 bankrupt and 58 non-
bankrupt manufacturing and retailing firms from the USA for the years 1964 to 1974. 
The latter were matched by industry and year of data. They adjusted the basic data to 
incorporate new accounting practices. Applying the same multivariate technique of 
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discriminant analysis, they constructed both linear and quadratic discriminant 
functions. They started with 27 variables in the beginning. Analysing the ranks 
suggested by 6 different variable selection methods, they finally selected seven 
variables for their analysis. Their new ZET A model appeared to be quite accurate for 
up to five years prior to failure with successful classification of well over 90% one-
year prior and 70% accuracy up to five years. 
The best-known applications of MD A techniques in the UK are the models 
developed by Tamer. His first model was developed in 1974 and used by a firm 
called London Stockbrokers. Since then, Tamer has revised his work at different 
times. Tamer and Tisshaw (1977) constructed their solvency model using linear 
discrrninant analysis that was applied to two groups of financial ratios. The first group 
was derived from the 46 listed manufacturing firms failed since 1969, and the other 
from 46 fmancially sound firms matched by size and industry. Eighty different ratios, 
typical of those any financial analyst might use, were calculated for each of the 92 
companies. The fmal formula for Z-score for quoted firms included a constant term 
and 4 ratios as independent variables. They also made a reference to Z-score formula 
for unquoted firms that included 5 ratios as independent explanatory variables. The 
predictive ability of the 'quoted Z-model', one year prior to bankruptcy, was very 
impressive as it achieved an overall 99% success rate. Overall classification success 
rate was 97.8% for unquoted version of the model for the same year. However, their 
predictive power was far less impressive in years 2, 3 and 4 before actual bankruptcy. 
Marais (1979), while on a short-term assignment for the Industrial Finance 
Unit of the Bank of England, also utilized discriminant analysis to quantifY relative 
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finn perfonnance. For his analysis, he combined flow of fund variables with 
conventional balance sheet and income statement measures. Using a sample of38 
failed and 53 non-failed finns (1974-1 to 1977), he tested several previously 
published models from the United States and the United Kingdom using both 
univariate and multivariate techniques. He then went on to develop his own 
discriminant model that included four variables: current assets / gross total assets, I / 
gross total assets, cash flow / current liabilities, and funds generated from operations 
minus net change in working capital to total debt. His results were considered 
satisfactory and modest [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Altman, et. at. (1979) examined two a priori groups of Brazilian finns 
categorized as serious-problem and no-problem companies. A small number of 
variables were then calculated for each observation (finn) in each of the two samples. 
The data was analysed by the use of linear discriminant analysis. The classification 
procedure used in this study was based on the failure model developed in the United 
States as employed by Altman (1968), with modifications to allow for consideration 
of Brazilian standards and reporting practices. They discussed the empirical results in 
tenns of two separate but quite similar models. Results from the two models were 
essentially identical based on one-year prior data. Overall accuracy of the model, for 
combined 58 finns sample, was 88% [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
In an attempt to apply discriminant analysis to Canadian manufacturing and 
retailing finns that failed between 1970-1979, Altman and Lavallee (1981) used a 
sample of 54 publicly traded finns, half failed and half continuing entities. They 
examined only 11 ratios, whereas their resulting model contained five ratios based on 
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a forward stepwise selection procedure. The overall classification accuracy of the Z 
model on the original sample of 54 firms was 83.3% [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Tailler (1982) refmed his MDA model of 1974 using the same sample of23 
companies that failed over the period 1968-1973 in UK, together with a sample of 45 
solvent companies. Tailler, unlike earlier studies, did not attempt to match the solvent 
sample with failed one by industry, size or financial year. Neither, the number of 
firms was made equal. Principal component analysis and stepwise selection were used 
to reduce a set of 50 ratios, normalized where necessary, to derive a model with five 
variables. These variables were: earnings before interest and tax / total assets, total 
liabilities / net capital employed, quick assets / total assets, working capital/net 
worth, and stock turn over. To deal with the costs of misclassification, he 
incorporated prior probability odds of I : I 0 (failed: solvent) in the model; a procedure 
that was adopted by a firm of City stockbrokers. His model discriminated extremely 
well in the last year before failure, but far less for previous years. 
Earl and Marais (1982) expanded upon the work of Marais (1979) forUK. 
They reported classification results of93%, 87%, and 84% respectively for the three 
years prior to failure. The authors felt that funds flow data improved their 
classification accuracy. The single ratio of cash flow / current liabilities was a 
successful discriminator [A1tman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Tailler (1983) was a refinement over Tailler (1977). In this study, the failed 
group of 46 firms was the same as used in Tailler (1977). These firms were 
predominantly engaged in manufacturing and went bankrupt between 1969 to 1976 in 
the UK. A two-stage sampling process was adopted to obtain solvent firms. Initially 
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46 firms were drawn from the Jordan Dataquest database, randomly matched by size. 
and industry with the failed sample. A conventional subjective financial screening 
process identified 5 of these as unhealthy, which were then replaced by healthy 
identified firms. Eighty potentially useful financial ratios were computed for each of 
the 92 firms. Each of these ratios underwent logarithmic or reciprocal transformations 
as appropriate to improve normality. To understand the data better, to avoid 
multicollinearity, and to aid formulation and interpretation of the resulting model, 
varimax rotated principal component analysis (peA) was undertaken. The final linear 
discriminant model included four ratios plus a constant. The model was very 
successful and achieved an overall classification accuracy of 97 .8%. On the basis of 
the prior probability of odds set, Type I error was 4.3% and Type II error was 0%. 
El Hennawy and Morris (1983) undertook a study employing MDA on a 
sample of 53 listed British companies that failed over the period 1960-71. Their main 
aim was to develop a series of models not merely from data one year prior to failure, 
but also for each of the previous four years, to see whether so-called 'predictive 
ability' might not be improved by deriving a model some time earlier than twelve 
months before bankruptcy. A secondary objective was to widen the data frame from 
which the models were developed to include general economic and industry 
indicators with the intention of producing a more universally applicable model. The 
failed firms came from manufacturing, construction, and distribution sectors. The 53 
sound and 53 failed companies were selected using matching sample method. Two 
industry dummy variables were also included in the final discriminant model: one for 
construction and another for distribution (the manufacturing variable, being the least 
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significant of the three, was eventually dropped). Starting with 96 financial ratios, 
they were fmally left with two models (Fifth year model and First year model) of five 
variables each (of which two were industry dummies). The three fmancial ratios, in 
each of the model, were different. Their results indicated that an MDA model can be 
derived from data five years prior to bankruptcy, and this model can predict failure at 
least as well as model developed from information published much later, just one year 
before eventual financial collapse. They also found that profitability is a key factor in 
both models. Their fmal conclusion was that inclusion of industry membership into 
the failure prediction models does play an important role in accurate prediction. 
Tamer (1984) subsequently developed separate models for companies in the 
distribution sector and for private companies. The sample for deriving the former was 
22 failed and 49 healthy listed companies. Allowance was made for both the prior 
probability of failure and costs of misclassification. The private company model was 
developed from a sample of39 companies failing in 1978-79 and 56 non-failed 
companies. Both the models met a very good success rate in terms of overall 
classification accuracy, particularly one year before bankruptcy [Morris (1998)]. 
Izan (1984), in an attempt to address the failure classification problem in 
Australia, analysed a larger sample (50-failed firms and an industry-failure-year-
matched sample of 50 non-failed firms). Perhaps the most distinct feature of this 
model was the attempt to standardize the ratios by the respective firms' industry 
medians. Author did so by dividing the failed and non-failed firm's raw ratio by the 
industry mean. Out of 10 ratios, 5 were found useful for the purpose of analysis. The 
final model was quite similar to that of Altman (1968). Classification accuracy of the 
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model was compared with both raw and industry relative ratios. The accuracy was 
higher with industry relative ratios, whereby 94.1 % of the failed firms were correctly 
classified one year before actual bankruptcy [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Using MDA, over 130 measures on individual firms, 36 pairs offailed and 
non-failed manufacturing firms listed on Tokyo Stock Exchange in the period 1962-
76, Takahashi, et. aI., (1984) constructed a failure prediction model for Japan. Their 
fmal model consisted of eight financial ratios. It was found that models with several 
years of data for each firm outperformed a similar model with data from only one 
year prior to failure. The accuracy of their model on the original and holdout samples 
was simulated based on various cut-off score criteria. The Type I error was found to 
be quite low for the original sample and virtually nil on the very small 4-firm holdout 
failed firm sample [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Casey and Bartczak (1984) assessed the discriminatory power of operating 
cash flow (OCF) and some of its variants in a univariate manner first. Comparing 60 
failed US companies against a control sample of 230 businesses, they could correctly 
classify 90% of bankrupt firms one year prior to bankruptcy and 92% two years 
before. However, the discriminatory power was far worse for non-failing firms, i.e., 
only 53% and 44% for the same years. They also compared the performance of their 
univariate model against a multivariate discrminant model based on six accrual-based 
financial ratios. Overall classification accuracy of the discriminant model was 86% 
one year before bankruptcy. Accuracy rate, however, gradually declined in 
subsequent earlier years. Moreover, the discriminant model was far superior in 
classifying failing and non-failing firms. 
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A study by Baetge, et. aI., (1988) reports the results of a MDA model, 
constructed for Germany, whose aim was to identify at least 80% of the endangered 
corporate borrowers three years before they became distressed. Principai'component 
analysis was used to reduce the initial 42 financial ratios to 7 factors. These factors, in 
turn, led to a 3-variable MDA model. Rather than using the cut off point as the basis 
for separating the firms into good and bad groups, the authors created a grey area 
around the cut off point where probability of assigning to either group was low. The 
discriminant function was subsequently tested with about 40,000 fmancial statements 
of all corporate customers of the bank. The results of the tests were quite similar to 
that found on the analysis sample. The model proved very stable when tested using a 
simulation model developed at Gottingen University [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Bhatia (1988) developed a discrminant model to identify sick companies in 
India. His sample consisted of 18 sick and 18 healthy listed companies. The healthy 
companies were paired with the sick ones based on the type of product and gross 
fixed assets. The companies were drawn from the cement, electrical, engineering, 
glass, paper, and steel industries. The final discriminant function comprised of 7 
financial ratios. The Type I accuracy was 87.1 % and Type II accuracy was 86.6% on 
the development sample. A holdout test generally validated efficacy of the model 
[Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
The Central Information Collection Unit (CICU) ofPermodalan Nasional 
Berhad (PNB), in Malaysia, is charged with the task of identifying companies in 
distress at an early stage so that the authorities may take the necessary remedial 
action. Bidin (1988) has built a MDA model for CICU with applicability mainly for 
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manufacturing companies, and also for companies in the transportation and services 
sector. His sample consisted of 21 companies, known to have been in distress, paired 
with fmancially sound companies that were entirely Malaysian with business 
activities in Malaysia. 41 ratios were defmed for inclusion in the analysis. Stepwise 
selection yielded a discriminant function that had 7 variables ranked by the level of 
contribution to the F statistic. The author presented three case studies where the PNB-
Score was able to correctly predict the outcome in advance. Further, the test of model 
on over 600 companies showed that the results predicted by the model were relatively 
consistent with the actual performance of the companies. The study does not present 
any information on Type II accuracy [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Ta and Seah (1988) examined 24 financial ratios of Singapore firms using 
linear discriminant analysis. The failed firm sample consisted of 22 firms that failed 
in the period 1975-83. The matched sample consisted of21 non-failed entities. The 
discriminant analysis process produced a four variable model. The study reported 
results on both original and holdout samples. Overall classification accuracy in the 
original sample, one-year prior, was 86.8% that was almost the same in the hold out 
sample as well for the corresponding year. Accuracy, however, fell down for the hold 
out sample 2-year prior. Although the sample size was relatively small, the results of 
the model were fairly good [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
MDA models, even after the availability of alternative predictive techniques 
in eighties, continued to be used by researchers in different environments. In early 
nineties, an attempt was made by British academicians to assess MDA models. Piesse 
and Wood (1992) applied MDA models developed by Altman, Taffier, and 
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'Datastreem proxy' (a model offered by an independent firm) together to UK motor 
components sector. Authors wanted to ascertain how well the models performed in 
practice. Their main aim was to use data from a random group of companies and 
measure the model's effectiveness in bankruptcy prediction. Their sample consisted 
of24 listed firms that failed during 1973 to 1986 and a controlled sample of healthy 
firms. The test results were conducted using first ex post (where the outcome. i.e., 
failure/non-failure is assumed to be known) and then ex ante (where the outcome, i.e., 
failure/non-failure is assumed not to be known) criterion. Their results suggested an 
ex post bias indicating that the robustness exhibited in MDA models is a tribute to the 
evaluation methodology but not to accuracy. 
One cannot apply Altman's discriminant model (1968), in its original form, to 
the case of private firms. Altman (1993 and 2000) suggested a complete re-estimation 
of the original model substituting the book value of equity for the market value. Such 
a model is appropriate in discriminating private manufacturing firms. To be able to 
discriminate non-manufacturing private firms, Altman (1993 and 2000) suggested 
constructing a model without variable (sales/total assets). He did so to minimize the 
potential industry effect, which is more likely to take place when such an industry-
sensitive variable as asset turnover is included. 
Since his first Z-Score model was developed, Tamer has regularly reviewed 
the performance of later versions. Taffler (I 994) states that in terms of the scores 
calculated from the figures in their last published accounts, the 1977 manufacturing 
company model has correctly classified all but 2 out of the 152 listed industrial 
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groups that failed in the 18 years between 1977 and 1994. Nevertheless, the Type II 
misclassification error rates were high [Morris (1998)]. 
Altman, et. al. (1994) carried out a study in the Centrale dei Bilanci (CB) in 
Italy. CB is an organization established by the Banca d'ltalia, the Associazione 
Bancaria Italiana, and over forty leading banks and special credit institutions in Italy. 
CB develops and distributes tools for the member banks to use. One such product is a 
linear discriminant analysis based model that is used in practice. This study presented 
the results of two interesting innovations in the diagnosis of corporate financial 
distress. The first was the use of two stage decision process employing two 
discriminant analysis models to fine tune the process used to grade companies into 
groups of healthy, vulnerable and unsound companies. The second innovation was the 
application of neural networks (NN) to solve the same problem. Authors had an 
access to a large and well-developed database offmancial information on over 37,000 
companies in Italy. Estimation of MD A models was done based on data 3 years prior 
to distress and tested on original and hold out sample for 1 and 3 years prior. Authors 
concluded that the MDA model compared well relative to NN. The main advantages 
of the discriminant model, as discussed by authors, were its consistency of 
performance and the modest cost in fine-tuning the model. 
Altman, et. al. (1995) constructed two versions of distress classification MDA 
model for Korea: one applicable to both public and private firms, and the other useful 
only for publicly traded firms. The sample of failed firms consisted of 34 publicly 
traded industrial and trading firms, of which most failed in 1991-92. A large sample 
of 61 non-failed entities was chosen, with the actual one to one pairing done by 
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random selection from the universe of 61 firms during model building. Both the 
models were made up of 4 variables each. First model correctly classified 97.1 % of 
the bankrupt firms one-year prior, whereas the Type II classification accuracy was 
only 77 .2% for the corresponding year. The results were almost the same with slight 
variation from second model as well. Authors could not perform hold out testing due 
to lack of data [Altman and Narayanan (1996)]. 
Back, et. al. (1996) focused on three alternative techniques that can be used to 
empirically select predictors for failure prediction purposes: linear Discriminant 
Analysis, Logit Analysis, and Genetic Algorithms ( a method to find best predictors 
for Neural Networks). Their aim was to study if essential differences of three 
predictor selection procedures (I) affect the empirical selection of independent 
variables to the model and (2) lead to significant differences in failure prediction 
accuracy. Authors collected 31 financial ratios from the annual financial statements of 
37 randomly selected Finnish failed companies and their non-failed mates. The set of 
variables for the MDA was chosen using stepwise selection procedure, for the Logit 
using logistic regression procedures, and for NN using genetic algorithms. Authors 
noted that the logistic regression used less information than the other two variable 
selection methods. The numbers of variables included in all three models were 
different from each other. Authors, however, found that the NN outperformed the 
other two models in terms of prediction accuracy. 
McGurr and DeVaney (1998) applied five previously developed failure 
prediction models to a recent 5-year period for a matched sample of 56 failed and 56 
non-failed retail companies of the USA. Their main aim was to develop an accurate 
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failure prediction model for the retail industry. Out of five models used by the 
authors, 3 were based on logistic analysis and 2 on MDA. The ratios used as 
independent variables in the five models were calculated for each failed and non-
failed firm and multiplied by the appropriate coefficient from the original study. The 
full model was then applied and the dependent variable, which is Z-score for MDA 
models, and P-score for Logistic models, was derived. The classification results 
suggested that the application of five-mixed industry models to recent financial data 
of retail firms consistently attained less successful classification accuracy than that 
attained in original studies. Authors identified three biases that impact the 
classification accuracy of these models: industry bias, population bias, and the time 
bias. 
Around the turn of new century, credit-scoring models have been re-motivated 
and given unprecedented significance by the stunning pronouncements of the new 
Basel Accord on credit risk capital adequacy. Altman (2002) discussed two of the 
primary motivating influences on the recent development/revisions of credit scoring 
models, - the important implications of Basel II's proposed capital requirements on 
credit assets and the enormous amounts and rates of defaults and bankruptcies in the 
United states in 2001-2002. Author reviewed two of the more prominent credit 
scoring models: Author's Z-score MDA and KMV's EDF models. Both models were 
assessed with respect to default probabilities in general and in particular to the 
infamous Enron and WorldCom debacles in particular. One of the main reasons for 
building a credit-scoring model is to estimate the probability of default (PD) and loss 
given default (LGD). Author suggests that the estimates of PD and LGD can be 
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derived from the rating agency calculations, i.e., from S&P, Moody's or Altman's 
mortality rate approach. Both the models were able to predict financial distress in 
case of Enron and WorldCom with varying degree of accuracy. At times, there was an 
indication ofslightIy better prediction in case of MD A than KMV's EDF. Author 
concluded that in order to be effective, these and other credit risk models should be 
utilized by firms with a sincere credit risk culture, observant the fact that they are best 
used as an additional tool, not the sole decision making criteria, in the credit and 
security analyst process. 
2.1.2.2 Models based on conditional probability analysis: 
As discussed earlier, a number of statistical methods are available to analyse 
situations when dependent variable is of dichotomous nature. These methods include 
discriminant, linear probability, logit, probit and duration/survival analyses. Former is 
already discussed in sufficient detail. One common characteristic of these models, 
except the former, is that they all model the probability of an event, i.e., how likely 
the event is to occur. Moreover, these models allow the event to take only two of the 
possible values. For this reason, they are also called binary probability models. The 
probable value of dichotomous dependent variable, in these binary models, depends 
on some given values of independent variables. Hence, we can call them conditional 
probability models as well. 
It is important to note that the evaluation ofthe predictive ability of linear 
probability model (LP M), logit and/or probit models requires knowledge of its error 
rates in both groups (failed and non-failed, in our case). It might be useful to present 
the general framework of computation of these error rates at this very stage, as it is 
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common in all three approaches. Error rates, while applying these models to the case 
of distress prediction, are computed as follows: 
• The model is used to calculate the probability of failure for every firm 
in the sample; 
• Each firm is reclassified in its original group by comparing its 
calculated probability of a failure to a cut off point (probability); 
• If a failed firm has an estimated probability of failure that is below the 
cut off point, then this firm is misclassified by the model; 
• If a healthy firm has an estimated probability of failure which is above 
the cut off point, then this firm is also misclassified by the model; 
• The error rates in each group are computed by dividing the number of 
falsely classified firms by the total number of firms in the group. The 
error rates in the failed and healthy groups are respectively referred to 
as Type I and Type II errors. 
A brief understanding of these conditional probability models is presented 
next, along with a review of literature that apply these models in distress prediction 
cases. Overview of the models presented is based on Theodossiou (1991), Liao 
(1994), Gujarati (1998), and Morris (1998). For a comprehensive understanding of 
the subject, an excellent textbook is that written by Maddala (1983). 
Linear Probability Model (LPM): 
Methodology: 
To fix the idea, let us start by considering the following model: 
Y, = PI + p, Xi + Pi .......................................................................... -[2.2] 
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Where, 
• 
X;: the independent explanatory variable (s) 
1'; = I if the event occurs (say firm fails) 
1'; = 0 if the event does not occur (say the finn does not fail) 
III = standard random term 
i subscript denotes individual finns 
Models like equation 2.2, which express the dichotomous 1'; as a linear 
function ofthe explanatory variable (s) X;, are called LPM because the conditional 
expectation of 1'; given X; , can be interpreted as the conditional probability that the 
event will occur given X;; that is, P (1'; = I I X;). Such a model can be estimated by 
using OLS technique, whereas variable 1'; follows a probability distribution in which 
probability must lie between 0 (event does not occur) and I (event occurs). So, LPM 
models require that the conditional probability must lie between 0 and I. 
LPM is built upon certain conditions: (I) the disturbance term, 11" must be 
normally distributed, (2) 11; are assumed to be homoscedastic, and (3) the conditional 
probability of the dependent variable must lie between 0 and I. 
In application of LPM to distress prediction, a boundary value has to be found 
that will distinguish between those failing and non-failing firms in the population. 
Minimising the classification errors does this job. LPM coefficients are used to 
construct performance scores for firms. Altematively, the LPM scores may be 
interpreted as probabilities of failure. 
Empirical Literature: 
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Meyer and Pifer (1970) were the first to use LPM in order to trace financial 
distress of the finns. While the technique used in their paper could be applied to an 
analysis of bankrupt finns in any industry, their sample industry was banking. Their 
sample of failed group consisted of 30 US banks, which failed from 1948 to 1965. 
The non-failed group of banks was a controlled sample of30 solvent banks. They 
gathered infonnation on 160 variables, up to six years prior to failure, which were 
grouped into 32 financial measures with five in each. The dependent variable in the 
model equalled one for failed and zero for non-failed banks, which was regressed by 
varying number of financial variables in each of the six years prior to failure. Authors 
chose to include many variables in several forms to allow the data to speak for 
themselves, rather than mining the data for confinnation of some specific hypothesis. 
Their results indicate that, with a lead-time of one or two years, they could correctly 
identify roughly 80% of the failed banks. The results were checked on hold out 
sample of 9 matched pair of solvent and insolvent banks. Results from hold out 
sample generally validated their original outcomes. 
Purpose of Edmister (1972) was to develop and test a number of methods of 
analysing fmancial ratios to predict the failure of small businesses in USA. The 
sample period chosen by him was 1954 to 1969 with a total number of 42 loss 
borrowers (failed) and 562 non-loss borrowers (non-failed). Edmister analysed 19 
fmancial ratios in LPM type model to test a set of four hypotheses. He employed 
arbitrary stepwise procedure to limit multicollinearity. Rather than have the 
independent variables enter in their raw ratio form, he transfonned each ratio into 
qualitative, zero-one (dummy) variable based upon arbitrary cut off points. Edmister 
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did so to prevent extreme values from unduly affecting estimated parameters and 
permit level and trend variables to be combined into a single dichotomous variable. 
Edmister developed a 7-variable LPM and obtained an overall classification accuracy 
of at least 90%. Edmister concluded that the predictive power of ratio analysis 
depends upon the choice of analytical method and the selection of ratios [Altman 
(1993)]. 
In the UK, the LPM approach was used by Marais (1979) to develop a failure 
identification model for the Bank of England. The failed sample comprised of 38 
listed companies that went bankrupt between 1974 and 1977, and the control sample 
was 53 listed companies. The model was derived from a set of 59 financial variables, 
and the final version comprised four indicators, representing profitability, size, 
liquidity and funds flow. The main problem was the relatively high proportion of 
Type II error [Morris (1998)]. 
More recently Theodossiou (1991) applied three of the conditional probability 
models to his data set namely: LPM, logit, and probit, to Greek manufacturing firms. 
Their results suggested, however, that LPM was the poorest fit of the data. Based on 
expected cost of misclassification criterion, LPM performed best at a cut off point of 
0.40. At this point, LPM's average error rate in the two groups was 7.34%. However, 
this average was lesser in case of logit and probit. 
Logit Model: 
Methodology: 
For reasons to be discussed in section 2.4, LPM has hardly been used in 
distress prediction studies. Problems with which LPM is plagued by can be overcome 
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by selecting a probability function that follows cumulative distribution. For historical 
and practical reasons, commonly used cumulative distribution probabilities are the 
ones that are logistic or normal. Former results into logit models and latter underlies 
the probit models. We first discuss the logit models, which are also the most widely 
employed method of conditional probability analysis in distress prediction literature. 
Choice between the two is one of (mathematical convenience) and ready availability 
of computer programs. On this basis, the logit is generally preferred over the probit 
models. 
Under logit, the dichotomous dependent variable is simply the logarithm of 
the odds that a particular event (fail/non-fail) will occur. That is, here modelling of 
the 'log odds' of belonging to a group is pursued, rather than modelling the group 
membership itself. 
Although it would be possible to model the odds, it is simpler to model the log 
(natural log, In) of the odds [In (odd) = In (P / I-P)]. This transformation into natural 
log, allows the dependent variable to take any value between negative infinity and 
positive infmity. In this way, the dependent variable becomes continuous too, rather 
than discrete. Now, equation 2.2 can be written in the logistic regression functional 
form as: 
In(P/ I-P) = PI +P,X,+ ,u, .............. ·······························[2.3] 
Hence, the probability that an event may occur, failure of firm in this case, is given 
by: 
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I P ...................................................... ························[24] 
l+e-(A+~Xj) . 
Equation 2.4 is estimated using Maximum Likelihood method. Assuming that 
o indicates failure, the greater the resulting decimal fraction is above 0.5 (which 
implies an equal chance of a company being a failure or non-failure), the less chance 
there is of the subject firm going failed. 
The score of dependent variable, in logit models, can be interpreted as 
indicating the probability of a company failing. It is, therefore, possible to see to what 
extent (if any) the models show the chances of distress increasing as failure 
approaches. This can be done in four main ways: using entropy indicators, by 
developing multilogit models, by developing a multiple-state distress model, and by 
developing a rolling logit model. 
Entropy is defined as the degree of uncertainty over the occurrence of a given 
event. The measure of uncertainty is calculated as a logarithm of the probabilities, 
which is then used to represent entropy. The greater the entropy scores the greater the 
uncertainty and hence the larger the informational value conveyed by a model. This is 
essentially an ex post measure of information content. In order to obtain an ex ante 
estimate of the uncertainty, the entropy measure has to be weighted by its probability 
of occurrence. 
Another way of trying to identifY whether or not it is possible to extract 
incremental information by studying successive year models is to use multilogit 
models. This requires that a set of data covering (say) five years should 
simultaneously be analysed, rather than just developing separate models for each year 
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prior to failure one-by-one. The basic procedure is to pool the data and stack. The 
stacking of data then facilitates the generation of a number of models. 
Another way of using the multilogit approach is where the objective is to 
allocate a company to one of a number of states according to the value of the 
dependent variable, rather than to just one of two states (fail and non-fail). Such 
models are called multiple state fin.ancial distress models. 
The dependent variable of the logit model measures the logarithm of the odds 
of a failing company. It should, therefore, be possible to incorporate as an 
independent variable for a model derived at time t the dependent variable of a model 
derived at t-1. This should then enable the modelling process to capture the 
incremental value in other independent variables published at time t. Rolling logit 
model employs exactly this procedure. 
Empirical Literature: 
The first researcher into corporate failure to use the logit model appears to 
have been Martin (1977), who employed it to examine failures in the US banking 
sector. Subsequently, Ohlson (1980) applied it more generally to a sample 0(105 
bankrupt firms and some 2000 surviving US companies over the period 1970-76. The 
model did not discriminate as well, between failed and non-failed firms, as the LPM 
or MDA models reported in previous studies [Morris (1998)]. 
After Ohlson, many studies have been undertaken across the globe by 
applying logit models. Zavgren (1983), for example, looked into corporate failure 
using logit model. Zavgren, unlike Ohlson, used a matched pairing technique. 
However, she found misc1assification errors for a 45-failed company sample similar 
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to those reported by Ohlson. Surprisingly, she also found that the profit ratio was not 
significantly different between the two groups of companies, although liquidity and 
gearing were [Morris (1998)]. 
Zavgren (1985) undertook a study that used the logit technique to develop and 
test a new bankruptcy model, which enumerates the signs of financial ill health for a 
five-year period prior to failure. She also aimed at developing a methodology for 
evaluating the significance of probabilities of financial risk. She applied logit models 
to a sample of 45 failed and non-failed American firms for each of the five years. The 
data was extracted from 1972 to 1978. Her study employed 7 fmancial ratios in the 
finallogit model, which were the result of factor analysis. The models were estimated 
using maximum likelihood method. Results indicated that the model was a very good 
fit to the data in detecting failing firms up to five years prior to their failure. The 
minimum total classification error rates for years one to five prior to bankruptcy were 
18, 17,28, 27, and 20%, respectively. Results of original estimation were validated 
on a unique hold out sample that was based on 16 failed and non-failed firms with 
data from 1979-1980, years after the original period. The resulting error on the hold 
out sample was 31 % for years one through five. In order to objectively measure the 
quantity of information in the probabilities of the models, the entropy measure was 
employed by the author. Their finding was that the information available from these 
models was significant even five years prior to failure, and it increased up to the year 
immediately prior to failure. 
Peel and Peel's (1988) study involved 35 bankrupt and 44 healthy British 
listed companies, the former predominantly failing over the period 1978-1982. The 
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data, relating to size, flow of funds and lag in publishing annual accounts, were 
stacked for three years, and various multilogit models were generated. This enabled 
authors to generate probabilities for a company failing one year ahead, two years 
ahead, and three years ahead or remaining healthy. No real adjustments were made 
for sample selection bias, but misclassification rates on a hold out sample of 12 failed 
and 15 healthy companies were high except for the last year before failure [Morris 
(1998)]. 
Primary purpose of Keasey and McGuinness (1990) was to detennine if the 
entropy measure of the infonnation contained in logit functions, as developed by 
Zavgren (1985), offered comparable results if used in an ex-ante rather than ex-post 
manner. They used a matched sample of 43 failed and non-failed UK industrial finns. 
Another matched sample of 15 finns each was selected for the hold out sample. The 
logistic models were developed and estimated with the set of 16 fmancial ratios, for 
one to five years prior to failure. In tenns of overall fit, as measured by the likelihood 
ratio, all the functions I - 5 years prior were significant and approximated the levels 
achieved by Zavgren (1985). Whilst the primary sample error rates achieved in their 
study approximated Zavgren's, the cross-sectional holdout sample results were 
somewhat more mixed and worse than Zavgren's future dated holdout sample. In 
tenns of entropy measures, authors found that an ex-post measure of infonnation for 
the primary sample logit function did increase the infonnation content. However, 
both the hold out results of ex-post and ex-ante measures indicated no general 
increase in infonnation as progress was made towards the events of interest: the fate 
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offailed finns became clearer as failure approached but that of the non-failed finns 
became less clear. 
Platt and Platt (1990) attempted to develop a justification for the stability of 
industry-relative ratios. They built a corporate failure model using industry-relative 
fmancial ratios and measures of industry growth. The fmal sample comprised of 57 
failed finns and 114 matched non-failed finns from the US. The fmallogit model 
contained seven variables, which was estimated by maximum likelihood method. The 
ex post classification results were superior to those of a more traditional model using 
unadjusted financial ratios as, overall, the model correctly classified 90% of the finns. 
They concluded that the industry-relative model demonstrates relatively stable ex-
post and ex-ante classification results. 
More recently Theodossiou (1991) applied three of the conditional probability 
models to his data set namely: LPM, logit, and probit, to Greek manufacturing finns. 
Their results indicated that logit was a slightly better fit to data than probit, but probit 
clearly outperfonned LPM. Based on expected cost of misclassification criterion, 
both logit and probit perfonned best at 0.25 cut off point. Average misclassification 
rate, for logit, was 5.48% that was clearly better than both probit and LPM. 
Stone and Rasp (1991) made a search to detennine how response group size 
and the number, distribution, and correlation of predictor variables affect empirical 
error rates of bankruptcy prediction and the minimum required sample size for using 
logit. Comparisons were made with the error rates obtained from OLS LPM model. 
Their experiments with auditors' consistence judgements about firms' qualification 
indicated that the logit model was preferable, even for a smaJl sample as 50, than the 
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LPM. The database of216 consistency judgements and related predictor variables 
was randomly split into an estimation sample of 108 and holdout sample of 108 
observations. Results indicated that the overall correct classification rate for logit and 
probit were almost comparable, but logit (68% overall accuracy) clearly 
outperformed the LPM (57.2% overall accuracy) when it came to prediction of 
qualified opinions. 
Laitinen (1994) compared the predictive ability of traditional and operating 
cash flow to total debt ratios, in corporate failure prediction. The difference between 
these ratios is due to the adjustment behaviour of firms. The purpose of the author 
was to empirically analyse the comparative adjustment behaviour of failed firms. The 
empirical analysis was carried out using data from 40 failed and 40 non-failed Finnish 
limited firms during five years before the failure. Discriminant and logit analyses 
were used, besides univariate analysis, to evaluate the adjustment behaviour of firms 
in comparison to non-failed ones. The analysis showed that, in general, traditional 
cash flow might be a more stable and reliable predictor of failure than operating cash 
flow. 
Ward (1994) provided insight into why the early fmancial distress studies 
found net income adjusted for depreciation and amortization to be so strong a 
predictor of financial distress. The study modelled the severity of financial distress of 
a firm using ordinal states of financial distress employing ordinal logistic regression 
models. Author developed ordinal four-state prediction models lagged one, two, and 
three years before fmancial distress. These models contained six accrual ratios found 
significant in prior studies and scaled measures of two cash flow ratios. The study 
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used fmancial data for 1984/85 (year three models), 1985/86 (year two models), and 
1986/87 (year one models) to predict the fmancial distress of 1988 finns. The 
predictive accuracy of each model was then validated with a holdout sample of 1989 
finns. A four-step sampling process resulted in the selection of227 US non-financial 
finns for the original sample of 1988 finns and 158 US non-fmancial finns for the 
holdout sample of 1989 finns. Rank probability score (RPS) rule was used to check 
the predictive ability of the models, rather than classification accuracy. Author found 
that NOF was a strong predictor of financial distress because of being a better 
measure of economic income than net income. According to RPS, models had strong 
predictive power both for estimation and holdout sample. 
Thomas (I 969, 1974, and 1975) theoretically attacked the practice of 
incorporating major accounting allocations across time such as depreciation and 
deferred taxes in financial accounting. Instead, he advocated using accrual-based 
funds statements as alternatives to an income statement (preferably a net-quick-assets 
funds statement). Ward and Foster (1996) report the results of analyses of Thomas's 
assertions by using the predictive ability criterion, and the ordinal four-state logistic 
financial distress methodology developed by Ward (1994). Ward and Foster used a 
four-step sampling scheme to obtain two separate samples of US finns, a 
development sample of 1988 finns and a holdout sample of 1989 finns. Both samples 
excluded finns in the fmance and banking industries. No finns included in the 1988 
sample were included in 1989 sample. The 1988 sample contained 204 finns, of 
which 150 were healthy, 16 reduced cash dividends, 21 experienced a loan default or 
debt accommodation, and 17 filed for bankruptcy. The 1989 sample included 141 
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finns, of which 103 were healthy, 12 reduced cash dividends, 13 experienced a loan 
default or debt accommodation, and 13 filed for bankruptcy. The fmal financial 
distress logistic regression models contained 8 control and 4 research interest 
variables. The RPSs and classification rates for each state of distress showed that all 
models tended to predict the healthy and loan default finns the best. All models had 
difficulty predicting the bankrupt finns. Results from holdout sample were also 
comparable. In a predictive context, authors' results substantially, not completely, 
supported Thomas's theoretical attack. 
Morris (1998) applied a rolling logit model to the case of bankruptcy 
prediction. The sample data used were drawn from a population of UK bankrupt 
listed companies. Three databases, covering period 1973-1983, were used to 
undertake the study. The databases were developed of matched pairs offailed and 
non-failed companies. The first comprised 75 matched pairs, the second Ill, and the 
third 61. The 75 matched pair sample contained 10 years accounting and qualitative 
indicators; the III sample 5 years accounting and qualitative indicators; and the 61 
sample 5 years accounting, qualitative, and share return indicators. For each 
company/year data for 19 accounting and 16 qualitative variables were collected; and 
the share returns were logged monthly returns. In applying the rolling logit technique, 
the incremental infonnation given by the model estimated on each year's data was 
carried forward as a score for each company into next year's model. This resulted in 
inclusion of a seventh variable into original six variable models. Inclusion of extra 
variable, in effect, increased the classificatory power of the models, when compared 
with simple logit models. With equal probability model equations (50:50 probability), 
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the classification accuracy was slightly improved. When the probability weights were 
changed to 2:98, in order to reflect a true failure to non-failure in the population, the 
overall accuracy greatly reduced. 
Neophytou et al. (200 I) wanted to develop and validate a failure classification 
model for UK public industrial finns. Authors employed logit and neural networks 
techniques to that end. Their development data set consisted of 51 matched-pairs 
failed and non-failed finns, which covered the period from 1988-94. They selected an 
equal sample of insolvent and healthy finns for the period 1995-97, for validation 
purposes. The final logit model consisted of 3 independent variables and resulted into 
overall correct classification of93.75% for the first year prior to bankruptcy. Type I 
and Type II errors rates were 8.33% and 4.17%, respectively. However, accuracy 
declined for the second and third years prior. The external validity of the logit model 
was tested by using an out of sample period ex ante test. The overall correct 
classification results one, two and three years prior to failure were 80.95%, 73.81 % 
and 72.92%, respectively. 
Bernhardsen (200 I) developed a fmancial statement based bankruptcy 
prediction model for Norwegian limited liability sector. The specification most 
commonly used in bankruptcy prediction models implies that the rate at which two 
variables can substitute another, holding predicted risk unchanged, will be constant. 
Author suggested a specification of the logit model that rather allowed for flexible 
rates of compensation. The estimation sample was drawn from year 1990-1996. The 
fmal estimated logit model contained six variables and the overall correct 
classification achieved was 83%. 
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Lin and Piesse (2001) applied logit analysis to 32 failed and 45 non-failed 
public limited firms of UK with a view to find that conditional probability analysis 
(ePA) was better than MDA. The data period ranged from 1985 to 1994. The 
variables selected for the fmallogit models reflected five different features of the 
theory of corporate failure, yet essentially they were all fmancial ratios. A 
lachenbruch hold out test was used to validate the results of original model. The 
empirical results were quite encouraging and supported the view that ePA was a 
viable improvement on MDA models. 
Foreman (2002) demonstrated that traditional financial ratios almost 
completely explain in advance the failure of the firms within two years in 
telecommunication industry of USA. The data used in the study was a cross-section 
of77 firms as of year-end 1999, of which 14 were fmancially distressed. The 
binomiallogit models were estimated with 8 different variables. The results were 
quite encouraging and the two specifications of the models were an excellent fit to the 
data. Overall, the models performed very well, as the classification errors were only 
2.6% and 3.9%. 
Probit Model: 
Methodology: 
Logistic cumulative distribution is only one way to overcome the problems 
with LPM. Another possibility is estimating a model that emerges from the normal 
cumulative distribution function. Although sometimes named as normit model, it is 
commonly know as probit model. 
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In principal, one could substitute the nonnal cumulative distribution function 
in place oflogistic into equation 2.2 and get the resulting probit model to be estimated 
by Maximum Likelihood method. Rest of the interpretations remain the same as in 
case of logit. The probit model would look like as follows: 
p = £:+/1,x,) fi,re-"12 dz· .. ·.·····························································[2.5] 
Where z is a variable that follows nonnal distribution with mean 11 and 
variance a 2 • 
Empirical Literature: 
Attempts have been made to forecast financial distress in finns by using probit 
models. Zimijewski (1984) is one such example. Author's main focus was to avoid 
sampling bias in conditional probability models. For this purpose, he chose probit 
model as the explanatory example. His study compared various probit models on six 
different sets of data, where the proportion of failed to non-failed finns varied 
considembly, mnging from 40 failed matched with 40 non-failed and 40 failed 
matched with 800 non-failed. Halfofthe 1681 finns used in the study were in the 
derivation sample, the other half in the holdout sample. Ovemll, he was able to 
correctly classifY 92.5% of the bankrupt finns [Morris (1998)]. 
Noreen (1988) compared the perfonnance of probit and OLS models using 
three accounting mtios for a population of 1299 finns. He concluded that probit 
model did not perfonn better than OLS regression in correct classification of financial 
distress among the finns [Morris (1998)]. 
Skogsvik (1990), using a sample of Swedish industrial finns, studied the role 
of current cost accounting (CCA) mtios, against historical cost accounting (HCA) 
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ratios, in prediction of corporate failure. Results from probit model indicated that the 
predictive performance of CCA ratios was very similar to that of HCA ratios. 
More recently Theodossiou (1991) applied three of the conditional probability 
models to his data set namely: LPM, logit, and probit, to Greek manufacturing firms. 
Their results indicated that logit was a slightly better fit to data than probit, but probit 
clearly outperformed LPM. Based on expected cost of misclassification criterion, 
both probit and logit performed best at 0.25 cut off point. Average misclassification 
rate, for probit, was 6.29% that was clearly better than LPM but only slightly poor 
inferior than logit. 
Duration/Survival Model: 
Methodology: 
Duration models have long been used in engineering and medicine, when the 
focus of interest has been, for instance, how long a structure, engine or patient is 
going to survive. Similarly such models have been central to the calculations of 
actuaries trying to estimate how long life policyholders or pensioners are likely to 
live. 
More recently economists have shown their interest in these models as they 
can be applied to business problems, concerning such matters as product durability, 
duration of unemployment, length of industrial disputes, period before loans are 
redeemed, and the lives of firms. 
Duration models are derived by applying probability theory, and in particular 
in terms of compound (or conditional) probabilities. That is why duration models can 
be considered part of conditional probability models. 
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With the logit model, it is the probability of failure in the next period that is 
being estimated. But, it should also be possible to estimate probabilities of failure in a 
sequence of periods from the present time 1: namely, t+ I, t+2, .... ,t+n. it is then fairly 
simple task to calculate the period by which failure is most likely to occur by 
cumulating the probabilities, and the dependent variable can then be switched so that 
it becomes the survival period. 
It ought to be evident that for a given group of firms it should be possible to 
estimate an observed probability distribution indicating how long they are likely to 
survive. In estimating such a duration or survival period, it will be necessary to take 
into account certain firm specific characteristics. For instance, the chances of it failing 
will be measured by firm's economic characteristics (e.g., a set of financial ratios). 
To appreciate the argument, consider 8 tennis players at the quarterfinal stage 
in a tournament. If every time they play there is a 50% chance of them progressing to 
the next round, it is possible to map out their chances of survival based on their 
independent and conditional probabilities. At the quarterfmal stage, player I will have 
a chance of 0.53 = 12.5% surviving until the end of tournament and becoming 
champion. If he/she progresses to the semi final stage, the chances of surviving and 
becoming champion would be 0.5' = 25%; and so on. This would result into an 
exponential function of the form: Y = Pe' where P is the independent probability, 0.5, 
and n = 3 (number of rounds from the quarterfinal to the champion stage). Thus 
Y = 0.5e3 or In Y = (-0.693) 3 = -2.079 or, by antilog, Y = 0.125. This exponential 
function is technically called the survivor function. 
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A procedure for estimating a model along these lines was developed by Cox 
(1972) and is commonly known as the proportional hazard model. While the survivor 
fimction measures the probability that a firm will survive longer than n months or 
years, the hazard function measures the probability offailure in the next instant, given 
that the firm was alive at a given time, t. While developing his model, Cox analysed 
the censored failure times. Assuming that on each individual are available values of 
one or more explanatory variables, he constructed a hazard function (age-specific 
failure rate) dependent on these explanatory variables and unknown regression 
coefficients multiplied by an arbitrary and unknown function of time. A conditional 
likelihood was obtained that lead to inferences about the unknown regression 
coefficients. Cox outlined some generalizations, based on this model. 
In estimating the hazard or survivor functions, it is important to try to ensure 
that the data from which characteristics of a population are estimated are 
homogeneous. This, however, is unlikely due to presence of censoring bias. This bias 
is usually encountered by establishing a common birth date of the firms. 
Empirical Literature: 
Both industrial economists and the financial analysts have applied survival 
analysis to the businesses. However, the former have focused more· on the probability 
of a firm exiting an industry rather than the length of time it is expected to survive. 
This latter issue has been addressed in finance studies, although relatively few 
attempts have been made in these studies to employ survival analysis. Morris (1998) 
provides a comprehensive review of both types of studies. We borrow the review on 
finance studies from Morris and present the same in following lines. 
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Lane, et al. (1986) examined the behaviour of 130 US banks that failed 
between 1978 and 1984, matching against them 334 non-failed banks. A Cox 
proportional hazard survival model was applied to the data, which comprised four 
ratios chosen stepwise from an original set of 21. Models based on data one and two 
years prior to failure fitted well; and the same data were used to construct MDA 
models. Te survival models matched the MDA models in terms of their performance. 
Moreover, on a holdout sample 38 banks, although only two failed by the predicted 
date, another 28 failed within the following six months. 
Crapp and Stevenson (1987) used a life table approach, applying the Cox 
proportional hazard model to examine fmancial distress experienced by all 288 
Australian consumer depository financial institutions. The years covered were 1978-
1985, and 76 of the institutions had failed in that period. The independent variable set 
comprised 18 indicators reflecting the quality of assets, financial risk, marginal 
efficiency, growth and macroeconomic factors. A stepwise selection procedure was 
used to estimate the model, and the total income/total asset was the critical 
discriminatory variable. Authors identified a major structural change in the industry 
around 1981-1983. Full results on the probabilities offailure were not reported, but 
apparently the managers of relatively immature institutions were less able to cope 
with change, and size was a critical factor. 
Kassab, et al. (1991) applied survival models to British listed company data 
between 1974 and 1983. Working with five year window, the maximum number of 
failed companies in their sample was 21 one year prior to failure, when there were 
337 non-failed concerns. This fell to 14 failed and 206 non-failed five years before 
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bankruptcy. Censoring was partly allowed for by using merged companies as a proxy 
for firms, which had been eliminated from the sample. The Cox proportional hazard 
and Weibull versions of the survival model were fitted, using a set of21 ratios as 
independent variables, and they compared satisfactorily with MDA and logit models. 
Chen and Lee (1993) applied survival analysis in a slightly different context 
by including merged firms in the sample to tackle with the censoring problem. To 
examine the situation, they began with a potential full population of300 US oil and 
gas companies but finally selected 175 firms. They studied their experience between 
1981 and 1988. Of the 175 firms, 67 experienced fmancial distress in some form or 
other; 44 merged; and only 64 remained independent and survived. Using a Cox 
proportional hazard survival model, they identified 10 possible independent variables. 
The number was reduced to 6 after stepwise selection. The results were compared to 
the output of a logit model. While both models fitted well, authors pointed out that 
the survival model gives additional information - for instance, by indicating the 
remaining life of a firm, management would have time to set up a package and devise 
a survival strategy. 
2.1.2.3 Models based on time series analysis: 
Analysis of time series data in empirical research has become rather an area of 
increasing interest for econometricians. An ultimate use of any econometric exercise 
is to forecast or predict the future values of a dependent variable based on certain 
independent variables. Although single or simultaneous-equation regression models 
could be useful in forecasting with time series data, econometricians tend to depend 
more on Box-Jeckins autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) or vector 
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autoregression (V AR) models for many well known advantages. ARIMA models 
emphasize the stochastic properties of the economic time series allowing for the data 
to speak for themselves. Whereas, V AR methodology is similar to simultaneous-
equation models as we consider a number of endogenous variables together and, 
usually, do not allow for any exogenous variables to enter the model. 
Rather than analysing a time series data within a static framework, proponents 
of time series distress prediction models suggest dynamic models. We could trace two 
such approaches and intend to review the same subsequently. First approach depends 
on the statistical methodology of time series Cumulative Sums (CUSUM) procedures, 
while the second is about finns' adjustment process resulting into partial adjustment 
models for cash balances. 
A finn's condition deteriorates over the years sequentially. A fmancially 
distressed funn would exhibit different characteristics than that of a healthy finn. 
Deterioration in finn's economic condition shifts its characteristics towards those of 
failed finns. This shift will, however, take certain years to complete. CUSUM 
procedures help in detecting such a shift in the mean of a multivariate time series 
process. CUSUM procedures are, therefore, useful in predicting corporate 
bankruptcies. Procedure results into V AR model for estimation. 
Short-tenn management of corporate cash balances is a major concern of 
every firm. An imbalance between cash inflows and outflows results into failure of 
cash management function of the firms. Such a failure would ultimately lead a firm 
towards fmancial distress and, hence, bankruptcy. Firms need to adjust their cash 
balances to an unobserved level, in response to certain internal and/or external 
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changes, in order to remain solvent. One way of determining such an unobserved 
level of cash balance is to follow the partial adjustment hypothesis. Cash management 
adjustment process based on partial adjustments hypothesis would then follow a 
model specification that of partial adjustment models. These models can then be used 
to predict corporate bankruptcies. Estimated model is usually autoregressive of first 
order. 
In the following discussion, we briefly describe the methodological issues in 
both CUSUM procedures and partial adjustment models. Discussion on fonner is 
based on Healy (1987), Theodossiou (1993) and Kahya & Theodossiou (1999). Later 
derives its explanation from Coates (1976), Gujarati (1998), and Laitinen and 
Laitinen (1998). 
CUSUM models: Methodolog 
CUSUM procedures are among the most powerful tools for detecting a shift 
from a good quality distribution to a bad quality distribution. CUSUM are a set of 
sequential procedures based on likelihood ratios for detecting a shift in a process. For 
many common distributions, the CUSUM procedure reduces to calculating 
cumulative sums. That is why, they are called CUSUM. 
The theory of CUSUM procedures was first presented by Page (1954) and 
latter contributed by many others including Taylor (1968), Lorden (1971), Chen 
(1978), Woodall & Ncube (1985), and Healy (1987). 
For illustration, let Xi) =[X,.., ,X,." , .......... 'X'.N ]be a row vector ofp 
attribute variables, observed as a sequence of random variables, for the ith firm at 
time t with predictive ability with respect to fmancial distress. The sequence of 
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attribute vectors (Xi" ,Xi" '''''''''''''''''''' X,,) for a healthy finn follows a 'good' 
perfonnance distribution with constant population mean over time, This sequence of 
attribute vector, for a failing finn, shifts gradually at some random time from the 
'good' perfonnance distribution to a 'bad' perfonnance distribution, These shifts are 
initially small in magnitude but become larger as the finn approaches the state of 
economic collapse, A CUSUM model detennines in an optimal manner the starting 
point of the shift and provides a signal of the finn's deteriorating state as early as 
possible soon after the shift occurs, 
A time series behaviour of the attribute variables for each of the failed and 
non-failed finn can possibly be described by a fmite order V AR model of order k: 
Xi' = Ah +AI,' +Xi,,_, B, +""""'+ Xi,,_,B, +c" ""'''''''''''','',''',,''',''',,' "'"'''' '[2,6] 
for s = 1,2, ...... ,m 
for healthy finns and s>m 
and E ( c~,A" ) = 0 for i * j and/or r * t 
Where; 
c" =[ci,',P"""£i,P,'] an independently distributed error vector with mean 
zero and variance-covariance matrix equal to L 
Ah =[A"h ,,,,,,,Ap,h] a vector of intercepts for healthy flnns 
AI. = [A',I. ,,,,Ap,J. ] deviations from Ahassociated with attribute vectors for 
failed finns extracted's' years prior to failure 
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B, , ........... Bk PxP matrices of V AR coefficients 
The tenn A f., captures pennanent shifts in the mean structure of the variables 
due to fmancial distress. By construction, AI., is equal to zero for all attribute vectors 
(observations) of the healthy finns. Equation E ( c;.A., ) = 0, implies that the error 
tenn is uncorrelated across finns and time. For practical purposes, the covariance 
matrix of the error tenn is specified to be equal in both groups. 
A necessary condition for the above V AR process to be stationary is that the 
roots of the polynomial det (I-B,z--Bkzk) = 0 lie outside the complex unit circle, 
where I is an identity matrix, z are the roots of the polynomial and det denotes the 
detenninant. Stationarity implies that the variables are mean-reverting in the sense 
that when they depart from their mean values they return back to them in the near 
future. 
Under stationarity of the V AR process, the unconditional mean of X" for 
healthy finns is equal to Ph =Ah + PhB, + ........... + PhBk . Substituting this into (I) will 
give 
for s = 1,2, ..... m 
Where (Xi; -Ph) denotes the deviations of a finn's attribute variables from their 
mean values in the healthy population. These deviations are a function of their past 
values (serial correlation), the fmancial distress tenn AI,,' and the white noise error 
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term Ei" • The above formulation provides a more intuitive framework for interpreting 
the time series behaviour of financial variables. 
Based on sequential probability ratio tests and the theory of optimal stopping 
rules, the CUSUM model provides a signal of the firm's deteriorating condition as 
soon as: 
C,., =min(C,,_, +Z,., -K,O) < -L, for K,L >0 
............................. ·[2.8] 
where 
C,.,: a cumulative (dynamic) time-series performance score for the ith firm 
at time t 
Z'J: an annual (static) time-series performance score for the ith firm at time 
t 
K & L: sensitivity parameters that take positive values: they determine the 
time between occurrence and detection of a change in the fmancial condition 
of a firm (the larger the value of K, the lower the probability of misc1assifying 
a failing firm as healthy and the larger the probability of misc1assifying a 
healthy firm as failed) 
The score Z,., is a complex function of the attribute variables X"accounting 
for serial correlation in the data. It is calculated using following formula: 
Z" =/30 +(X" -A. -X,,_,B,-···-X,,_,B,)/3, 
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=/30+(ArJ +c,.,)/3, ······· .... · .. · ...................... · .. · .......... ·· .... [2.9) 
/30 =GJAr 2:-' At =D/2 ·· .. · .. ···· .. · ................ · ...... · .... · ...... · .... [2.10) 
/3, =(-11 D) 2:-' At ................................ · .......... · .................. ·[2.11) 
D' =Ar 2:-' Ai .......................... ·· .......... ··· .. ··· .... ················[2.12) 
Where 
CUSUM parameters 
Mahalanopis generalized distance of the error terms 
(unpredictable component of the variables) in the healthy and 
failed samples 
According to the CUSUM model, the overall performance of a given point in 
time is assessed by the cumulative score C". For as long as the finn's Z,., scores are 
positive and greater than K, or Z'.t - K> 0, the CUSUM score C'.t' is set to zero 
indicating no change in the finn's financial condition. When the Z'.t scores fall below 
K, or Z,., - K <0, the CUSUM scoreC,.t accumulates negatively. A signal of the 
finn's changed condition is given at the time the CUSUM score C" falls below-L. 
Partial adjustment models: Methodology 
Partial adjustment models are a theoretic rationale of famous Koyck approach 
to estimate distributed-Iag models. Models can be applied to situations where 
regression models originally included not only the current but also the lagged values 
of explanatory variables (the distributed-Iag model). However, Koyck process 
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transfonns this distributed-lag model into autoregressive model by incorporating the 
lag value(s) of dependent variable as independent variable(s). The resultant model 
only retains the current values of explanatory variable(s). Partial adjustment models 
follow Koyck process in exactly the same manner. 
Application of partial adjustment model in bankruptcy prediction can best be 
explained by using cash management behaviour of the finns as an example. So far 
this is the only finn behaviour found useful, in the literature, in explaining failure 
process of the finns. Before delving into mathematical details, it would be plausible 
to briefly explain the idea behind this exercise. 
According to Laitinen and Laitinen (1998), Cash management refers to the 
management of cash from the time it starts its transit to the finn until it leaves the 
finn in payments. Failure of the cash management can be defined as an imbalance 
between cash inflows and outflows. This leads to failure usually defined as the 
inability of the finn to pay its fmancial obligations as they mature. 
Traditionally the cash management behaviour of a finn is described by the 
different models of demand for money. One such model is the quantity theory of 
demand for money. The modern quantity theory of demand for money assumes that 
the demand for money does not differ, in practice, from the demand for any funds in 
the finn. The most popular and simple approach to the demand for money in this 
framework is that followed by the inventory cash management approach, where 
demand for money by a finn is assumed to depend on the volume of transactions. 
While explaining the partial adjustment model, we will benefit from this theory as an 
illustrative case. 
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To start with, let us assume that the actual cash balance of a flnn in period t is 
a multiplicative function of Sand i as follows: 
InM(t)=lnD+e, InS(t)+e, Ini(t)+u(t)·············································[2.13] 
Where; 
In: naturallogarithrn 
M(t): actual cash balance in period t 
D: a scale constant 
S(t): the volume of transactions 
i(t): the opportunity cost 
e,: the elasticity of cash balance with respect to S 
e, : the elasticity of cash balance with respect to i 
u(t): a random error variable with standard autoregressive properties 
Equation 2.13 is static in nature whose dynamic version presented in partial 
adjustment form is as below: 
InM(t) = y{lnD + e, InS(t) + e, Ini(t)+ u(t)} + (1- y)M(t -I) + yu(t)· ....... -(2.14] 
where y and (I-y) are the weights representing the adjustment rate. 
The overall classification and prediction process, in this particular example of 
partial adjustment model, follows the following criterion: 
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• for a fmancially distressed fInn, the absolute values of the elasticities 
of cash balance with respect to the motive factors (volume of 
transactions and the opportunity cost here) will be smaller than for a 
similar healthy fInn 
• for a fmancially distressed fInn, the rate of adjustment y may be even 
greater than unity and will certainly exceed the rate for healthy fInn 
• validity of the results can be tested by any appropriate technique like 
Lachenbruch procedure 
CUSUM and Partial Adjustment models: Empirical Literature 
Application of CUSUM models in distres prediction has been fIrst attempted 
by Theodossiou (1993). To assess the fmancial condition of fInns sequentially over 
time, author applied the technique to a sample of 197 healthy and 62 failed US 
manufacturing and retailing listed fInns. The data years were 1967-1986. The fmal 
model included 5 fInancial variables. Due to small number of yearly observations for 
each fInn, the data was pooled. Parameter estimates for the time series model were 
obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function of the pooled sample. The 
analysis of the data using Akaike infonnation criterion yielded a 1 SI order vector 
autoregressive (V AR) model. The V AR model was then reestimated setting 
statistically insignifIcant coefficients equal to zero. He also compared the results of 
CUSUM model with time series Discriminant Analysis (DA). Results of minmized 
expected costs indicated lower classifIcation errors in the case of fonner. The 
relatively efficiency of the two models showed that CUSUM outperfonned DA. 
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Kahya and Theodossiou (1999) refmed the work of Theodossiou (1993) by 
avoiding problems associated with non-stationary fmancial variables and the 
collection of the samples offailed and non-failed firms. Paper also incorporated 
several refinements of the CUSUM model and focused on the financial aspects rather 
than the statistical aspects of the modeL Specifically, they wanted to develop a model 
that could (1) account for serial correlation, (2) incorporate information from more 
than one period of time, and (3) allow for stationary explanatory variables. Using the 
debt default criteria for financially distressed firms, they selected 117 healthy and 72 
failed listed manufacturing and retailing firms for the period 1974-1991. Authors used 
a neural network type search procedure to identifY the best CUSUM model. The 
procedure was based on the expected cost function. They chose explanatory variables 
for this model from a set of 54 fmancial variables, which included 27 originally 
collected fmancial variables and their first differences. The best stationary CUSUM 
model included four explanatory variables. They obtained the V AR estimates for the 
four explanatory variables by maximizing the log-likelihood function of the pooled 
sample. Aiken's information criterion resulted into V AR(I) modeL They compared 
the results ofCUSUM with DA and logit models. Once again their results were 
similar to Theodossiou (1993), in generaL CUSUM also outperformed the other two 
models. 
The only work, applying time series partial adjustment model to the case of 
business failure, we could trace so far is that of Laitinen and Laitinen (1998). Authors 
have employed both static and dynamic versions of cash balance functions of the 
firms, later being the partial adjustment modeL Their data set consisted of 41 Finnish 
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failed limited fIrms and their counterparts with similar characteristics. The data years 
were 1986-1991 and the fIrms were mainly drawn from industrial sector. They 
estimated both static and dynamic models for each fIrm from the available time series 
assuming a fIrst-order autoregressive process. They tested for four different 
hypotheses: (I) Absolute values of elasticities of cash balance with respect to volume 
of transactions and the opportunity cost for the failed fIrms are smaller than for a 
healthy fIrm, (2) for a fInancially distressed fIrm, the rate of adjustment y may be 
even greater than unity and certainly exceeds the rate for healthy fIrm, (3) differences 
in estimates between failed and non-failed fIrms are the larger, the shorter the time to 
bankruptcy, and (4) the dynamic model outperforms the static ones in failure 
prediction. To test these hypotheses, authors followed the following four steps: (I) the 
static and dynamic models were estimated for each fIrm using the time series data, (2) 
estimated parameters of the models and cash balance predictions based on them were 
used as variables in stepwise logistic bankruptcy prediction model, (3) they, then 
stepwise estimated a benchmark logistic model of ordinary fmancial variables for 
comparison, and (4) the incremental nature of the information content of the cash 
management variables over the ordinary fInancial variables was evaluated estimating 
a combined logistic model from data consisting of both data sets. Their results 
verifIed all four hypotheses set by them almost completely. Authors ensured the 
validity of their results using Lachenbruch leaving-one-out validation method. 
2.2 Artificially Intelligent Expert Systems Models of Distress Prediction: 
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Knowledge is extracted either from natural or the social phenomena, formally 
known as natural and social science, respectively. Quantification of these phenomena 
has often been attempted by researchers in past. It is, however, not possible to express 
all such phenomena in terms of numbers. Many human cognitive skills, like problem 
solving, visual perception, language understanding, and planning, are viewed better in 
terms of symbols than numbers. 
Invention of computers and their rapidly increasing use in the daily life is 
something commonly known to us. Initially considered numeric machines, it was 
later realized that computers can also process symbols to exhibit the intelligent 
behaviour of humans' cognitive activities. This realization triggered a search for 
programs that could emulate human cognitive skills in an acceptable way. Hence, a 
body of knowledge dealing with designing and implementation of such programs 
started to emerge, as a separate discipline, since 1950s. Since this 'intelligence' of 
computers is contained in machines, and not in human brains, their exhibited 
behaviour is known as 'Artificial Intelligence' (AI). 
Humans use their intelligence to solve problems in varying domains. For this 
purpose they apply reasoning based on the knowledge possessed in their brains. 
Hence, knowledge plays the pivotal role in human intelligence. AI, in order to be as 
competitive as human intelligence or at least comparable, should benefit from similar 
knowledge in application of its reasoning to the problem posed. Expert systems were 
developed to serve this purpose for AI. 
According to Jackson (1998), 'An expert system (ES) is a computer program 
that represents and reasons with knowledge of some specialist subject with a view to 
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solving problems or giving advice'. Human expertise are generally limited in terms of 
knowledge, which justify development of expert systems in shape of computer 
programs with sufficient knowledge to perform the task more effectively. An ES can 
be characterized by following features: 
• ES simulates human reasoning about a problem domain, rather than 
simulating the domain itself as in case of conventional computer programs 
• ES performs reasoning over representations of human knowledge, in addition 
to doing numerical calculation 
• ES solves problems by heuristic or approximate methods which, unlike 
algorithmic solutions, are not guaranteed to succeed 
In words of Jackson (1998), 'Expert Systems encode the domain-dependent 
knowledge of everyday practitioners in some field, and use the knowledge to solve 
problems'. The process of developing an ES is usually called 'knowledge 
engineering'. Any ES would typically tend to follow four steps: (I) acquiring 
knowledge, (2) representing knowledge, (3) controlling reasoning of the knowledge, 
and (4) explaining solution. Since an ES is largely related to knowledge in one way or 
the other, a common synonym ofES, knowledge-based system, is also used in 
practice. 
Acquisition of knowledge is related to the process in which human expertise 
of solving problems are transferred from humans to the computer program. 
Representation of knowledge is mainly concerned with fmding ways in which the 
acquired knowledge might be presented, usually, in the logical manner of its presence 
in human brains. Knowing what one knows, and knowing when and how to use it, is 
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an important aspect of human expertise. This is also the guideline followed by ES 
while trying to control the reasoning process applied to represented knowledge. 
Performance and general acceptability of an ES can only be assessed when it is 
capable of explaining its reasoning process and providing just understanding of the 
problem solved. Hence explaining solution is also an important area of concern for 
any ES. 
All of the above mentioned steps get initiated from the process of transferring 
knowledge, which is considered to be 'the bottleneck problem' ofES. One way to 
accomplish this task is through a series of in-depth interviews between knowledge 
engineer and a domain human expert, typically known as 'production method' of 
acquiring knOWledge. Researchers have shown greater dissatisfaction to this method 
for a variety of reasons that include rather lower level of production due to slow 
speed and high amount of labour required. This dissatisfaction has lead to automate 
the process of knowledge acquisition. Two automation processes have dominated 
research in this area: 'machine teaching' and 'machine learning'. In former, a human 
expert is provided with an opportunity to teach the system directly. The idea of 
machine learning is that computers could perhaps learn to solve the problems in much 
the same way that humans do, i.e., machines may learn the concepts of domain under 
varying degree of supervision from a human expert. Later has probably assumed 
more significance than former. 
It is hard to come up with a precise definition of learning, however it may be 
considered as a system capable of improving its performance on a problem as a 
function of previous experience. Therefore, any machine-learning program must be 
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able to represent and reason the problem solving experience and then apply these 
representations to infer a solution of the problem. A machine may learn under strict 
or no supervision, yet moderate supervision is observed more in practice. 
Subsequent research resulted into a variety of supervised machine learning 
methods, which proved quite successful in solving problems for different domains, 
including distress prediction. Although a variety of machine learning techniques have 
been developed so far, not all have been either attempted or found useful in predicting 
financial distress. Of the ones tested in this particular domain (distress prediction), a 
few have assumed more importance than others. Following discussion intends to 
provide a basic understanding of some of these selected techniques and their 
application in distress prediction. Of course, this review is not exhaustive in nature 
and there might be some other possible methods and studies uncovered. 
2.2.1 Models based on recursively partitioned decision trees (Inductive 
Learning): 
Methodology: 
As mentioned before, machine learning is usually supervised. One form of 
supervised learning is inductive learning. An inductive learning program is able to 
learn from examples by a process of generalization. Many human experts also learn in 
this way. Decision trees are one way of inductive learning by which an ES can learn 
to solve the bottleneck problem of knowledge transfer. A decision tree partitions a 
training data set into sub-classes. Procedure then proceeds to recursively replace each 
of the subset with a decision tree, resulting into a final decision tree for the initial 
training set. 
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Friedman (1977), first, introduced recursive partitioning decision rule for 
nonparametric classification. As suggested by Pompe and Feelders (1997), 'the basic 
idea of recursive partitioning is to fit a tree to tbe training sample by successively 
splitting it into increasingly homogeneous subsets until tbe leaf nodes contain only 
cases from a single class or some otber reasonable stopping criterion applies.' 
Probably the most important decision in process of building a classification 
tree is to select the variable on which to make tbe next split. It is more common, for 
this purpose, to use some measure that indicates the impurity of a set of cases. 
Impurity means the extent to which a node comprises of training cases from multiple 
classes. This measure of impurity assumes its largest value when all tbe classes are 
equally represented, but the smallest when tbere is only one class. 
According to Frydman et al. (1985), the best splitting rule for the given 
sample is defined as the one that maximizes the decrease in the sum of the impurities 
of the two resulting sub samples compared witb tbe impurity oftbe parent sample. To 
find tbe best splitting rule, the algorithm first searches for the best splitting point for 
each explanatory variable and then the best of these splits is selected. The splitting 
procedure terminates when it is impossible, by further splitting, to decrease the 
impurity of a current tree (defined as the sum of the impurities of all the terminal 
nodes). So tbe idea here is to minimize the expected cost o/misclassification. 
Quinlan (1986) has, however, suggested using Induction Decision 3 (ID3) as 
the splitting rule in which he employed the notion of uncertainty (or entropy) from 
information theory. Uncertainty is composed of certain messages, each of which has a 
probability of being received and contains some amount of information. This 
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information is supposed to be an inverse monotonic function of probability. 
Procedure allows computing the average information of the possible messages that 
could be sent. Uncertainty would be at its maximum when all the messages were 
equiprobable. Uncertainty, in ID3, therefore measures the average amount of 
information required to classify a case. Hence, the aim of ID3 is to maximize the 
entropy of split subsets. C4.5 is a refinement of ID3 suggested by Quinlan (1993). 
Researchers have suggested other rules too, but the ones discussed so far have been 
more commonly used for classification of firms into healthy and non-healthy groups. 
Following the appropriate rule, the impurity is measured for both all final 
nodes and the whole tree. Any new object (firm) is then classified according to the 
place of final node it falls in the tree. This node identifies the object's group 
membership and associated probability. 
Empirical Literature: 
Application of decision trees in classification decision has been attempted in 
many areas including distress prediction. Frydman et al. (1985) have first attempted 
to study business failure prediction using recursively partitioned decision trees. The 
splitting rule followed by them was to minimize expected cost of misclassification. 
With the sample of 58 bankrupt US industrial finns, which failed during 1971-1981, 
and randomly selected 142 non-failed manufacturing and retail US firms, they 
investigated the research problem on a total sample of200 firms. They carried out the 
research with varying misclassification costs. They also fixed the prior probabilities 
of the failed and non-failed firms as 0.02 and 0.98, respectively. They actually 
constructed two decision tree models, which were also tested on a hold out sample. 
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To check for the classification power of the models, they constructed two 
discriminant models too. Their results showed that the classification accuracy of 
recursively partitioned decision tree models was superior to discriminant models. 
Messier and Hansen (1988) aimed to assess the effectiveness of an inductive 
algorithm in discovering predictive knowledge structures in financial data. Their 
ultimate objective was to assess the effectiveness of inductively learned, recursively 
portioned, decision trees in comparison to discriminant !ffialysis, individual 
judgements, and group judgements. For this purpose, they used data from two earlier 
studies on loan default by Abdel-Khalik and EI-Sheshai (1980) and bankruptcy 
prediction by Libby et al (1987). Authors developed the decision trees with the help 
of same set of variables used in the two studies. In order to assess the relative 
performance of these trees, they analysed the results of their study in two ways: (I) 
they compared the variables employed by decision trees with the methods used in the 
two studies, and (2) they compared the classification accuracies of decision trees with 
rest of the methods. Their study had two important findings: (I) the variables used in 
constructing decision trees only partially interact with discriminant models, and (2) 
decision trees clearly outperformed discriminant models, individual judgements and 
the group judgements in terms of classification accuracy. 
Shaw and Gentry (1990) attempted to highlight the superiority of inductively 
learned machine learning methods over statistical methods of discrminant analysis, 
logit and probit, when applied to risk classification problems. For this purpose, they 
addressed three classification problems: business loan evaluation, bond rating, and 
bankruptcy prediction. To support their argument, they referred to many studies that 
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successfully used inductive algorithm to outperfonn traditional statistical methods. 
Additionally, they provided empirical evidence in favour of inductive learning using a 
hypothetical loan evaluation data. 
Han et al (1996) undertook a comparative study of inductive learning and 
statistical methods using simulations. They worked with ID3 and probit models as 
respective representatives. Authors wanted to investigate the impact of scale of 
measurement of explanatory variables and the correlation structure on relative 
perfonnance of ID3 and probit. This investigation was motivated by the hypothesis in 
mind that the relative perfonnance of different classification techniques (e.g., ID3 and 
probit) may depend on data conditions. This seemed logical owning to the fact that 
probit assumes numeric attributes, while ID3 depends on nominal attributes. They 
also expected ID3 to be less sensitive to the inequality of covariance structure and the 
magnitude of correlations, unlike probit. Authors used simulation approach to 
generalize their results. Study employed multivariate nonnal distribution to generate 
continuous and discrete data simultaneously. They constructed 5 classification 
models. The model with all continuous variables in it was called a numeric model. 
The model with all binary variables in it was called nominal model. Others models 
were a mix of two types of variables. To avoid the problem of over fitting, authors 
used a hold out sample too. Their results indicated that the relative classification 
accuracy ofID3 to probit increases with the increase in proportion of binary variables 
in the classification model. This accuracy was also found to be higher for ID3 than 
probit in presence of unequal covariance matrices in population. 
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Pompe and Feelders (1997) aimed to make a comparison between 
discriminant analysis, neural networks, and recursively partitioned classification 
trees. The criterion followed by these authors, to optimally split the tree, was different 
than that employed by Frydman et al. (1985) or ID3, yet it also measured the impurity 
of classes using the so-called deviance of the node known as 'the Splus tree function'. 
For the purpose of their study, they gathered information on 576 Belgian construction 
companies. Half of these went bankrupt between 1988 and 1994. The other half was 
randomly chosen non-bankrupt firms. They gathered information on each of the se 
firms for 10 financial ratios, which were appointed by financial experts as being 
important variables in predicting bankruptcies. To facilitate the intended comparison, 
they randomly split the whole sample into two subsets of 288 instances each: a 
training set and a test set. Both the subsets were stratified as well. They preferred to 
use half of the data for training and half for the testing purpose. They used stratified 
I O-fold cross validation on the training set to choose good parameter values for the 
three different approaches. Each of the models was trained and tested 10 times. On 
rigorous statistical testing, using a multiple comparisons procedure, they could not 
conclude which of the three methods clearly outperformed the others. 
Sung et al (1999) primarily worked to develop bankruptcy prediction models 
for normal and crises economic conditions. For this purpose, they constructed 
decision trees using C4.5 (a refined variant of ID3). They also used multivariate 
discriminant analysis as a benchmark. The data on 30 Korean manufacturing bankrupt 
firms from the second quarter of 1997 to the first quarter of 1998 was collected as 
crises sample. The normal sample consisted of 29 bankrupt firms of Korean 
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manufacturing industry again, which covered the time span from the second quarter 
of 1991 to the first quarter of 1995. The controlled sample of non-bankrupt firms 
numbered 49 and 44 respectively for normal and crises situations. Their results 
advocated the need for a different bankruptcy prediction model in economic crises. 
This was due to the fact that the classification accuracies of the models in normal 
situation and the crises situation were 83.3% and 81 %, respectively. However this 
accuracy significantly declined to a level of blind guess of36.7%, when the normal 
model was applied in crises situation. 
Shin and Han (2001) attempted to investigate the effectiveness of inductive 
leaming approach to case indexing process for business classification tasks. They 
suggested an approach in which the induction technique is used to extract general 
domain knowledge for efficient and effective retrieval. They, however, applied their 
suggested approach to the case of corporate bond rating. The results obtained thereof 
supported their approach, which also indicated a significant increase in overall 
classification accuracy. 
2.2.2 Case-Based Reasoning Models: 
Methodology: 
While attempting to deal with any new problem, many human experts use 
their knowledge about previously solved problems. Case-based reasoning (eBR) is a 
kind ofES in which a new classification problem is solved with the help of 
previously solved cases in the same domain of knowledge, like human experts do. A 
case, in the context of CBR, would consist of a contextual knowledge that represented 
an experience. Usually, a CBR process of knowledge acquisition would pass through 
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four stages: (I) identification, acceptance and representation of a new problem, (2) 
retrieval of old similar cases from the case library, (3) adapting the cases retrieved in 
step 2 in a way that they fit to the new situation and provide an appropriate solution to 
it, and (4) evaluation of the suggested solution and fmally storing the evaluated 
solution in the case library for future use. 
In a CBR process, the key issues of concern are: indexation and retrieval of 
similar cases from the case library as stated in stages I and 2, finding best of the 
similar cases retrieved, and adapting the old cases to fit the new one. As a matter of 
fact, indexing of cases (representation of the expert knowledge) and its retrieval are 
the most important of all. 
Indexing means the process in which indices are assigned to cases so that the 
appropriate cases can be easily retrieved at the time of need. Structuring of indices 
should be done in a way that their retrieval remains efficient and accurate. There are 
three main methods of indexing: nearest neighbour, inductive learning, and 
knowledge-guided. Researchers have also used combinations of these. Nearest 
neighbour approach would retrieve cases on the basis of a weighted sum of attributes 
in the new case against the cases in the case library. Similarity between the two cases 
is usually measured in CBR by Euclidean distance function. 
When outcome of a case or the retrieval aim is already known, it is more 
appropriate to use inductive learning. This method would look for similarities over a 
series of instances to form categories. Inductive algorithms determines what attributes 
best discriminate the cases. The cases are organized and stored in the case memory in 
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tree type structure. Final outcome is the induction tree built upon a database of 
training cases. 
Applying existing knowledge of the domain to locate similar cases is the 
technique of knowledge-guided mechanism. Conceptually superior, this approach is 
hard to work in practice, as it is difficult to capture and represent such knowledge 
exhaustively. 
Once an appropriate case is retrieved from the case library, the next step is to 
fit it to the new case. This is called adaptation. There are likely to be some differences 
in the two cases. Adaptation process attempts to fit the old case into new one taking 
into account such differences with the help of certain rules. CBR may undertake the 
adaptation process in either of the two ways: substitution or transformation. In the 
former, suitable values for the new case are substituted for values in old case. Later 
transforms an old solution into one that will work for new problem. 
Another feature of CBR is to learn from its experience that requires evaluation 
of the suggested solution. This evaluation process can be based on the outcome of 
other similar cases, a feedback, or simulation. This evaluation would make a CBR 
more efficient and competent over time. 
Above discussion is an attempt to present a brief but simple understanding of 
the CBR approach. An in depth and rather more comprehensive understanding of the 
subject can be developed from sources like Kolodner (1993). 
Empirical Literature: 
Use ofCBR in financial distress prediction is a relatively new phenomenon. 
Most of the research benefiting from CBR emerged after mid 1990s. One of the early 
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attempts is that of 10 et al. (1997). Authors aimed at comparing the bankruptcy 
prediction accuracy of three forecasting techniques: CBR, neural networks (NN) and 
discriminant analysis (DA). For this purpose, they used fmancial data of Korean fmns 
from 1991-1993. They chose 31, 99 and 141 failed firms from the three years 
respectively. Non-failed firm were the matching pairs. Based on previous research 
and using two different statistical variable selection techniques, they ended up with 
20 fmancial ratios. They used three different standards of financial ratio data sets: 
Raw data, standardized data of the Korean Bank means, and the standardized data of 
the Korea Investors Services means. This data was then divided into estimation and 
holdout sample data in terms of forecasting period. This way, they generated three 
kinds of sample data sets: 1991 data for learning and 1992 data for prediction, 1992 
data for learning and 1993 data for prediction, and integrated data of 1991 & 1992 for 
learning and 1993 data for prediction. With all these measures, authors finally worked 
with 36 experimental sets to compare predictive accuracy of the three models. 
Experimental results reflected average hit ratios of 81.52%, 82.22%, and 83.79%, 
respectively for CBR, DA, and NN. 
Park and Han (2002) have employed CBR methodology to predict corporate 
financial distress with a proposal to use feature weights, while retrieving and indexing 
the cases, derived by analytic hierarchy process (AHP). They suggested replacing 
AHP weights in place of k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) method of indexing and 
retrieval. They applied and compared the predictive accuracy of suggested approach 
with the help of bankruptcy prediction for Korean fmns. The group of failed firms in 
their analysis went bankrupt between 1995 and 1998. The total sample of2144 firms 
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comprised of 1072 failed and matched pair of non-failed finns. Authors used both 
financial and non-fmancial variables. Applying statistical methods, they finally dealt 
with 13 fmancial ratios. A total of IS non-fmancial variables were chosen on the basis 
of past research and experts' opinions. They split each data set into three subsets: a 
reference set (70%), a test set (15%), and a validation set (15%) of the data. Empirical 
results indicated a clear superiority of their suggested model of CBR featured with 
AHP weighted k-NN over traditional CBR with pure k-NN. In the case of former, the 
predictive accuracy was 84.7% that was well over 74.08% observed in the case of 
later. 
2.2.3 Models based on neural networks: 
Methodology: 
Although capable of outperfonning human brain in basic arithmetic 
calculations, computers are certainly inferior when it comes to tasks involving 
symbolic recognition like signs of financial distress in a finn. Neural networks are 
enthused by biological works related to brain and its nervous system to triumph over 
this lack of computational efficiency in computers. Neural networks perform the 
classification task, in response to impending signals of financial health of a finn, in 
the way a brain would do for example in deciding whether the food is salty or sweet 
by its taste signal. 
Human brain is made up of certain types of neurons (nerve cells), which is the 
base of neuroscience. Neurons, in neural networks, are called 'processing elements' 
or 'nodes'. Like real neurons, these nodes are connected to each other through 
'weighted interconnections' (synapses in neuroscience terms). Nodes are organized in 
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layers. Each node takes delivery of, joins, and converts input signals into a single 
output signal via weighted interconnections. This output signal is accepted as the 
classifying decision if it satisfies the researcher; otherwise it is transmitted again as an 
input signal to many other nodes (possibly including itself). Process keeps going until 
satisfaction is gained from researchers' point of view. 
Perhaps the major task of any neural network is to determine appropriate 
weights to interconnections of different nodes. Neural networks perform this task by a 
training process in which knowledge about the relationship between input and output 
signals is learned following certain principle. This knowledge produces a distinct 
structure of nodes (in one of the network layers called 'hidden layer') and connection 
weights, which correctly classifies the objects into their respective known groups. 
Technically, this process of mapping is termed as 'convergence'. Following a 
mathematical theorem, the network is always able to converge. 
Over the course of time, significant research has resulted into a number of 
neural networks suggesting diverse ways of determining weights. Out of these 
different networks, three have held a substantial position in fmancial distress 
prediction literature. These three types are Back-Propagation feed forward Neural 
Networks (BPNN), Cascade-Correlation Neural Networks (CCNN), and Probabilistic 
Neural Networks (PNN). 
BPNN are the most commonly used form of neural networks. They generally 
organize processing elements or nodes in fonn of three layers: an input layer, hidden / 
middle layer (s), and an output layer. Input layer comprises of the independent 
variables that could be quantitative and / or qualitative, depending on the research 
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objective. It is this layer that takes the delivery of input signals in the fonn of . 
explanatory variables. Each node in the hidden layer takes the weighted sum of all 
input layer activation signals and joins them, either in a linear or non-linear fashion, 
to output layer. Number of nodes in the hidden layer is a matter of human trial and 
error process in BPNN. Nodes, in the output layer, convert this weighted sum of 
hidden layer into a meaningful single output signal detennining objects' ultimate 
membership. Back-Propagation is a kind of supervised learning technique in which 
weights are learned from experience. Back-Propagation guarantees convergence to a 
local optimal set of weights. It is a gradient descent technique that attempts to 
minimise the mean squared error of the network. Back-Propagation refers to the 
dynamic feedback of errors transmitted backward through a network to adjust the 
weights. Hence, the underlying principle of this approach is incessant error feedback 
between the model and actual responses. The networks are repeatedly presented with 
examples to train the model and minimise error that is an ultimate function of 
weights. Since these weights are learned by back propagation, hence the name BPNN. 
Basic structure ofCCNN, in tenns oflayers, resembles that of BPNN. 
However, unlike BPNN, CCNN is capable of detailing the hidden structure of data 
with the help of hidden nodes and their interconnections with input and output nodes. 
CCNN starts with no hidden nodes in the beginning. One after the other, it gradually 
increases the hidden nodes to advance network's knack of correct classification. An 
intuitive explanation of the learning process of detennining interconnection weights, 
under CCNN, is well documented in Coats & Fant (1993) and we adapt the same 
here. "While training, the network is presented with one observation from the data at 
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a time. The network generates an output value based on that data (in our case, makes 
a classification decision) and compares this output to the true, correct output value. 
The difference between the output of network and the correct output is the error. In 
essence, the training set presents a hyper-dimensional surface to the network, which is 
the prediction error. The neural network's task in training is to seek out the global 
minimum of this error function. By using the input data to calculate an output value, 
and comparing this to the true value, the network generates a point on the surface of 
the error function. The algorithm adjusts itself by moving in the direction of steepest 
descent, which is the negative of the gradient at that point. The adjustment is 
accomplished by updating the coefficients in the function generating the output 
(which involves gradient ascent and the chain rule in calculus)." 
PNN, sometimes also called 'kernel density estimation', use an estimate of the 
probability density in data space to make classification decision. PNN consists of four 
layers: an input layer, a pattern unit layer, a summation unit layer, and an output or 
decision layer. The input layer accepts input patterns, the explanatory variables. Each 
of the units, in pattern unit layer, estimates the contribution of a particular pattern to 
the probability density function of each unit. Density estimate on each pattern of each 
group is summarized in the summation unit layer. An optimal binary output or 
decision unit sums together the output of summation unit for ultimate classification 
decision. In its learning process, PNN compares the contribution of a test pattern with 
the probability density function of all the sample patterns. These contributions, which 
are multiplied by prior probabilities and loss functions, are compared to make the 
classification decision. 
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Above paragraphs try to present a brief intuitive introduction to the neural 
networks. In doing so, we have benefited mainly from Sa1chenberger et al. (1992), 
Coats & Fants (1993), and Yang et al. (1999). A comprehensive and detailed theoretic 
understanding of neural computation can be found in Hertz et al. (1991). 
Empirical Literature: 
Salchenberger (1992) presented a BPNN type of neural network to predict the 
probability offailure for US savings and loan associations (S&Ls). They compared its 
performance with a logit model. Their data consisted of financial information on 3479 
S&Ls for the period January 1986 to December 1987. A total of 100 failed and 100 
non-failed (matched) S&Ls were used for the training of BPNN and development of 
logit models. Predictability of the two models was tested by a holdout-matched 
sample of 58,47, and 24 failed and non-failed firms 6, 12, and 18 months prior to 
failure, respectively. Whereas models' robustness was judged through a third diluted 
sample of 75 failed and 329 non-failed firms. Starting with 29 fmancial variables, 
authors ended up with 5 after a stepwise regression. Setting a cut-off point at 0.5, 
BPNN clearly outperformed logit by over all correct classification of 97% as opposed 
to 93.5% in case oflogit. This trend was observed even 6, 12, and 18 months prior to 
failure. Setting a lower cut-off point of 0.2 would not change the comparative 
performance of BPNN to logit, although classification rate decreased in both the 
cases. Results from diluted sample also suggested that BPNN was a better tool for 
predicting thrift failure. 
Major objective of Coats and Fant (1993) study was to argue that neural 
networks perform better than MDA. For this purpose, they used CCNN kind of neural 
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networks and compared their performance with MDA models constructed as a 
benchmark. They worked with the data of US 94 distressed firms of mixed industries 
and randomly chosen 188 viable manufacturing firms. The data covered period 1970-
1989. Authors worked with Aitman (1968) five fmancial ratios. They built and tested 
four CCNN models representing four lead times, the distress year, I year, 2 years, and 
3 years prior to failure. They also built four MDA models to serve as benchmark. 
Comparison of test results indicated that overall classification accuracy ofCCNN was 
higher than MDA in all the four lead times. Overall classification rate the year of 
distress, for example, was 95% in case ofCCNN opposed to 87.9% in case ofMDA. 
Aitman, et al. (1994) carried out a study in the Centrale dei Bilanci (CB) in 
Italy. CB is an organization established by the Banca d'Italia, the Associazione 
Bancaria Italiana, and over forty leading banks and special credit institutions in Italy. 
CB develops and distributes tools for the member banks to trace fmancially distressed 
firms. Two such products employ MDA and neural networks in financial distress 
identification models. These products were in practice the time this study was 
undertaken. Their study presented the results of two interesting irmovations in the 
diagnosis of corporate financial distress. The first was the use of two stage decision 
process employing two discriminant analysis models to fme tune the process used to 
grade companies into groups of healthy, vulnerable and unsound companies. The 
second irmovation was the application of BPNN to solve the same problem. Authors 
had an access to a large and well-developed database of financial information on over 
37,000 companies in Italy. Authors found that BPNN had great potential capacities to 
classifY firms. However, their conclusion suggested that the MDA model compared 
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well relative to NN. The main advantages of the discriminant model, as discussed by 
authors, were its consistency of performance and the modest cost in fine-tuning the 
model. 
Back et al. (1996) focused on three alternative prediction techniques to select 
the failure predictors: MDA, Logit, and Genetic Algortithms (another bankruptcy 
prediction technique, to be discussed next). However, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) 
were only used by authors to select the failure predictors to be used in BPNN model 
for prediction of bankruptcy. In a way, this was a hybrid model ofBPNN and GAs. 
They worked with the data of 37 randomly selected small and medium-sized Finnish 
manufacturing firms and their non-flled counterparts. The failure occurred between 
1986 and 1989. From previous studies, they identified 31 potentially useful fmancial 
ratios as explanatory variables. Using stepwise selection procedure, they fmally 
worked with 4, 6, and 3 financial ratios in MDA model, 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years 
prior to failure, respectively. This composition changed to 3, 4, and 2 fmancial ratios, 
using stepwise procedure, in case of Logit. However, GA resulted into 6, 7, 15 
financial ratios for the respective years. One and 3 years prior to failure, BPNN model 
based on GA proved superior to the other two methods with a total classification error 
rates of2.70% and 16.22%, respectively. It was only for 2 years prior to failure that 
MDA proved better. 
Pompe and Feelders (1997) aimed to make a comparison between 
discriminant analysis, neural networks, and recursively partitioned classification 
trees. The neural network employed by them was BPNN. For the purpose of their 
study, they gathered information on 576 Belgian construction companies. Half of 
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these went bankrupt between 1988 and 1994. The other half was randomly chosen 
non-bankrupt firms. They gathered information on each of these firms for 10 financial 
ratios, which were appointed by fmancial experts as being important variables in 
predicting bankruptcies. To facilitate the intended comparison, they randomly split 
the whole sample into two subsets of 288 instances each: a training set and a test set. 
Both the subsets were stratified as well. They preferred to use half of the data for 
training and half for the testing purpose. They used stratified IO-fold cross validation 
on the training set to choose good parameter values for the three different approaches. 
Each of the models was trained and tested 10 times. On rigorous statistical testing, 
using a multiple comparisons procedure, they could not conclude which of the three 
methods clearly outperformed the others. 
In their study, Yang et al. (1999) proposed PNN as a better form of neural 
network capable of predicting bankruptcy more accurately and convincingly. Purpose 
of their study was to directly compare MDA with several neural networks to find 
which technique was the most useful in resulting more accurate and reliable 
predictions of firms' actual group memberships. In the study, they compared the 
results of MD A, BPNN, and two forms ofPNN (with and without normalized 
patterns) using data from oil and gas industry of USA from 1984 to 1989 of 122 
firms. They gathered information on these firms for five ratios out of which four were 
also deflated to account for possible differences over time in ratio values. They 
randomly divided 122 patterns (i.e., the firms) into 3 sets: training data set of33 non-
bankrupt and 11 bankrupt firms, validation data set of26 non-bankrupt and 14 
bankrupt fmns, and testing data set of 30 non-bankrupt and 8 bankrupt flnns. The 
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three sets were used to construct the models, check for over-fitting, and detennine the 
models' reliability, respectively. When the data was non-deflated, PNN (with patterns 
normalized) and BPNN performed best in terms of overall classification with 71 % 
correct classification in both the cases. However, with deflated data, MDA proved 
better with overall 87% correct classification. Their overall finding was that neural 
networks perform better than statistical models like MDA. PNN was supported 
because of its clarity of process and determination of weights. 
2.2.4 Models based on genetic algorithms (GA): 
Methodology: 
Based on the idea of genetic inheritance and Darwinian theory of natural 
evolution (survival of the fittest), GAs work as a stochastic search technique. GAs 
perform their search for optimal solution to the problem posed from a large and 
complicated space of solutions. Discussion of GAs in this study is more in line with 
Shin and Lee (2002) and Varetto (1998). However, the study also benefited from 
Michalewicz (1994) that may also be consulted for a deeper understanding of GAs. 
GAs are usually explained with the help of vocabulary, inevitably, borrowed 
from natural genetics. Each individual potential candidate solution to the problem is 
represented by a 'string' (also called 'chromosome', 'genotype' or 'structure'). These 
'strings' are made of 'units' (also called 'genes', 'features', 'characters', or 
'decoders'). Under GAs, an evolution process is run on a population of 'strings' that 
corresponds to a search through a space of potential solutions. 
GAs execute this search process in three phases: genetic representation & 
initialisation, selection, and genetic operation (crossover and mutation). Genetic 
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representation for potential solutions of the problem (strings) is the foremost step to 
be followed. Without appropriate representation, which is normally in binary alphabet 
(0 and 1), evolution program cannot run on computers. Genetically represented 
potential solutions, basically, create an initial population of solutions to start with. 
After the initialisation, each string is evaluated with the help of a user-defmed 
fitness function, which is perhaps the most critical step of GAs. This function 
numerically encodes the performance or fitness of an individual string. Best 
performing strings in the population may be chosen for reproduction numerous times 
while poor performers may not be selected at all. Such a selection process is likely to 
result into best performing strings only over time. 
Straightforward reproduction of selected strings entails no benefit in terms of 
exploration of solution space, as this will only reproduce the identical off springs 
from the parent strings. Genetic operation is introduced for this purpose. Crossover is 
an operation of genetic recombination in which units (genes) of two selected strings 
are joined to allow the population to grow. This would make it possible to discover 
and explore new possible solutions in the solution space. Crossover occurs with some 
probability called 'crossover rate'. Crossover could be performed in many different 
ways including one-point, two-point, and uniform-type. 
Mutation, another genetic operator, is also accompanied with crossover to aid 
selection procedure of GAs. In mutation, we randomly choose a member of the 
population and change one randomly chosen bit in its bit string representation. If 
mutant member proves viable, it substitutes the mutated member in the population. 
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This way, mutation enriches the variety of individual strings in the population, 
helping the solution space to evolve. 
The typical steps into which a GA procedure proceeds are documented well in 
Varetto (1998) as below: 
1. The initial population of strings is generated randomly; 
ii. For every string, fitness is calculated in relation to the problem to 
be solved; 
iii. Strings are ordered on the basis of their fitness and those suitable 
to generate the subsequent population are selected; 
iv. The successive population is generated on the basis of 
reproduction of new individuals, starting from the ones selected 
in the previous population; 
v. In the new population, sequence is repeated from ii onwards 
The above process continues until the actual population converges towards 
increasingly homogeneous strings. In general, the process is stopped when we are 
satisfied with a certain level of homogeneity. 
In order to solve a classification problem like distress prediction, researchers 
extract a set of rules or conditions using GAs. These conditions are associated with 
certain cut off points. Based on these conditions, the model would predict whether or 
not a firm is likely to fail. 
Empirical Literature: 
Tested in varying domains during the 1990s, application of GAs in corporate 
financial distress prediction was only suggested after mid 1 990s. However, it seems 
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that the use of GAs is favoured more in this century than before. Probably first such 
attempt was made by Back et al. (1996), who focused on three altemative prediction 
techniques to select the failure predictors: MDA, Logit, and GAs. However, GAs 
were only used by authors to select the failure predictors to be used in NN model for 
prediction of bankruptcy. In a way, this was a hybrid model ofNN and GAs. They 
worked with the data of 37 randomly selected small and medium-sized Finnish 
manufacturing firms and their non-filed counterparts. The failure occurred between 
1986 and 1989. From previous studies, they identified 31 potentially useful fmancial 
ratios as explanatory variables. Using stepwise selection procedure, they fmally 
worked with 4, 6, and 3 financial ratios in MDA model, 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years 
prior to failure, respectively. This composition changed to 3, 4, and 2 financial ratios, 
using stepwise procedure, in case of Logit. However, GA resulted into 6, 7, 15 
financial ratios for the respective years. One and 3 years prior to failure, NN model 
based on GA proved superior to the other two methods with a total classification error 
rates of2.70% and 16.22%, respectively. It was only for 2 years prior to failure that 
MDA proved better. 
Varetto (1998) carried out a study in the Centrale dei Bilanci (CB) in Italy. 
CB is an organization established by the Banca d'ltalia, the Associazione Bancaria 
Italiana, and some 50 leading banks and special credit institutions in Italy. CB 
develops and distributes tools for the member banks to trace financially distressed 
firms. Three such products employ MDA, neural networks, and GAs in fmancial 
distress identification models. These products were in practice the time this study was 
undertaken. Author applied the GA technique to insolvency risk analysis of estimate 
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sample of 1920 sound and 1920 unsound companies, as well as a control sample of 
449 sound and 449 unsound finns. Their results indicated very high classification 
accuracies both in estimation and the control sample. Rather, the accuracies were 
slightly higher in case of control sample than the estimation sample with 95.10% and 
98.33% correct classification rates for sound and unsound fmns, respectively one 
year before failure. 
Shin and Lee (2002) proposed use of GAs in bankruptcy prediction modelling. 
Their data set consisted of 264 bankrupt and 264 non-bankrupt externally audited 
mid-sized Korean manufacturing finns for the period from 1995 to 1997. Using factor 
analysis, independent-samples t-test, Mann-Whitney U test, and the stepwise 
selection procedure, they finally worked with 9 financial variables. They split the 
entire data into a training set (90%) and the validation set (10%). Their genetic search 
process finally extracted 5 bankruptcy prediction rules. Average overall classification 
accuracy calculated by their results was 80.8% both in training and the validation 
sets. 
McKee and Lensberg (2002) investigated a hybrid approach to bankruptcy 
prediction, using a GA model with variables selected from a rough set model (another 
approach to predict bankruptcies, to be discussed next) of a previous study. This 
previous study employed data on 291 US public finns from 1991 to 1997 divided into 
146 bankrupt and 145 non-bankrupt matched finns from a wide variety of industries. 
The primary rough set model of this study used 4 financial ratios as explanatory 
variables and achieved an overall classification accuracy of 100% in the development 
sample and 67% accuracy in the validation sample. Authors, in their current attempt, 
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used the same 4 variables in the GA. They divided the same data, for this study, into 
two equal parts: one for the training and other for the validation sample. With one 
bankruptcy prediction rule, the GA model resulted into 82.6% classification accuracy 
on the training sample and 80.3% accuracy in the validation sample. They favoured 
the use ofGA, hybrid with rough sets, due to this increased classification accuracy for 
the validation sample. 
2.2.5 Models based on rough sets: 
Methodology: 
Rough set theory deals with deficient or imprecise information. Since its 
introduction by Pawlak (l982), research in knowledge acquisition and machine 
leaming has benefited a lot in different domains, including distress prediction, from 
rough sets. In an attempt to briefly underline the basics of rough sets theory in the 
following passages, the study has profited mainly from Ziarko (1993) and Dimitras et 
al. (1999). 
The central quandary of rough sets theory is classification. Theory aims at 
complete classification of objects to a specified category with the help of information 
on these objects that is factually inadequate. Hence, this indiscernible or imprecise 
information about the objects to be classified, is the mathematical basis of rough sets 
theory. 
A set of all indiscernible objects is labelled 'elementary set' that is actually 
the universe of objects to be worked with. A set of objects consisting of elements that 
are union of some elementary sets is called crisp (or precise). Otherwise the set is 
known as rough (or imprecise) set. A rough set is usually represented by a pair of 
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crisp sets: lower and the upper approximation. Objects that certainly belong to the 
rough set form the lower approximation, whereas upper approximation consists of 
objects that possibly belong to the rough set. 
In a rough set model, inadequate knowledge about the objects is presented in 
the form of an information table. Rows, columns, and entries of the table are 
respectively called 'objects', 'attributes', and 'attribute values'. This information 
table can also be considered a decision table containing sets of condition and decision 
attributes. The decision table is used to derive the decision rules ofthe model. These 
rules are derived on the basis of inductive learning principles and are the end result of 
rough sets model. Every new object is classified by matching their characteristics 
with the set of derived rules. 
Original rough sets theory assumes that underlying classification problem is 
deterministic in nature. However, many classification problems are probabilistic, 
rather than deterministic, by their very nature. Attempts have been made by later 
researchers to overcome this limitation. Variable Precision Rough Set model (VPRS) 
is one such improvement suggested by Ziarko (1993) that is a new generalization of 
original rough sets model. VPRS argues in favour of partial classification, given 
inadequate information, as opposed to complete classification in case of original 
rough sets model. VPRS permits a controlled degree of misclassification that, in turn, 
leads to more general set of approximations. Hence, the original rough sets model 
becomes a special case ofVPRS. 
Original rough sets model expresses objects by discontinuous attributes, and 
does not take into account the ordering of attribute values. A modification of rough 
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sets model would eliminate such limitations in rough sets model. Bioch and Popova 
(200 I) have suggested one such modification of rough sets model using the theory of 
monotone discrete functions in order to construct decision rules. 
Empirical Literature: 
Dimitras et al. (1999) are amongst the early users of rough sets model in 
corporate fmancial distress prediction. They worked with a learning sample of 40 
failed and 40 non-failed matched Greek finns from mixed industries covering the 
period of 1986 to 1990. Their test sample consisted of 19 failed and 19 non-failed 
fmns from 1991 to mid 1993. They employed a credit manager of a large Greek bank 
to act as a decision maker (DM) in order to apply the rough sets model. The DM 
selected 12 financial ratios, out of 28 available ratios, to enter the infonnation table. 
The model generated a minimal set of decision rules consisting of 13 rules in it. 
Classification ac~uracy obtained in the learning sample was 100% one year prior to 
bankruptcy, which gradually declined to 76.9.0% three years prior to bankruptcy. 
Over all classification accuracy in the test sarnple in respective years was, however, 
71.1 % and 55.3%. Comparison of results indicated superiority of rough sets over 
MDA and logit as well. 
Bioch and Popova (200 I) have suggested a modification of rough sets model 
using the theory of monotone discrete functions in order to construct decision rules. 
They have applied their proposed methodology to the case of bankruptcy prediction. 
Their sample consisted of39 objects (finns) described by 12 fmancial variables. This 
data was actually borrowed from two earlier studies of bankruptcy prediction using 
rough sets. They first analysed the data for monotonicity and fmally came up with a 
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set of 5 decision rules. Authors did not report, however, the classification results in 
their study. 
Beynon and Peel (200 I) attempted an empirical exposition of VPRS by 
predicting corporate failure of 30 failed and 30 non-failed British manufacturing 
firms. Their test sample comprised of 15 failed and IS non-failed counterparts. They 
collected a total of 12 fmancial and non-fmancial variables (condition attributes) for 
potential rule generation. Rather than using the subjective views of a decision expert, 
they used a more sophisticated FUSINTER discertisation technique while selecting 
these variables. Their model resulted into 12 final VPRS decision rules, which 
correctly classified 91.7% of the overall object in the training sample. However, it 
went down to 70.0% in the holdout sample. VPRS did quite well, in terms of 
predictive accuracy, in comparison to MDA, logit, and decision trees. 
McKee and Lensberg (2002) investigated a hybrid approach to bankruptcy 
prediction, using a GA model with variables selected from a rough set model of a 
previous study. This previous study employed data on 291 US public firms from 1991 
to 1997 divided into 146 bankrupt and 145 non-bankrupt matched finns from a wide 
variety of industries. The primary rough set model of this study used 4 fmancial ratios 
as explanatory variables and achieved an overall classification accuracy of 100% in 
the development sample and 67% accuracy in the validation sample. Authors, in their 
current attempt, used the same 4 variables in the GA. They divided the same data, for 
this study, into two equal parts: one for the training and other for the validation 
sample. With one bankruptcy prediction rule, the GA model resulted into 82.6% 
classification accuracy on the training sample and 80.3% accuracy in the validation 
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sample. They favoured the use of GA, hybrid with rough sets, due to this increased 
classification accuracy for the validation sample. 
2.3 Theoretic Models of Distress Prediction: 
Focus of Statistical and AlES models was on symptoms, rather than causes, of 
failure of corporations. These models were able to predict financial distress by 
looking at distress conditions present in the fmns. Another way of approaching this 
problem is to look at the factors that lead to distress in corporations. Under this 
approach, prediction models are constructed based on some theoretic arguments. 
Quite a few attempts have been made in this respect. In the following discussion, 
study intends to provide a brief understanding of these theoretic models and their 
application in distress prediction. 
2.3.1 Catastrophe Theory: 
The Theory: 
Catastrophe theory, first introduced by Thorn (1969 and 1975), was developed 
by Zeeman (1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1976). Technical details of the theory are 
well presented in Ho and Saunders (1980). The study limits to a basic discussion of 
the theory here that benefits from Evan and Zeiss (1985), Ho and Saunders (1980), 
Scapens et al. (1981) and Morris (1998). 
Rene Thorn, a French mathematician and founder oftheory, derived this 
theory from a branch of mathematics called 'topology'. The theory is a way of 
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representing those conditions under which gradual changes in the environment result 
into sudden effects. The effect is called 'catastrophe' owning to the fact that it is 
highly unexpected. Zeeman (1976) later on emphasized the practical use of this 
theory in social sciences as well. 
Catastrophe theory is a mathematical model of discontinuity based on a 
mathematical theorem called 'splitting lemma' that occupies a fundamental position 
in the theory. Many economic systems have a tendency towards equilibrium. 
Optimum (maximum or minimum) points of the system reflect possible equilibrium 
positions. Catastrophe theory deals with such optimal points while forming the 
surface required by the theory to become operative. 
Thorn (1975) discussed and modelled seven catastrophes, of which 'cusp 
catastrophe' is the easiest to understand and explains adequately the general approach 
of theory. The cusp model requires presence of two control variables (a normal and a 
splitting variable) and one state variable (in our case, state of failure or non-failure). 
The other six models differ only in the number of control and state variables. 
In a cusp catastrophe model, state variable responds to the gradual changes in 
control variables. However, this response of state variable becomes sudden and 
unexpected when change in the splitting control variable dominates the normal 
variable. For example, suppose a firm's state of success or failure is dependent upon 
its profitability and measure of risk. If the firm is undertaking more risk while 
keeping the profitability more or less constant, a catastrophe will occur at some level 
of risk and the firm will fail. Argument can be extended further to the case of more 
than two control variables. With multiple control variables catastrophe theory can be 
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used to construct a model capable of prediction, if we can identify the position of 
system state and direction of changes in the control variables. 
Empirical Literature: 
Comprehensively documented in literature and widely applied in natural and 
social sciences, we could not trace application of catastrophe theories in prediction of 
firms' financial distress conditions as yet. Researchers have, however, attempted to 
provide a theoretic framework for such efforts to emerge. Ho and Saunders (1980) 
were first to suggest such a framework. However, their framework considered banks, 
as corporations, facing financial distress situation. Their aim was to develop a model 
of bank failure based on the catastrophe theory. Their model showed that how the 
interaction between bank management, regulators, and depositors can induce 
catastrophe failure. Authors proved that under certain reasonable behavioural 
conditions a catastrophic bank failure might occur, even if the regulator continues to 
serve as the lender of last resort. One another interesting implication of their model 
was that large banks, with partially insured depositors and an access to the discount 
window, are more susceptible to catastrophe than the small banks. 
Scapens et al. (1981) have also tried to explain corporate failure with the help 
of catastrophe approach. Authors made an effort to model changes in corporate credit 
worthiness initially with the help of cusp catastrophe model. Later, they also worked 
with a butterfly catastrophe model to accommodate multiple control variables. They 
showed that catastrophe theory offers empirical implications in explaining findings of 
the previous studies, particularly those undertook by Beaver (1966), Altman (1968), 
and Tamer (1977). 
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2.3.2 Balance Sheet Decomposition Measure (BSDM) I Entropy Theory: 
The Theory: 
One way of identifYing firms' financial distress could be a careful look at the 
changes occurring in their balance sheets. Following this procedure, the argument 
would tag along this guideline: "like any enterprise, firms would tend to maintain a 
state of equilibrium that ensures sustaining existing firms' structure". If a firm's 
financial statements reflect significant changes in their balance sheet composition of 
assets and liabilities over a reasonable period of time, it is more likely that the frrms 
are incapable of maintaining the equilibrium state. Since these changes are likely to 
become uncontrollable in future, one can foresee financial distress in these firms. 
Above economic rationale of firms' likely failure is the argument ofBSDM or 
entropy theory. Theil (1969) was first to suggest the use of decomposition measures, 
which is in effect a tool of information theory, in analysing fmancial statements. 
Theory was later developed further, in order to predict corporate fmancial distress, by 
Lev (1971, 1973, and 1974). In the following lines, we attempt to briefly describe the 
theory further in line with what has been detailed by Theil (1969), Lev (1973), 
Walker et al. (1979), and Booth (1983). 
A balance sheet (BS) is composed of two components: assets and liabilities. 
BSDM or entropy is a measure of any change in the BS, as suggested by Theil and 
Lev. Calculation of this measure is not very difficult and we reproduce a summary of 
the same here from Walker et al. (1979). 
Let us calculate BSDM from a BS with three classes of assets and three 
classes of liability accounts as shown in Figure 2.1. Each of the six BS categories is 
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divided by twice the amount of total assets, so Pij is a particular asset or liability 
account expressed in fractional form. The six fractions sum to unity 
3 2 3 
<I I Pij = I), the three asset fractions sum to one-half <I PH = 0.5), 
i_I j=l j.1 
3 
and the three liability fractions also sum to one-half <I p" = 0.5). 
;=1 
The BSDM is calculated by using the fractions from two balance sheets for 
different points in time. The equation for the BSDM is 
3 2 
BSDM= I I 
;=1 j=1 
where 
Pij = fractions from earlier BS 
and 
q'j = fractions from the later BS 
Since we use natural log, the resulting measure is called a nit. The larger the 
BSDM, the more structure ofBS has changed between two points in time and firms 
are more likely to face fmancial distress. It is important to remember, however, that 
the BSDM gives a non-negative measure that only tells the amount of change and not 
the direction of change. It is also possible to compute a decomposition measure only 
for assets, liabilities or other fmancial statements. 
FIGURE 2.1 
Balance Sheet Proportions 
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Assets Liabilities 
Quick Assets Pll PI2 Short-Term debt 
Inventory P21 P22 Long-Term debt 
Long-Term Assets P3I P32 Net Worth 
Total 1/2 112 
Empirical Literature: 
Lev (1971) was the first to use BSDM for prediction of financial failure. Lev 
compared BSDM of matched pairs of 37 failed and non-failed firms. Employing five 
BS categories to calculate BSDM, his study obtained quite encouraging results that 
clearly indicated a significantly larger change in structure of BS of the failed firms 
compared to their non-failed counterparts. He concluded that the BSDM was the most 
consistently different between the two groups [Moyer (1977)]. 
Main purpose of Moyer' s (1977) study was to re-examine some critical 
aspects of Altman's original MDA model. Using a new data set ofa paired sample of 
27 bankrupt and 27 non-bankrupt US firms from 1965 to 1975, He first calculated the 
Z - score from Altman's original model. His finding from this exercise suggested that 
Altman's original model parameters were sensitive to either the span or the firm size, 
and hence he warned fmancial prediction based on that model. Next, he re-estimated 
the model's parameters using new data set. This time, author found that somewhat 
better explanatory power could be obtained from the model if two of the model's 
variables were eliminated from it. In third and the fmal exercise, which actually 
incorporates use ofBSDM also, Moyer re-estimated an alternative MDA model 
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having Beaver's cash flow/debt ratio and Lev's BSDM as explanatory variables. 
Overall it was found that A1tman's re-estimated model was better that model based on 
BSDM. 
Walker et al. (1979) intended to re-evaluate use of decomposition analysis for 
prediction of bankruptcy, along with suggesting its potential utility as a tool for 
monitoring financial statements. To first end, authors gathered information on 
matched sample of 8 failed and 8 non-failed firms in the retail and discount 
department store US industry for the years 1966-1975. Their results indicated that the 
decomposition measures were generally larger for failing firms. 
Booth (1983) further investigated the use of decomposition measure concepts 
in models employed to predict fmancial failure. He undertook this task in two stages: 
he first evaluated those decomposition measure attributes that discriminated between 
failed and non-failed firms; later, he incorporated these attributes into a financial 
failure prediction model. Booth worked with a matched sample of 35 mixed industry 
failed and 35 non-failed Australian firms for the period 1964 to 1979. He computed 
four decomposition measures for BS, Assets, liabilities, and Equities for each of the 
four years before failure. Results indicated that decomposition measures of the 
majority of failed and firms were larger and less stable over time than those of similar 
non-failed firms. For all four decomposition measures, he found that average & I" 
year before failure decomposition measure and the coefficient of variation (used to 
quantify fluctuation of each decomposition measure about its mean, as a stability 
attribute) were the best discriminating attributes. These attributes were employed in 
simple discriminant model for failure prediction, which had very little predictive 
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power. Overall finding of Booth's work was that decomposition attributes have 
different attributes for failed and non-failed firms. However, inclusion of such 
measures in failure prediction model is of little benefit. 
Financial structure of a firm may change not only due to failure trend but also 
due to growth in it. Purpose of Booth and Hutchinson (1989) was to empirically 
investigate whether decomposition measures can distinguish between growing and 
failing firms. For this purpose, they worked with a matched sample of 33 failed and 
33 growing Australian firms from 1964 to 1979. They computed four decomposition 
measures namely: BS, Total Assets, Total Liabilities, and Total Equities. Their results 
indicated that the decomposition measures couldn't successfully discriminate between 
the failing and growing firms. 
2.3.3 Gambler's Ruin Theory: 
The Theory: 
Gambler's ruin model is considered to be a kind of probability theory and 
authors, like Feller (1968), have discussed its details quite adequately. For our 
purpose, however, we outline a brief idea of this theory in subsequent lines benefiting 
more from Scot! (1981) and Morris (1998). 
Idea of the theory relates with the game a gambler, who plays with an 
arbitrary sum of money. Gambler would play with some probabilities of gain and 
loss. Game would continue until the gambler loses all his money. Theory would also 
talk about gambler'S ultimate ruin and expected duration of the game. 
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In the context of firm's financial distress, a firm would take the place ofa 
gambler. The fmn would continue to operate until its net worth goes to zero, point 
where it would go bankrupt. The theory assumes that a fmn has got some given 
amount of capital in cash, which would keep entering or exiting the fmn on random 
basis depending on firm's operations. In any given period, the firm would experience 
either positive or negative cash flow. Over a run of periods, there is one possible 
composite probability that cash flow will be always negative. Such a situation would 
lead the firm to declare bankruptcy, as it has gone out of cash. Hence, under this 
approach, firm remains solvent as long as its net worth is greater than zero. This net 
worth is calculated from the liquidation value of stockholders' equity. 
The above model does not allow the firm to fund its losses from external 
sources. In fact, a simple gambler's ruin model works on the assumption of no access 
to external capital that also forced the fmn to fund all of its losses by liquidating its 
assets. However, this is a strong assumption and, in practice, fmns do have an access 
to external capital. Therefore, a model allowing for such a possibility may explain 
firm's financial distress phenomenon more realistically. One extreme possibility is 
that the firms have perfect access to external capital, say the securities market to issue 
new shares or other fmancial institutions to obtain loans. Under such circumstances, 
the firm remains solvent as long as stockholders' wealth remains positive. This 
wealth is measured in terms of market value of the equity, not the liquidation value. 
In practice, firms do not have perfect access to external capital. Floatation 
costs (of new shares), impacts of prevalent tax system, and / or inefficient security 
pricing may serve as barriers to perfect access to external capital. Scot! (1981) 
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suggested a framework for gambler's ruin model to work when firms had an 
imperfect access to external capital. Beauty of this framework lies not only in being 
more realistic, but also that the advocated distress predictors of the two extreme 
approaches enter in this model simultaneously. Formally, the model suggests optimal 
amount of assets a fmancially distressed firm should sell. It also suggests the 
maximum amount of equity a financially distressed firm may sell. Model derives a 
distress criterion that contains both liquidation value of the firm's existing assets and 
the present value of firm's future cash flows. 
Empirical Literature: 
Wilcox (1971) is probably the first to use gambler's ruin theory to predict 
corporate financial distress. Wilcox (1973,1976) was further development of his 
earlier work. Assuming that cash flow results from a series of independent trials, with 
no intervention of management, Wilcox (1971, 1973) specified a functional form for 
the probability of ultimate ruin of the firm. Working with 41 failed and 41 non-failed 
US finns, he collected data from 1949 to 1971. His classification accuracy varied 
from 94% to 76% for I to 5 years prior to bankruptcy, respectively. Wilcox's 
functional form was too simple and it could not calculate failure probability for over 
half of the sample. To overcome this lacking, Wilcox (1976) abandoned this 
functional form and rather worked with another prediction model, yet employing the 
ruin predictors from earlier versions. 
Santomero and Vinso (1977) developed a slightly more complex form of 
gambler's ruin model. They applied it to banking sector. They developed a measure 
of risk exposure and applied to 224 banks. These banks, of which 27 were at risk of 
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ruin, had filed weekly returns to the Fed from 1965 to 1973. Their model produced a 
risk index for these banks and performed quite well when compared with traditional 
measures of risk [Morris (1998)]. 
Vinso (1979) developed indices of safety and ruin risk using gambler's ruin 
approach. He compared these indices against bond ratings for 20 vulnerable and 20 
non-vulnerable electricity firms. His findings indicated correlation between safety 
index and bond ratings. These indicators were more accurate discriminators of risky 
and non-risky firms when compared with Z-score and Wilcox's gambler's ruin model 
[Morris (1998)]. 
Scott (1981) aimed at integrating the two strands of distress prediction 
research: empirical models of corporate bankruptcy and corporate bankruptcy 
theories. For that, he reviewed empirical models first and identified major distress 
predictors there. Later, he discussed different bankruptcy theories with a particular 
view to check the presence of empirical distress predictors there as explanatory 
variables of the theories. All, but one, of his theoretical models were based on 
gambler's ruin theory. However, he suggested and advocated using the gambler's ruin 
model with imperfect access to external capital. His overall framework was to 
construct a gambler's ruin theoretic model, develop bankruptcy criterion, identifY 
bankruptcy predictors, compare and confirm their presence in the ZETA model (used 
as a benchmark), and finally argue in favour of the theory as empirically verifiable or 
Vice versa. 
2.3.4 Cash Management Theory of Financial Distress: 
The Theory: 
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Short-term management of corporate cash balances is a major concern of 
every firm. Cash or funds flow statements of the firms report this cash management 
function of corporations, particularly from 1980s. An imbalance between cash 
inflows and outflows would mean failure of cash management function of the firms. 
Persistence of such an imbalance may likely cause fmancial distress to the firms and, 
hence, failure defined as an inability of the firm to pay its frnancial obligations as they 
become due. 
Proponents of this theory have suggested using cash flow measures from 
firms' financial statements as distress predictors. Researchers have developed models 
based on both such measures alone and in conjunction with other frnancial ratios or 
variables. They have employed these measures in both univariate and multivariate 
prediction models. It is, however, useful to note here that the results of these studies 
have been mixed. Some support the theory, while others negate it. 
Empirical Literature: 
The first attempt to predict financial distress, using operating cash flow 
measures, was made by Beaver (1966). His paired sample of 79 failed and 79 non-
failed US flrtns came from the time span of 1949 to 1963. He undertook a univariate 
analysis of the data that included 4 cash flow variables too, one of which proved the 
best single predictor with correct classification accuracy of 87%. Beaver's work 
supports the theory of cash flow management. 
Blum (1974) aimed to develop a failing company model to aid the antitrust 
division of the justice department of USA in assessing the probability of business 
failure. For this purpose, he constructed an MDA model. His sample consisted of 115 
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finns that failed from 1954 to 1968. The failed finns were paired with 115 non-failed 
finns. Blum based his variable selection upon the concept of a business finn as a 
reservoir of fmancial resources with the probability of failure expressed in tenns of 
expected cash flows with three underlying common factors: liquidity, profitability, 
and variability. He selected 12 variables to measure these cash flow parameters. He 
divided the data into 21 ranges of at least three years and fitted the discriminant 
function to half the data in each range. The model fitted to middle ranges correctly 
classified over 90% of the companies in the holdout sample. Overall, his findings 
supported the theory. 
Altman, et al. (1977) developed a revised version of Altman's Z-score model 
and named it ZET A model. Their sample consisted of 53 bankrupt and 58 matched 
non-bankrupt manufacturing and retailing finns from the USA for the years 1964 to 
1974. They adjusted the basic data to incorporate new accounting practice as well. 
Applying the same multivariate technique of discriminant analysis, they constructed 
both linear and quadratic discriminant functions. They started with 27 variables in the 
beginning that also included cash flow variables. Analysing the ranks suggested by 6 
different variable selection methods, they fmally selected seven variables for their 
analysis. However, these seven variables did not include any cash flow measures in 
them. Their new ZET A model appeared to be quite accurate for up to five years prior 
to failure with successful classification of well over 90% one-year prior and 70% 
accuracy up to five years. Yet, their analysis did not support the cash management 
theory as such. 
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Largay and Stickney (1980) undertook a study on the W. T. Grant Company's 
bankruptcy. Their purpose was to compare and see which of the three data sets on the 
firm could provide better indication of firm's imminent failure. These three data sets 
came from company's financial ratios, cash flows, and the stock prices. Their finding 
supported the theory and suggested that firm's operating cash flow could provide a 
better estimate of firm's approaching failure. 
Casey and Bartczak (1984) assessed the discriminatory power of operating 
cash flow (OCF) and some of its variants in a univariate manner. Comparing 60 failed 
US companies against a control sample of 230 businesses, they could correctly 
classify 90% of bankrupt firms one year prior to bankruptcy and 92% two years 
before. However, the discriminatory power was far worse for non-failing firms, i.e., 
only 53% and 44% for the same years. In fact, overall accuracy for OCF was only 
slightly better than chance (50%) for the first and second years before failure and was 
worse than chance for the remaining years. They also compared the performance of 
their univariate model against a multivariate discrminant model based on six accrual-
based financial ratios. This was far superior in classifying failing and non-failing 
firms. They concluded that cash flow variables were probably not useful in 
classifying non-failing firms. 
Gentry, et al. (1985) worked with a sample of33 failed and 33 non-failed US 
firms. Data years were 1967 to 1980. They wanted to predict bankruptcy using seven 
cash flow components. For this, they used all cash flow variables simultaneously in 
discriminant, logit and probit models. Although their overall classification accuracies 
were quite good, authors did not find support to the cash management theory. 
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According to their analysis, cash flow variables did not improve classification 
accuracies as such. 
The central question addressed in the study of Gombola et al. (1987) is 
whether operating cash flow was important in predicting corporate failure after mid-
1970s. With 77 failed manufacturing and retailing US firms having complete data for 
at least one of the four years prior to failure, authors worked with 244 firm-year 
observations that were matched with non-failed firms as well. Study employed a total 
of 24 financial variables that also included operating cash flow variables. They 
employed discriminant model for prediction purposes. Although overall predictive 
accuracy varied between 67 to 89%, four to one years prior to failure, authors found 
operating cash flow as an insignificant predictor of corporate failure. 
Aziz et al. (1988) developed a cash flow based model to predict corporate 
bankruptcy with the data set of 49 failed and 49 matched non-failed US firms. Their 
model employed 6 cash flow variables that had their own unique defmitions in line 
with the theoretical argument behind the model. For classification purposes, they used 
both discriminant and logistic techniques. Overall predictive accuracy of discriminant 
model varied from 81 to 89% from 5 to I years prior to failure, whereas it was in the 
range of 79 to 92% for logit model. Authors found that the cash flow based model 
compared quite well with ZETA and Z-score models. Hence, their findings strongly 
supported the cash management theory. 
The objective of Laitinen (1994) study was to compare, in failure prediction, 
the predictive ability of traditional and operating cash flows. For this purpose, author 
analysed the comparative adjustment behaviour of failed finns. He worked with 40 
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failed and 40 non-filed Finnish finns. He used a univariate, discriminant, and logit 
analysis for the purpose of classification. In general, the author found that traditional 
cash flow might be more reliable and stable failure predictor than the operating cash 
flow. 
McGurr and DeVaney (1998) applied five previously developed failure 
prediction models to a recent 5-year period for a matched sample of 56 failed and 56 
non-failed retail companies of the USA. Their main aim was to develop an accurate 
failure prediction model for the retail industry. Out of five models used by the 
authors, I used cash flow variables, 2 used financial ratios, and remaining two used 
mixed variables. The ratios used as independent variables in the five models were 
calculated for each failed and non-failed finn and multiplied by the appropriate 
coefficient from the original study. The full model was then applied and the 
dependent variable, which is Z-score for MDA models, and P-score for Logistic 
models, was derived. The classification results suggested that the application of five-
mixed industry models to recent financial data of retail finns consistently attained less 
successful classification accuracy than that attained in original studies. Authors 
identified three biases that impact the classification accuracy ofthese models: 
industry bias, population bias, and the time bias. Authors did not provide any 
discussion on the usefulness of cash flow variables in bankruptcy prediction, because 
there objective was to develop a specific model for retail industry irrespective of the 
variables employed. 
Traditionally different models of demand for money describe the cash 
management behaviour of a finn. One such model is the quantity theory of demand 
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for money. The modern quantity theory of demand for money assumes that the 
demand for money does not differ, in practice, from the demand for any funds in the 
firm. The most popular and simple approach to the demand for money in this 
framework is that followed by the inventory cash management approach, where 
demand for money by a firm is assumed to depend on the volume of transactions that 
also forms the basis of Laitinen and Laitinen (1998) cash management model of 
failure prediction. Authors have employed both static and dynamic versions of cash 
balance functions of the firms, later being the partial adjustment model. Their data set 
consisted of 41 Finnish failed limited firms and their counterparts with similar 
characteristics. The data years were 1986-1991 and the firms were mainly drawn 
from industrial sector. They estimated both static and dynamic models for each firm 
from the available time series assuming a first-order autoregressive process. They 
tested for four different hypotheses: (1) Absolute values of elasticities of cash balance 
with respect to volume of transactions and the opportunity cost for the failed firms are 
smaller than for a healthy firm, (2) for a fmancially distressed firm, the rate of 
adjustment may be even greater than unity and certainly exceeds the rate for healthy 
firm, (3) difference sin estimates between failed and non-failed firms are the larger, 
the shorter the time to bankruptcy, and (4) the dynamic model outperforms the static 
ones in failure prediction. To test these hypotheses, authors followed the following 
four steps: (1) the static and dynamic models were estimated for each firm using the 
time series data, (2) estimated parameters of the models and cash balance predictions 
based on them were used as variables in stepwise logistic bankruptcy prediction 
model, (3) they, then stepwise estimated a benchmark logistic model of ordinary 
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financial variables for comparison, and (4) the incremental nature of the information 
content of the cash management variables over the ordinary fmancial variables was 
evaluated estimating a combined logistic model from data consisting of both data 
sets. Their results verified all four hypotheses set by them almost completely. Authors 
ensured the validity of their results using Lachenbruch leaving-one-out validation 
method. 
2.3.S Credit Risk Theories: 
The Theories: 
The Basel Committee on Banking and Supervision, an international regulatory 
authority, established in 1974 by the central bank Governors of the Group ofTen 
countries, decided to introduce a new capital measurement system in 1988 commonly 
known as the Basel Capital Accord [Basel (1988)]. In 1999, the Committee proposed 
a New Capital Adequacy Framework to replace the 1988 Accord through a 
consultative paper issued in June 1999 [Basel (1999)]. Subsequently, The Committee 
has issued two more consultative papers in January 200 I and April 2003 in 
connection with the new proposed Accord, with a view to introducing the new 
framework by the end of2006 [Basel (2001, 2003)]. The proposed framework, also 
known as Basel n, consists of three pillars: (I) minimum capital requirements, 
currently set equal to 8%, according to a purposely-defmed capital ratio, (2) 
supervisory review of an institution's internal assessment process and capital 
adequacy, (3) effective use of public disclosure to strengthen market discipline as a 
complement to supervisory efforts. 
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The current Basel II Accord utilises concept of a capital ratio that is calculated 
dividing bank's capital amount by a measure of risk faced by it (referred to risk-
weighted assets). There is a wide variety of risks faced by banks and other fmancial 
institutions these days including credit risk, market risk, operational risk, investment 
risk, interest rate risk, exchange rate risk, concentration risk and country transfer risk. 
Basel II focuses mainly on the first three of these with a view that other risks are 
implicitly covered. Basel II framework adequately treats both market risk (that results 
due to trading activities) and the operational risk (defmed as the risk oflosses due to 
inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems, or external events). 
However, the Accord clearly recognises that, for most banks, it is the credit risk that 
matters more. Our focus is also limited to credit risk only, for it is related to 
counterparty failure (the borrowing firm, in our case). 
As noted by Westgaard and Wijst (2001), credit risk is the risk that a 
borrower/counterparty will default, i.e., fail to repay an amount owed to the bank. 
Credit risk includes all of the counterparties and reasons for which they may default 
on their obligations to repay. Following Basel II guidelines, in the last few years, a 
number of attempts have been made to develop internal assessment models to 
measure credit risk. A few of them have gained more respect than others including JP 
Morgan's CreditMetrics, Moody's KMV model, CSFP's CreditRisk+ and 
McKinsey's CreditPortfolio View. More importantly, with one or two exceptions, 
these models and risk predictions thereof have been based on either micro or 
macroeconomic corporate finance theories. Collectively, we tend to call them credit 
risk theories. 
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Although we shaU briefly describe aU four industry-sponsored credit risk 
models in subsequent discussion, it might prove more useful to present a concise idea 
of the theoretical basis of these models now. It is, however, important to recognize 
that we intend to review only two more famous credit risk theories. A number of 
other attempts may also be found, yet not discussed by us. Microeconomic theory is 
related to the theory of option pricing as suggested by Black and Scholes (1973) and 
later developed by Merton (1974). An option is a security that gives the holder a right 
to execute a transaction (to buy or sell an asset) in the future at a price detennined 
today. Options are of two types: a caU option gives the right to buy, whereas the put 
option means the right to seU. Options are used in many instances including 
speculation, hedging a borrowing, capital preservation, covered caU etc. A simple 
example is a caU option on a common stock, in which the payout on the caU is 
determined solely by the value of the stock. Excess of stock price over the strike price 
determines the payout to holder who will exercise the caU. In the opposite case, 
payout will be zero and the holder will not exercise his right. Right pricing or 
valuation of the options is important. Black and Scholes presented a complete general 
equilibrium theory of option pricing that constructed a valuation formula, which is 
based on observable variables. Both Black & Scholes and Merton recognize that their 
approach could be applied in developing a pricing theory for corporate liabilities in 
general. They determine the option value as the solution of a partial differential 
equation to which the price of any option must conform, subject to boundary 
conditions given by the form of the payout. Under this asset value option pricing 
approach, finns' default process is endogenously related to its capital structure. Firm 
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would default on its obligations to the bank, if the value of its assets falls below 
certain critical level determined by the respective credit risk model. 
Macroeconomic theory is the one that relates to credit portfolio risk 
measurement that was introduced by Wilson (1997a, 1997b, 1998). According to the 
theory credit cycles follow business cycles closely, i.e., a worsening economy would 
be followed by downgrades and defaults increase. Here default probability of a flnn is 
a function of macroeconomic variables like unemployment rate, interest rates, growth 
rate, government expenses, foreign exchange rates, and aggregate savings etc. 
We, now, outline briefly the said industry-sponsored models constructed with 
the help of above-mentioned theories. Although we refer to appropriate sources of 
information on these models while presenting the basic ideas, we find that Crouhy et 
al. (2000) may serve as a very useful reference in developing understanding of some 
of these models. 
CreditMetrics (1997) is a trademark of JP Morgan. Their approach is based on 
credit migration analysis that looks into the probability of moving from one credit 
quality to another (even default) in a given time sphere, which is usually taken as one 
year. They estimate forward distribution of the changes in value ofa portfolio ofloan 
and bond type products. These changes in value ultimately result in migration in 
credit quality of the obligor, both up and downgrades, including default. Their 
analysis follows the option pricing theory in principal. The model starts with 
specifying a rating system for the firms, together with the probabilities of migrating 
from one credit quality to another over the credit risk horizon. This forms the 
transition matrix for the model and is considered to be the key component. Next, 
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model specifies the risk horizon that is usually one year. At this stage, model specifies 
the forward discount curve at the risk horizon for each credit category, including 
default. At fourth and fmal stage, this information is translated into forward 
distribution of the changes in portfolio value consecutive to credit migration. 
Moody's KMV model is another application of option pricing theory 
[Kealhofer (1995, 1998), Vasicek (1997), and Crosbie & Bohn (2002)]. Unlike 
CreditMetrics, KMV derives the actual default probability for each of the firm. This is 
called Expected Default Frequency (EDF), whose arguments are firm's capital 
structure (composition of its liabilities), current asset value and the volatility of asset 
returns. EDF can be calculated for any time horizon. KMV model follows three steps: 
(1) it estimates market value of the firm's assets and their volatility, (2) calculates the 
distance-to-default that serves as an index of default risk, (3) scales distance-to-
default to actual default probabilities using a default database. EDF of a financially 
distressed firm starts shooting up until default at which point the firm's market value 
of assets has gone below the obligations payable at that time. 
Credit Suisse Financial Products (CSFP) have also introduced their trademark 
product called CreditRisk+ [Credit Suisse (1997)]. As such, this approach is not 
based on any specific theory and hence does not make any assumption about the 
causes of default. They follow a framework of actuarial science in order to derive the 
loss distribution of a bond/loan portfolio where the default is assumed to follow an 
exogenous poisson process. It takes into account information relating to size and 
maturity of an exposure (amount owed by the obligor) and the credit quality and 
systematic risk ofan obligor. Basically, it models the sudden event of an obligor's 
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default, rather than continuous price changes, as usually aimed in fmance. Model 
captures the essential characteristics of credit default events and allows explicit 
calculation of a full loss distribution for a portfolio of credit exposures. 
McKinsey proposed a product called CreditPortfolio View that was developed 
by Wilson (1997a. 1997b, 1998). It is a multi-factor model that is used to simulate the 
joint conditional distribution of default and migration probabilities for different rating 
groups in different sectors, for each country. These probabilities are assumed to be 
the function of macroeconomic variables like unemployment, growth rate, interest 
rate, foreign exchange rate, government spending, and aggregate savings etc. It is 
based on the casual observation that default and migration probabilities are linked 
with economy's condition. A distressed economy would result in downgrade and 
default. 
Empirical Literature: 
A considerable number of individuals and industries have attempted to predict 
financial distress in finns using credit risk theories. We have already briefed on 
industrial use of such theories. Use of their proprietary products in practice is an 
evidence of their empirical support. Hence, we do not need to discuss the empirical 
literature on that further. However, individual attempts of researchers need to be 
acknowledged too. Although many researchers have endeavoured to model credit 
risk, we present a brief review of only a few selected studies in following lines. 
Scott (1981) identified the importance of option pricing theory in the context 
of detennining bankruptcy probabilities. He presented a theoretic framework of a 
single-period bankruptcy prediction model, which was similar to option pricing 
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theory. According to the theory, a ftrm lasts for two periods: its securities are traded 
in current period and liquidated in next period. Here market value of firms is viewed 
as an option, which is the function of its debts. The firm goes bankrupt if its market 
value is less than the amount of debt owed by it. Although Scot! did not go for 
empirical veriftcation of the theory, mainly because he was himself critical of its 
limitations as being a single period model, yet he tried to see if the model could 
explain the empirical success of already available distress prediction models like 
ZETA. He found little support to that end and, hence, suggested a more 
comprehensive theoretic model of bankruptcy prediction. This was based on 
gambler'S ruin approach with imperfect access to external capital market, which we 
have already discussed in sufficient detail. 
Almost all credit risk models aim to ftnd the expected loss (EL) ofthe bank 
portfolio, which is based on the estimated default frequency (EDF) for each obligor. 
Credit risk models treat this EDF as exogenous and don't care much about how is it 
obtained. Westgaard and Wijst (2001) presented a method of estimating EDF for a 
retail bank portfolio. Authors worked with Norwegian data from 1995 to 1999 for 
70574 ftrms of which 1989 went bankrupt. Half of the data, from total and bankrupt 
ftrms, was used for estimation purpose and the other half for testing on hold out 
sample. They worked with 4 fmancial ratios, 2 ftrm characteristics related to cash 
flow, and 4 dummies to capture the speciftc effects of some industries and regions. 
Authors chose to work with a logistic distress prediction model for estimation 
purposes. Applying the model to holdout sample, they obtained an EDF for each ftrm 
that discriminated the out of sample firms with mean default rate of 2.11 % and 
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22.73% for non-bankrupt and bankrupt firms, respectively. They found significant 
relationship between EDF and the distress predictors employed by them. 
Altman (2002) discussed two of the primary motivating influences on the 
recent development/revisions of credit scoring models, - the important implications of 
Basel n's proposed capital requirements on credit assets and the enormous amounts 
and rates of defaults and bankruptcies in the United states in 2001-2002. Author 
reviewed two of the more prominent credit scoring models: Author's Z-score MDA 
and KMV's EDF models. Both models were assessed with respect to default 
probabilities in general and in particular to the infamous Enron and WorldCom 
debacles in particular. One of the main reasons for building a credit-scoring model is 
to estimate the probability of default (PD) and loss given default (LGD). Author 
suggests that the estimates of PD and LGD can be derived from the rating agency 
calculations, i.e., from S&P, Moody's or Altman's mortality rate approach. Both the 
models were able to predict fmancial distress in case of Enron and WorldCom with 
varying degree of accuracy. At times, there was an indication of slightly better 
prediction in case of MD A than KMV's EDF. Author concluded that in order to be 
effective, these and other credit risk models should be utilized by firms with a sincere 
credit risk culture, observant the fact that they are best used as an additional tool, not 
the sole decision making criteria, in the credit and security analyst process. 
Under standard option pricing framework, corporate securities are viewed as 
standard call options (SC) written on the underlying assets of the firm. A se is a 
path-independent security because its payoff depends on the underlying asset value 
only at maturity, and not on the path followed up to maturity. In contrast, Brockman 
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and Turtle (2003) are of the view that corporate securities are path-dependent options 
because their payoffs rely on the particular path followed by the underlying assets. 
Authors argue that corporate equity is a down-and-out call (DOC) option on corporate 
assets. Conceptually consistent with Merton's option pricing framework, they present 
a DOC model that incorporates a barrier which, when breached, causes the 
termination of the option and causing the firm to default or fail. Their estimated the 
suggested model on a 7,787 firm-year data set of US firms from 1989 to 1998. Their 
results indicated that the implied barriers are economically and statistically significant 
across all years, industries, and capital structures. To verifY their claim that equity 
behaved as a barrier option, they illustrated one particular application of their DOC 
framework to the problem of bankruptcy prediction. They compared their results of 
failure probability measures with Altrnan's Z-score. Predictive accuracies ofDOC 
failure probability measures were 85, 83, and 82% compared to Altman's Z-score 
accuracies of75, 68, and 64% in case of delisted firms for next one, three, and five 
years. 
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2.4 Methods and Models of Corporate Financial Distress Prediction: A 
Summary of the Critique: 
Section 2.1 - 2.3 reviewed different methods and models of corporate 
fmancial distress prediction with their applications in practice. While discussing those 
methods and models, the study deliberately avoided any discussion on statistical or 
methodological limitations of these models. This was to keep ideas simpler and easier 
to understand. Moreover, some of these models are characterized with almost similar 
limitations. It made sense to discuss them separately to preclude any discussion that 
may be redundant. Current section is devoted to over come this shortcoming of the 
review presented before. 
For the purpose of ease of presentation and to remain more or less consistent 
with analytical division of models adopted before, this section tends to summarise the 
critiques of researcher under same categories. Artificially Intelligent Expert System 
(AlES) models and Theoretic models will follow a critical summary of statistical 
models. The study will, however, discuss critiques specific to individual models 
within these groupings. In general, the sources consulted for this summary are the 
same referred to while presenting methodological details of the models. There might 
be a specific mention to a few of them again, along with some new references. 
2.4.1 Critiques to Statistical Models: 
Univariate analysis of fmancial ratios was, initially, the approach followed by 
researchers like Beaver (1966). One critical assumption of this approach is that there 
exists a proportionate relationship between the variables in numerator and 
denominator of the ratio being calculated. However, as noted by Whittington (1980) 
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and Keasey & Watson (1991), this assumption is very likely to violate on two 
grounds: (I) the relationship between the two variables may be non-linear resulting 
into non-proportionate outcome, (2) a constant term may also play some role in tbe 
relationship between two variables of the ratio under study, which will prevent 
proportionality to exist. Moreover, univariate analysis emphasises on individual 
signals of firms' impending distress and hence classification can take place for only 
one ratio at a time. As note by Zavgren (1983) and Altman (1993), ratio analysis in 
such a univariate fashion is susceptible to faulty interpretation and is potentially 
confusing. Of course, financial status of a firm depends on multidimensional factors, 
and no single ratio may be capable to depict all these together. 
Flawed with such limitations, univariate analysis was later replaced by 
multivariate analysis. Of tbese multivariate techniques, starting from Altman (1968), 
multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) has been on use quite extensively. MDA is 
neitber a flawless model. It works on the assumptions tbat tbe group dispersion 
(variance-covariance) matrices are equal for failed and non-failed firms, and tbe 
population must be distributed in a multivariate fashion. Many studies, including 
Karles and Prakash (1987) have shown that these assumptions are often violated by 
the data set under study. Non-random sampling of distressed and non-distressed firms 
also creates biasness in results [Lin and Piesse (2001)). In all, MDA works on very 
demanding assumptions, some of which are often violated in practice. 
In search for a distress prediction model with less demanding assumptions 
than MDA, researchers suggested use of condition probability analysis (CPA). We 
have already discussed LPM, Logit, Probit, and Survival models as different CPA 
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models. Let us have a look at some of their limitations now. As mentioned before, 
LPM rests upon a number of assumptions that are usually not met. For example, error 
term is not normally distributed and is heteroskedastic. Further, it will generally 
produce lower measures of goodness of fit and there remains a possibility of value of 
dependent variable lying outside the 0-1 ranges [Gujarati (1998)]. 
Problems with which LPM is plagued by can be overcome by selecting a 
probability fimction that follows cumulative distribution like that of Logit or Probit. 
Many people have preferred using logit over probit merely for practical ease. Both 
logit and probit perform best when the sample size is large. Unfortunately, the 
number of distressed or failed firms is usually not large enough to make these models 
an optimum choice. Small sample size usually restricts use of logit or probit models 
in practice [Stone and Rasp (1991)]. Their results are also affected when the number 
of predictors is very large and the variables are continuous [Morris (1998)]. Logit and 
Probit, which are comparatively difficult in computational terms than MDA, 
produced comparable predictability in assessing the probability offailure [see e.g., 
Hamer (1983)]. People concerned more with predictive accuracy of the model, 
therefore, comment on such limitation of logit and probit too that brings fruits no 
more than MDA. 
Another type of CPA is survival model. For estimation purposes, model 
requires that the population from which firm characteristics are derived is 
homogeneous. Achieving this homogeneity is somewhat difficult due to presence of 
censoring bias. Additionally, use of proportional hazard model is not preferable, 
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especially in presence ofweibull function [Morris (1998)]. Moreover, not many 
researchers have applied survival analysis in distress prediction studies. 
There have been some attempts to employ time series framework under 
CUSUM and partial adjustment models. Although these models might be subject to 
econometric limitations, more importantly, so far these have failed to get an 
encouraging response from academicians and practitioners. Hence, only a few studies 
have employed these methodologies. 
2.4.2 Critique to AlES Models: 
Artificially Intelligent Expert System (AlES) models emerged as an 
alternative to classical statistical models in use for long. They were the result of 
technological advancement used to transform human intelligence in computers. In 
general, they employed the characteristics of both univariate and multivariate 
methodologies. However, they are also subject to certain limitations. For example, 
Inductive Learning model (recursively partitioned decision trees) is a forward 
selection method that is liable to reconsidering a currently analysed variable at some 
later stage too. It is also exposed to the problem of over fitting [Dimitras et al. 
(1996)]. 
Some AlES models, like case based reasoning (CBR), are still at the stage of 
infancy in their life. Such models require a lot of improvements. For example, CBR 
lacks convincing methodologies of interviewing human experts and collecting cases. 
Index selection in CBR is still a problem to be addressed. Solutions provided by the 
CBR are built-in with the help of previously solved problems. However, deriving 
truly creative solutions requires studying further the process of brainstorming in 
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human experts. Optimal size of cases to be represented, accommodating continuous 
case situations, and their connectivity also counts towards CBR limitations [Kolodner 
(1993)]. 
Despite anumber of studies advocating usefulness of Neural Networks (NN), 
there are a number of flaws in these models too. As noted by Shin and Lee (2002), 
finding an appropriate NN model to reflect problem characteristics is not an easy job. 
It is because there are a number of network topologies, learning methods and 
parameters. Most importantly, NNs are characterized as 'black boxes' due to inability 
of the users to readily comprehend the fmal rules acquired by NNs to solve the 
problem. Additionally, Altman and Varetto (1994) note that long processing time to 
complete the NN training stage, requirement of having a large number of tests to 
identify appropriate NN structure, and the problem of over fitting can considerably 
limit the use ofNNs. 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) models are also in the process of development. 
Major problem of GAs, identified by Shapiro (2002), is that they are difficult to tune 
and have no convergence criteria. Another important shortcoming of GAs is that there 
is no pre-defined way of including constraints into GAs [Aickelin and Dowsland 
(2003)]. This particular problem does not make GAs readily amenable to most real 
world optimisation problems. 
Finally, Rough set models don't perform well with numeric data set. Their use 
requires conversion of numeric data into non-numeric form, before the theory can be 
used [Mak and Munakata (2002)]. Basic disadvantages of rough sets, as noted by 
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Yasdi (1995), are: high noise sensitivity, multimodality, and lack ofperfonnance-
oriented fitting to task requirements. 
2.4.3 Critique to Theoretic Models: 
Both statistical and AlES models were built without any theoretical base. 
Predicting corporate financial distress using a model without a theoretic support has 
always been questionable. Researchers have, therefore, tried to explain the failure 
process of finns with the help of some theories. We have already discussed some of 
those. Here, we present a brief discussion on limitations of such theories and models 
constructed thereof. 
Although some researchers have attempted to use catastrophe theory of 
corporate failure, it has been noted by Dodgson (1982) that the theory is only 
applicable in situations of multiple equilibriums. This limitation of the theory makes 
it not strictly operational in economic sense, as commented by Morris (1998). 
Moreover, Scapens et al. (1981) have identified two major problems related to this 
theory: (I) identification of control variables of the model is a difficult task, and (2) 
measuring the variables is sometimes difficult too, as some social science 
phenomenon are impossible to have logical or empirical measures. 
Balance Sheet Decomposition Measure (BSDM) or entropy theory is 
characterized with a major flaw in it: it focuses only on the change in balance sheet 
structure not caring for the direction of this change. This fact limits the theory to 
distinguish between a finn whose balance sheet changes are not due to failure but due 
to growth. This particular drawback has empirically been confinned by Booth and 
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Hutchinson (1989) too. Moreover, some researchers, including Moyer (1977), 
concluded from their studies that BSDM is not a useful predictor of distress. 
The simplest version of gambler's ruin model assumes that firm has no access 
to external capital to fmance its losses. However, as noted by Scott (1981), attempts 
to apply this model have been disappointing. Obviously, firms do have at least an 
imperfect access to external capital market as noted by Scott (1981). Although model 
suggested by Scott overcomes the flaw present in simple gambler's ruin model, no 
one has attempted using this method in practice. 
Cash management theories do provide a reasonable explanation of firm 
failure, yet this is not the only cause of distress. Many other significant predictors 
may still remain un-captured, if only cash flow variables are assumed to be 
significant. Particularly, firm's stock and equity may have some important role to 
play as suggested by credit risk theories. 
We discussed four models representing credit risk theories. KMV has strongly 
criticised the use of transition probabilities by CreditMetrics, which is based on 
average historical frequencies of defaults and credit migration. As observed by 
Crouhy et al. (2000), KMV objects on the two critical assumptions of CreditMetrics: 
(I) all firms within the same rating class have the same default rate, and (2) actual 
default rate is equal to the historical average default rate. KMV considers this cannot 
be true since default rates are continuous, while ratings are adjusted in discrete 
manner. KMV has proved through a simulation exercise that the historical average 
default rate and transition probabilities can deviate significantly from the actual rates. 
Moreover, Derviz and Kadlcakova (200 I) observe that assumption of default free 
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detenninistic interest rates makes the model insensitive to market risk and underlying 
changes in economic environment. They also note that the model proxies asset returns 
correlations by equity return correlations, and this might lead to an imprecise 
estimation. 
KMV model has also been criticised on certain grounds. Their model is 
considered to be a too simplistic structure of the finn, as noted by Derviz and 
Kadlcakova (200 I). They also consider that the assumption of high diversification 
may not necessarily meet in real world, and this may misrepresent the need of 
economic capital. Finally, they note that the relationship between Distance to Default 
and EDF is based on US data, and their derivation is not thoroughly explained. 
Therefore, straightforward implementation of the model, outside USA, might be 
questionable. Crouhy et al. (2000) observe that KMV assumes no market risk and 
fails to deal with non-linear products like foreign currency swaps. 
Major drawbacks ofCreditRisk+, as observed by Crouhy et al. (2000), are 
assumption of no market risk and inability to deal with non-linear products. Derviz 
and Kadlcakova (200 I) state another limitation of the model that relates to the 
specification of default rates for individual obligors. Specification of these default 
rates is quite ambiguous, despite the fact they enter the model as basic input. 
Crouhy (200 I) consider that CreditPortfolio View model necessitates reliable 
default data for each country, and possibly for each industry sector within each 
country. This is, obviously, not an easy job to do. They also criticise the ad-hoc 
procedure to adjust the migration matrix. Derviz and Kadlcakova (2001) view the 
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dependence of default on macroeconomic factors, as an assumption too strong. After 
all, microeconomic factors do play a role in default and credit quality migration too. 
2.5 Conclusion and Observations: 
Corporate fmancial distress has assumed considerable place in corporate 
fmance literature. World economies, for long, have been endeavouring to construct 
such corporate financial structure that could guarantee minimum distress in 
corporations. Corporate financial distress could take many forms including de-listing 
of firms from the stock exchange market, auditors' dissatisfaction reflected through 
their qualification reports, defaulting on fmancial obligations, reorganization process 
taking place in the firms, liquidation of assets, and/or formal court bankruptcies. The 
list goes on, and we may not be able to confme ourselves to some particular set of 
distress situations as an ideal representative of corporate fmancial distress 
phenomenon. 
Whatever form it may take, distress is certainly not desirable and an early 
detection of impending distress in a corporation is always useful. Identification of 
financially distressed firms and taking corrective measures is better than protection 
under bankruptcy law. Investors and creditors have an incentive in early detection of 
financial distress, given that they would never like to make a disadvantageous 
decision. Firms, in order to remain competitive and attract capital, need to be aware 
of any financial distress within itself and undertake corrective actions well in time. It 
is also in the benefit of Goverrunents to identify financially distressed firms at an 
early enough stage to avoid any major economic and structural setback. 
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Realizing the significance of prediction of corporate financial distress, 
academicians and practitioners have put marvellous efforts to develop and construct 
models of distress prediction. A wide variety of such models have been developed 
and empirically tested. Many of them have been quite successful in serving the job 
they were aimed for. These methods and models are based on statistical techniques, 
artificial intelligence, or theoretic arguments. In their own domain of model 
development, they have all done the job well. However, there remain substantial 
disagreements on underlying methodologies of these broad groups of models. Within 
each category, one can observe variable degrees of differences among alternative 
models. 
Search for best distress prediction models is still in progress. Despite all this, 
usefulness of almost all of these models is a proven fact. They are there to help 
interested parties make best possible use of them. Usefulness of a particular model 
depends on the specific research objective. If one is interested in high predictive 
accuracy, statistical models may serve the purpose better. Advancements in 
technologies and availability of artificially intelligent expert system models may also 
stand as a better candidate, if one is more technology-oriented. Obsessed with 
reasoning and logical explanations, some may prefer to use theoretic model of 
distress prediction. Choosing one specific model and methodology may ideally be 
based on similar research objectives, rather than an arbitrary or biased selection. 
Obviously, there are a number of other critical factors to be kept in mind too. 
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CH3: A Meta - Analysis of the Literature Reviewed" 
3.1 Introduction 
Many different models have been used to predict corporate financial distress. 
These methods all have their particular strengths and weaknesses, and choosing 
between them for empirical application is not straightforward. 
There have been several reviews ofthis literature but these are now either out-
of-date (Scott, 1981; Zavgren, 1983; AItman, 1984; Jones, 1987) or too narrowly 
focused. Zavgren,,1983; Altman, 1984; and Keasy and Watson, 1991 focus 
exclusively on statistical models while Jones, 1987 and Dimitras et al., 1996 do not 
give full coverage of theoretical models. Zhang et al., 1999 restrict their review to 
empirical applications of neural networks models while Crouhy et al., 2000 cover 
only the most important theoretic current credit risk models. Overall, Morris, 1998 
provides the most comprehensive review to date of financial distress prediction 
models but does not discuss important Artificially Intelligent Expert System (AlES) 
models. 
None of these studies provides a complete comparison of the many different 
approaches towards fmancial distress prediction. The studies have also failed to 
provide a solution to the problem of model choice in empirical applications. 
Furthermore, there have been important theoretical developments since Morris, 1998. 
There is therefore a place for an up-to-date comparative review. This chapter provides 
such a review, clarifying the problem of model choice in empirical prediction of 
corporate fmancial distress and suggesting some directions for future research. The 
• This chapter is based on our published paper Aziz and Dar (2006). 
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analysis is based on a sample taken from 89 published empirical investigations [1] 
that were collected from a search of more than 180 sources and grouped in a 
framework of three broad categories: statistical models, AlES models and theoretical 
models. It is found that the three classes of models have comparable predictive 
power. Individually, however, some of the statistical models seem to dominate other 
models. 
To reach these conclusions, this chapter benefits from the Meta - Analysis of 
the empirical findings of the literature reviewed in the last chapter. Meta - Analysis is 
the application of statistical procedures to collections of empirical findings from 
individual studies for the purpose of integrating, synthesizing, and making sense of 
them. The method can be appropriately applied in numerous areas within all the 
social, behavioural, and biomedical sciences. Wolf (1986) provides a detailed 
description of how Meta - Analysis works and how one may use it for a purpose like 
that of this research. 
The chapter is organized as follows: model methodology and a brief critique 
are presented in Section 3.2; model applications are discussed in Section 3.3; 
conclusions and recommendations for further research are proposed in Section 3.4. 
3.2 Methodology of corporate financial distress prediction 
Our discussion is based on three model categories, in which the models are 
further grouped by their main investigative purpose. These categories and their main 
features are presented in Table 3.1. 
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Classical statistical models include both univariate and multivariate analysis, 
of which later are more commonly used. Table 3.2 outlines main characteristics of 
different types of statistical models. 
Expert systems (ES) in artificial intelligence and problem solving (AI) have 
evolved to serve essentially the same functions as knowledge in human intelligence 
and reasoning. Much AI research has focused on the role of knowledge acquisition in 
ES, with particular emphasis on 'machine learning' under varying conditions of 
'supervision'. In the language of AI, a system that 'learns' is one that improves its 
problem-solving performance as a function of previous experience, and 'machine 
learning' methods have been successfully applied in a variety of problem-solving 
contexts including fmancial distress prediction. Table 3.3 outlines major features of 
the more commonly used AlES models. 
Unlike the statistical and AlES models, which focus on firms' symptoms of 
financial distress, the theoretic models (presented in Table 3.4) determine causes of 
financial distress. 
Table 3.1: Categories of Prediction Models 
Model Category Main Features 
• Focus on symptoms of financial distress 
Statistical Models • Drawn mainly from company accounts 
• Could be univariate or multivariate (more common) in nature 
• Follow classical standard modeling procedures 
• Focus on symptoms of financial distress 
Artificially Intelligent Expert • Drawn mainly from company accounts 
System Models (AlES) • Usually, multivariate in nature 
• Result of technological advancement and infonnational development 
• Heavily depend on computer technology 
• Focus on qualitative causes of financial distress 
• Drawn mainly from information that could satisfy the theoretical 
Theoretical Models argument of firm failure proposed by the theory 
• Multivariate in nature 
• Usually employ a statistical technique to provide a quantitative support 
to the theoretical argument 
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Table 3.2: Different Types of Statistical Prediction Models 
Models Main Features 
• Traditionally focused on fmancial ratio analysis 
Univariate [2) • Underlying rationale: if financial ratios exhibit significant differences across the 
failin. and non·failin. firms then thev can be used as oredictive variables 
• MDA model is a linear combination (8 distress score) of certain discriminatory 
Multiple Discriminant variables 
Analysis (MDA) [3) • Distress score is used to classify firms into distressed and healthy groups 
according to their individual characteristics 
• LPM expresses the probability of failure or success of a finn as a dichotomous 
Linear Probability Model dependent variable that is a linear function of a vector of explanatory variables 
(LPM) [4) • Bowulary values are obtained to distinguish between failing and non-failing 
firms 
• Like LPM, Logit also expresses the probability of failure of a finn as a 
dichotomous dependent variable that is a function of a vector of explanatory 
variables 
• The dichotomous dependent variable of a logit model, however, is the logarithm 
Logit Model [5) of the odds (probability) that an event (faiVnot·fail) will occur 
• Such a transformation of LPM is accomplished by replacing the LPM 
distribution with a logistic cumulative distribution function 
• In application to distress prediction, a probability of 0.5 implies an equal chance 
of company failure or non-failure. Therefore, where 0 indicates financial distress, 
the closer the estimate is to 1 the less the chance of the firm becoming distressed 
• It is possible to substitute the normal cumulative distribution function, rather 
Probit Model [6) than logistic, to obtain the probit model 
• Rest of the intemretations remain same as for the logit model 
• CUSUM procedures are among the most powerful tools for detecting a shift in a 
distribution from one state to another 
• In the case of distress prediction, the time series behaviour of the attribute 
variables for each of the failed and non-failed finns is estimated by a finite order 
VARmodel. 
• The procedure, then, optimally determines the starting point of the shift and 
Cumulative Sums provides a signal about the firm's deteriorating state as soon as possible 
(CUSUM) Procedures [7) thereafter 
• The overall performance of the firm at any given point in time is assessed by a 
cumulative (dynamic) time-series perfonnance score (a CUSUM score) 
• As long as a finn's time-series performance scores are positive and greater than 
a specific sensitivity parameter, the CUSUM score is set to zero, indicating no 
change in the finn's financial condition. A negative score signals a change in the 
finn's condition 
• Partial adjustment models are a theoretic rationale of famous Koyck approach to 
estimate distributed-Iag models 
• Application of these models in distress prediction can best be explained by using 
Partial Adjustment cash management behaviour of the finns as an example, which refers to the 
Processes [8) management of cash by the firm from inflow to outflow, with failure being defioed as the inability of the finn to pay financial obligations as they mature 
• Elasticities of cash balances with respect to the motive factors will be smaller in 
absolute magnitude for a failing firm than for a similar healthy finn 
• Also, the adiustment rate for a failin. finn will exceed the rate for healthv finn 
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Table 3.3: Different Types of AlES Models 
Model Main Features 
Recursively • I t is a form of supervised learning in which a program learns by generalising 
Partitioned from examples (thereby mimicking the behaviour of many human experts), 
Decision Trees • This kind of learning is exploited by decision tree procedures that use 
(An Inductive recursive partitioning decision rules to transform a 'training' sample of data 
Learning Model) • In distress classification the training sample is recursively partitioned into a 
[9] decision tree in which the final nodes contain firms of only one type, 
distressed or healthv 
• CBR solves a new classification problem with the help of similar previously 
solved cases 
Case-Based • CBR programs can be applied directly to distress prediction by application 
Reasoning (CBR) of its typical four-stage procedure of (I) identification ofa new problem. (2) 
Models [10] retrieval of solved cases from a 'case library', (3) adaptation of solved cases 
to provide a solution to the new problem, and (4) evaluation of the 
SUt!2CSted solution and storae:e in the case Iibrarv for future use 
• Neural networks perform classification tasks in a way intended to emulate 
brain processes 
• The 'neurons' are nodes with weighted interconnections that are organized 
in layers. Each node in the input layer is a processing element that receives a 
Neural Networks variety of input signals from source objects (infonnation about firms, in the 
(NN) [II] case of distress prediction) and converts them into a single output signal. 
The latter is either (i) accepted as a classifying decision or (ii) re-transmitted 
as an input signal to other nodes (possibly including itself) 
• Signal processing continues until a classifying decision is reached (with 
some orobabilitv; the firm will faill that satisfies ore-soecified criteria 
• Based on the idea of genetic inheritance and Darwinian theory of natural 
evolution (survival of the fittest), GAs work as a stochastic search technique 
to find an optimal solution to a given problem from a large number of 
solutions 
Genetic • GAs execute this search process in three phases: genetic representation & 
Algorithms (GA) initialization, selection, and genetic operation (crossover and mutation). The 
[12] process continues until the actual population converges towards increasingly 
homogeneous strings 
• In order to solve a classification problem like firm failure, researchers 
extract a set of rules or conditions using GAs. These conditions are 
associated with certain cut off points. Based on these conditions, the model 
would oredict whether or not a firm is Iikelv to 20 fail 
• The aim of Rough Sets Theory is to classify objects using imprecise 
information 
• In a rough sets model, knowledge about the objects is presented in an 
Rough Sets Model information table that, in effect, works like a decision table containing sets 
of condition and decision attributes that is used to derive the decision rules [13] 
of the model by inductive learning principles. Every new object (for 
example a firm) can then be classified (healthy or in fmancial distress) by 
matching their characteristics with the set of derived rules. 
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Table 3.4: Different Types of Theoretical Models 
Model Main Features 
• One way of identifying financial distress is to examine changes in the 
structure of balance sheets, under the argument that finns try to maintain 
Balance Sheet equilibrium in their financial structure 
Decomposition • Ifa finn's financial statements reflect significant changes in the composition 
Measures (BSDM) of assets and liabilities on its balance sheet it is more likely that it is 
I Entropy Theory [14] incapable of maintaining the equilibrium state, If these changes are likely to 
become uncontrollable in future, one can foresee financial distress in these 
firms 
• In this approach, the firm can be thought of a gambler playing repeatedly 
with some probability of loss, continuing to operate until its net worth goes 
Gambler's Ruin Theory to zero (financial distress) 
[15] • With an assumed initial amount of cash, in any given period, there is a net 
positive probability that firm's cash flows will be consistently negative over 
a run of periods, ultimately leading to financial distress 
• Short-tenn management of corporate cash balances is a major concern of 
Cash Management every fIrm 
• An imbalance between cash inflows and outflows would mean failure of Theory [16] 
cash management function of the finn, persistence of which may cause 
financial distress to the fIrm 
• Credit risk theories are linked to the Basell and Baselll accords and mostly 
refer to financial fInns 
• Credit risk is the risk that any borrower/counterparty will default, for 
whatever reason. Following the Base) 11 guidelines, a number of attempts 
have been made in recent past to develop internal assessment models of 
credit risk. These models and their risk predictions thereof are based on 
economic theories of corporate finance and are collectively referred as credit 
risk theories. For example; 
Credit Risk Theories • JP Morgan's CreditMetrics and Moody's KMY models rely on option 
(including JP Morgan's pricing theory [20], whereby default is endogenously related to capital 
CreditMetrics, structure and the firm may default on its obligations if the value of its assets 
Moody's](MY model falls below a critical level (determined by the credit risk model) 
[17], CSFB's • CSFB's CreditRisk+ follows a framework of actuarial science in order to 
CreditRisk+ [18], derive the loss distribution of a bondlloan portfolio where the default is 
and McKinsey's assumed to follow an exogenous poisson process. Model captures the 
CreditPortfolio View essential characteristics of credit default events and allows explicit 
[19]) calculation of a full loss distribution for a portfolio of credit exposures 
• McKinsey's CreditPortfolio View model uses a macroeconomic approach to 
risk measurement. Credit cycles follow business cycles closely, with the 
probability of default being a function of variables such as the 
unemployment rate, interest rates, growth rate, government expenses, 
foreign exchange rates, and aggregate savings, so that a worsening economy 
should be followed by an increase in the incidence of downgraded security 
rating and defuult. 
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A careful analysis of various methods of corporate financial distress 
prediction leaves the impression that there is little to choose between them. The 
advance of information technology since the 1980s has motivated the development of 
technology-driven models as alternatives to classical statistical models. However, 
virtually all of the current models depend on a statistical heritage, one way or another. 
AlES models, for example, generally exploit both univariate and multivariate 
statistical techniques and may be considered as automated offspring of the statistical 
approach, albeit more sophisticated. Similarly, theoretical models are often developed 
by employing an appropriate available statistical technique rather than by building 
directly on theoretical principles. 
Given the general importance of statistical techniques in distress prediction, it 
is natural for purely statistical models to be in frequent use. Their performance, 
however, is questionable. MDA, logit and probit models all suffer in one way or 
another from restrictive assumptions (and actually differ little in their predictive 
performance, as will be seen in Section 4 of this chapter). The frequent empirical 
violation of the LPM assumptions and the lack of large time series data sets required 
for CUSUM and partial adjustment models makes it unlikely that any of these models 
will be of great practical value. 
No matter what the relative conceptual appeal (or otherwise) of statistical, 
AlES and theoretical models, their relative usefulness is ultimately an empirical 
question. Since there have been many empirical applications of these models to the 
case of corporate fmancial distress prediction, a review of the empirical results is both 
necessary and challenging. This is the aim of the next section of this chapter. 
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3.3 Applications of corporate financial distress prediction models 
The exercise in this section consists of the analysis of results from 46 articles 
[21] reporting 89 empirical studies of corporate fmancial distress prediction. Table 
3.5 reports critical information from these studies, including the best predictive 
accuracy rates of each model (rounded to the nearest whole figure), one year before 
failure. Abbreviations used in Table 3.5 are defmed in Appendix I of this study. The 
analysis and findings presented next are drawn from the information contained in 
Table 3.5. 
Traditionally, distress prediction studies have used financial ratios to predict 
distress (failure) in firms. It can be seen from Table 3.5 that more than 60% of the 
studies used financial ratios (measuring liquidity, solvency, leverage, profitability, 
asset composition, firm size, and growth etc.) as the only explanatory variables, about 
7% used cash flow information while the remaining 33% employed a mix of financial 
. ratios and other variables (including macroeconomic, industry-specific, location, and 
other fl11ll-specific variables). These findings reveal a marked reliance on information 
from company accounts. It does not mean, however, that information on other 
variables of interest is useless. 
Conventionally, the predictive value of empirical results is considerably 
increased by the use of hold out samples [22]. However, only 46% of the reviewed 
studies used such a sample to verify their predictive claims. This trend needs to be 
discouraged in the interest of stronger test of predictive validity. 
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Table 3.5: Summary of Previous .~. Attributes and Findings 
No. Author & Ve.r Model ~J.: '[;~.I 1 ~).~.II ES TS Country Vean Firm Type Ind. Var. 
FR I Altman (1968) MDA 95 6 3 66 25 USA 46 - 65 · Ind. (lid.) 
2 Itmanela!.(1977) MDA .8 3.77 1.34 HI USA 1- Man f. '1 (lid.) 
Itman & Varen~_{I99.1l MDA 13.6 1212 4 Ilaly;- I.d. 
~-+~m~:an~7:"&~~* ~rI __ 994__ 1-+~~ IM~~~ __ ~123'.::~ __ ~.~6 __ ~12~/1~2~IA~~~-+~f~~~I __ ~Tt~~-r.M7i'~~~~_. __ ~ 
Bacl .. , ~ -lfo .14 .22 lA FR Finland 86 - 89 9 _'.I~ ~_;I .51 ~ ffi F_ ~-~ 
\0 Hac: el .: 1996) NN 97.3 0 lA FR Finland 86 - 89 .) 
\I Back el . (1996) GA I 97.3 5./6 0 NA FR Fin)and 86 - 89 Mix. Ind. (lid.) 
12 Beynon and Peel (2001) MDA 78.3 16.7 26.7 60 30 Mix UK NA · Ind. (Itd.) 
13 Beynon and Peel (2001) Logil 80 16.7 23.3 60 30 Mix UK NA · Ind. (lid.) 
14 Beynon and Peel (2001) RPA 93.3 \0 3.3 60 30 Mix UK NA · Ind. (lid.) 
15 BeynonandPeel(2001) RS 91.7 13.3 3.3 60 30 Mix UK NA · Ind. (lid.) 
. Mix. Ind. lid.) 
Mix. Ind. lid 
16 Booth (1983) MDA 85 18 12 I 44 26 Mix 64 -79 
loo" (1983) 3SIIM 
I anr [urtie (2003) vie 
: (2003) .0, 
I anr [urtle (21 )3) :redit 
;asev 1984 
Casev 1984 
23 Casev !.: , (1984 
24 Coats and Faot (1993) 
25 Coals and Faot (1993) 
26 let al. (1999) 
27 Dimitras et al. (1999) 
28 Dimitras et al. (1999) 
29 • Morris (1983) 
1(2002) 
letal. :19851 
lelal. 1985 
I elal .. 198' 
Ictal. 198, 
oela!. 1997 
DA 
Cash 
MDA 
NN 
MDA 
Logil 
RS 
MDA 
Logit 
MDA 
M 
1.5 
75 
87.9 
95 
90 
90 
97.5 
.72 
1.4 
.22 
36.2 
10.6 
12.5 
7.5 
2.5 
.4.55 
14.29 
9 
27 
o 
2.1 
7.5 
12.5 
2.5 
o 
o 
lA 
lA 
lA 
290 ,A 
282 NA 
282 NA 
80 38 
80 38 
.so 38 
.44 44 
77 14 
200 
12 
'R 
CF 
FR 
FR 
FR 
FR 
R 
~ 
USA 
USA 
Greece 
Greece 
Greece 
UK 
USA 
US 
.orea 
1_ 
1-
I _ 
1 -
1 - 82 Mix. 
71 - 82 MIX. nd. I) 
70 - 89 Mix. Ind. (lid.) 
70 - 89 Mix. Ind. (lid.) 
86 - 93 Mix. Ind. (Itd.) 
86 - 93 Mix. Ind. lid.) 
8·, - 93 Mix. Ind. lid.) 
) -71 Mix.lnd. lid.) 
)'I! relecom. nd. 
1 - Mix. Ind. IItd.) 
1 - ix. Ind. [Itd.) 
) - ani: and retail (lid. 
) - ani: and retail (lid. 
I - ix. Ind. (lid.) 
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No. Author & Year Model ES TS Country Years Firm Type 
36 10 et al 199; NN 83.79 542 NA Mix Korea 
-
ix. Ind. (ltd. 
37 10 et aI 199; 
-
ix. Ind. (Ud. 
38 Kahya& TI 
39 Kahya& 
40 Kahya& 11 
41 Keasey& i 
1999 
1999 
.1999) 
1990 
CBR 
MDA 
Logit 
Logit 
81.52 
77.8 
77.2 
82.5 
86 
33 
18 
14 
16 
17 
14 
542 
189 
189 
189 
86 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
30 
Mix 
FR 
FR 
FR 
FR 
Korea 
USA 
USA 
USA 
UK 
I -
74 -91 
74 -91 
76 - 84 
ani. and retail (ltd.) 
ManE and retail (Ud.) 
ManE and retail (Itd.) 
Mix. Ind. (Ud.) 
42 Laitinen and 
43 Laitinen and 
44 nen and 
45 in, Piesse. 2001 
, Piesse. 200 I 
1998 
1998 
1998 
hur and 19'18_ 
;urr ""dDeVanev. 1998 
;urr 1998 
~ee 
~ee 
Hansen. 
53 Meyer & ifer. 19; 
54 Moyer. 19 
55 Moyer. 1977 
56 "tal.. 2001 
I et aI., 2001 
Jet al. 2001 
I et al. 200 
Logit 
Par Adj. 
Cash 
Logit 
lA 
o.it 
'A 
'M 
MDA 
BSDM 
Logi1 
MDA 
80.49 
80.49 
58.54 
79.22 
.13 
00 
80 
90.48 
85.19 
91 
17.07 
17.07 
141.46 
28.12 
:.5 
NA 
II 
NA 
.33 
NA 
21.95 
21.95 
41.46 
2.22 
8.89 
NA 
4 
18 
NA 
4.17 
82 
82 
82 
77 
77 
54 
54 
102 
lO 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
N 
18 
NA 
NA 
52 
Mix 
Mix 
CF 
FR 
FR 
Mix 
Mix 
Finland 
Finland 
Finland 
UK 
UK 
USA 
:A 
USA 
UK 
UK 
86 - 91 
86 - 91 
86 -91 
85 - 94 
85 - 94 
9 ·93 
I _ 
1-
I -
I -
i -
I -, 
65 -75 
65 -75 
88 -94 
8H-' 
Itd.) 
ltd.) 
:Itd.) 
Mix. Ind. Ud.) 
Mix. Ind. Itd. 
Retail firms 
Retail firms 
Retail firms 
Mix. Ind. (It< 
Mix. Ind. (U, 
NA 
Banks 
NA 
NA 
man~);2 ~~~~=t~===t~==~~14~~~~ix~~~re~a~~~~~~(~Ud~IL~ iesse, . 1992  ..totor (Ud.) 
lat & ~~----t7 ""--J-f,;--1-+.:;--t7C;---+i ;A Mix. 1.) 
omne :Id",. M FR Constn. in, . [Ud) 
om"" :Iders. lA 18 FR Constn. in, [Ud) 
65 Pomne :Iders. NN 73 lA 288 288 FR 88 - 94 Constn. ind. (Ud) 
66 r et aI.)2 Logit 93.5 200 404 FR USA 86 - 87 S & loan . 
67 r et al .• 1992 NN 97 2 200 404 FR USA 86 - 87 S & loan. 
68 Shin and Lee. 2002 GA 79.7 NA NA 476 52 FR Korea 95 - 97 Ind. (Ud.) 
69 , 1990 Probit 84 NA NA 379 NA FR Sweden 66 - 80 Mining & Manfc. 
70 Stone & Rasp. 1991 LPM 70.4 NA NA 108 108 FR USA NA NA 
71 Stone & Rasp. 1991 Logit 72.3 NA NA 108 108 FR USA NA NA 
72 Sungetal. 1999 MDA 82.1 31 10.2 152 NA F~ Korea 91-97 ManE and retail (ltd.) 
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No. Author & Year Model OPA Typel Typell ES TS Ind. Country Years Firm Type (%) ("I;) ('/0 Var. 
73 Sung el al.. 1999 RPA 83.3 27.6 10 152 NA FR Korea 91 -97 Manf. and relail (lid.) 
74 Tallier, 1982 MDA 90.7 12.12 0 43 NA FR UK 68 -73 Mix. Ind. (lid.) 
75 Tallier, 1983 MDA 97.8 4.3 0 92 46 FR UK 69 -76 Manufac. Ind. (lid.) 
76 Tamer & Tisshaw. 1979 MDA 98.9 2.17 0 92 NA FR UK 69 -76 Manufac. Ind. (lid.) 
77 Theodossiou. 1991 LPM 92.7 NA NA 363 138 FR Greece 80 - 84 Manufac. Ind. (lid.) 
78 Theodossiou. 1991 Logit 94.5 NA NA 363 138 FR Greece 80 _ 84 Manufac. Ind. (ltd. 
79 Theodossiou. 1991 Probit 93.7 NA NA 363 138 FR Greece 80 - 84 Manufac. Ind. (Ild. 
80 Theodossiou. 1993 MDA 84.6 34 9 259 NA FR USA 67 - 86 Manf. and retail (lid.) 
81 Theodossiou. 1993 CUSUM 84.9 15 15 259 NA FR USA 67 - 86 Manf. and relail (lid.) 
82 Vareno, 1998 GA 95 6 4 3840 898 Mix Italy NA Mix.lnd. (lid.) 
83 Ward, 1994 Logit 92 NA NA 227 158 Mix USA 84 - 88 Non-Fin. Finns 
84 Westgaard and Wijs~ 2001 Logil 97.3 22.73 2.11 35287 35287 Mix Norway 95 -99 Mix.lnd. 
85 Westgaard and Wijst, 200 I Credit 97.3 22.73 2.11 35287 35287 Mix Norway 95 -99 Mix. Ind. 
86 Wicox., 1973 Garnb. 94 NA NA 82 NA FR USA 49 -71 Mix. Ind. (lid.) 
87 Yan.1\ el aI., 1999 MDA 71 12 33 122 NA FR USA 84 - 89 Oil & Gas 
88 Vans: et al., 1999 NN 74 50 20 122 NA FR USA 84 - 89 Oil & Gas 
89 ZavRren, 1985 LORit 82 NA NA 90 32 FR USA 72 - 88 Mix.lnd Itd} 
-Note. AbbreViations used ID the table are defined ID AppendiX I 
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Corporate fmancial distress prediction is inherently vulnerable to problems 
arising from small samples. The sample sizes reported in Table 3.5 range from 32 to 
35287 firms (these were small business, in fact), with samples ofless than lOO firms 
used in about 42% of the reviewed studies. 
With regard to the samples of firms used, almost all of the cited studies 
analysed data from public limited companies - presumably because there is relatively 
easy access to the required data. Around 43% of the studies used data from mixed-
industry firms and about 25% from manufacturing firms (including a few retail and 
mining firms) respectively. The limitations imposed by small sample sizes and the 
past trend in favour of mix industry, suggest that it may prove useful for future 
research to work with mix industry sample 
A major focus of this section is to examine the methodologies used in recent 
distress prediction studies. Figure 3.1 uses information from Table 3.5 and indicates 
that statistical models were used in 64% of the cited studies, followed by AlES and 
theoretic models with respective shares of 25% and 11%. This is in line with 
expectations, as the use of AlES models for distress prediction is relatively new. 
Figure 3.2 (also drawn from Table 3.5) shows that more than 30% studies 
used MDA model for distress prediction, while another 21 % preferred the logit 
model. Together these account for 77% of all the statistical models used. Within the 
AlES group of models, neural networks rank first with 9% share followed by 
recursive partitioning. Entropy theory (BSDM) was most popular amongst the 
theoretic models, although it accounted for only 4.5% of the whole sample of studies. 
These results suggest that MDA has been the dominant model of choice in past. 
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Figure 3.3 summarises the average overalJ predictive accuracies (rounded to 
nearest whole number) of these models, one year before actual failure (distress). The 
actual figures are given in Table 3.6. The most striking observation here is the 
colJective average accuracy of more than 85% in distress prediction. IndividuaIJy, the 
Gambler's Ruin model seems to perform best, with an accuracy rate of94%, but 
accounts for only 1.12% ofalJ the cited studies. Rough Sets, Credit Risk and Probit 
models, and Genetic Algorithms also predict very accurately, but again account for 
only smaIJ fractions of the total. Hence, they aIJ invite for further applications to 
establish more reliable rankings. Table 3.6 presents rather an intuitive measure of 
these models' relative performance, whereby each individual model is ranked 
according to its adjusted standard deviation. This ranking suggests that the 
performance of MD A and Logit models (with lower adjusted standard deviations of 
0.34 and 0.47, respectively) may be more reliable. BSDM, a theoretical approach, 
stands 3'" in this ranking, followed by CUSUM and NN. A note of caution should be 
introduced here. A one-year prediction horizon for distress is not long, and it seems 
likely that accuracy rates would reduce sharply for longer horizons. 
While MDA model is the method of popular choice in distress prediction, it is 
not evident that this popularity is entirely warranted by its relative accuracy. Figure 4 
suggests that the AlES approach actuaIJy provides the best overall accuracy rates, at 
88%, followed by theoretical approaches. The performance of aIJ groups is in fact 
very similar. These results indicate that future research might benefit from greater use 
of AlES models, particularly if the models could be developed so as to overcome 
their major weaknesses. 
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Figure 3.3: Individual model predictive accuracies 
Models 
Table 3.6: Summary Statistics (Individual Models) 
Model Type 
Univariate 
MDA 
LPM 
Logit 
Probit 
CUSUM 
Par. Adj. 
RPA 
CBR 
NN 
GA 
RS 
BSDM 
Gomb. 
Cash 
Credit 
Total 
Grand Mean (GM) = LfX 1 Lf= 7350.567 186 = 85.4717 ,,85 
Arithmetic Mean of Xs = LX 1 n = 1363.206/16 = 85.20038 '" 85 
No. of Geometric Weighted Weighted Adjusted 
applications in Mean of 0/0 IX Variance Standard Standard prediction (WV), using Deviation (WSD), Deviation past studies (I) 
rates (X) GM uslneGM I(WSD I f) 
3 81.0918 243.2754 86.02245 9.274829 3.09161 
25 85.13469 2128.367 74.09812 8.608027 0.344321 
3 80.45573 241.3672 162.9942 12.76692 4.255639 
19 86.6655 1646.645 78.9162 8.883479 0.467552 
2 88.85944 177.7189 74.8978 8.654352 4.327176 
2 83.99405 167.9881 6.331802 2.516307 1.258154 
1 81 81 NA NA NA 
5 86.37933 431.8966 131.4196 11.46384 2.292768 
2 83.48653 166.9731 12.2752 3.503598 1.751799 
7 87.39402 611.7582 126.1244 11.23051 1.604359 
4 88.44349 353.7739 86.57967 9.30482 2.326205 
3 90.78846 272.3654 102.8432 10.14116 3.380387 
4 87.70087 350.8035 18.5042 4.301651 1.075413 
1 94 94 NA NA NA 
3 67.01017 201.0305 557.8339 23.61851 7.872836 
2 90.80198 181.604 133.1242 11.53795 5.768973 
86 1363.206 7350.567 
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ClassifYing non-failed firms as failed is a Type II error. This may have less 
costly real-world consequences than Type I error, but it is still important to classifY 
healthy firms as healthy. Figure 3.6 reports Type II error rates of the cited models. 
There appears to be considerably greater variability than for Type I error rates. The 
Cash Management model again shows the highest average misclassification rate 
(35%) while MDA and Logit models are again marginally comparable with 12 and 
10% error rates, respectively. Performance of BSDM and CUSUM is slightly poorer 
this time, but Neural Networks perform much better than MDA and Logit models 
with an average error rate of only 6%. Low misclassification rates are also observed 
for Credit Risk, Genetic Algorithm and Rough Sets Models, while a zero rate was 
achieved by LPM. However, all of the latter models suffer from lower ranking in 
Table 3.6 and cannot reasonably be assessed as more reliable than MDA, Logit, 
CUSUM and Neural Networks models with respect to Type II error rates. 
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Figure 3.6: Type 11 errors of the models 
Models 
Table 3.7 considers ifthere are any differences in predictive accuracies across 
different countries. As common in almost all fields of research, US data set has been 
used most extensively in applications of distress prediction. Table 3.7 ranks ten 
countries (used in our sample) according to their adjusted standard deviations. US 
data set proves to be the most reliable and stands 1 SI. UK and Australia follow next. 
Table 3.7 also reports an average of86% correct prediction rate (GM) for all the 
countries, which is a noticeable observation as the average correct prediction rate 
(GM) reported in Table 3.6 for different models is also 85%. Such a fmding may 
invite us to hypothesize that 'the predictive power of individual models is 
independent of the data set being used' . In other words, almost all the methods of 
corporate financial distress prediction (particularly, MDA, Logit, BSDM, CUSUM, 
and NN) are capable of providing consistent accuracy rates using any data set, 
provided the data has been drawn from reliable and dependable sources. Future 
research may well be able to test the trueness of such a hypothesis. 
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Table 3.7: Summary Statistics (Individual Countries) 
Grand Mean (GM) = DX / Lf= 7629.064 / 89 = 85.71982 '" 86 
Arithmetic Mean of XS = LX / n = 867.1735 / 10 = 86.71735 '" 87 
No of studies Geometric Weighted Weighted Adjusted Standard 
Country In past using Mean o£% IX Variance Deviation Standard Ranks (using ~ata sets of th prediction (WV), using (WSD), using Deviation WSD 11) 
country (I) rates (X) GM GM (WSD/I) 
USA 42 83.46237 3505.419 79.61621 8.922792 0.212447 1 
UK 16 90.01561 1440.25 64.19431 8.012135 0.500758 2 
Finland 7 85.94285 601.5999 204.6199 14.30454 2.043506 6 
Korea 7 82.43658 577.0561 34.45165 5.869553 0.838508 4 
Greece 6 93.03009 558.1806 72.98208 8.542955 1.423826 5 
Italy 3 95 285 NA NA NA NA 
Belgium 3 70.98604 212.9581 328.0096 18.11104 6.037012 7 
Australia 2 85 170 1.036278 1.017977 0.508989 3 
Norway 2 97.3 194.6 268.2012 16.37685 8.188425 8 
Sweden 1 84 84 NA NA NA NA 
Total 89 867.1735 7629.064 
As a fmal observation, Table 3.5 includes studies published between 1968 and 
2003. Despite a dedicated effort of more than 35 years, there is apparently still no 
academic consensus as to the most useful method for predicting of corporate financial 
distress. The major fmding of this chapter, that the various approaches are broadly 
comparable, may indicate that consensus is not necessarily important. However when 
choosing between models is desired, rankings of Table 3.6 may serve as an 
appropriate guide. 
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3.4 Conclusion and Recommendations 
This chapter has provided a critical analysis of a large number of empirical studies of 
corporate fmancial distress prediction, based variously on statistical, AlES and 
theoretical models. It appears that there is still substantial disagreement over the most 
suitable methodology and substantial scope for model development. Various other 
conclusions are given below. 
The review shows that statistical techniques (MDA and Logit models in 
particular) have been most frequently used, that the AIES approach is relatively new 
and that theoretical models are relatively uncommon. While predictive accuracy was 
observed to be generally good across all models, the review also suggests that AlES 
and theoretical models have slightly better average predictive accuracy than statistical 
models, although this measured superior perfonnance is based on a smaller number of 
studies (with larger adjusted standard deviations, except in the case ofNN and 
BSDM). On the other hand, the consistently high predictive accuracy of MD A model 
and its low Type I and 11 error rates were achieved in a relatively large number of 
studies (with smaller adjusted standard deviations), suggesting that MDA may 
provide overall the most reliable method of distress prediction. These conclusions 
must be tempered by the low incidence of hold out samples (not used for model 
validation in about half of the studies reviewed) and by the relatively short one-year 
prediction horizon. These considerations suggest that the reported predictive power of 
the models may be biased upwards. 
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Notes for Chapter 3 
[I] Some published papers use several methods and thus count as more than one empirical 
investigation (an approach used by Dimitras el a/" 1996) 
[2] For further discussion of univariate analysis, see Altman, 1993 and Morris, 1998 
[3] For a detailed discussion of MD A, see Klecka, 1981; Altman, 1993 and Morris, 1998 
[4] For further details on LPM, see Maddala, 1983; Theodossiou, 1991; Gujarati, 1998; and Morris, 
1998 
[5] For further details on logit and probit, see Maddala, 1983; Theodossiou, 1991; Gujarati, 1998; and 
Morris, 1998 
[6] See note 5 
[7] For more insight on CUSUM, see Page, 1954; Healy, 1987; and Kahya & Theodossiou, 1999 
[8] See Laitinen & Laitinen, 1998 and Gujarati, 1998 for more details on partial adjustment process 
[9] For more on Recursive Partitioning, see Friedman, 1977 and Pompe & Feelders, 1977 
[10] See Kolodner, 1993 for a detailed discussion of CBR 
[11] For further information on NN, see SaJchenberger et aI., 1992; Coats & Fant, 1993 and Yang et 
aI., 1999 
[12] Shin & Lee, 2002 and Varetto, 1998 provide useful insight on GAs 
[l3] Pawlak, 1982; Ziarko, 1993 and Dimitras et a/., 1999 are useful sources for detailed 
understanding of Rough Sets 
[l4] For further understanding ofBSDM, see Theil, 1969; Lev, 1973 and Booth, 1983 
[IS] Scot!, 1981 and Morris, 1998 provide useful review of Gambler's Ruin theory 
[16] For further details on cash management theory, see Aziz et aI., 1988 and Laitinen & Laitinen, 
1998 
[17] See Black and Scholes, 1973 and Merton, 1973 to further understand the bases of CreditMetrics 
and KMV models 
[18] See Credit Suisse, 1997 for further details on CSFB's CreditRisk+ 
[19] Wilson, 1997a 1997b, 1998 serve as the base for McKinsey's CreditPortfolio View model 
[20] An option is a financial claim that gives the holder a right to buy (call option) or sell (put option) 
an underlying asset in the future at a pre-detennined exercise price. For further elaboration see, for 
example, Hull, 2003. Merton, 1974 recognised that the model could be applied as a pricing theory for 
corporate liabilities in general. Option pricing as a valuation model for investment under uncertainty, 
'real options', has been developed by Dixit and Pindyck, 1994 
[21]43 journal articles, I technical report and 2 discussion papers 
[22] Part of the data is used to estimate the model and part is set aside to assess the performance of the 
estimated model, giving a stronger test of predictive validity 
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CH4: Description of the Data Set 
4.1: Introducing the Data Set 
Traditionally, distress prediction studies have used fmancial ratios to predict distress 
(failure) in firms. It can be seen from Table 3.5 of chapter three that more than 60% 
of the studies (consulted for Meta - Analysis) used financial ratios (measuring 
liquidity, solvency, leverage, profitability, asset composition, firm size, and growth 
etc.) as the only explanatory variables. These findings reveal a marked reliance on 
information from company accounts. It does not mean, however, that information on 
other variables of interest is useless. 
Corporate fmancial distress prediction is inherently vulnerable to problems 
arising from small samples. The sample sizes reported in Table 3.5 of chapter three 
ranges from 32 to 35287 firms, with samples of less than 100 firms used in about 
42% of the reviewed studies for Meta - Analysis. 
With regard to the samples of firms used, almost all of the cited studies of 
chapter three analysed data from public limited companies - presumably because 
there is relatively easy access to the required data. Around 43% of the studies used 
data from mixed-industry firms and about 25% from manufacturing firms (including 
a few retail and mining firms) respectively. The limitations imposed by small sample 
sizes and the past trend in favour of mix industry, suggest that it may prove useful for 
future research to work with mix industry sample. 
In light of the fmdings of chapter three, we decided to work with a larger data 
set for empirical purposes of this study. It was also decided to collect information on 
public limited companies of VK. Given the popularity of use of financial ratios in 
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past studies and relatively easy access on such information for the listed firms, we 
limit our search for information on the firms to fmancial ratios only. 
Data for this study is obtained from DATASTREAM. Although many firms 
died before 1990, a pilot study of a randomly selected sample of 500 quoted dead 
firms in the database indicated that more than 80% of the UK quoted firms went dead 
between 1990 and 2004. This result is not surprising given the economic recession of 
early 1990s that impacted on all industries. Furthermore, the study benefits from 
information on a variety of financial ratios of the sampled firms. Information on 
many of these ratios was not available from the database before 1989. Hence, it was 
decided to focus on the period from 1990 to 2004. 
Our sample consists of 3135 quoted UK fmancial and non-fmancial firms. The 
use of financial and non-financial firms together is not uncommon in such studies. 
See, for example, Dunne and Hughes (1994). Aziz and Dar (2006) also fmd support 
for mix industry models, from past studies. All firms were listed on London Stock 
Exchange at some point oftime as active during the sample period and were based in 
UK dealing in pound sterling only. A total of 1347 firms die during this period due to 
some form of financial distress, including liquidation, receivership, formal 
bankruptcy filing, reorganization, cancellation oflisting, and delisting and acquisition 
for other similar reasons. The remaining 1788 firms entered the sample period as 
active and remained so until the end of sample period. These active firms are also 
treated as censored observations for the purpose of survival analysis, one of the two 
analytical techniques employed by this study. This general information on the firms is 
presented in Table 4.1 below. 
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Table 4.1: Tbe Number and T, pe of Firms Used 
Firm Type No. of Firms Percentage No. of Observations Percenta2,e 
Industrial 2435 77.67 19666 78.91 
Financial 700 22.33 5255 21.09 
Total 3135 100 24921 100 
We take delisting as a potential indicator of financial distress because it is the 
first indicator of firm's weaker financial health. As adequately argued by Janssen 
(2005), delisting indeed is undesirable and can potentially cause the firm to go 
bankrupt. One can think of major stock exchanges, such as the London Stock 
Exchange (LSE), as exclusive clubs. To get listed on a major exchange like the LSE, 
a company must meet the minimum standards required by the exchange. For example, 
a company must pay certain application fee before its stock can even be 
considered for listing. As for other requirements, companies must meet minimum 
standards such as minimum stockholder's equity and a minimum number of 
shareholders, among many other things. Stock exchanges have these 
requirements because their reputations rest on the quality of the companies that trade 
on them. Not surprisingly, the exchanges want only the cream of the crop - in other 
words, the companies that have solid management and a good track record. Similarly, 
to stay listed, a company must maintain certain ongoing standards imposed by the 
exchange. These requirements serve to reassure investors that any company on the 
exchange is a suitably credible firm, regardless of how much time has passed since 
the firm's initial listing. Delisting doesn't necessarily mean that a company is going to 
go bankrupt. Just as there are plenty of private companies that survive without the 
stock market, it is possible for a company to be delisted and still be profitable. 
However, delisting can make it more difficult for a company to raise money, and in 
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this respect, it sometimes is a first step towards bankruptcy. For example, delisting 
may trigger a company's creditors to call in loans, or its credit rating might be further 
downgraded, increasing its interest expenses and potentially even pushing it into the 
red. Therefore, if a company that you own is delisted, it may not spell inevitable 
doom, but it is certainly a black mark on that company's reputation and, if the 
company can't recover, a sign of diminishing returns down the road. Although 
DA TASTREAM does not provide definition of delisting explicitly, our inquiry with 
the support team revealed to us that DATASTREAM records a company as delisted 
in the following cases: if the company does not comply with stock exchange 
requirements, if the company has filed for bankruptcy, if the company has gone for 
liquidation, if the company wants to avoid the formalities and expenses that needs to 
be maintained in case of public companies, if the company fails to file documents on 
time, or if the company deregister the shares from stock exchange. Hence, we feel 
convinced to bring delisted firms into our broader definition of financial distress. 
We also use acquisition as a close proxy for financial distress from the point 
of view of the firm being acquired. Acquisitions are a tool used by acquiring 
companies to expand their businesses and increase profits. But from an acquired 
firm's perspective, acquisition is usually a hostile take over. An Acquisition can take 
the form ofa purchase of the stock or other equity interests of the target entity, or the 
acquisition of all or a substantial amount of its assets. In a share purchase the buyer 
buys the shares of the target company from the shareholders of the target company. 
The buyer will take on the company with all its assets and liabilities. In an asset 
purchase the buyer buys the assets of the target company from the target company. In 
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simplest fonn this leaves the target company as an empty shell, and the cash it 
receives from the acquisition is then paid back to shareholders by dividend or through 
liquidation. Hence, the end of result of acquisition is effective liquidation. 
DATASTREAM does not provide any explicit definition of acquisition, but our 
inquiry with the support team infonns us that DAT ASTREAM takes acquisition as: 
"if company 'A' takes over company B, then B becomes wholly-owned 
subsidiary of A, hence B company will be inactivated and the accounts of 
the B will be consolidated with A. Once the Company '8' is acquired it 
will cease trading on the stock exchange. The acquisition will be under 
purchase method of accounting wherein the acquired company will pay the 
purchase consideration in fonn of cash or shares or combination of both. 
In such cases, the accounts of the acquiree will be followed in acquired 
company's accounts as the accounts will be consolidated with that of 
acquired company. The company will go for acquisition in the following 
circumstances: I) If the company wants to go private, it might get acquired by private 
company 2) The company which is into development stage or in exploration stage 
might acquire another company if the present company does not have any 
prospective operations." Not fully satisfied with the amount of infonnation provided 
by DATASTREAM, we held various telephonic conversations with their 
representatives, who admitted that while inputting the data on firms which become 
inactive on DATASREAM, the analysts have not necessarily been following the 
fullest guidelines. Rather than further tracking as to what has eventually happened 
with the acquired fmn, it has been considered sufficient instead to record the finn as 
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acquired. Nonetheless, for our purposes, we felt largely convinced that 'acquisition' 
category could safely be taken as a proxy for fmancial distress, and hence included 
into our broader defmition of financial distress. 
A breakdown of the fmancially distressed firms used in our study according to 
the category of fmancial distress represented by them is presented in Table 4.2. We 
find that of 1347 financially distressed firms, about 69% were recorded to have 
acquired while 26% were delisted. These two categories make up the major 
composition of financially distressed firms. As explained above, DA TASTREAM 
does not necessarily record more obvious categories of fmancial distress (e.g., 
bankrupted, liquidated etc.) that often. Rather, DAT ASTREAM records many such 
instances under delisting or acquisition. The trend is similar when the fLmls are 
analyzcd separately as industrial or financial. 
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Table 4.2: Breakdown of cateeories of financial distress accordine to firm type 
Category of A221"e2ate Industrial Financial 
Financial Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Distress 
Acquired 929 68.97 803 71.44 126 56.50 
Bankrupted 1 0.07 1 0.09 0 0.00 
Change of 
Domicile 1 0.07 0 0.00 1 0.45 
Cancellation 
of Listing 4 0.30 4 0.36 0 0.00 
Delisted 354 26.28 281 25.00 73 32.74 
Filed for 
Bankruptcy 3 0.22 2 0.18 1 0.45 
Liquidated 30 2.23 14 1.25 16 7.17 
Management 
Buyout 2 0.15 2 0.18 0 0.00 
Receivership 10 0.74 9 0.80 1 0.45 
Reor2anization 10 0.74 5 0.44 5 2.24 
Taken Over 3 0.22 3 0.27 0 0.00 
Total 1347 100 1124 100 223 100 
Table 4.3 provides another interesting insight into the data on fmancially 
distressed firms - year wise breakdown of categories of financial distress. Looking at 
the yearly figures on number of financially distressed firms, we do not fmd any 
particular pattern of distress with the years as such, although the number is traced to 
be generally on increase from 1990 to 1999. From 1999 through 2002, the number is 
on a decline with inconsistent trend in the remaining two years. This observation is 
valid for both industrial as well as financial firms. 
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Table 4.3: Breakdown of catel ories of financial distress according to year and respective firm tvl e 
Year and Firm Acq. Banktd. Dome. Cancel Delist Filed Liqdtd Manag Recvshp. Reorgztn. Taken Total 
Type Bankrcy. Buyt. Over (for 
Year) 
1990 Industrial 1 1 
Financial 1 1 
Aggregate 1 1 2 
1991 Industrial 11 11 
Financial 1 1 
Aggregate 12 12 
1992 Industrial 20 1 6 27 
Financial 5 1 1 1 8 
Aggregate 25 1 1 1 7 35 
1993 Industrial 31 10 1 2 44 
Financial 2 1 3 
Aggregate 33 11 1 2 47 
1994 Industrial 30 5 2 37 
Financial 1 1 1 3 
Aggregate 31 6 3 40 
1995 Industrial 32 4 3 1 40 
Financial 11 1 2 14 
Aggregate 43 1 6 3 1 54 
1996 Industrial 43 6 49 
Financial 7 1 3 11 
Aggregate 50 7 3 60 
1997 Industrial 61 12 73 
Financial 8 2 1 11 
Aggregate 69 14 1 84 
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1998 Industrial 99 1 19 2 1 122 
Financial 15 2 3 20 
Aggregate 114 1 21 2 4 142 
1999 Industrial 147 26 2 175 
Financial 15 7 6 28 
Aggregate 162 33 8 203 
2000 Industrial 117 26 2 1 3 149 
Financial 16 13 1 30 
Aggregate 133 39 2 1 4 179 
2001 Industrial 67 1 30 1 99 
Financial 17 13 30 
Aggregate 84 1 43 1 129 
2002 Industrial 47 3 47 2 2 1 1 2 105 
Financial 5 9 1 15 
Aggregate 52 3 56 2 3 1 1 2 120 
2003 Industrial 70 66 136 
Financial 9 12 3 24 
Aggregate 79 78 3 160 
2004 Industrial 28 28 56 
Financial 13 10 1 24 
Aggregate 41 38 1 80 
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We gathered information on 58 fmancial ratios for all firms for each year of 
their presence in the sample period. A description of these ratios is provided in 
Appendix H. All these ratios were considered initially as potential indicators of 
firms' financial distress state or otherwise determinants of firms' survival rates. 
These ratios were further grouped broadly into six categories: Liquidity Ratios (7), 
Profitability Ratios (16), Leverage Ratios (18), Assets Utilization Ratios (8), Stock 
Performance Ratios (8), and Research & Development Ratio (I). This gave us an 
unbalanced panel of 24,921 observations. Initial examination of the descriptive 
statistics and histograms (obtained from LIMDEP 8.0) indicated the presence of 
outliers and positive skewness in almost all ratios. The presence of outliers was then 
verified by the Box Plots of the variables. To proceed further, boundaries of the 
outliers were identified using LIMDEP's internal formula: Q I ± 1.5 (Q3 - Q I). Data 
was then transformed into values without outliers. Descriptive statistics, shown in 
Table 4.4, obtained this way looked more reasonable and consistent with aggregate 
industry level measures. 
Table 4.4: Descriotive statistics after correctinl! for outIiers (Mix Industrv) 
Financial Ratios N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 
FRI 16017 0.001 25.86 10.11081 5.161992 
FR2 16365 I 147 62.46844 30.42135 
FR3 18116 I 445 95.84599 85.49111 
FR4 16069 0.01 33.18 11.06417 7.062222 
FRS 19645 -4.% 17.63 5.084352 4.000034 
FR6 17674 -6.3 20.64 4.692445 4.203432 
FR7 18136 0.01 91.68 24.87548 23.66691 
FR8 15501 -4.15 10.97 3.387049 2.563604 
FR9 15263 -33.609 97.806 30.0632 22.44045 
FRIO 19499 -43.34 77.98 17.06725 21.32191 
FRII 19442 -18.3 35.62 8.810821 9.345872 
FRI2 23844 -23.13 100 49.75352 25.8566 
FR13 17847 8.28 121.79 64.2565 20.49025 
FRI4 17469 om 3.23 1.348255 0.612278 
FRI5 13467 0.03 100 43.59159 23.38584 
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FRI6 14303 0.34 100 47.77089 23.21891 
FRI7 20066 -14.2 22.18 5.317433 6.172186 
FRI8 17201 -14.344 26.84 4.979246 6.764846 
FRI9 23028 11.33 111.03 80.17362 21.08881 
FR20 20567 -123.15 268.61 73.84972 63.07386 
FR21 16941 -13.57 25.28 4.690811 6.392936 
FR22 5298 -3.33 7.91 2.208841 1.814096 
FR23 6041 -34.8 70.3 18.71822 17.67641 
FR24 5129 -38.03 71.43 15.75776 18.66766 
FR25 9558 om 132.79 39.08586 29.04338 
FR26 18091 -27.33 93.91 31.77487 20.47642 
FR27 16357 om 90.21 28.61765 20.5204 
FR28 13520 -3.25 32.59 7.449876 6.398411 
FR29 16475 -67.96 127.51 28.70833 30.7237 
FRJO 17558 -38.49 79.84 21.70939 18.651 
FRJI 20744 -2.15 5.82 1.703269 1.262782 
FRJ2 5809 -4.97 8.76 1.525944 2.153116 
FRJ3 18254 -17.93 28.79 5.307344 7.909571 
FRJ4 15632 om 9.69 2.687755 2.111368 
FR35 15260 -15.84 25.79 4.434628 7.565335 
FR36 17677 -14.23 25.44 4.552823 6.242376 
FR37 19471 -31.84 56.71 12.30982 15.68218 
FR38 18843 -18.86 35.88 8.147538 9.236981 
FRJ9 4705 -21.15 41.74 6.971365 9.649404 
FR40 18687 -22.64 38.5 7.506191 10.44329 
FR41 19605 -2.12 6.667 1.243996 1.330207 
FR42 7828 0.31 55.67 26.29512 10.19827 
FR43 20728 -2.14 5.83 I. 711262 1.262222 
FR44 18824 -12.41 29.29 7.814049 7.412022 
FR45 17139 0.01 2.28 0.853985 0.455108 
FR46 19053 om 100 42.13308 22.27783 
FR47 4499 om 14.58 2.657059 3.129546 
FR48 20823 -95.086 158.007 30.8982 41.05911 
FR49 18270 -29.26 49.24 10.23072 14.09499 
FRSO 18160 -30.2 50.24 10.2694 14.52152 
FRS I 18706 -21.52 38.14 8.64799 10.64904 
FRS2 18787 -51 298 91.951 61.71484 
FRS3 23259 -0.35 3.51 0.999481 0.795499 
FRS4 23973 -6.88 116.47 62.57123 23.8975 
FRS5 18647 -91.03 180.45 43.4858 42.72866 
FRS6 20421 -10.53 65.68 19.92456 15.02827 
FRS7 21194 -99.86 113.15 1.195891 40.34672 
FRS8 18135 -77.66 133.09 29.35538 35.84707 
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To see how the data looks like when the mix industry data set is divided into 
industrial and fmancial firms, we obtain descriptive statistics for both types of firms 
separately as well. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 provide these statistics for industrial and 
fmancial firms, respectively. As can be seen from the two tables, mix industry data 
set follows largely the pattern of industrial firms. Given that about 78% of the data set 
comes from industrial composition, it is observed that fmancial firms data somewhat 
deviates from the mix data set. 
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Table 4.5: : after i for 
I Ratios N MeaD 
f-'F=RU=-__ -+:~~ ~;-t---'0"'1 .. 0"'OC*I__7~86 10.11 >41 5~ 
FR2 16252 1 147.00 62.4: m 3Q.38759 
FRJ 17556 1 445 Q'I R1.35291 
FR4 15912 0.01 33.17 ..1.1J!§§L~;7'_+_----;7~~.' 
FRS 17560 -4.96 17.63 5.274676 3.908654 
.fR6 16526 -4.72 20.64 .7115~ ,7 4. 
FR7 17955 0.01 91.68 1~7 ~ 
FR8 12235 -4.13 10.96 1.8764:2 2.474597 
_FR9 12783 97.804 ?R QRAA? 19,01964 
FRIO 15110 -43.3 7~'.98 I~ 2~ 
FRll 16664 -18.3 35.6 8.033394 8.396703 
_FRI2 18757 -2 . 11)0 
.fRI5 ~ 100 'IQ RR'I07 !O.7987! 
FRl6 11057 100 19.9087' 
FRl7 15508 -14 22.18 0"00>(, 
..llil1. 13647 -11.344 615 5 ~( 6.~ 
FRl9 18032 11.33 1.03 ~7+---.,,;2lf1T6~~ 
FR20 18032 -123.15 1.61 74.27581 61.00595 
...lli21 13867 -13.57 2~* 4.821713 
FR25 g028 0.01 132.79 +-__ ..:;2="91 .. 0~1:~ 
FR26 16746 -27.33 93.91?Q 16.56512 
FR27 16245 0.01 90.21 iQ,~ 
FR28 13422 -3.25 32.59 J-:399342" 
FR29 13959 -67.96 127.47?R 17 ?!l ~RRR!l 
FRJO 14578 -38.49 79.64 1~ 1:1~ 
FRJl 15693 -2.14 5.81 1~ 1.31: 
FR32 4909 -4.97 8.75 1 2. 
~~! ~ -1~:~~ 2::~~ 4 7. 
FR35 15090 -15.84 25.79 4.466403 
FRJ6 14222 -14.13 15.42 E'. 
FRJ7 15117 -31.14 56.71 1~~I--_---.,""'v.,=, 
FR38 16623 -18.16 15.88 7.494371 
FRJ9 3717 -21.15 41.69 6~ E 
FR40 16464 -22.64 38.48 6~ . 
FR41 17110 -0.134 6.646 1.061425 1.11 
FR42 6032 0.31 5~;.67 27~ 
FR43 15691 -2.13 ;.82 1.379871 1.314414 
r:...EM4=-::----r-;-~ -12.41 21 9 7. 
r.F:=7.'R45 ___ +7.H~l91!f;_t_--_;; CO~ .. O *1--~ 8 O. 
FR46 18860 0.01 0 4, .10654 
:~ 
r.::~:;---+~~ -95~ 1~~ 
FR49 13955 -29.24 49.21 11.51464 14.77741 
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I ~ 4;~tiOS after , for , (Fiopnr;.1\ lm Mean 
FRi 15 0.15, 25.537 10.8344 5.311594 
FRl 113 f 146 ~73451 
FRJ ;eo 445 H2.5804 112.1275 
FR4 J56 0.29 32.08 10.66449 7 MRR3l 
FRS 2065 -1.89 17.61 4~ 
FR6 1148 -6.3 20.49 4.417317 
FR7 J81 0.02 91.27 ?Q.63801 26.79766 
FR8 3261 -4.12 10.95 1.541104 1~ 
FR9 2480 97.806 
FRIO 1388 -42.73_ 77.12 7.1Uf41C 1 ~ 'iIlfl44 
FRll !756 ~27 35.6 13.49767 12.77746 
FRl2 087 -2:!.51 100 60.88486 32.30697 
FRl3 1269 8.28 _121.45 44.58 27.18749 
FRl4 172 0.09 3.2 1 
FRl5 2975 0.2ot 100 58.741C 26.98714 
FRl6 ~ 1 !3 100 6~~ 26.77371 FR17 -13. il4 22.13 
FRl8 3353 -14.075 26.78 4. <; 
FRl9 ~ 11.48 104.37 17 FRlO -112.47 267.73 70.8189 76.12603 
FRll _3074 -13.27 ,25.28 4.100303 <; If 
FRl2 342 -1.02 7.85 ~O~ FRl3 403 -28.28 69.95 18.80132 
FRl4 ~72 -32.99 ,60.13 7. 12.55094 
FR25 530 0.01 10~"* 31.4798: 79 FR26 1345 -23.51 9:1.9 54.0113! 
FRl7 112 0.03 89.86 ~n n~!l41 ?<; ?Rf;79 
FRl8 98 0.07 31.45 5.16755· f 
FRl9 !516 -66.62 127.51 
FRJO 1980 -28.39 79.84 30.12313 >n F\dRQ~ 
FRJl ~ -2.12 5.71 1.~ FRJ2 -4.37 8.56 1.6517 :.190287 
FRJ3 _2134 -17.92 28.79 10.57687 10.19617 
FR34 160 0.09 9.47 2.519125 
6. FRJ5 170 -14.51 23.05 1. FRJ6 3453 -1 ,25.36 ~ FRJ7 ~ -3 ;~* 10~ FRJ8 -1 .7; 12. 
FR39 987 c1j.48 ,41.43 El 9.~"",,", 
FR40 2223 -22.54 38.5 17 1. 
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4.2: Selection of Final Variables 
Given the large number of observations and that the financial ratios are representative 
of six broad categories of firm financial characteristics; there is a strong likelihood of 
muticollinearity between variables. A correlation matrix of 58 variables, shown in 
Appendix III, confirmed this too. The next task was to identify and remove those 
variables that are highly correlated. There are a number of statistical ways of 
correlation identification. Factor Analysis is an example of such a technique, which 
is used to identify a small number of factors that explain most of the variance 
observed in a large number of variables. Several extraction methods can be employed 
within Factor Analysis to fmd a solution to muticollinearity. Of these, the Principal 
Component method is more commonly used and is also the method of preferred 
choice of this study. In SPSS, this method of extraction begins by finding a linear 
combination of variables (a component) that accounts for as much variation in the 
original variables as possible. It then finds another component that accounts for as 
much of the remaining variation as possible and is uncorrelated with the previous 
component, continuing in this way until there are as many components as original 
variables. Usually, a few components will account for most of the variation, and 
these components can be used to replace the original variables. This method is most 
often used to reduce the number of variables in the data file. 
Results of Factor Analysis, using the Principal Component method are 
reported in Table 4.7. All results have been obtained by SPSS. The "Total" column 
gives the eignvalues, or amount of variance in the original variables accounted by 
each component. SPSS retains components with eignvalues greater than I, by default. 
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The "% of Variance" column gives the ratio of the variance accounted for by each 
component to the total variance in all of the variables. The "Cumulative %" column 
gives the percentage of variance accounted by the first n components. From the table, 
the frrst 13 components serve our purpose as they have an eignvalue greater than I 
and explain about 86% of the total variation in original variables. A scree plot of the 
components and eignvalues can also be used to detennine optimal number of 
components, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.7: Components and Variance 
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Component Initial Eieenvalues 
Total % of Variance Cumulative 0/0 
I 11.65650315 20.09741923 20.09741923 
2 7.569983792 13.05169619 33.14911542 
3 6.328804215 10.91173141 44.06084683 
4 4.773855802 8.230785866 52.29163269 
5 3.869931554 6.672295783 58.96392847 
6 2.741979904 4.727551559 63.69148003 
7 2.482934936 4.280922304 67.97240234 
8 2.333871495 4.023916371 71.99631871 
9 1.947060452 3.357000779 75.35331949 
10 1.860494381 3.207748932 78.56106842 
11 1.707556459 2.94406286 81.50513128 
12 1.258048921 2.169049863 83.67418114 
13 1.196370722 2.062708142 85.73688929 
14 0.946511948 1.631917152 87.36880644 
15 0.899678567 1.551169943 88.91997638 
16 0.824871109 1.422191567 90.34216795 
17 0.721997313 1.244822954 91.5869909 
18 0.608483725 1.04910987 92.63610077 
19 0.60213 7878 1.038168754 93.67426953 
20 0.510282281 0.879797036 94.55406656 
21 0.473496998 0.816374135 95.3704407 
22 0.348241821 0.600416932 95.97085763 
23 0.304525896 0.525044648 96.49590228 
24 0.295993539 0.510333687 97 .00623596 
25 0.274444539 0.47318024 97.4794162 
26 0.216432549 0.373159567 97.85257577 
27 0.190504491 0.328456018 98.18103179 
28 0.161533801 0.278506553 98.45953834 
29 0.141568018 0.24408279 98.70362113 
30 0.124907543 0.215357833 98.91897897 
31 0.091530507 0.157811219 99.07679018 
32 0.078786166 0.135838217 99.2126284 
33 0.058512243 0.100883178 99.31351158 
34 0.05109817 0.088100293 99.40161187 
35 0.047823958 0.0824551 99.48406697 
36 0.041959211 0.072343467 99.55641044 
37 0.039641764 0.068347869 99.62475831 
38 0.030112651 0.051918364 99.67667667 
39 0.027455732 0.04733747 99.72401414 
40 0.025439627 0.043861426 99.16187557 
41 0.022837575 0.039375129 99.8072507 
42 0.019903533 0.034316437 99.84156713 
43 0.014387409 0.024805878 99.86637301 
44 0.013374102 0.023058797 99.88943181 
45 0.01165141 0.020088637 99.90952045 
46 0.010339551 0.017826813 99.92734726 
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47 0.009888922 0.017049866 99.94439712 
48 0.007878127 0.013582978 99.9579801 
49 0.006117104 0.010546731 99.96852683 
50 0.004758524 0.008204352 99.97673119 
51 0.003870313 0.006672953 99.98340414 
52 0.003327878 0.00573772 99.98914186 
53 0.002989088 0.0051536 99.99429546 
54 0.001827662 0.003151142 99.9974466 
55 0.000653002 0.001125866 99.99857247 
56 0.000443082 0.000763934 99.9993364 
57 0.000311899 0.000537757 99.99987416 
58 7.29884E-05 0.000125842 100 
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We can now make a fmal selection ofleast correlated variables by 
constructing component score coefficient matrix for each variable and each 
component. A careful analysis of the Factor Loading identifies finally reduced set of 
variables, which are 18 in number and listed in Table 4.8, with their respective 
categories. There are 4 ratios each for liquidity, profitability, and asset utilization. 
These numbers are 2, 3 and I for leverage, stock performance, and R&D, 
respectively. The final data set is then employed for estimation purposes both in case 
of Multiple Discriminant Analysis and Survival Analysis. 
Although our data set relates to firms' financial ratios only, a number of other 
variables could cause financial distress to the firms. But we focus on fmancial ratios 
only for the reasons discussed earlier. To see if firm failure follows the economic 
business cycle of the country we, however, include GDP Growth rate (GDP) as a 
control variable to our final data set. We run our estimations in the following two 
chapters first without GDP and then carry an extended analysis to include GDP as a 
control variable in the analysis to see if it leaves any impact on the results from 
financial ratios alone. 
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Tb 8 L· f a le 4. : 1St 0 I vanab es se ecte d ft t: I . a er actor analYSIS 
Variables Definition Category 
FR2 ACC REC" ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES DAYS Liquidity 
FRJ ASS EMP" ASSETS PER EMPLOYEE Asset Utilization 
FR4 CAP EXPFASS" CAPITAL EXPEDlTURE % GROSS FIXED ASSETS Asset Utilization 
FRS CAP_EXP" CAPITAL EXPENDITURE % TOTAL ASSETS Asset Utilization 
FR7 CASH ASSTS" CASH & EQUIVALENTS % TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS Liquidity 
FR8 CASH DIV" CASH DIVIDEND COVERAGE RATIO Leverage 
FR9 CAS DlV FLW" CASH DIVIDENDS/CASH FLOW Leverage 
FRI3 COST SALES" COST OF GOODS SOLD/SALES Profitability 
FR26 PROF MARGIN" GROSS PROFIT MARGIN Profitability 
FR27 INV ASSTS" INVENTORIES % TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS Liquidity 
FRJ5 NSALES WCAP" NET SALES%WORKING CAPITAL Asset Utilization 
FR42 PRICE_VOLTY" PRICE VOLATILITY Stock Performance 
FR44 PRICE_CASH" PRICE/CASH FLOW RATIO Stock Perfonnance 
FR45 QUICK" QUICK RATIO Liquidity 
FR47 R&D_SALES" RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT/SALES Research & Development 
FR48 RET EARN" RETAINED EARNINGS % EQUITY Profitability 
FR52 SALES EMP" SALES PER EMPLOYEE Profitability 
FRS7 I NVEST_RET" TOTAL INVESTMENT RETURN Stock Performance 
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CH5: Specification and Empirical Application of Multiple 
Discriminant Analysis 
5.1 Multiple Discriminant Analysis: 
Depending on the outcome of Meta - Analysis of chapter three, we decided to 
undertake the empirical task of prediction of corporate fmancial distress prediction, 
using MDA. Our choice is not subjective, as it is based on the objective ranking of 
Table 3.6. 
The discriminant analysis is a type of multivariate technique that allows the 
researcher to study the differences between two or more groups of objects with 
respect to several variables simultaneously. We present a brief understanding of 
discriminant analysis in forthcoming lines that is more in line with KIecka (1981), 
A1tman (1993) and Morris (1998). KIecka (1981) provides an excellent discussion on 
the subject and might be referred for a comprehensive understanding of discriminant 
analysis. For even in-depth study of discriminant analysis, a recommended text is 
Huberty (1994). 
Discriminant analysis is used to classify an observation into one of several a 
priori groupings dependent upon the observation's individual characteristics. [n this 
sense, discriminant analysis is concerned with allocating an individual to one of 
several groups on the basis of a number of measurements on the individual. It is used 
primarily to classify and I or predict in problems where the dependent variable 
appears in qualitative form. Examples include male or female, well or sick, and 
financially distressed or healthy. 
Mathematical model of discriminant analysis is based on certain crucial 
assumptions. [f these assumptions are violated, the statistical results will not be a 
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precise reflection of reality. Consequently, predictions made on such a basis would be 
misleading. These assumptions may be summarised as follows: 
I. The data cases should be members of two or more mutually exclusive groups 
so that belonging to one group rules out any possibility of that particular case 
to act as a representative of the other group (s). For this reason, groups need to 
be defmed clearly so that each case belongs to one, and only one, group. 
2. The characteristics used to distinguish among the groups are called 
'discriminating variables'. In general, there is no limit on the number of these 
variables as long as the total number of cases exceeds the number of variables 
by more than two. 
3. The discriminatory variables are limited by an important statistical property: 
no variable may be a linear combination of other discriminating variables. 
Apart from being a technical requirement of the analysis, this assumption does 
make an intuitive sense: the variable defined by the linear combination does 
not contain any new information beyond what is contained in the components, 
so it is redundant. 
4. For many applications, discriminant analysis requires population variance-
covariance matrices to be equal for each group. That is, the standard 
deviations and correlations of discriminatory variables are the same across all 
groups. This assumption serves as the basis for deriving a 'linear discriminant 
function' (a linear combination of discriminatory variables that best separates 
the groups), which is the most commonly used form of discriminant analysis. 
Assumption of equal group variance-covariance matrices allows a 
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simplification of the formulae used to calculate the discriminant functions and 
certain tests of significance. 
5. It is also assumed that each group is drawn from a population, which has a 
multivariate normal distribution, i.e., the discriminatory variables are normally 
distributed. This permits the precise computation of tests of significance and 
probabilities of group membership. 
Assumptions, mentioned above, constitute the mathematical model of the 
discriminant function (s) on which the most common approaches to discriminant 
analysis rest. A canonical discriminant function, under above assumptions, is a linear 
combination of the discriminatory variables of the following form: 
Z =a+fJ,X, +fJ,X, + ........ /3,X, ·············································[5.1] 
where; 
Z = transformed value (score) of [5.1], used to classify the object 
(analogous to dependent variable) 
a = a constant term (exclusion of this term would not matter, 
though) 
fJ, = discriminant coefficients, which produce the desired 
characteristics in the function (computed by the discriminant 
function) 
X, = values of independent discriminatory variables 
In passing, note that most research situations involve only one or two 
discriminant functions, although it is possible in theory to have more than two 
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functions. Distress prediction studies involve only one discriminant function 
assuming the simplest possible fono of discriminant analysis. 
Researchers often encounter situations in which they have several potential 
discriminatory variables but they are uncertain whether all of them are valuable and 
necessary. This situation is frequently the result of substantive theories, which are not 
strong enough to specify the precise list of discriminatory variables. This is 
particularly true for distress prediction models. Consequently, the researchers collect 
data on variables they merely suspect are good discriminators. In fact, they are trying 
to discover useful discriminatory variables. 
Unless there are strong theoretical reasons for keeping them, it is advisable to 
eliminate weak or redundant variables. Their presence only complicates the analysis 
and they may even increase the number of misclassifications. One way to eliminate 
unnecessary variables is by using a stepwise procedure to select the most useful 
discriminatory variables. Stepwise procedure could work in any of the three ways: 
forward, backward, and mixed. 
A forward stepwise procedure begins by selecting the individual variable, 
which provides the greatest univariate discrimination. The procedure then pairs this 
first variable with each of the remaining variables, one at a time, to locate the 
combination that produces the greatest discrimination. The variable that contributed 
to the best pair is selected. The procedure goes on to combine the first two with each 
of the remaining variables to fono triplets. The best triplet detenoines the third 
variable to be entered. This procedure continues until all possible variables have been 
selected or the remaining variables do not contribute a sufficient increment. A 
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stepwise procedure could also work in backwards direction in which all variables are 
initially considered to be 'in' and the worst one is cash out at each step. Forward and 
backward selection can also be combined that typically involves a forward selection 
procedure with each step starting with a review of the variables previously selected. If 
any of these variables no longer makes a sufficient contribution to the discrimination, 
it is cast out although it remains eligible for selection at a future step. 
There are two precautions, however, related to stepwise procedures. Firstly, 
they produce an optimal set of discriminatory variables that may not be the best 
(maximal) combination. A maximal combination requires testing of all possible 
combinations (all possible pairs, triplets, and so on). Such testing can be costly and 
time consuming. Stepwise procedure is a logical way to get best combination and is, 
hence, considered to be efficient too. Secondly, the sequence in which variables are 
selected does not necessarily coincide with their relative importance. 
Stepwise or any other procedures must employ some measure of 
discrimination as a criterion for selection. A number of alternative measures can be 
used for this purpose. These measures include "Wilks's Lambda and the partial F 
ratio", "Rao's v", Mahalanobis squared distance between closest groups", "between-
groups F", and "minimising residual variance". Usefulness of these measures depends 
on the research situation. The end result will often be the same regardless of the 
criterion used, but this is not always the case. 
Most stepwise selection criterion programs require a variable to fulfil certain 
minimum conditions before it is tested on the selection criterion. These conditions are 
a 'tolerance test' (to assure computational accuracy) and a 'partial F statistic' (to 
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make sure that the increased discrimination exceeds some level determined by the 
user). Some programs also check for the list of variables already entered to determine 
if any should be deleted. 
Stepwise procedure is only one way of variable selection. Other methods 
include 'scaled vector test', 'separation of means test', 'conditional deletion test', and 
'univariate F-statistic. 
Apparently, it seems that the estimation of[5.l] is an easy and simple task and 
one would be able to get estimates on discriminant coefficients by applying OLS 
method of estimation or either of its variants. However, this is not the case here due to 
the nature of Z that is actually a resultant score of linear combination of X variables 
in [5.1]. It is, therefore, necessary to know the procedure producing 13 estimates. A 
complete theoretical understanding of the derivation of these estimates may not be of 
significant interest here. We, therefore, present a very basic theoretic idea behind the 
scene. Fortunately, a number of statistical software packages do exactly the same job 
within seconds. 
To start with, we first measure the degree of differences among the data cases. 
The statistical measure used for this purpose is the matrix of total sums of squares and 
cross products (square symmetric matrix). This matrix is then converted into a matrix 
of correlation coefficients by dividing each element by the square root of the product 
of the two diagonal elements falling in the same row and column. 
If the groups are indeed distinct from each other, then the degree of dispersion 
within the groups will be less than the total dispersion. The matrix called 'within-
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group sums of squares and cross products matrix' measures this. This matrix is also 
converted into a within-groups correlation matrix by the same procedure as above. 
When there are no differences among the group centroids, all the elements of 
within-groups matrix (say, W) will equal the corresponding elements of total-groups 
matrix (say, T). If, however, there are differences in centroids, the elements ofW will 
be smaller than T. This difference is measured by another matrix called 'between-
groups sums of squares and cross products matrix' (say, B). The size of the elements 
ofB relative to those in W gives us a measure of how distinct the groups are. 
The matrices W and B contain all the basic information about the relationships 
within the groups and between them. Through the use of calculus and other 
mathematical operations, we then derive a linear function that involves two sets of 
known variables (based on W & B), their unknown coefficients, and a constant called 
'eigenvalue'. With all known values, we can then find the values of unknown 
coefficients. These coefficients, with a little adjustment, actually become the 
discriminatory coefficients in [5.1]. 
The next step is classification. Classification is the process by which a 
decision is made that a specific case belongs to one particular group. This decision is 
based on the information carried by the discriminatory variables. There are several 
ways in which classification can be performed. They typically involve defining some 
notion of distance between the case and each group centroids with the case being 
classified into the closest group. 
These classification procedures can use either the discriminating variables by 
themselves or the discriminant function like [5.1]. In the first instance, one is not 
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performing the discriminant analysis at all. Here, theory of maximum group 
differences is used to derive classification function. Moreover, no tests are made for 
the significance of the discrimination or the dimensionality of the discriminant space. 
On the other hand, we can perform a more thorough analysis when the discrminant 
function is derived first and classification is based upon it. From the viewpoint of 
bankruptcy studies, it is customary to base the classification procedure on discrminant 
function rather than the variables themselves. The basic formulas used in the two 
cases, however, remain the same. 
For the single discriminant function case, the dividing point between two 
groups is one half the sum of the discriminant scores for the two group centroids. 
Researchers, usually, prepare a table / chart or 'classification matrix' to portray the 
results of their prediction. This matrix is often used to test the accuracy of the 
classification procedure too. For this reason, it is sometimes called 'accuracy matrix'. 
The simplest form of a typical bankruptcy prediction model, based on discrminant 
analysis, would construct a matrix of the following pattern: 
Predicted Group 
Original Group 
Bankrupt Non-Bankrupt 
Bankrupt C Ml 
Non-Bankrupt M2 C 
Where; 
C: Correct classification 
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M I: Type I error like misclassification, i.e., classifying a bankrupt firm as 
non-bankrupt 
M2: Type II error like misclassification, I.e., classifying a non-bankrupt 
firm as bankrupt 
The percentage of the known cases, which are correctly classified, is an 
additional measure of group differences. As a direct measure of predictive accuracy, 
this percentage is the most intuitive measure of discrimination and can be used to test 
the power of classification procedure. Another alternative is the proportional 
reduction in error statistic 'tau'. The maximum value for 'tau' is 1.0, and it occurs 
when there are no errors in prediction. A value of zero indicated no improvement. 
Negative results are also possible, and they indicate no discrimination or a degenerate 
situation. 
As with any inferential technique based on sample data, the percent correct 
prediction and tau tend to overestimate the power ofthe classification procedure. This 
is because the validation is based on the same cases used to derive the classification 
functions. A remedy is to use a hold out sample. We can validate the classification 
procedure by randomly splitting the sample into two subsets. One subset is used to 
derive the function and the other to test the classification. Because each subset will 
tend to have different sampling errors, the test subset will give a better estimate of the 
ability to correctly predict the total population. Statisticians tend to disagree on the 
appropriate sizes for the two subsets. The most important consideration, however, is 
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that the subset used to derive the function be sufficiently large to insure stability of 
the coefficients or else the test will be flawed from the start. 
S.2 Empirical findings of MDA: 
Last chapter has described the data in some detail. We collected information on 3135 
quoted UK fmancial and non-financial firms. The use of financial and non-financial 
firms together is not uncommon in such studies. See, for example, Ounne and Hughes 
(1994). Aziz and Oar (2006) also find support for mix industry models, from past 
studies. To test for this, we also run the regressions in case of MD A by using a sub 
sample of non-financial firms - industrial- only (2435 in total). To compare the 
results of a panel data analysis with those of a cross-sectional set up, we also run a 
separate regression using cross-sectional data for both mix industry firms and non-
financial firms (industry only). To construct the cross-sectional data set, we use 
information on financial ratios for a distressed firm for the last year of its life. In case 
of healthy firms, however, we consider that last year of firms' financial reporting 
period. Once we have obtained empirical results with above settings, we include 
GDP as another control variable to see if the prediction results get affected by 
inclusion of this variable. Working with strict defmition of cross-section, we also 
employ separately cross-sections from the start and end of sample period (1992 and 
2002). Hence, in remainder of this section, we present and discuss the empirical 
findings of MO A from all these data sets. All results are obtained using SPSS 12.0. It 
is important to note here that main purpose of MOA is to do the classification task 
and use it for prediction of corporate fmancial distress. We will, however, try to 
extract all possible information from estimation results. One final caution relates with 
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the absence of any method to deal with variables that have no counter part for 
financial companies (e.g., variable on inventories - FR27) when we use panel and 
cross-section settings for mix industry data set. This is, however, dealt with by adding 
industry dummy variable to capture missing non-counter part variables when it is the 
mix data set, and running MDA regression using appropriate variables. The results 
are presented, discussed and compared accordingly. 
5.2.1 MDA results from mix industry model: a panel data analysis 
A stepwise discriminant analysis approach is adopted in our estimation. This 
approach, in SPSS, chooses variables for entry into the function on the basis of how 
much they lower Wilks' lambda. At each step, the variable that minimizes the overall 
Wilks' lambda is entered. A theoretical description of stepwise method has already 
been provided in chapter four, whereby MDA model was specified. 
Variables to enter in the development of estimation model and the 
classification process ofMDA, after stepwise analysis, are reported in Table 5.1 in 
order of their entry at each step in the model. A total of six, out of eighteen, variables 
entered the 6th and final step and are used in the analysis . 
T bl 51 S a e . : tepwlse S I e ecte d V • bl ana . hR es WIt espective C atel!ones 
Variables Cateeory 
FR57 (INVEST RETi,) Stock Performance 
FR44 (pRICE CASH") Stock Performance 
FR42 (pRICE VOLTYit) Stock Performance 
FR7 (CASH ASSTS i,) Liquidity 
FR27 (INY ASSTS i,) Liquidity 
FR35 (NSALES WCAP") Asset Utilization 
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A standardised canonical discriminant function allows comparison of 
variables measured on different scales. Coefficients with large absolute magnitudes 
indicate greater discriminating ability of the corresponding variables. SPSS provides 
information on such coefficients and we use the same to construct the discriminant 
function as below: 
Z" = O.399(CASH_ASSTS;,) + O.326(INV _ASSTSit) + O.213(NSALES_ WCAPi,) 
- 0.244(PRlCE_ VOLTYit) + O.358(PRlCE_CASHit) + O.647(INVEST_RETi,) ... [5.1] 
As suggested by equation 5.1, Stock Performance variables are best able to 
discriminate between active and dead firms in UK. Liquidity and Asset Utilization 
variables follow next. Profitability, Leverage, and R&D variables appear to have 
little role in discriminating the two groups, however. 
Equation 5.1 indicates how well a variable discriminates between the two 
groups. One may, however, be interested in knowing the way in which a 
discriminating variable behaves within a particular group. For example, should one 
expect an active firm to be more liquid or less? To answer this question, we construct 
two separate functions for each of the groups using estimation results obtained from 
the analysis on coefficients of classification function. These functions follow the 
methodology of MDA explained earlier and are given below: 
Z;, = -17.392 + O.123(CASH_ASSTSi,) + O.I77(INV _ASSTSit) 
+ O.105(NSALES_ WCAP;,) + O.854(PRICE_ VOLTYit) + O.3(PRICE_CASH;,) 
+ O.O(INVEST_RETi') ....................................................................... [5.2] 
and 
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Z" = -17.252 + O.116(CASH_ASSTSi,) + O.170(INV _ASSTSi,) 
+ O.09ICNSALES_WCAPi ,) + O.870(PRICE_ VOLTYit) + O.279(PRICE_CASHit) 
- O.006(INVEST_RETi')'" ............................................. '" ................. [5.3] 
Comparing 5.2 and 5.3, which represent active· and dead groups respectively, 
it is possible to identify the exact behavior of variables used in the analysis. 
INV _ ASSTSi, is a liquidity variable, for example, and has a greater coefficient value 
for an active firm than the dead. Hence, it may be concluded that an active (or 
financially sound) firm is likely to be more liquid than a dead (financially distressed) 
firm. Same is true for the other variable on liquidity, CASH_ASSTSit• Similarly, 
financially sound firms tend to use their assets more efficiently than the fmancially 
distressed firms, as evident from NSALES_ WCAPi ,. Two of the three ratios 
representing stock performance level of the firms (PRICE _ CASHi, and 
INVEST _ RETi,) indicate that stocks of healthy firms are likely to be performing 
better than those of the distressed ones. PRICE _ VOL TYit, however, is higher in case 
of dead firms. This is not surprising and in fact supports the trend in other two ratios, 
as it is logical to expect less volatile stock prices of stable and healthy firms 
compared with distressed ones. 
Equations 5.2 and 5.3 can now be used to complete the ultimate prediction 
task. That is, for each case, a classification score can be computed for each function. 
The discriminant model would then assign the case to the group whose classification 
function obtained the highest score. Alternatively, a single expression for 
discriminant model can also be obtained from equations 5.2 and 5.3. We prefer this 
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approach and obtain a single expression for the two groups of firms, by equating 5.2 
and 5.3, as below: 
(17.392 - 17.252) = (0.123 -0.166) CASH_ASSTS;, + (0.177 - 0.170) lNV _ASSTS;, 
+ (0.105 - 0.091) NSALES_ WCAPu + (0.854 - 0.870) PRICE_ VOLTY;, + (0.30-
0.279) PRICE_CASH;, + (0.0 +0.006) lNVEST_RET;, 
Or 
0.14 = 0.007(CASH_ASSTS;,) + 0.007(lNV _ASSTS;,) + 0.0 I 4(NSALES_WCAPu) 
- 0.016(pRICE_ VOLTY;,) + 0.021 (PRICE_CASH;,) + 0.006(lNVEST_RETu) .... [5.4] 
Hence, the critical value in this case is 0.14. Therefore, the classification rule would 
then be as follows: if the score obtained from 5.4 for a particular firm is greater than 
0.14, then the case belongs to group of active fmns; if the score obtained from 5.4 for 
a particular firm is less than 0.14, then the case belongs to group of dead firms. Table 
6.2 presents classification results of MD A, following this rule. 
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Table 5.2: Classification Results of MDA (b c d) Usin2 Mix Industry Panel Data 
Binomial Predicted Group Dependent Membership Total Variable Active Failed 
Original Count Active 10061 6330 16391 
Failed 444 512 956 
% Active 61.4 38.6 100.0 
Failed 46.4 53.6 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 10058 6333 16391 (a) 
Failed 447 509 956 
% Active 61.4 38.6 100.0 
Failed 46.8 53.2 100.0 
Original Count Active 4424 2759 7183 
Cases Not Failed 218 173 391 
Selected % Active 61.6 38.4 100.0 
Failed 55.8 44.2 100.0 
a: Cross validatIOn IS done only for those cases In the analysIs. In cross validatIOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 61.0% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 60.7% of un selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 60.9% of selected cross· validated grouped cases correctly classified 
Results for the original estimation model, as given in Table 5.2, are obtained 
using approximately 70% of the total observations. The estimation model results in 
61 % overall correct classification of cases originally selected to develop the model. 
The 'classification rate' based upon the cases used to create the model is frequently 
considered too simplistic and inflated, as noted in chapter three. Two methods are 
employed to correct for this problem and to model robustness: cross-validation and 
holdout sample. In cross validation, each case is classified leaving it out from the 
model calculations. Subset validation or using holdout sample is more commonly 
used in such studies [Altman & Varetto {I 994) Dimitras et al. {I 999) Beynon and 
Peel (2001)]. Here the developed model is used to classify those observations that 
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were kept aside and not employed in model construction. Classification results of the 
two techniques are also presented in Table 5.2, where remaining 30% observations 
are used for holdout validation. Cross-validation and holdout methods result into 
60.9% and 60.7% overall correct classification, respectively, showing strong support 
to the originally developed model. 
Although overall classification rates are below the average classification / 
prediction results of past studies (recalling from results of chapter three, this average 
was reported to be 85%), our results are superior in two ways. First, suggested 85% 
accuracy is observed from the analysis one year before firms die. While, in our case, 
the analysis is based on sample period of 15 years (Le. 1990 to 2004) which includes 
all the years of operation of a dead firm within the sample period. That is, this study 
works with a panel data enriching the type of analysis, rather than a cross section. 
Second, in almost all past applications, accuracy rates significantly drop down by the 
use of cross-validation or holdout sample techniques. This renders originally 
developed estimation models, claiming to provide about 85% accuracies, less useful 
and robust. Robustness of our model, on the other hand, is very clearly reflected in 
Table 5.2, whereby cross-validation and holdout sample methods provide comparable 
predictive accuracy rates as in case of estimation model. 
It is interesting to assess predictive power by the misclassification rates for 
each model- the number offailed firms that are classified as non-failed (type I error) 
- since such misclassification can be costly to lenders. Type I error appears to be high 
in this case (46.4%). There is no priori reason to believe, but it may be due to the 
nature of data set used that is not only very large but also contains information 
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content for a larger period of time. Classifying non-failed firms as failed is a Type II 
error. This may have less costly real-world consequences than Type I error, but it is 
still important to classify healthy firms as healthy. Less than the tYpe I error, type II 
error rate is also on the higher side with 38.6%. 
5.2.2 MDA results from industry only model: a panel data analysis 
A stepwise discriminant analysis approach is adopted in this case as well. 
Variables to enter in the development of estimation model and the classification 
process of MD A, after stepwise analysis, are reported in Table 5.3 in order of their 
entry at each step in the model. A total of six, out of eighteen, variables entered the 6th 
and fmal step and are used in the analysis. As may be noted, using industrial only 
sample did not make any difference to the set of finally selected variables. 
Table 5.3: Stepwise Selected Variables Wltb Respective Cateeones 
Variables Cateeory 
FR57 (INVEST RETit) Stock Performance 
FR44 (PRICE CASHit) Stock Performance 
FR42 (pRICE VOLTYit) Stock Performance 
FR7 (CASH ASSTSit) Liquidity 
FR27 (INV ASSTSit) Liquidity 
FR35 (NSALES WCAPit) Asset Utilization 
The standardised canonical discriminant function, based on the estimation 
results is given as below: 
Z .. = 0.1 76(CASH_ASSTSit) + 0.232(INV _ASSTSit) + 0.122(NSALES_ WCAPit) 
- 0.1 86(PRICE_ VOL TY it) + 0.402(PRlCE_CASHit) + 0.538(INVEST_RETit) ... [5.5] 
As suggested by equation 5.5, Stock Performance variables are again best able to 
discriminate between active and dead firms in VK. Liquidity and Asset Utilization 
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variables follow next. Profitability, Leverage, and R&D variables appear to have 
little role in discriminating the two groups, however. 
To fmd how a particular discriminating variable behaves within a particular 
group, we construct two separate functions for each of the groups using estimation 
results obtained from the analysis on coefficients of classification function. 
Z'k = -IS.020 + 0.140(CASH_ASSTSi,) + O.lS6(INV _ASSTSit) 
- O.IIO(NSALES_ WCAPi,) + 0.942(PRlCE_ VOLTYit) + 0.007(pRlCE_CASHit) 
-0.0 14(INVEST _ RETit) ..................................................................... [S .6] 
and 
Z" = -17.S15 + 0.136(CASH_ASSTSi,) + O.lSI(INV _ASSTSit) 
- O.IIS(NSALES_ WCAPit) + 0.95S(PRlCE_ VOLTYi,) + 0.004(pRlCE_CASHi,) 
- 0.019(INVEST_RETi,) .................................................................... [5.7] 
Comparing 5.6 and S.7, which represent active and dead groups respectively, it 
is possible to identifY the exact behavior of variables used in the analysis. 
INV _ ASSTSit is a liquidity variable, for example, and has a greater coefficient value 
for an active firm than the dead. Hence, it may be concluded that an active (or 
financially sound) firm is likely to be more liquid than a dead (financially distressed) 
..! firm. Finding that active firms have a higher ratio of inventories to assets, suggests 
two things. First, firms that anticipate an increase in demand will increase their stock 
levels. Second, there may be a strong denominator effect, so that firms which 
experience a decline in sales also experience a decline in total assets as sales decline. 
Same is true for the other variable on liquidity, CASH_ASSTSit. Similarly, 
financially sound firms tend to use their assets more efficiently than the fmancially 
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distressed firms, as evident from NSALES _ WCAPit• Two of the three ratios 
representing stock performance level of the fInns (pRICE _ CASHit and 
INVEST_RETit) indicate that stocks of healthy flnns are likely to be perfonning 
better than those of the distressed ones. PRICE _ VOL TYit, however, is higher in case 
of dead firms. This again supports the trend in other two ratios, as it is logical to 
expect less volatile stock prices of stable and healthy firms compared with distressed 
ones. 
Equations 5.6 and 5.7 can now be used to complete the ultimate prediction 
task. We obtain a single expression for the two groups of firms, by equating 5.6 and 
5.7, as below: 
(18.020 - 17.815) = (0.140 -0.136) CASH_ASSTSit + (0.156 - 0.151) INV _ASSTSit 
+ (-0.110 + 0.118) NSALES_ WCAP it + (0.942 - 0.955) PRlCE_ VOL TYit + (0.007-
0.004) PRICE_CASHit (-0.014 + 0.019) INVEST_RETit 
Or 
0.205 = 0.004(CASH_ASSTSit) + 0.005(INV _ASSTSit) + 0.008(NSALES_ WCAP it) 
- 0.013(pRICE_ VOLTYit) + 0.003(pRICE_CASHit) + 0.005(INVEST_RETit) .... [5.8) 
Hence, the critical value in this case is 0.205. Therefore, the classification rule would 
then be as follows: if the score obtained from 5.8 for a particular firm is greater than 
0.205, then the case belongs to group of active firms; if the score obtained from 5.8 
for a particular firm is less than 0.205, then the case belongs to group of dead firms. 
Table 5.4 presents classification results of MDA, following this rule. 
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Table 5.4: Classification Results of MDA (h,c d) Usine Industry Only Panel Data 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total 
Variable Membership Active Failed 
Original Count Active 7811 5086 12897 
Failed 356 440 796 
% Active 60.6 39.4 100.0 
Failed 44.7 55.3 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 7796 5101 12897 (a) 
Failed 369 427 796 
% Active 60.4 39.6 100.0 
Failed 46.4 53.6 100.0 
Original Count Active 3510 2132 5642 
Cases Not Failed 171 157 328 
Selected % Active 62.2 37.8 100.0 
Failed 52.1 47.9 100.0 
a: Cross vahdatlon IS done only for those cases ID the analysIs. In cross vahdatlon, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 60.3% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 61.4% ofunse1ected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 60.1% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results for the original estimation model, as given in Table 5.4, are obtained 
using approximately 70% of the total observations. The estimation model results in 
60.3% overall correct classification of cases originally selected to develop the model, 
which is comparable with mix industry results. Classification results of the hold out 
and cross validation to check for the robustness of estimation model are also 
presented in Table 5.4, where remaining 30% observations are used for holdout 
validation. Cross-validation and holdout methods result into 60.1 % and 61.4% 
overall correct classification, respectively, showing strong support to the originally 
developed model. 
Although overall classification rates are again below the average classification 
/ prediction results of past studies (recalling from results of chapter three, this average 
was reported to be 85%), our results are still superior for the same two reasons as 
valid for mix industry sample case. That is, they are based on a panel data set and that 
the model is more robust. 
Type I error appears to be high in this case too (44.7%). Again, there is no 
priori reason to believe, but it may be due to the nature of data set used that is not 
only very large but also contains information content for a larger period oftime. 
Classifying non-failed firms as failed is a Type II error, which is also on the higher 
side with 39.4%, yet it is lower than type I error. 
S.2.3 MDA results from mix industry model: a cross-sectional data analysis 
A stepwise discriminant analysis approach is adopted in this case as well. 
Variables to enter in the development of estimation model and the classification 
process of MD A, after stepwise analysis, are reported in Table 5.5 in order of their 
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entry at each step in the model. A total of seven, out of eighteen, variables entered the 
7th and final step and are used in the analysis. One may notice change in composition 
of the finally selected variables, when the data set is cross-sectional. 
Table 5.5: Stenwise Selected Variables with Respective Categories 
Variables Category 
FR57 (INVEST RETi,) Stock Perfonnance 
FRS (CAP EXPi,) Asset Utilization 
FRi(CASH ASSTS;;) LiauiditY 
FR42rPRICE VOLTY;;) Stock Perfonnance 
FRI3(COST SALES;;) Profitabilitv 
FR8 (CASH DIYi,) Leverage 
FR44 (PRICE CASH i,) Stock Perfonnance 
The standardised canonical discriminant function, based on the estimation 
results is given as below: 
Z" = -0.385(CAP _EXP i,) + 0.273(CASH_ASSTSi,) - 0.1 62(CASH_DIYit) - 0.202 
0.841 (INVEST _ RETi,) ................................................. , ................... [5 .9] 
As suggested by equation 5.9, Stock Perfonnance variables are again best able to 
discriminate between active and dead finns in UK. Liquidity, Asset Utilization, 
Profitability and Leverage variables follow next. R&D variable appear to have little 
role in discriminating the two groups, however. 
To fmd how a particular discriminating variable may behave within a 
particular group, we construct two separate functions for each of the groups using 
estimation results obtained from the analysis on coefficients of classification function. 
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Z" = -23.242 + 0.554(CAP _EXPu) + 0.129(CASH_ASSTSu) + 0.965(CASH_DIVi,) 
+ 0.254(COST_SALESu) + 0.638(PRICE_ VOLTY i,) + 0.321(PRICE_CASR,)-
0.002(INVEST _ RETi,) ...... ............................. , ................ , ................ [5.10] 
and 
Z" = -23.612 + 0.662(CAP _EXPit) + 0.117(CASH_ASSTSi,) + \.044(CASH_DIV i,) 
+ 0.265(COST_SALESu) + 0.6 I 3(pRICE_ VOL TYit) + 0.340(PRICE_CASHit) -
0.022(INVEST_RETi') ..................................................................... [5.11] 
Comparing 5.10 and 5.11, which represent active and dead groups 
respectively, it is possible to identify the exact behavior of variables used in the 
analysis. CAP _EXPit is an asset utilization variable, for example, and has a greater 
coefficient value for a dead firm than the active. Hence, it may be concluded that an 
active (or financially sound) firm uses its assets more efficiently than a dead 
(financially distressed) firm. Higher value of CASH _ ASSTSi, in case of equation 5.10 
indicates that active firms are more liquid than the dead ones. As expected, 
CASH_DIVit shows that dead firms are usually more leveraged than the active firms. 
COST_SALESi, is the only surprising result, which suggests the dead firms to be 
more profitable than the active firms. It appears as if it is difficult to determine the 
exact behavior of profitability variables using this procedure even when the data set is 
cross-sectional. We have already seen this happening in case of a panel setting. All 
the remaining three variables represent stock performance levels of the firms. The 
magnitudes of their coefficients do not help much in identifying the exact behavior of 
these variables either in a cross-sectional setting, as they seem to be suggesting that 
stocks of failing firms will be better performing. Given that a cross-section is a snap 
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shot of one year infonnation only, it is difficult to capture such infonnation 
accurately, however. Of course, real assessment of stock perfonnance is measured 
against its value the last period. PRICE_ VOLTYil, for example, is a stock 
perfonnance indicator measuring a stock's average annual price movement to a high 
and low from a mean price for each year. Given that cross-section represents one year 
only, this type of variable will provide dependable findings in a panel setting only. 
This explanation is also applicable to the other two stock perfonnance variables. 
Equations 5.10 and 5.11 can now be used to complete the ultimate prediction 
task. We obtain a single expression for the two groups of finns, by equating the two 
equations, as below: 
(23.612 - 23.242) = (0.662 - 0.554) CAP _EXPit + (0.117 - 0.129) CASH_ASSTSit + 
(1.044 - 0.965) CASH_DIYit + (0.265 - 0.254) COST_SALESit + (0.613 - 0.638) 
PRICE_ VOLTYi , + (0.340 - 0.321) PRICE_CASHil + (-0.022 - 0.002) 
INVEST_RETit 
Or 
0.37 = 0.108 (CAP _EXPi/) - 0.012 (CASH_ASSTS i,) + 0.079 CASH_DIV i,+ om I 
(COST_SALES i,) - 0.025 (PRICE_ VOLTYit) + 0.019 (pRICE_CASHit) - 0.Q2 
(INVEST_RETit) ............................................................................ [5.12] 
Hence, the critical value in this case is 0.37. Therefore, the classification rule would 
then be as follows: if the score obtained from 5.12 for a particular finn is greater than 
0.37, then the case belongs to group of active finns; if the score obtained from 5.12 
for a particular finn is less than 0.37, then the case belongs to group of dead finns. 
Table 5.6 presents classification results of MD A, following this rule. 
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Table 5.6: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Mix Industry Cross-
Section Data 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total 
Variable Membership Active Failed 
OriJlinal Count Active 808 452 1260 
Failed 291 651 942 
% Active 64.1 35.9 100.0 
Failed 30.9 69.1 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 807 453 1260 (a) 
Failed 293 649 942 
% Active 64.0 36.0 100.0 
Failed 31.1 68.9 100.0 
Original Count Active 347 181 528 
Cases Not Failed 102 303 405 
Selected % Active 65.7 34.3 100.0 
Failed 25.2 74.8 100.0 
a: Cross valIdation IS done only for those cases m the analysIs. In cross vahdatlOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 66.3% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 69.7% ofunselected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 66.1 % of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results for the original estimation model, as given in Table 5.6, are obtained 
using approximately 70% of the total observations. The estimation model results in 
66.3% overall correct classification of cases originally selected to develop the model, 
which is noticeably higher than the panel settings. Classification results of the hold 
out and cross validation to check for the robustness of estimation model are also 
presented in Table 5.6, where remaining 30% observations are used for holdout 
validation. Cross-validation and holdout methods result into 66.1 % and 69.7% 
overall correct classification, respectively, showing strong support to the originally 
developed model. In fact, hold out sample (providing a real assessment of prediction 
power of the estimation model) seems to outperform even the estimation model itself. 
Although overall classification rates are again below the average classification 
/ prediction results of past studies (recalling from results of chapter three, this average 
was reported to be 85%), our results are still superior as they are based on a far larger 
data set and that the hold out results are very reliable. 
Type I error appears to be still high in this case (30.9%) but it is much lower 
than the panel setting. Classifying non-failed fmns as failed is a Type II error, which 
is also on the higher side with 35.9%, yet it is lower than those obtained from panel 
data analysis. 
5.2.4 MDA results from industry only model: a cross-sectional data analysis 
Variables to enter in the development of estimation model and the 
classification process of MD A, after stepwise analysis, are reported in Table 5.7 in 
order of their entry at each step in the model. A total of nine, out of eighteen, 
variables entered the 9th and fmal step and are used in the analysis. 
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T bl 57 S a e • : . S I tepwlse e ecte dV . bl ana . hR es WIt espective C atel!ones 
Variables Catel!ory 
FR57 (INVEST RETi,) Stock Perfonnance 
FR5 (CAP EXPi,) Asset Utilization 
FR7 (CASH ASSTSi,) Liquidity 
FR42 (pRICE VOLTYit) Stock Perfonnance 
FRI3 (COST SALESit) Profitability 
FR52 (SALES EMPit) Profitability 
FR44 (PRICE CASHi,) Stock Perfonnance 
FR47 (R&D SALESit) Research & Development 
FR48 (RET EARNi,) Profitability 
The standardised canonical discriminant function, based on the estimation 
results isgiven as below: 
0.1 74(PRlCE_ VOLTYit) - 0.122(PRlCE_CASHit) + O.IIO(R&D_SALESi,) + 
0.106(RET_EARNit) + 0.143( SALES_EMPit) + 0.805(INVEST_RETit) ...... [5.13] 
As suggested by equation 5.13. profitability and stock perfonnance variables are best 
able to discriminate between active and dead finns in UK. Liquidity, Asset Utilization 
and R & D variables follow next. Leverage variables appear to have little role in 
discriminating the two groups, however. 
To find out the way in which a particular discriminating variable behaves 
within a particular group, we construct two separate functions for each of the groups 
using estimation results obtained from the analysis on coefficients of classification 
function. 
z .. = -24.180 + 0.554(CAP _EXPi,) + 0.108(CASH_ASSTSit) + 
0.233(COST _SALESit) + 0.678(PRlCE_ VOL TY it) + 0.1 78(pRlCE_ CASHi,) + 1.262 
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(R&D_SALESit) + 0.0 19(RET_EARNi,) + 0.021( SALES_EMPi,) + 
0.004(INVEST _RETi,) ..................................................................... [5.14] 
and 
Z;k = -23.916 + 0.698(CAP _EXPi,) + 0.095(CASH_ASSTSi,) + 
0.246(COST_SALESi,) + 0.650(PRICE_ VOLTYi,) + 0.198(pRICE_CASHit) + 1.191 
(R&D_SALESi,) + 0.016(RET_EARNi') + 0.018(SALES_EMPi,)-
0.018(INVEST_RETi,) ................................................................... [5.15] 
Comparing 5.14 and 5.15, which represent active and dead groups 
respectively, it is possible to identify the exact behavior of variables used in the 
analysis. CAP _EXPil> being an asset utilization variable, confirms again that active 
flnns use their assets more efficiently than dead firms. Same is true for the variable 
on liquidity, CASH_ASSTSit, which is higher for active than dead flnns. Except in 
case of COST_SALE Si I> the other two profitability variables (RET_EARNiI and 
SALES_EMP,,) show expected trend of active firms being more profitable. Similarly, 
financially sound flnns tend to spend relatively more on research and development, as 
indicated from R&D _ SALE Si" Given the nature of cross-sectional data set, stock 
perfonnance variables are less likely to help in identifying the behavior of variables. 
Consequently, two of the three ratios representing stock performance level of the 
firms (PRICE _ CASHi, and INVEST _ RETi,) indicate that stocks of dead flnns are 
likely to be perfonning better than those of the active ones. PRICE_ VOLTYi" 
however, is higher in case of dead firms. 
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Equations 5.14 and 5.15 can now be used to complete tbe ultimate prediction 
task. We obtain a single expression for the two groups of firms, by equating 5.14 and 
5.15, as below: 
(24.1S0 - 23.916) = (0.554 - 0.69S)CAP _EXPiI + (O.IOS - 0.095)CASH_ASSTSit + 
(0.233 - 0.246)COST_SALESit + (0.678 - 0.650)PRICE_ VOLTYit + (0.178 - 0.198) 
PRICE_CASHit + (1.262 - 1.191)R&D_SALESiI + (0.019 - 0.016)RET_EARNit + 
(0.021 - 0.018)SALES_EMPit + (0.004 + O.OIS)INVEST_RETit 
Or 
0.264 = -O.I44(CAP _EXPit) + 0.013(CASH_ASSTSit) - 0.013(COST_SALESiI) + 
0.02S(PRICE_ VOLTYit) - 0.02(pRICE_CASHit) + 0.071(R&D_SALESiI) + 
0.003(RET _ EARNit) + 0.003(SALES _ EM Pit) + 0.022(INVEST _ RETit) . ......... [ 5.16] 
Hence, the critical value in this case is 0.264. Therefore, the classification rule would 
then be as follows: if the score obtained from 5.16 for a particular firm is greater than 
0.264, then the case belongs to group of active firms; if the score obtained from 5.16 
for a particular firm is less than 0.264, then the case belongs to group of dead firms. 
Table 5.S presents classification results of MD A, following this rule. 
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Table 5.8: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Industry Only Cross-
Sectional Data 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total Membership Variable Active Failed 
Original Count Active 639 284 923 
Failed 221 571 792 
% Active 69.2 30.8 100.0 
Failed 27.9 72.1 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 635 288 923 (a) 
Failed 224 568 792 
% Active 68.8 31.2 100.0 
Failed 28.3 71.7 100.0 
Original Count Active 247 141 388 
Cases Not Failed lOO 232 332 
Selected % Active 63.7 36.3 100.0 
Failed 30.1 69.9 100.0 
a: Cross valIdatIOn IS done only for those cases m the analYSIS. In cross validatIOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 70.6% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 66.5% of un selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 70.1 % of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results for the original estimation model, as given in Table 5.8, are obtained 
using approximately 70% of the total observations. The estimation model results in 
70.6% overall correct classification of cases originally selected to develop the model, 
which is the best overall so far in all four models. Classification results of the hold 
out and cross validation to check for the robustness of estimation model are also 
presented in Table 5.8, where remaining 30% observations are used for holdout 
validation. Cross-validation and holdout methods result into 70.1 % and 66.5% 
overall correct classification, respectively, showing strong support to the originally 
developed model. 
Although overall classification rates are again below the average classification 
I prediction results of past studies (recalling from results of chapter three, this average 
was reported to be 85%), our results are still superior as they come from larger data 
set and have very reliable hold out and cross validation results. 
Type I error is still somewhat on the higher side (27.9%), yet the lowest in all 
four cases. Classifying non-failed firms as failed is a Type 11 error, which is also on 
the higher side with 30.8%, yet it is the lowest in all four types of analysis. 
5.2.5 Comparing the MDA results: 
We have presented and discussed results of MDA models using four different types 
of data sets. In this section, our aim is to combine these results and other econometric 
findings and provide an overall comparison of the models. The combined results are 
presented in Table 5.9 and discussed subsequently. 
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T bl 59 C a e . : ompann2 MDAM d I o e s 
MDA MDA MDA(Mix MDA (Industry (Mix (Industry Cross- Cross-Panel) Panel) Section) Section) 
One·way FRS7 FRS7 FRS7 FRS7 FR44 FR44 FRS FRS 
Measuring Equality ANOVA FR42 FR42 FR 7 FR 7 
each of Group FRS7 FRS7 FRS7 FRS7 
variable's Means Wilk's 
potential Lambda FR44 FR44 FRS FRS FR42 FR42 FR 7 FR 7 
contribution FR S7 FRS7 FRS7 FRS7 (top three Standard Canonical 
Discriminant FR 7 FR44 FRS FRS 
variables, in Coefficients FR44 FR42 FR 7 FR 7 
order of their FR S7 FRS7 FRS7 FRS7 
contribution) 
Structure Matrix FR44 FR44 FRS FRS 
FR42 FR42 FR 7 FR 7 
Testing the Log Determinants* 29.36 (0) 29,01 (0) 30.49 (0) 46.0S (0) 
assumptions 28.61 (I) 27.04 (I) 28.90 (I i 43.20 (I i 
of equality of 
covariance Box's M Significance 110.834 109.112 244.8IS 433.78S 
matrices (Box Level** (0) (0) (0) (0) 
Test) 
Classification Test sample 61.0 60.3 66.3 70.6 
(%) Holdout sample 60.7 61.4 69.7 66.S Cross-validation 60.9 60.1 66.1 70.1 
Total no. of Test sample 17347 13693 2202 171S 
observations Holdout sample 7S74 S970 933 720 Total sample 24921 19663 313S 243S 
Type I error 46.4 44.7 30.9 27.9 
Type 11 error 38.6 39.4 3S.9 30.8 
FR5 
FR 7 FR 7 FRS FR 7 
FR27 FR27 FR 7 FR 13 
FR3S FR3S FR8 FR42 FinaUy selected variables FR42 FR42 FR 13 FR44 
FR44 FR44 FR42 FR47 
FRS7 FRS7 FR44 FR48 FRS7 FRS2 
FRS7 
• 0 and 1 represents actIVe and dead finns, respecnvely 
* * values in parentheses represent the level of significance 
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As noted in Table 4.8, the final data set included eighteen financial ratios to be 
used in the analysis. Each of these variables is potentially considered capable of 
explaining the state of health of the finns included in the sample. To assess each 
variable's potential contribution to the discriminant model, we can test the equality of 
group means. This test measures each variable's potential contribution before the 
model is contributed. There are two methods of doing so: One-way ANOVA measure 
(ANOVA) and Wilk's Lambda measure (Lambda). Each test, in case of former, 
displays the results of a one-way ANOV A for the independent variable using the 
grouping variable as the factor. If the significance value is less than 0.10, the variable 
is probably not contributing to the model. Smaller values, in case of the latter, values 
indicate that the variable is better at discriminating between groups. 
We report top three variables, in order oftheir potential contribution to the 
model, in Table 5.9 for both ANOVA and Lambda. Both measures indicate a strong 
consistency in assessing the potential of variables, using equality of group means test. 
It is also observed that potential of each variable remains unaffected, whether we use 
a panel of mix industry sample or of industry only sample. The same remains true for 
a cross-sectional setting. 
Coefficients of standardized canonical discriminant function allow 
comparison of variables measured on different scales. Coefficients with large 
absolute values correspond to variables with greater discriminating ability. This 
approach may also be used to assess.the potential contribution of variables. Using this 
method, Table 5.9 indicates that the results still remain robust, except in case of mix 
industry panel data where there appears to be a slight variation in the outcome. It may 
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be inferred from here that mix industry sample behaves more sensitively in a panel 
setting. 
Third method of assessing the contribution of variables is to construct a 
structure matrix. A structure matrix shows the correlation of each predictor variable 
with the discriminant function. Results obtained from this matrix revealed a 
consistent assessment of the variables, and were at par with equality of group means 
test. Ideally, comparing this method with the other two, variables' ordering suggested 
by all three should be almost similar. In case of disagreement, Structure Matrix may 
be preferred as it is unaffected by collinearity. 
MDA relies on the assumption of equality of variance-co variance matrix. To 
test this assumption across healthy and distressed firms, SPSS provides us with Log 
Determinants (Log). Log measure the variability of the groups. Larger values 
correspond to more variable groups indicating the group covariance matrices are 
different (not equal). Table 5.9 reports these values, which reflect slight difference in 
the Log sizes. If Box'M value is significant, then there is ~ possibility that the 
assumption of equality of covariance matrices is violated. Apparently, this 
assumption seems to have violated too in our case. However, to check if the 
difference in Log sizes matters really, we tried to get classification results using a 
separate group covariance matrix. If the size is really important, the classification 
results should significantly change. However, our results do not change significantly. 
So, we conclude that Box's M has behaved rather over sensitively as it often does 
with large data sets. So, we continue using equal group covariance matrix. 
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As discussed in the preceding sections, we observe best classification 
performance of the MDA model, when the data is cross-sectional and composes of 
non-fmancial or industry only firms in it. From Table 5.9, this performance level is 
70.6%. The trend is downwards, if financial firms are added to the cross section or if 
a panel data is used for either form of firms' composition. This trend is consistent, 
with slight variations, in case of hold out and cross-validation as well. The latter two 
methods serve as measures of goodness of fit in case of binary models like MDA. The 
overall measures of goodness of fit seem to be quite encouraging and hence support 
the use ofMDA. 
Finally, one may observe that a panel data setting behaves more strictly in 
terms of stepwise allowing the variables to enter the estimation model. Cross-
sectional data sets allow more variables to enter the estimation process. 
5.2.6 Some Extensions of MD A Analysis: 
So far, we have conducted MDA analysis using financial ratios as the only 
explanatory variables. We would like to examine two further aspects in relation to 
MDA: 1) Does GDP growth rate have any impact on MDA results, and 2) Taking a 
strictest form of cross-section, how the results are affected using a representative 
cross section from the total sample period of 1990 - 2004. As stressed in the 
beginning, we use MDA for the primary purpose of prediction of financial distress. In 
our extended work, we limit our focus to this major objective and see the impact on 
predictive accuracy of GDP and representative cross sections. 
MDA prediction results after inclusion of GDP are examined for both panel 
and cross-section settings. We also report the stepwise fmally selected variables that 
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entered the discriminant function to do the ultimate prediction task. Results for panel 
setting with mix industry model are presented in Tables 5.10A and 5.l0B [given that 
it is a mix panel, we also introduce industry dummy as a control variable to 
distinguish between industrial and fmancial fmns]. Table 5.lOA indicates that both 
GDP and industry dummy have entered the discriminant function to play a role in 
prediction task of MDA. However, their impact on prediction rate itself is rather very 
nominal. This is reflected by Table 5.1 OB whereby the overall correct prediction rate 
is about 60% as opposed to 61 % in Table 5.2 (when industry dummy and GDP were 
not introduced). Robustness ofthis result is confirmed by cross-validation and 
holdout methods, which are 59% and 60% respectively. Their corresponding figures 
in Table 5.2 were 61 % for both. One additional variable which has entered the 
discriminant function is CASH_DIVu - a leverage indicator. Again its impact on 
prediction is of negligible nature. 
Table 5.10A: Stepwise Selected Variables with Respective Categories 
Variables Category 
FR57 (INVEST RETu) Stock Performance 
GDPGrowth Macroeconomic 
FR44 (PRICE CASHu) Stock Performance 
Industry Dummv NA 
FR7 (CASH ASSTSu) Liquiditv 
FR27 (INV ASSTS't) Liquidity 
FR35 (NSALES WCAP't) Asset Utilization 
FR42 (pRICE VOLTYul Stock Performance 
FR8 (CASH DIVu) Leverage 
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Table 5.10B: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Mix 
Industry Panel Data 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total Membership Variable Active Failed 
Ori/{inal Count Active 9781 6610 16391 
Failed 380 576 956 
% Active 59.7 40.3 100.0 
Failed 39.7 60.3 100.0 
Cases Cross-
Selected Validated Count Active 9779 6612 16391 
(a) 
Failed 383 573 956 
% Active 59.7 40.3 100.0 
Failed 40.1 59.9 100.0 
Cases OriJdnal Count Active 4286 2897 7183 Failed 189 202 391 Not % Active 59.7 40.3 100.0 Selected Failed 48.3 51.7 100.0 
a: Cross validatIOn IS done only for those cases ill the analysIs. In 
cross validation, each case is classified by the functions derived 
from all cases other than that case. 
b: 59.7% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 59.3% ofunselected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 59.7% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly 
classified 
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Results for panel setting using industry only model are presented in Tables 
5.1IA and 5.1IB [given that it is an industry only panel, there is no need to introduce 
industry dummy hare]. Table 5.IIA indicates that GDP has entered the discriminant 
function to play a role in prediction task of MDA. However, its impact on prediction 
rate itself is rather very nominal. This is reflected by Table 5.IIB whereby the overall 
correct prediction rate is about 59% as opposed to 60% in Table 5.4 (when GDP was 
not introduced). Robustness of this result is confmned by cross-validation and 
holdout methods, which are 58% and 59% respectively. Their corresponding figures 
in Table 5.4 were 61 % and 60%, respectively. Certain variables appear to have been 
replaced by some other variables in Table 5.IIA as opposed to the ones in Table 5.3, 
but this is not a material impact from our perspective as we use MDA for prediction 
purpose mainly. 
Table S.l1A: Ste wise Selected Variables with Respective Catee:ories 
Cate 0 ~~ ______ _ 
~~~~~~~~£L _____ -4~S~t~oc~k~P~enormance 
Macroec~o~n':'.om=ic,,-____ _ 
~~~~~~~~~L-__________ -+~S~to~c~k~Performance 
~~~~~~ __________ ~~~YL-________ __ 
e ~~~.!':'..!C!-!::!..!.!!L------+~=ilitv 
='--------i ~===~=~L---------------_+~A~s~s~et~U~tilization 
~~~~~~~~~~ __________ _+~S~to~c~k~Penormance 
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Table 5.11B: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Industry Only Panel 
Data 
Binomial Predicted Group Dependent Membership Total Variable Active Failed 
Original Count Active 7622 5276 12898 
Failed 308 488 796 
% Active 59.1 40.9 100.0 
Failed 38.7 61.3 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross- Validated Count Active 7614 5284 12898 (a) 
Failed 313 483 796 
% Active 59.0 41.0 100.0 
Failed 39.3 60.7 100.0 
Original Count Active 3293 2351 5644 
Cases Not Failed 160 168 328 
Selected % Active 58.3 41.7 100.0 
Failed 48.8 51.2 100.0 
a: Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross validation, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 59.2% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 58.0% of unselected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 59.1 % of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results for cross sectional setting using mixed industry model are presented in 
Tables 5.12A and 5.12B [given that it is a mix industry panel, we introduce industry 
dummy as a control variable to distinguish between industrial and frnancial fIrms]. 
Table 5.12A indicates that GDP has entered the discriminant function to play a role in 
prediction task of MD A, but industry dummy made no difference when it is a cross 
sectional setting. However, GDP's impact on prediction rate itself is rather very 
nominal. This is reflected by Table 5.12B whereby the overall correct prediction rate 
is about 67% as opposed to 66% in Table 5.6 (when GDP and industry dummy were 
not introduced). Robustness of this result is confirmed by cross-validation and 
holdout methods, which are 70% and 67%, respectively. Their corresponding figures 
in Table 5.6 were 70% and 66%, respectively. All other variables in Table 5.l2A are 
similar to the ones in Table 5.5. 
TbIS12 S S a e . A: tepwlSe elected Variables with Respective Categories 
Variables Category 
FR57 (INVEST RETit) Stock Performance 
FRS (CAP EXPit) Asset Utilization 
GDPGrowth Macroeconomic 
FR7 (CASH ASSTS,,) Liquidity 
. FR42 (PRICE VOLTYit) Stock Performance 
FR13(COST SALES,,) Profitability 
FR8 (CASH DIVit) Leverage 
FR44 (PRICE CASHit) Stock Performance 
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Table S.12B: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Mix Industry Cross-
Section Data 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total 
Variable Membersbip 
Active Failed 
Original Count Active 847 413 1260 
Failed 313 629 942 
% Active 67.2 32.8 100.0 
Failed 33.2 66.8 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated 
(a) Count Active 843 417 1260 
Failed 318 624 942 
% Active 66.9 33.1 100.0 
Failed 33.8 66.2 100.0 
Original Count Active 364 164 528 
Cases Not Failed 117 288 405 
Selected % Active 68.9 31.1 100.0 
Failed 28.9 71.1 100.0 
a: Cross vahdatlOn IS done only for those cases m the analysIs. In cross vahdatlOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 67.0% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 69.9% of un selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 66.6% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results for cross sectional setting using industry only model are presented in 
Tables 5.13A and 5.13B [given that it is an industry only panel, there is no need to 
introduce industry dummy hare). Table 5.13A indicates that GDP has entered the 
discriminant function to play a role in prediction task of MD A. However, its impact 
on prediction rate itself is rather almost nill. This is reflected by Table 5.13B whereby 
the overall correct prediction rate is about 71 % as opposed to 71 % in Table 5.8 (when 
GDP was not introduced). Robustness of this result is confirmed by cross-validation 
and holdout methods, which are 67% and 70% respectively. Their corresponding 
figures in Table 5.8 were 67% and 70%, respectively. The only other additional 
variable entering the discriminant function is INV _ASSTS it (liquidity variable) but 
this also does not impact on prediction rate. 
3 S Table 5.1 A: tepwlSe S I e ected V . anables With Respective C ategones 
Variables Category 
FR57 (INVEST RETit) Stock Performance 
FR5 (CAP EXPit) Asset Utilization 
FR7 (CASH ASSTS,,) Liquidity 
GDPGrowth Macroeconomic 
FR42 (PRICE VOLTYit) Stock Performance 
FR13 (COST SALES,,) Profitability 
FR52 (SALES EMPit) Profitability 
FR44 (PRICE CASHit) Stock Performance 
FR47 (R&D SALES it) Research & Development 
FR48 (RET EARN,,) Profitability 
FR27 (INV ASSTS it) Liquidity 
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Table 5.13B: Classification Results ofMDA (b,c,d) Using Industry Only Cross-
Section Data 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total Membership Variable Active Failed 
OriJrinal Count Active 650 273 923 
Failed 232 560 792 
% Active 70.4 29.6 100.0 
Failed 29.3 70.7 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 645 278 923 (a) 
Failed 233 559 792 
% Active 69.9 30.1 100.0 
Failed 29.4 70.6 100.0 
OriJlinal Count Active 250 138 388 
Cases Not Failed 102 230 332 
Selected % Active 64.4 35.6 100.0 
Failed 30.7 69.3 100.0 
a: Cross vahdatlOn IS done only for those cases In the analysIs. In cross vabdahon, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 70.6% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 66.7% of unselected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 70.2% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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In chapter three, we raised our concern with the shorter horizons of time 
period typically employed in distress prediction studies in past. Consequently, we 
decided to work with a 15 year horizon in terms of our data set. Additionally, we 
attempted to use a panel setting in addition to the cross sectional one. We also 
refrained from restricting to just one matching year of cross section. We now turn to 
the case where we observe this matching year restriction and use the data set for 
financially distressed firms for strict representative cross section both from the 
beginning (1992) as well as end (2002) of the sample period. 
Results from mix industry cross section setting for 1992 (with industry 
dummy and GDP introduced) are presented in Tables 5.14A and 5.14B. As indicated 
by Table 5.14A, the composition of variables entering discriminant function is largely 
affected with GDP entering as one candidate. The resulting impact on prediction is, 
however, drastic and somewhat unrealistic. As reflected from Table 5.14B, the 
overall prediction rate as well all the robustness checks are 100% accurate. This 
confirms our earlier concern that distress prediction models with shorter horizons of 
time and matching restrictions on cross section simply over predict the events. 
T bl 514A S a e • : tepWlse S I e ecte dV . bl ana . bR es WIt espective C ate!!ones 
Variables Cateeory 
GDPGrowth Macroeconomic 
FR42 (PRICE VOLTY.) Stock Performance 
FR5 (CAP EXP,,) Asset Utilization 
FR27 (INV ASSTS.) Liquidity 
FR44 (pRICE CASH,,) Stock Performance 
FR47 (R&D SALES,,) Research & Development 
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Table S.14B: Classification Results ofMDA (b,c,d) Using Mix Industry Cross-
Section Data for 1992 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total Membership Variable Active Failed 
Orixinal Count Active 1266 0 1266 
Failed 0 30 30 
% Active 100.0 .0 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 1266 0 1266 (a) 
Failed 0 30 30 
% Active 100.0 .0 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Orixinal Count Active 522 0 522 
Cases Not Failed 0 16 16 
Selected % Active 100.0 .0 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
a: Cross validatIOn IS done only for those cases m the analysIs. In cross validatIOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 100.0% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 100.0% of un selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 100.0% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results from industry only cross section setting for 1992 (with GDP 
introduced) are presented in Tables 5.15A and 5.15B. As indicated by Table 5.15A, 
the composition of variables entering discriminant function is largely affected with 
GDP entering as one candidate. The resulting impact on prediction is, however, 
drastic and somewhat unrealistic. As reflected from Table 5.158, the overall 
prediction rate as well all the robustness checks are 100% accurate. This confirms our 
earlier concern that distress prediction models with shorter horizons of time and 
matching restrictions on cross section simply over predict the events. 
Table 5.15A: Stepwise Selected Vanables with Respective Categories 
Variables Category 
GDPGrowth Macroeconomic 
FR42 (PRICE VOLTY it) Stock Performance 
FR5 (CAP EXPit) Asset Utilization 
FR27 (INV ASSTSit) Liquidity 
FR44 (PRICE CASH,,) Stock Performance 
FR3 (ASS EMP,,) Asset Utilization 
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Table 5.15B: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Industry Only Cross-
Section Data for 1992 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total Membership Variable Active Failed 
Original Count Active 917 0 917 
Failed 0 28 28 
% Active 100.0 .0 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 917 0 917 (a) 
Failed 0 28 28 
% Active 100.0 .0 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Original Count Active 394 0 394 
Cases Not Failed 0 13 13 
Selected % Active 100.0 .0 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
a: Cross vahdatlOn IS done only for those cases m the analysIs. In cross vahdatlOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 100.0% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 100.0% ofunselected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 100.0% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results from mix industry cross section setting for 2002 (with industry 
dummy and GDP introduced) are presented in Tables 5.16A and 5.16B. As indicated 
by Table 5.16A, the composition of variables entering discriminant function is largely 
affected with GDP entering as one candidate. The resulting impact on prediction is, 
however, drastic and somewhat unrealistic. As reflected from Table 5.168, the 
overall prediction rate is 99%. Similarly, cross validation and hold out methods for 
robustness checks are 98% and 99%, respectively. This confirms our earlier concern 
that distress prediction models with shorter horizons of time and matching restrictions 
on cross section simply over predict the events. 
Table 5.16A: Ste wise Selected Variables with ResDective Cate!!ories 
Cate 0 
~acroecon~om~ic~ ________ ~ 
Asset Utiliza~ti!!:o~n'---________ --j 
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Table 5.16B: Classification Results ofMDA (b,c,d) Using Mix Industry Cross-
Section Data for 2002 
Binomial Predicted Group Dependent Membership Total Variable Active Failed 
Oril!inal Count Active 1240 18 1258 
Failed 0 112 112 
% Active 98.6 1.4 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross- Validated Count Active 1239 19 1258 (aJ 
Failed 0 112 112 
% Active 98.5 1.5 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Oril!inal Count Active 516 14 530 
Cases Not Failed 0 49 49 
Selected % Active 97.4 2.6 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
a: Cross vahdatlOn IS done only for those cases ill the analysIs. In cross vahdatlOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 98.7% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 97.6% of un selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 98.6% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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Results from industry only cross section setting for 2002 (with GDP 
introduced) are presented in Tables 5.17 A and 5.l7B. As indicated by Table 5.17 A, 
the composition of variables entering discriminant function is largely affected with 
GDP entering as one candidate. The resulting impact on prediction is, however, 
drastic and somewhat unrealistic. As reflected from Table 5.17B, the overall 
prediction rate is 98%. Similarly, cross validation and hold out methods for 
robustness checks are also 98% for both. This confirms our earlier concern that 
distress prediction models with shorter horizons of time and matching restrictions on 
cross section simply over predict the events. 
Table S.17A: Stepwise Selected Variables with Respective Categones 
Variables Category 
GDPGrowth Macroeconomic 
FRS (CAP EXP;,) Asset Utilization 
FR57 (INVEST RETu) Stock Performance 
FR27 (INV ASSTS;,) Liquidity 
Our conclusions from these extensions of the MDA can be summarized as 
follows. The experiments were three: inclusion ofGDP growth rate, inclusion of 
industry dummy and separate cross-section analysis. The findings suggest that GDP is 
statistically significant but has negligible impact on predictive power of MDA. 
Industry dummy is also significant, but the impact on predictive power ofMDA is 
negligible. Finally, separate cross-section regressions tend to over predict. 
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Table 5.17B: Classification Results of MDA (b,c,d) Using Industry Only Cross-
Section Data for 2002 
Binomial Predicted 
Dependent Group Total Membership Variable Active Failed 
Original Count Active 895 19 914 
Failed 0 95 95 
% Active 97.9 2.1 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Cases Selected Cross-Validated Count Active 895 19 914 (a) 
Failed 0 95 95 
% Active 97.9 2.1 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
Original Count Active 390 7 397 
Cases Not Failed 0 41 41 
Selected 0,4 Active 98.2 1.8 100.0 
Failed .0 100.0 100.0 
a: Cross vahdatIOn IS done only for those cases ill the analysIs. In cross vahdatIOn, 
each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 
b: 98.1% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
c: 98.4% of un selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
d: 98.1% of selected cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified 
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CH6: Specification and Empirical Application of Survival Analysis 
6.1 Survival Analysis: 
The selection of MDA model has primarily been based on the statistical outcome of 
the Meta analysis of reviewed literature, as detailed in chapter 3 of this study. A key 
issue in the Industrial Organization literature, which is not fully captured by MDA 
model, is the identification of the factors that determine the eotry and exit of firms. 
Survival analysis did not feature in the Meta analysis of chapter 3. To address the 
issue more comprehensively, however, this study also benefits from the survival 
analysis ofthe gathered dataset. Following a brief review of the literature employing 
Survival analysis as an analytical method to identify entry and exit factors of firms, 
we specify the model to be used in this study. 
Most of the empirical literature explores US firms. For example, Caves 
(1998) provides a detailed account of US and other country studies, including the UK. 
A major concern of these studies has beeo the identification of those firm-level 
characteristics that enable them to survive over time. These studies have employed 
an array of analytical techniques, although the preferred approach is survival analysis 
in order to model the duration of firm survival (see, for example, Giroux and 
Wiggins, 1984; Flag et aI., 1991; Mata and Portugal, 1994; Audretsch and Mahmood, 
1995; Shumway, 2001; Truetsky and McEwen, 2001; and Parker et aI., 2003). 
There has been similar work for UK firms. For example, Baden-Fuller (1989) 
explores the conflicts betweeo stakeholders and managers within the firm with 
examples drawn from the UK steel casting industry. This case study of steel industry 
finds that, between 1979 and 1983, some 27 plants closed (about a quarter of total 
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industry capacity). Many of these plants were not the least profitable, suggesting that 
low profitability is not the only reason of exit. Regression results indicate that finns 
which were diversified and fmancially strong seemed more likely to close down, and 
that in these firms there may have been fewer conflicts between the various 
stakeholders. 
Dunne and Hughes (1994) examine growth and survival amongst 2149 quoted 
(1076) and larger unquoted (1073) UK financial and non-financial firms (440 dead 
and 1709 survived) between 1975 and 1985 using EXSTA T data. Their results show 
that smaller firms had higher death rates but the largest and smallest finns were least 
vulnerable to takeover. Moreover, they suggest that small growing firms, as 
measured by net asset growth, have a higher probability of death more than slow 
growing large firms. Fitting a log linear regression to the data indicates that the Law 
of Proportionate Effect (i.e., the probability distribution of growth rates is the same 
for all classes of firms) does not hold for their sample of firms. Results from 
regressing current period growth on last period growth indicate that serial correlation 
may not be a serious problem for their sample. In addition, log linear regressions 
estimated for quoted firms rejected the presence ofheteroscedasticity. All results 
were found not to be outcome of sample selection bias. 
Geroski et al. (1997) use a balanced panel of271 large quoted UK firms over 
the sample period 1976 to 1982 to fmd that current period corporate growth rates 
reflect changes in current expectations about the long-run profitability of a finn. 
They use a dynamic model of current period growth rate prediction and changes in 
current expectations of future profitability. Their results indicate the existence of a 
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positive correlation between current period growth rates and a natural measure of 
changes in current expectations about long run profitability (measured by stock 
market valuation of the firm). They conclude, however, that variations in corporate 
growth rates are difficult to predict. 
Disney et al. (2003) investigate entry, exit and survival of small and medium 
sized UK manufacturing establishments from 1986 to 1991, using the recently 
released firm-level "Annual Business Industry Respondents Database" (ARD) 
produced by the Office of National Statistics (ONS). The ARD corresponds to the 
UK Census of Production and is based on questionnaire returns. Information from 
ARD indicates that the range in the total number of firms is 136,428 (1991) to 
150,702 (1989) with a total for all years equal to 862,496. Of these, 68% stay, 18% 
are entrants, and 21 % exit. The average size of establishments is 32 employees, but 
the median is 4 indicating positive skewness in firm size distribution. The mean and 
median are 43 and 5 for stayers, 8 and 2 for entrants, and 11 and 3 for exitors 
respectively. In all, 27% of the firms exited after one year, 45% after two, 53% after 
three, 60% after four, and 65% after five years. Results of fitting a Cox proportional 
hazard model to the data indicate that entry and exit rates in the UK correlate strongly 
across time and within industries. Roughly 7 out of 10 firms have been in the market 
for a year and survive to the following year. Furthermore, hazards are highly non-
linear in observables. Estimated hazards suggest that there is evidence of different 
behaviour between single and group establishments. 
Albeit useful in providing some insight into exit behaviour ofUK firms, these 
studies arguably suffer from a paucity of substantive quantitative results and so not 
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make sufficient use of survival analysis. For example, a large amount of research is 
centred on firms' qualitative attributes based on surveys, measures of firm growth, 
proxies for corporate governance, and other similar characteristics. In contrast, very 
little attention has been paid to information on firms' financial status over time. In 
particular, to date, firms' financial ratios have not been used in survival analysis of 
UK corporations. Similarly, basic statistical techniques of descriptive statistics and 
ordinary regressions have been employed to investigate the problem. Though useful, 
the research would have been more insightful and rigorous with the application of 
parametric and non-parametric techniques of survival analysis. Comparing results 
from the non-parametric Cox proportional hazard model and those obtained from 
parametric models are arguably required to test the robustness of results. 
We employ a duration approach to model the hazard of time failure. This 
approach has the advantage of being able to incorporate censored observations in the 
estimation. That is, firms that do not fail at or before the end of the sample period. 
The hazard rate is defmed as the probability that firm i will fail at time t 
conditional on the firm not having failed before time t. If the spell or duration of firm 
activity is denoted by the random variable Twhich has a continuous probability 
distributionj{t), where t is a realisation of T, then the cumulative probability density 
function is: 
F(t) = s: f(s 'ps = Pr(T '" t)·· ..................................................................... ·[6.1] 
The survivor function can then be defined as the probability that the spell is of length 
at least t, which can be written as: 
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S{I) = 1- F{I) = Pr{T "' I)······ .................... ·.· .......... · .................................. ·[6.2] 
Given that the spell of firm activity has lasted until time t, then the probability that it 
will end in the next short interval of time, M, is: 
I{I,M)= Pr{t !> T!> I + dlIT", I) .................................................................. [6.3] 
From equation 6.3, the hazard rate can be defmed as (Heckman and Singer, 1984; 
Kiefer, 1988; Lancaster, 1990): 
( ) . Pr{t ,;; T ,;; I + dllT "' I) . F(I + dl) - F{I) f(l) AI =hm =hm =--
",->0 dl ",->0 M{I) S{I) 
The hazard rate, A{I), can be interpreted as approximately the rate at which spells are 
completed (i.e. the firm fails) after duration I, given that they last at least until I. 
We proceed by calculating the Kaplan-Meier product limit estimator of the 
survivor function (Kaplan and Meier, 1958). Defming n, as the number of firms at 
risk of failure at time I and d, as the number of observations which fail at time I, then 
for any particular time I = k, the survivor function is calculated as: 
S{I,)= TIn, -d, ................................................................................. [6.4] 
1St. n, 
Note that censored observations will shrink the size of the risk set. 
Since the hazard is the conditional likelihood of flrtn failure, we estimate the 
hazard as: 
h{I,)= I~······················································································-[6.5] 
ISI. n, 
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To incorporate finn-specific covariates we proceed in exploring two 
approaches. We estimate a Cox (Cox, 1972) proportional hazard and accelerated 
hazard models. Denoting the hazard rate of finn i by A; , then the Cox model is 
defined as: 
A;, = ""(I)exp(Z(I),8) ........................................ ···································[6.6] 
where I is time, "" (I) is the baseline hazard, and Z a vector of explanatory variables 
(covariates) and ,8 is a vector of parameters to be estimated. The advantage of the 
Cox model is that it is non-parametric because the baseline hazard does not require a 
parametric fonn. The non-negative link-function exp(Z(1 ),8) scales the baseline 
hazard function common to all fmns. The Cox model assumes that absolute 
differences in Z imply proportionate differences in the hazard at each I. The 
interpretation of the regression coefficients in the Cox model is as follows. The 
coefficient on the kth covariate Z" ,8" has the property (Kiefer, 1988): 
,8, = alog.?./aZ, ...................................................... ························[6.7] 
Equation 6.7 implies that each regression coefficient summarizes the proportional 
effect on the hazard of absolute changes in the corresponding covariate. This effect 
does not vary with survival time. 
Cox proportional hazard model is the most general of the regression models 
because it is not based on any assumptions concerning the nature or shape of the 
underlying survival distribution. The model assumes that the underlying hazard rale 
(rather than survival time) is a function of the independent variables (covariates); no 
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assumptions are made about the nature or shape of the hazard function. Thus, in a 
sense, Cox's regression model may be considered to be a nonparametric method. 
While no assumptions are made about the shape of the underlying hazard 
function, the model implies two assumptions. First, the model specifies a 
multiplicative relationship between the underlying hazard function and the log-linear 
function of the covariates. This assumption is also called the 'proportionality 
assumption'. [n practical terms, it is assumed that, given two observations with 
different values for the independent variables, the ratio of the hazard functions for 
those two observations does not depend on time. The second assumption is that there 
is a log-linear relationship between the independent variables and the underlying 
hazard function. 
To compare results, we also estimate an accelerated hazard model. This 
approach assumes a linear relationship between the log of firm survival time Tand 
characteristics Z: 
In(T) = fJZ + u·· ..................................................................... ··········[6.8] 
where u is an error term. This expression may be re-written as: 
y=p+ov·········.· ..... ································ .................................... [6.9] 
where Y '" In(T), p '" fJZ, and v = u/u is an error term with density function f(v), 
and u is a scale factor. The parameter u is linked to the shape parameters for the 
hazard function. In the case of the Exponential distribution, the scale factor u = 1 . 
In the Weibull model, u is a free parameter. For the Log-Logistic model, 
f(P) = exp(p )/[1 + exp(p )], and free parameter u. For the lognorrnal model, the 
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error tenn J1 is nonnally distributed. Letting Ij/ '" exp(- pz)= exp(p) , it follows 
that: 
In(TIj/) = u······················································································· [6.1 0] 
The tenn Ij/ , which is a constant by assumption, acts like a time scaling factor. If 
Ij/ > I time to finn failure is 'accelerated' (i.e. survival time shortened). If Ij/ < 1 
time to finn failure is 'decelerated' (survival time lengthened). 
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Table 6 l' Parametric Survival Distributions . . 
Distribution Survival function Ancillary parameters 
Exponential exp(- At) -
Weibull exp(-At P ) p 
Lognonnal 
1-<1>Cn(t!-,u} where 
u 
<1>(.) is the standard 
nonnal cumulative nonnal 
distribution 
Log-Logistic ~+(Atylr r r 
Time-varying covariates are incorporated into the hazard function by following 
the approach of Petersen (1986a, 1986b). Petersen assumes that an individual 
duration can occur only at a set of discrete time points. This approach assumes that 
the duration in a state of non-failure for an individual finn can be divided into k non-
overlapping but adjacent segments of time which do not need to be of equal length. 
The novel aspect of the Petersen approach is that integration over the time path of the 
covariates in Z is not required because they stay constant in the duration interval. 
The advantages of the Log-Logistic and lognonnal distributions are that they 
can have an inverted 'U'-shaped hazard for values ofu. As will be seen later in Fig 
6.1, the date set used for this study also fits well to this shape. Consequently, these 
distributions may be a better fit of the hazard than the other distributions. We estimate 
all four models to check robustness. 
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As a fmal note, all firms that do not fail at or before the end of the sample 
period are censored observations and are incorporated into the estimation procedure 
by adjusting the maximum likelihood function by the contribution 1- F{t; Z, p), 
where F(.) is the distribution function (see Greene, 1993). 
6.2. Empirical findings of Survival Analysis: 
Although we worked with four different types of data sets for MDA, Survival 
analysis can not work with a cross·sectional data set. To see which firms are likely to 
survive over time, we need to have a panel setting any way. We, however, restrict our 
analysis to the case of non· fmancial or industrial only firms here. The total number of 
firms used for the analysis, therefore, was 2435. The results were obtained from 
STATA 8.0. STATA did not allow all the firms to remain in estimation procedure, 
and excluded those which has missing observations for all years for just one variable. 
Hence, the final data set had a total of 18699 observations on 2314 firms, of which 
1068 were dead firms. One final caveat needs introducing here: the survival estimates 
assume that firms are at risk from 'financial distress' either at the start of 1990 or 
when they enter the data set after 1990. This methodology ignores the age of the firm, 
as firms are clearly at risk before 1990 and ignoring this left-censoring issue means 
that the regression coefficients can only be interpreted as impinging on fmancial 
distress from 1990 onwards. 
Table 6.2 presents the results from the accelerated hazard model for four 
specifications of the accelerated hazard model: Weibull, Log-Logistic, Lognormal 
and Exponential. The dependent variable in these models is the log of the spell of 
duration, i.e. the length of firm survival. For frrms that do not fail before the end of 
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the sample period, they are censored observations. A positive coefficient on a 
variable indicates that the variable increases the duration spell, i.e. increases the 
duration of firm activity. In contrast, a negative coefficient shows that the relevant 
variable reduces the duration of the spell, i.e. reduces the duration of firm activity. 
Turning to the role of asset utilization first, as captured by CAP _ EXP, this 
reduces firm survival time in three out of the four accelerated hazard models. In the 
Cox model, the impact is to increase the conditional probability of distress. This 
result suggests that firms that pursue unsuccessful investments realize a reduction in 
sales that reduces the total assets and increases debt, thereby reducing the ratio via a 
strong denominator effect. 
With respect to the cash dividend ratio, CASH_DIV, this has a positive impact 
on firm survival across all accelerated hazard models and a negative impact on the 
conditional probability of failure. This variable reflects the dividend policy of the 
directors and suggests that firms that re-invest more of their money will last longer. 
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Table 6.2: Parameter estimates of accelerated hazard models (two-tailed t-ratio's 
in parentheses) 
Variable Model 
Exponential Weibull Log-Logistic 
Constant 2.314 2.345 2.016 
(18.43)** (30.91)** (22.99)** 
CAP_EXP" ·0.01l -0.015 -0.016 ( 1.27) (2.93)** (2.81)** 
CASH_DIV" 0.035 0.023 0.027 
(2.16)* (2.32)* (2.39)* 
INV _ASSETSit 0.004 0.002 0.003 (2.41 )* (2.22)* (2.61)" 
PRICE_CASH" 0.017 0.01l 0.013 
(3.52)" (3.76)" (3.92)" 
QUICK_RATIOit 0.243 0.121 0.155 (3.05)" (2.50)' (2.88)" 
RET_EARNit 0.002 0.002 0.002 
(2.29)' (3.94)" (3.46)" 
INVEST _RETit 0.005 0.003 0.004 
(5.49)*' (6.31)" (6.21)" 
Ancillary - 1.660 0.487 
parameters 
Log-likelihood 2207.470 2045.894 2027.510 
Zero-slopes 105.92' 139.39* 144.27' 
%'(7) 
Akaike 4432.94 4109.788 4073.02 
Observations - 18699; No. offinns - 2314; No. offailed finns - 1068 
• Significant at 5% level. 
•• Significant at 1 % level. 
Lognonnal 
2.043 
(22.57)** 
-0.018 
(3.12)** 
0.026 
(2.26)' 
0.003 
(2.32)* 
0.014 
(4.09)" 
0.153 
(2.74)" 
0.002 
(3.19)** 
0.003 
(5.98)" 
0.867 
2026.680 
135.92* 
4071.36 
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Our results indicate that finns with a larger ratio of inventories to assets last 
longer and therefore reduces their conditional probability offailure, as shown by the 
negative coefficient in the Cox regressions. Inventory levels are used as a leading 
indicator of aggregate demand by the Bank of England and Confederation of British 
Industry (CBI), since furns that encounter a decline in demand wiIl experience an 
increase in inventory levels. Our fmding that finns have a higher ratio of inventories 
to assets, suggests two things. First, finns that anticipate an increase in demand will 
increase their stock levels. Second, there may be a strong denominator effect, so that 
finns which experience a decline in sales also experience a decline in total assets as 
sales decline. 
The price-cash ratio, PRICE_CASH, has a positive impact on finn survival 
times across all accelerated hazard models and a negative impact on the conditional 
probability of distress. This implies that the stock market is sensitive to company 
prospects, since a company with favourable prospects will experience a higher year 
end price. 
The quick ratio, QUICK, has a positive impact on finn survival and a negative 
impact on the conditional probability of distress. So, a finn with more cash and 
receivables or with lower liabilities has a better chance of avoiding fmancial distress. 
Consequently, a finn that does build up debt and cannot make sales will experience a 
decline in this ratio, leading to a higher conditional probability of failure. 
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Retained earnings to common equity, RET_EARN, has a positive impact on 
firm survival and a negative impact on the conditional probability of distress. This 
variable measures the previous year's profits that are ploughed back in the firm. 
Investment return, INVEST _ RET, has a positive impact on firm survival and a 
negative impact on the conditional probability of fmancial distress. This market-
based figure indicates that the market can interpret the company's performance. 
Turning to the liquidity variables ACC_REC, CASH_ASSTS, INV _ASSTS 
and QUICK, our results indicate mixed support for their impact on firm survival. The 
average number of days for firms to receive payment, ACC _ REC, is a measure of 
how liquid the firm's finances are. This is expected to have a negative impact on the 
duration of firm survival, but in all models has a positive but insignificant coefficient. 
A similar result is obtained for the ratio of inventories to total assets, INV _ASSTS. 
In every model this variable is significant at either the 5% or I % level, but has the 
opposite sign based on a priori expectations. It could be the case that successful and 
financially robust firms expect larger future sales and accumulate inventories to 
anticipate higher future sales. In contrast, firms with higher levels of cash and 
equivalents to total assets last longer as indicated by the positive coefficient on 
CASH_ASSTS. This result appears to be consistent with expectations, given that this 
variable is a proxy for the degree of firm liquidity. The quick ratio, captured by 
QUICK, has a positive and significant impact on firm survival for the Log-Logistic 
model, but is elsewhere insignificant. It seems for this variable, the result is sensitive 
to model specification. 
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With respect to the asset utilisation variables, ASS_EMP, CAP _EXPFASS, 
CAP _ EXP and NSALES _ WCA we fmd no support for their impact on firm survival. 
Although assets per employee, ASS_EMP, has the correct sign in the all but the 
Lognormal model, the variable is highly insignificant. The ratio of capital 
expenditure to gross fixed assets, CAP _ EXPF ASS, is also insignificant. Although the 
ratio of capital expenditure to total assets, CAP _EXP, is significant, it enters 
regressions with a negative and therefore incorrect sign based on a priori 
expectations. Our results suggest that firms with a higher ratio of capital expenditure 
to a measure of its size will last a shorter amount of time. It may be the case that 
firms in financial distress have stretched themselves in the amount of investment they 
have carried out. Although the ratio of net sales to working capital, NSALES _ WCA, 
has a positive coefficient, it is insignificant. 
With regards to firm profitability measures COST_SALES, PROF _MARGIN, 
RET _ EARN and SALES _ EMP we obtain a similar pattern of results as those for the 
variables above. The ratio of cost of goods to sales, COST_SALES, and the gross 
profit margin, PROF _MARGIN, are found to be insignificant in all models. 
However, sales per employee, SALES_EMP, appears to perform better that 
COST_SALES and PROF _MARGIN. This profitability variable has a positive and 
significant impact on fmn survival as consistent with a priori expectations, indicating 
that firms with higher sales relative to their size will last longer. Similarly, results 
from the Weibull, Log-Logistic and Lognormal models suggest that firms with higher 
ratios of retained earnings to equity, as captured by RET_EARN, have higher survival 
times. 
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Turning to the role ofR&D intensity, R&D_SALES, surprisingly we fmd no 
significant impact of this variable on finn survival across all models, although the 
estimated coefficient is positive as expected. 
Leverage measures of the finn, as captured by CASH _ DIV and 
CAS_DIY _FLW, appear to have no impact on finn survival. This result is consistent 
across all models. 
Stock perfonnance measures are captured by PRICE_ VOLTY, PRICE_CASH 
and INVEST_RET. Importantly, the volatility of a finn's stock, as captured by 
PRICE_ VOLTY, has a negative and significant impact on finn survival in the Log-
Logistic, Lognonnal and Exponential models. This is consistent with expectations 
and indicates that a volatile stock price is a significant indicator of financial distress. 
Similarly, the ratio of a stock price to cash flow is found to have a positive impact on 
finn survival across all models, indicating that finns with greater prospects of future 
profitability will last longer. Finns will higher investment return, as captured by 
INVEST _ RET, are also found to have higher survival times. 
Given that we have four parametric models to choose from, how can we select 
one? There are several statistical methods available. For example, when models are 
nested, the likelihood-ratio can be used to discriminate between them. Examining the 
log-likelihoods indicates that the Lognonnal and Log-Logistic models fit the data 
better, followed by the Exponential and Weibull models. That the Lognormal and 
Log-Logistic models give the best fit is not surprising given that these models allow 
for a non-linear hazard function, consistent with the underlying non-parametric 
Kaplan-Meier hazard estimated in Table 6.3 and presented in Figure 6.1. 
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Table 6.3: Estimated Kaplan-Meier hazard function 
Time Failure Function 
I om 
2 0.05 
3 0.11 
4 0.16 
5 0.20 
6 0.24 
7 0.29 
8 0.35 
9 0.43 
10 0.49 
11 0.53 
12 0.56 
13 0.59 
14 0.61 
15 0.61 
Hazard Rate 
, 
. I 
N 
~ ~----------~------------.------------r 
o 5 10 15 
Time , 
L 
Figure 6.1: Kaplan Meier Hazard Function 
We also present the Kaplan-Meier survival function estimates in Table 6.4 and 
Fig. 6.2 below: 
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Table 6.4: Estimated Kaplan-Meier survival function 
Time Survivor Function 
1 0.99 
2 0.95 
3 0.89 
4 0.84 
5 0.80 
6 0.76 
7 0.71 
8 0.65 
9 0.57 
10 0.51 
11 0.47 
12 0.44 
13 0.41 
14 0.39 
15 0.39 
a 
Kaplan-Meier survival estimate 
~ 
'" t-o 
:is 
0 
~ 
0 
8 
0 
0 5 10 15 
analysis time 
Figure 6.2: Kap1an Meier Survival Function 
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However, when the models are not nested, the likelihood-ratio is not suitable. 
Instead, one may use methods like Akaike information criterion (AlC). AlC penalizes 
each model's log likelihood to reflect the number of parameters being estimated and 
then comparing them. Although the best-fitting model is the one with the largest 
likelihood, the preferred model is the one with the lowest AlC value. On the basis of 
Akaike values calculated in Table 6.2, the preferred model is Lognormal 
We check the robustness of the results from the accelerated hazard models by 
estimating the Cox proportional hazard model as specified in equation 6.6. The 
results are presented in Table 6.5. In contrast to the accelerated hazard models, the 
coefficient on each variable indicates their impact on the hazard rate. So, we would 
expect a variable that has a positive impact on survival time to have a negative impact 
on the hazard and vice-versa. 
Recalling from our discussion on Cox model and explanation given in Cleve, et 
al. (2004), Cox regression results are based on forming, at each failure time, the risk 
pool or risk set, the collection of subsets who are at risk of failure and then 
maximizing the conditional probability of failure. The time at which failures occur 
are not relevant in a Cox model- the ordering of failures is. As such, when subjects 
are tied (fail at the same time) and the exact ordering offailure is unclear, conditional 
probability of failures may be calculated in either of the two ways: marginal 
calculation or partial calculation. 
One way is to say to ourselves that subjects did not really fail at the same time: 
we were limited as to how precisely we could measure the failure time. In reality, one 
subject failed and then the other and we do not know in which order they failed. This 
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method of calculating the conditional probability of failure events is called the 
marginal calculation, the exact-marginal calculation, or the continuous-time 
calculation. The last name arises because assuming continuous times makes it 
mathematically impossible that failure occur at precisely the same instant. 
Another way we could proceed is to assume that the failures really did occur at 
the same time and treat this as a multinomial problem. This is known as the partial 
calculation, the exact-partial calculation, the discrete-time calculation, or the 
conditional logistic calculation. 
This raises the question: which of the two probability calculations is correct? 
The answer is a matter of personal choice in that you must decide how you want to 
think about tied failure. In practice, however, the differences between two are not 
severe. Yet, both marginal and partial calculations are so computationally intensive 
that it has become popular to use approximations instead: Breslow approximation and 
Efron approximation. 
Breslow approximation is an approximation of the exact marginal calculation 
and is used when no option as to how to treat tied failures is specified. This works 
very well when the number of failures in the risk group is small relative to the size of 
the risk group itself. Efron's method of handling ties is also an approximation to the 
exact marginal, except that it adjusts the subsequent risk sets using probability 
weights. Efron approximation is more accurate than Breslow approximation but is 
more complex. Table 6.5 presents Cox results using both approximations. 
Examining the results in Table 6.5 indicates that for the majority of variables 
this is what we indeed fmd. With respect to the liquidity variables, CASH_ASSTS 
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and INV _ASSTS, these are found to have a negative impact on the hazard function, 
indicating that more cash liquid firms with higher inventories relative to size have a 
lower conditional probability of failure. Results for these variables are consistent for 
those for the accelerated hazard models. Both ACC _ REC and QUICK are 
insignificant and this is consistent with the results from the accelerated hazard 
models. 
Table 6.5: Parameter estimates of Cox proportional model (two-tailed t-ratio's in 
parentheses) 
Variable Model 
Breslow method for ties Efron method for ties 
CAP_E)(Pit 0.018 0.018 (2.10)* (2.18)* 
CASH_DIV;, -0.037 -0.039 
(2.30)* (2.37)* 
INV _ASSETSit -0.004 -0.005 (2.49)* (2.61)** 
PRICE_CASH;, -0.018 -0.019 
(3.72)** (3.83)** 
QUICK_RATIO;, -0.234 -0.241 
(2.94)** (3.03)** 
RET_EARN;, -0.002 -0.002 
(2.89)** (2.99)** 
INVEST_RETit -0.005 ·0.005 
(5.86)** (6.09)** 
Log-likelihood 7596.5953 7554.4951 
Zero-slopes X' (7) 121.40* 129.69* 
Observations = 18699; No. of firms = 2314; No. of failed firms = 1068 
* Significant at 5% level. 
** Significant at I % level. 
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Similarly, we confinn that asset utilisation variables do not play a major role in 
detennining the conditional probability offinn failure, as ASS_EMP, 
CAP _ EXPF ASS and NSALES _ WCAP are found to be insignificant. However, finns 
with a higher ratio of capital expenditure to total assets have a higher hazard rate, a 
result that is consistent with those obtained for the accelerated hazard models but still 
not consistent with a priori expectations. 
Turning to the role of profitability, we fmd no role for these variables 
(COST_SALES, PROF_MARGIN, RET_EARN and SALES_EMP) from the Cox 
regressions. Importantly, RET_EARN, retained earnings to equity, is found to have 
no impact on the hazard rate, whereas we found it to have a positive impact in three 
out of four accelerated hazard models. This result suggests that the role of some 
profitability measures is sensitive to model specification. 
No role for R&D intensity is found in the Cox regressions, confirming that 
technological factors do not play a significant role in the survival of finns. Similarly, 
no role for finn leverage is found, confinning the earlier results from accelerated 
hazard models. 
Stock perfonnance variables, PRICE_ YOLTY, PRICE_CASH and 
INVEST _ RET are all found to have a significant impact on the hazard rate. Price 
volatility, PRICE_ YOLTY, has a positive impact on the hazard offinn failure, 
indicating that finns with a more volatile stock price have a higher conditional 
probability of failure. Firms with higher levels of price-to-cash flow ratios and higher 
total investment returns have a lower probability of failure, as indicated by the 
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negative and significant coefficients on PRICE _CASH and INVEST _ RET 
respectively. 
6.3 Some Further Extensions of Survival Analysis 
We have so far conducted the survival analysis using financial ratios as the 
explanatory variables. It may prove useful to introduce other non-fmancial qualitative 
and macroeconomic variables as well to explain what other factors cause entry or 
exist of the firms, but incorporation of all those variables is beyond the scope of our 
study. Nevertheless, we attempt to include at least GDP Growth rate in our analysis to 
see if it has any impact on the results of survival analysis. Another interesting line of 
extended research could be to gauge the impact on the time to failure and conditional 
probability of failure in survival models, for one unit increase in the relevant 
covariate. This can be done by calculating post estimation marginal effects for both 
accelerated hazard models and Cox proportional hazard model. One final query to be 
answered is to test the assumptions of Cox proportional hazard model, which we 
undertake using Schoenfeld residuals and graphical methods. 
We included GDP growth rate as a control variable to the data set for 
industrial only sample used for survival analysis and obtain estimates for all four 
parametric accelerated hazard models: Exponential, Weibull, Log-Logistic, and 
Lognormal. The results are presented in Table 6.6. 
Comparing the results of Table 6.6 with those obtained in Table 6.2, we do 
not fmd GDP to play a significant role in three of the four accelerated hazard models. 
Exponential model is the only model in w~ich GDP finds some support, but this 
model is not a preferred model on Akaike basis whose value supports Lognormal 
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specification the most (consistent with finding of Table 6.2). Results of Table 6.6 
largely remain similar to those of Table 6.2, except for a few variables. Previously, 
CAP _E)(Pi, (an asset utilization variable) was negative and significant in three out of 
four models. This time, it is not only negative in sign but also significant for all four 
models, enhancing further the importance of this variable in determining survival of 
the firm or conditional failure of it. Two new variables seem to have occupied a place 
under the new results: Liquidity variable (CASH_ASSTSit) and stock performance 
indicator (PRICE_ VOLTYi,). CASH_ASSTS i, is significantly present in case of 
Exponential and Lognormal models and has an expected positive sign, suggesting that 
the firms which have more cash and equivalents in proportion to their current assets 
(i.e., more liquid) are likely to survive longer. PRICE_ VOL TYit is only observed 
significantly for Exponential model, which is not our preferred model anyway. 
Hence, we continue to disregard this variable. One notable exception seen is the 
exclusion of QUICK_RATIOi" which has been appearing as a significant variable 
throughout previously. This variable has gone out of the picture completely and has 
not proven significant at all for any of the four models, after the introduction ofGDP. 
We now turn to Cox proportional hazard model estimates using both Breslow 
and Efron methods, incorporating GDP Growth rate as a control variable, and check 
for the robustness of our findings from accelerated hazard models in Table 6.6. Cox 
results are presented in Table 6.7. 
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Table 6.6: Parameter estimates of accelerated bazard models with GDP 
(standard errors in parentheses) 
Variable Model 
Exponential Weibull Log-Logistic Lognonnal 
Constant 2.817 2.248 1.974 2.029 
(0.38)- (0.23)- (0.268)- (0.283)-
GDP Growth ·0.195 ·0.013 0.017 0.01 
(0.03)- (0.02) (0.017) (0.016) 
FRS (CAP _EXP,,) -0.018 -0.011 -0.014 -0.016 
(0.01)* (0.006)- (0.006)- (0.006)* 
FR7 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.003 
(CASH ASSTS,,) (0.002)- (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)-
FR8 (CASH_DIY,,) 0.049 0.029 0.03 0.03 
(0.02)* (0.01)- (0.011)- (0.012)-
FR27 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.003 
(lNY _ASSETS,,) (0.002)* (0.001)- (0.001)- (0.001)-
FR42 - 0.011 0.002 - 0.003 - 0.005 
(PRICE _ YOL TY,,) (0.005)- (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) 
FR44 0.020 0.013 0.015 0.015 
(PRICE_CASH,,) (0.005)- (0.003)- (0.004)- (0.004)-
FR48 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 
(RET_EARN,,) (0.0008)- (0.0005)- (0.0005)- (0.0006)* 
FRS2 - 0.001 - 0.0004 ·0.0007 - 0.0006 
(SALES_EMP,,) (0.0006)* (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) 
FRS7 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.003 
(INVEST _RET,,) (0.0009)- (0.0005)- (0.0006)- (0.0005)-
Ancillary parameters 
-
1.636 0.486 0.867 
Log-likelihood 2282.401 2156.681 2133.3818 2130.4616 
Zero-slopes %2 202.49- 156.62- 166.32- 158.92-
Akaike 4604.802 4355.362 4308.764 4302.923 
• • SIgmficant at 5 Yo level. 
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Comparing the results of Table 6.7 with those of Table 6.5, we fmd no 
significant impact of GDP on the fmal set of variables leaving impact on the finn's 
health. However, GDP itself is a significant variable and has a positive impact on 
conditional probability of firm failure. This is somewhat surprising, as one would 
nonnally expect a finn to follow the path of economic business cycle. With a growing 
GDP, firm should ideally grow and last longer. The results seem to suggest that firms 
do not necessarily follow the economic cycle. All other variables continue to enter the 
Cox model as in case of accelerated hazard models and have the expected opposite 
signs. One exception is CASH_ASSTSit which is significantly present in both 
Breslow and Efron cases and has an expected negative sign, suggesting that the firms 
which have more cash and equivalents in proportion to their current assets (i.e., more 
liquid) are less likely to fail. The other exception is exclusion of QUICK_RA noit, 
which has been appearing as a significant variable throughout previously. This 
variable has gone out of the picture completely and has not proven significant at all in 
any of the two model approximations, after the introduction of GDP. 
Marginal effects are like elasticities and indicate, within survival analysis 
context, the impact on the time to failure and conditional probability of failure in 
survival models for a one unit increase in the relevant covariate. Marginal effects are 
calculated only after estimation results of the survival models are available. Given 
that we now have parameter estimates for both accelerated hazard models (all four 
specifications) and the Cox proportional hazard model, we fmally extend our analysis 
to estimate marginal effect for each ofthe covariate for both models. 
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Table 6.7: Parameter estimates of Cox proportional model with GDP (standard 
errors in parentheses) 
Variable Model 
Breslow method for ties Efron method for ties 
GDPGrowth 0.130 0.134 
(0.034)" (0.034)" 
, 
FR5 (CAP _EXP.,) 0.018 0.019 
(0.009)" (0.009)" 
FR7 (CASH_ASSTS.,) - 0.004 - 0.004 
(0.002)" (0.002)" 
FR8 (CASH_DIV.,) -0.051 -0.053 
(0.017)" (0.017)" 
FR27 (INV _ASSETS.,) -0.005 -0.005 
(0.002)" (0.002)" 
FR44 (pRICE_CASH.,) -0.020 -0.020 
(0.005)" (0.005)" 
FR48 (RET _EARN,,) -0.002 -0.002 
(0.0008)" (0.0008)" 
FR57 (INVEST_RET.,) -0.005 -0.005 
(0.0009)" (0.0009)" 
Log-likelihood 8042.3227 7997.1811 
Zero-slopes X 2 157.72" 168.58" 
" Significant at 5% level. 
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Table 6.8 presents estimated results of marginal effects from all four 
accelerated hazard models. Our fmdings indicate that in three out of four models, 
CASH_DIViI (leverage indicator) has the largest marginal effect on the survival rate 
of firms. This means that firms firms which reinvest more of their money leave 
greater impact on the firm's health. Table 6.8 seems to suggest that the impact will 
range between 33% to 66%. This is followed by an asset utilization ratio 
(CAP _EXPiI) in case of Lognormal and Weibull, where the impact is expected to be 
18% and 13%, respectively. For Log-Logistic, the second in line is a stock 
performance measure (PRICE_ CASHiI) which c~unts at 17%. Apparently, GDP 
growth rate does not seem to have significant marginal effect on the survival rate of 
firms using accelerated hazard models, except in case of Exponential (a not preferred 
choice). The least contributing, but significant, variable turns out to be a profitability 
variable (RET _ EARNiI) whose impact is measured around 2% in all four cases. 
Table 6.9 presents estimated results of marginal effects from Cox proportional 
hazard model, which confirm the robustness of our fmdings from accelerated hazard 
models. According to Cox estimates, the greatest marginal effect is again of 
CASH _ DIViI (leverage indicator) suggesting that the firms which reinvest more of 
their money contribute more towards avoiding conditional probability of failure. In 
this case, the percentage impact stands at about 4%. The least impact noticed is of a 
liquidity variable (INV _ASSTS;t), which stands at 0.03%. 
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Table 6.8: Post estimation. marginal effects [Accelerated hazard models 
(standard errors in parentheses») 
Variable Model 
Exponential Weibull Log-Logistic Lognormal 
GDPGrowtb - 2.591 - 0.147 0.019 0.113 
(0.380)* (0.221 ) (0.190) (0.178) 
FR5 CAP _EXPit - 0.252 -0.134 -0.157 -0.184 
(0.121)* (0.066)* (0.070)* (0.072)* 
FR7 0.066 0.024 0.024 0.030 
CASH_ASSTSit (0.023)* (0.012) (0.013) (0.013)* 
FR8 0.656 0.034 0.331 0.340 
CASH_DIYit (0.232)* (0.122)* (0.133)* (0.140)* 
FR27 0.065 0.032 0.038 0.036 
INV _ASSETSit (0.025)* (0.014)* (0.015)* (0.015)* 
FR42 - 0.152 0.020 - 0.032 - 0.059 
PRICE_ VOLTY;t (0.066)* (0.033) (0.044) (0.051) 
FR44 0.267 0.147 0.165 0.174 
PRICE _ CASH;t (0.070)* (0.038)* (0.040)* (0.042)* 
FR48 0.019 0.022 0.021 0.020 
RET_EARN;t (0.010) (0.006)* (0.006)* (0.006)* 
FR52 - 0.020 - 0.005 - 0.008 - 0.007 
SALES_EMP;t (0.008)* (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) 
FR57 0.005 0.040 0.039 0.039 
INVEST _ RETit (5.49)** (0.006)* (0.007)* (0.007)* 
* Significant at 5% level. 
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Table 6.9: Post estimation marginal effects [Cox proportional model (standard 
errorsinparentheses)1 
Variable Cox model 
FRS CASH_DIV;t -0.036 
(0.016)* 
FR2? INV _ ASSETS;t -0.003 
(0.002)* 
FR44 PRlCE_CASH;t -0.014 
(0.006)* 
FR5? INVEST_RET;t -0.004 
-
(0.002)* 
* Significant at 5% level. 
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While specifying Cox model, we talked about tbe assumptions underlying tbis 
model. We specifically mentioned tbat the model assumes tbat the underlying hazard 
rate (rather tban survival time) is a function of tbe independent variables (covariates); 
no assumptions are made about the nature or shape of tbe hazard function. While no 
assumptions are made about the shape of tbe underlying hazard function, the model 
implies two assumptions. First, tbe model specifies a multiplicative relationship 
between tbe underlying hazard function and the log-linear function oftbe covariates. 
This assumption is also called the 'proportionality assumption'. In practical tenns, it 
is assumed tbat, given two observations with different values for tbe independent 
variables, the ratio of tbe hazard functions for tbose two observations does not depend 
on time. The second assumption is that there is a log-linear relationship between the 
independent variables and the underlying hazard function. Given tbat we have now 
estimated the Cox proportional hazard function, we can extend our analysis and test 
these assumptions to see if model has been correctly specified. To do so, we run a test 
based on Schoenfeld residuals and graphical metbod. The residuals are presented in 
Table 6.10, whereby we do not find any evidence (except in case of one asset 
utilization variable - Assets per Employee) that our specification violates the Cox 
proportional hazards assumption. We also present tbe same test results graphically in 
Fig 6.3 through to Fig 6.21. 
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Table 6.10: Test of Cox proportional hazard assumptions 
Variable rho Chi2 df Prob>chi2 
GDPGrowth -0.02623 0.82 1 0.3663 
ACC REC" -0.07487 5.29 1 0.0214 
ASS EMP" -0.04037 1.51 1 0.2198 
CAP EXPFASS" -0.00472 0.02 1 0.8908 
CAP_EXP" -0.04591 1.98 1 0.1592 
CASH ASSTS" 0.02064 0.41 1 0.5202 
CASH DIV" -0.05529 2.94 1 0.0863 
CAS DIV FLW" -0.00758 0.05 1 0.8150 
COST SALES" 0.02863 0.67 1 0.4121 
PROF MARGIN" 0.02233 0.37 I 0.5431 
INV ASSTS" 0.02763 0.68 1 0.4099 
NSALES WCAP" 0.02514 0.64 1 0.4220 
PRICE VOLTY" -0.00454 0.02 1 0.8944 
PRICE_CASH" 0.00813 0.06 1 0.8126 
QUICK" 0.05458 2.65 1 0.1035 
R&D SALES" -0.02746 0.53 1 0.4651 
RET EARNu 
-0.02930 0.78 1 0.3757 
SALES EMP" -0.05954 3.31 1 0.0690 
INVEST RET" 0.03853 1.77 1 0.1834 
Global Test 27.87 19 0.0859 
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Fig. 6.3: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (GDP Growth) 
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Fig. 6.4: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (ACC_REC/t) 
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Fig. 6.5: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (ASS_EMPit) 
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Fig. 6.6: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (CAP _EXPFASSit) 
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Fig. 6.7: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (CAP _EXPit) 
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Fig. 6.8: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (CASH_ASSTSit) 
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Fig. 6.9: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (CASH_DIVit) 
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Fig. 6.10: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (CAS_DIV _FLWh) 
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Fig. 6.11: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (COST_SALESit) 
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Fig. 6.12: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (pROF _MARGIN it) 
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Fig. 6.13: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (INV _ASSTSi,) 
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Fig. 6.14: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (NSALES_ WCAP/t) 
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Fig. 6.15: Grapbical test of proportional bazard assumption (PRICE_ VOLTYi,) 
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Fig. 6.16: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (pRICE_CASUu) 
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Fig. 6.17: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (QUICKu) 
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Fig. 6.18: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (R&D_SALESit) 
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Fig. 6.19: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (RET_EARNi/) 
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Fig. 6.20: Graphical test of proportional hazard assumption (SALES_EMPit) 
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Fig. 6.21: Graphical test ofproportiona\ hazard assumption (INVEST_RETh) 
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CH7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
The motivation for empirical research in corporate financial distress prediction is 
clear - the early detection of financial distress and the use of corrective measures are 
preferable to protection under insolvency law. Many different models have been used 
to predict corporate financial distress. These methods all have their particular 
strengths and weaknesses, and choosing between them for empirical application is not 
straightforward. There have been several reviews of this literature but these are now 
either out-of-date or too narrowly focused. None of these studies provides a complete 
comparison of the many different approaches towards prediction of corporate 
financial distress. The studies have also failed to provide a solution to the problem of 
model choice in empirical applications. 
One primary objective of this research has, therefore, been providing a 
comprehensive review, c1arif'ying the problem of model choice in empirical 
prediction of corporate fmancial distress and suggesting some directions for future 
research. The study achieves this objective by conducting a Meta - Analysis ofthe 
literature reviewed in this thesis. 
The Meta - Analysis of 89 past empirical studies provided a critical 
investigation of a large number of empirical studies of corporate fmancial distress 
prediction, based variously on statistical, Artificially Intelligent Expert System 
(AlES) and theoretical models. It appeared that there is still substantial disagreement 
over the most suitable methodology and substantial scope for model development. 
The review also showed that statistical techniques (MDA and Logit models in 
particular) have been most frequently used, that the AlES approach is relatively new 
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and that theoretical models are relatively uncommon. While predictive accuracy was 
observed to be generally good across all models, the review also suggests that AlES 
and theoretical models have slightly better average predictive accuracy than statistical 
models, although this measured superior performance is based on a smaller number of 
studies (with larger adjusted standard deviations). On the other hand, the consistently 
high predictive accuracy of MDA model and its low Type I and 11 error rates were 
achieved in a relatively large number of studies (with smaller adjusted standard 
deviations), suggesting that MDA may provide overall the most reliable method of 
distress prediction. 
In empirical applications of corporate financial distress prediction models to 
the case of UK corporations, with only a few exceptions, the researchers have worked 
with a sample size of about lOO or less quoted firms. In almost all UK studies, cross-
sectional information on firms, usually one year prior to firm's death, is obtained to 
develop the prediction models. Albeit useful, models developed with such data are 
likely to perform less efficiently for horizons of financial distress longer than one 
year. Models based on panel data may prove more useful and convincing. To that 
end, this study adopted a novel approach by using a large panel of UK quoted firms 
and developed a multiple discriminant distress prediction model, using firm - specific 
financial ratios. To compare the results, we also developed the discriminant model 
using a cross-sectional data set ofthe same firms and introducing GDP Growth rate as 
an additional control variable. 
Traditionally, distress prediction studies have used fmancial ratios to predict 
distress (failure) in firms. Findings from Meta - Analysis also revealed a marked 
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reliance on infonnation from company accounts. Corporate fmancial distress 
prediction is also inherently vulnerable to problems arising from small samples. The 
limitations imposed by small sample sizes and the past trend in favour of mix industry 
suggested that it may prove useful for future research to work with mix industry 
sample. we decided to work with a larger data set for empirical purposes of this study. 
It was also decided to collect infonnation on public limited companies of UK. Given 
the popularity of use of financial ratios in past studies and relatively easy access on 
such infonnation for the listed finns, we limited our search for infonnation on the 
finns to financial ratios only. Our sample consisted of3135 quoted UK fmancial and 
non-financial finns. All finns were listed on London Stock Exchange at some point of 
time between 1990 and 2004, as active during the sample period and were based in 
UK dealing in pound sterling only. A total of 1347 flnns died during this period due 
to some fonn of fmancial distress, including liquidation, receivership, fonnal 
bankruptcy filing, reorganization, cancellation of listing, and delisting and acquisition 
for other similar reasons. The remaining 1788 finns entered the sample period as 
active and remained so until the end of sample period. These active finns were also 
treated as censored observations for the purpose of survival analysis, one of the two 
analytical techniques employed by this study. 
To sum it up, our findings based on studies published between 1968 and 2003, 
show that despite a dedicated effort of more than 35 years, there is apparently still no 
academic consensus as to the most useful method for predicting of corporate fmancial 
distress. The major finding of this research, that the various approaches are broadly 
comparable, may indicate that consensus is not necessarily important. However when 
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choosing between models is desired, objective rankings of our research may serve as 
an appropriate guide for future research. Conclusions from Meta - Analysis must be 
tempered by the low incidence of hold out samples (not used for model validation in 
about half of the studies reviewed) and by the relatively short one-year prediction 
horizon. These considerations suggest that the reported predictive power of the 
models may be biased upwards. No matter what the relative conceptual appeal (or 
otherwise) of statistical, AlES and theoretical models, their relative usefulness is 
ultimately an empirical question. It was, hence, decided to proceed with further 
empirical work of the study using the best ranked model obtained from Meta-
Analysis, the Multiple Discriminant Model (MDA). 
Using MDA model to undertake the prediction task, we observed best 
classification performance of the MDA model when the data was cross-sectional and 
composed of non-financial or industry only finns in it. The trend was downwards 
when fmancial firms were added to the cross section or if a panel data was used for 
either form of firms' composition. This trend was consistent, with slight variations, in 
case of hold out and cross-validation as well. The latter two methods serve as 
measures of goodness of fit in case of binary models like MDA. The overall measures 
of goodness of fit seemed to be quite encouraging and hence supported the use of 
MDA in all cases. 
Conventionally, distress prediction studies have used fmancial ratios to predict 
distress (failure) in firms. It is observed from past studies that more than 60% of the 
studies used financial ratios (measuring liquidity, solvency, leverage, profitability, 
asset composition, firm size, and growth etc.) as the only explanatory variables, about 
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7% used cash flow information while the remaining 33% employed a mix of financial 
ratios and other variables (including macroeconomic, industry-specific, location, and 
other fmo-specific variables). These findings reveal a marked reliance on information 
from company accounts. It does not mean, however, that information on other 
variables of interest is useless. Our study is also limited to the information on 
financial ratios only. Future research may benefit from inclusion of other variables as 
well. A carefully approached empirical exercise may prove very useful and add 
significant knowledge to the existing body of research. 
Corporate financial distress prediction is inherently vulnerable to problems 
arising from small samples. The limitations imposed by small sample sizes and the 
past trend in favour of mix industry, suggested that it may prove useful for future 
research to work with mix industry sample. Impressed by this fmding, we worked 
with a larger data set of 3135 fmancial and non-financial firms. We find greater 
predictive accuracies in case of MD A for the cross-section of non-financial fmos 
only. This accuracy declined when financial firms were added to this cross-section. 
The rates were even lower (though acceptable being based on well fit models and 
consistency) when a panel data was employed. As noted before, cross-sectional 
information on firms, usually one year prior to finn's death, is obtained to develop the 
prediction models. Models developed with such data are likely to perform less 
efficiently for horizons of fmancial distress longer than one year. This is verified from 
our results, as MDA performs less efficiently with a panel data than the cross-
sectional data. 
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A key issue in the Industrial Organization literature is identification of the 
factors that detennine the entry and exit of firms. Researchers have employed an 
array of analytical techniques, although the preferred approach is survival analysis in 
order to model the duration of firm survival. Albeit useful in providing some insight 
into exit behavior ofUK firms, the studies for UK arguably suffer from a paucity of 
substantive quantitative results and so not make sufficient use of survival analysis. In 
particular, to date, firms' financial ratios have not been used in survival analysis of 
UK corporations. The fmal aim of this study has, therefore, been to empirically 
contribute by estimating a wide class of duration models for a large panel data set of 
UK firm survival histories. The methodology allows for the incorporation of time-
varying finn-specific financial ratios to impact on the duration of survival in 
accelerated hazard models and on the hazard failure rate in the Cox Proportional 
hazard model. 
In this regard, the other empirical contribution of this research has been to 
estimate a wide class of duration models for a large panel data set of UK firm survival 
histories. Overall, the empirical results indicated that stock performance and 
profitability variables played a highly significant role in determining the survival 
times ofUK firms. Little evidence was given to the role of liquidity and asset 
utilization variables and no support for the role of technology (R&D) was found. 
Overall, these results were robust across different parametric specifications. 
Moreover, it was also observed that that the conditional probability of finn failure 
raises gradually for the first 8 years and then falls more rapidly thereafter. Marginal 
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effect of leveraging on conditional probability of failure is found to be more effective 
than other variables. 
The results from survival analysis also have important implications for policy 
makers. Firms need to remain more conscious in the early years of their life. After a 
few first years have passed successfully, the chances of financial distress go down. 
Firms, their creditors and all those interested should keep a close look at the firms' 
annual accounts (particularly, information on stock performance and profitability) and 
use models developed like that in this study to identify signs of financial distress in 
the firms. Results also suggest that application of parametric and non-parametric 
techniques of survival analysis, rather than using basic statistical techniques of 
descriptive statistics and ordinary regressions, the outcome is more insightful and 
rigorous. Results from the non-parametric Cox proportional hazard model and those 
obtained from parametric models also confmn the robustness of results. This suggests 
that future research on survival analysis of firms may benefit more from application 
of parametric (especially, Log-Logistic and Lognormal) and non-parametric 
techniques. 
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Appendices 
Appendix I: List of Abbreviations used in Table 3.5 
BSDM Balance Sheet Decomposition Measure (Entropy Theory) 
Cash Cash Management Theory 
CBR Case-Based Reasonin~ 
CF Cash Flow 
Const. Construction 
Credit Credit Risk Theories (including 'Option Pricing' and 'Macroeconomic' theories 
CUSUM Cumulative Sums Model (Time Series) 
ES Estimation Sample 
FR Financial Ratios 
GA Genetic Algorithms 
Gamb. Gambler's ruin theory 
Ind. Industry 
Ind. Var. Independent Variables 
LPM Linear Probability Model 
Manf. Manufacturing 
MDA Multiple Discriminant Analysis 
NA Not Available 
NN Neural Networks 
Non-Fin. Non-Financial 
OPA Overall Predictive Accuracv 
Par. Adi. Partial Adiustment Model (Time Series) 
RPA Recursive Partitioning (Decision Tree) Analysis 
RS Rough Sets Model 
S & Loan Saving and Loan 
Telecom. Telecommunications 
TS Test (or holdout) Sample 
Type I Type I error of classi~ ing failed (distressed) firms as non-failed (healthy) 
Type II Type 11 error of classi lYing non-failed (healthy) fIrms as failed (distressed) 
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Appendix 11: Description of Financial Ratios Used for Empirical Analysis 
Financial Ratio Applicable Definition of Financial Ratio Calculation of Financial Ratio Ratio Cateeory Industry 
FRI Profitability Industrial ACCOUNTSPAYABL~SALES ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/SALES "lOO 
FR2 Liquidity Industrial ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES DAYS 360/ (Net Sales or Revenues / (Current Yea(s Receivables-Net + Last Yea(s Receivables-Net /2)) 
FR3 Asset Industrial & ASSETS PER EMPLOYEE Total Assets / Employees (Industrials & Insurance Utilization Financial Companies) 
(Total Assets - Customer Liabilities on Acceptances) / 
Employees Customer Liabilities on Acceptances only 
subtracted when included in Total Assets [Banks] 
(Total Assets - Custody Securities) / Employees [Other 
Financials1 
FR4 Asset Industrial CAPITAL EXPEDlTURE % GROSS Capital Expenditures / Property, Plant and Equipment-Gross Utilization FIXED ASSETS " 100 
Asset Industrial & CAPITAL EXPENDITURE % Capital Expenditures / (Total Assets - Customer Liabilities on FR5 Utilization Financial TOTAL ASSETS Acceptances) " 100 ; Customer Liabilities on Acceptances 
only subtracted when included in Total Assets [Banks] 
Capital Expenditures / Total Assets" 100 [industrialsl 
Capital Expenditures / (Total Assets - Custody Securities)" 
100 [Other Financials] 
FR6 Asset Industrial & CAPITAL EXPENDITURE % Capital Expenditures / Net Sales or Revenues" 100 Utilization Financial TOTAL SALES [Industrial and Other Financials1 
FR7 Liquidity Industrial CASH & EQUIVALENTS % TOTAL (Cash & Short Term Investments / Current Assets-Total) " CURRENT ASSETS 100 
FR8 Leverage Industrial & CASH DIVIDEND COVERAGE Funds from Operations / Common Dividends (Cash) Financial RATIO [Industrial and Other Financials] 
FR9 Leverage Industrial & CASH DIVIDENDS/CASH FLOW Cash Dividends Paid - Total I Funds from Operations" 100 Financial 
FRIO Profitability Industrial & CASH EARNINGS RETURN ON Funds from Operations / Last Yea(s Common Equity" 100 Financial EQUITY [industrials, Banks and Other Financials1 
Funds from Operations / (Last Yea(s Common Equity + Last 
Yea(s Policyholders' Equity) " 100 [Insurance Companies] 
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FRII Profitability Industrial & CASH FLOW/SALES Funds from Operations / Net Sales or Revenues" 100 Financial 
FRI2 Leverage Industrial & COMMON EQUITY % TOTAL Common Equity / Total Assets" 100 [Industrials] Financial ASSETS 
Common Equity / (Total Assets - Customer Liabilities on 
Acceptances) " 100; Customer Liabilities on Acceptances 
only subtracted when included in Total Assets. [Banks] 
(Common Equity + Policyholders' Equity) I Total Assets " 
100 [Insurance Companies] 
Common Equity I (Total Assets - Custody Securities) " 100 
[Other Financials[ 
FRI3 Profitability Industrial & COST OF GOODS SOLD/SALES Cost of Goods Sold (excl Depreciation) I Net Sales or Financial Revenues" 100 
FRI4 Liquidity Industrial & CURRENT RATIO Current Assets-Total I Current Liabilities-Total Financial 
FRIS Leverage Industrial & DIVIDEND PAYOUT (% Common Dividends (Cash) I (Net Inccme before Preferred Financial EARNINGS) - TOTAL DOLLAR Dividends - Preferred Dividend ReQuirement) " 100 
FRI6 Stock Industrial & DIVIDEND PA your PER SHARE Dividends Per Share I Eamings Per Share" 100 Performance Financial 
FRI7 Stock Industrial & EARNINGS YIELD - CLOSE Eamings Per Share I Market Price-Year End" 100 Performance Financial 
FRI8 Leverage Industrial & EBITITOTAL INTEREST EXPENSE Eamings Before Interest and Taxes I Interest Expense Financial RATIO 
FRI9 Leverage Industrial & EQUITY % TOTAL CAPITAL (Common Equity I Total Capital) " 100 [Industrials, Banks Financial and Other Financials] 
(Common Equity + Policyholders' Equity) I Total Capital> 
100 [Insurance Companies1 
FR20 Leverage Industrial & FIXED ASSETS % COMMON Property, Plant & Equipment-Net I Common Equity" 100 Financial EOUITY [Industrials, Banks and Other Financials1 
Property, Plant & Equipment-Net I (Common Equity + 
Policyholders' EquitY)" 100 !Insurance Companiesl 
FR21 Leverage Industrial & FIXED CHARGE COVERAGE Eamings before Interest and Taxes I (Interest Expense on Financial RATIO Debt + -(Preferred Dividends (Cash)) 1(1- (Tax Rate 1100)) 
FR22 Asset Industrial & FOREIGN ASSET TURNOVER Foreign Assets I Foreign Sales Utilization Financial 
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FR23 Leverage Industrial & FOREIGN ASSETS % TOTAL International Assets / Total Assets" tOO [Industrials and Financial ASSETS Insurance Companies]. 
International Assets / (Total Assets - Customer Liabilities on 
Acceptances) " tOO [Banks] 
International Assets / (Total Assets - Custody Securities) " 
tOo [Other Financialsf . 
FR24 Profitability Industrial & FOREIGN RETURN ON ASSETS International Operating Income /International Assets" 100 Financial 
FR25 Profitability Industrial & FOREIGN SALES % TOTAL SALES International Sales / Net Sales or Revenues" 100 Financial 
FR26 Profitability Industrial GROSS PROFIT MARGIN Gross Income / Net Sales or Revenues" 100 
FR27 Liquidity Industrial INVENTORIES % TOTAL Inventories / Current Assets-Total" 100 CURRENT ASSETS 
FR28 Liquidity Industrial INVENTORY TURNOVER Cost of Goods Sold (excl Depreciation) / (Current Years' Inventories + Last Years' Inventories) /2 
FR29 Leverage Industrial & LONG TERM DEBT % COMMON Long Term Debt / Common Equity" 100 [Industrials, Banks Financial EQUITY and Other Financials] 
Long Term Debt / (Common Equity + Policyholders' Equity) " 
100 -[Insurance Companies] 
FR30 Leverage Industrial & LONG TERM DEBT % TOTAL Long Term Debt / Total Capital" 100 Financial CAPITAL 
Stock Industrial & MARKET FR31 CAPITALIZATION/COMMON Market Capitalization / Common Equity Performance Financial EQUITY 
FR32 Leverage Industrial & MINORITY INTEREST % TOTAL Minority Interest / Total Capital" 100 Financial CAPITAL 
FR33 Profitability Industrial & NET MARGIN Net Income before Preferred Dividends / Net Sales or Financial Revenues" 100 [Industrials, Banks and Other Financials] 
(Net Income before Preferred Dividends + Policyholders' 
Surplus) I Net Sales or Revenues" 100 [Insurance 
Companies] 
FR34 Asset Industrial NET SALES TO GROSS FIXED Net Sales or Revenues / Property, Plant and Equipment-Utilization ASSETS Gross 
FR35 Asset Industrial NET SALES%WORKING CAPITAL Net Sales or Revenues I (Current Assets-Total- Current Utilization Liabilities-Total) 
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FR36 Leverage Industrial & OPERATING CASHlFIXED Funds from Operations / (Interest Expense on Debt + Financial CHARGES (Preferred Dividends (Cash) /1- (Tax Rate /100» 
FR37 Profitability Industrial & OPERATING INCOMElTOTAL Operating Income / Last Year's Total Capital' 100 Financial CAPITAL 
FR38 Profitability Industrial & OPERATING PROFIT MARGIN Operating Income / Net Sales or Revenues' 100 Financial 
FR39 Leverage Industrial & PREFERRED STOCK % TOTAL Preferred Stock / Total Capital' 100 Financial CAPITAL 
FR40 Profitability Industrial & PRETAX MARGIN Pretax Income / Net Sales or Revenues' 100 Financial 
FR41 Stock Industrial & PRICE/SALES PER SHARE RATIO Price / Sales per Share Performance Financial 
FR42 Stock Industrial & PRICE VOLATILITY A measure of a stock's average annual price movement to a Performance Financial hiQh and low from a mean price for each year 
FR43 Stock Industrial & PRICElBOOK VALUE RATIO- Market Price-Year End / Book Value Per Share Performance Financial CLOSE 
FR44 Stock Industrial & PRICE/CASH FLOW RATIO Market Price-Year End / Cash Flow Per Share Performance Financial 
FR45 Liquidity Industrial QUICK RATIO (Cash & Equivalents + Receivables (Net» / Current Liabilities-Total 
FR46 Liquidity Industrial RECEIVABLES % TOTAL (Receivables (Net) / Current Assets-Total) , 100 CURRENT ASSETS 
FR47 Profitability Industrial RESEARCH & Research and Development Expense / Net Sales or DEVELOPMENT/SALES Revenues' 100 
FR48 Profitability Industrial & RETAINED EARNINGS % EQUITY Retained Eamings / Common Equity' 100 Financial 
FR49 Profitability Industrial & RETURN ON EQUITY - PER Earnings Per Share / Last Year's Book Value Per Share' Financial SHARE 100 
FR50 Profitability Industrial & RETURN ON EQUITY - TOTAL (Net Income before Preferred Dividends - Preferred Dividend Financial DOLLAR ReQuirement) / Last Year's Common EQuity' 100 
(Net Income before Preferred Dividends + ((Interest Expense 
FR51 Profitability Industrial & RETURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL on Debt -Interest Capitalized)' (I-Tax Rate))) / (Last Year's Financial Total Capital + Last Year's Short Term Debt & Current 
Portion of Lona Term Debt) , 100 
FR52 Profitability Industrial & SALES PER EMPLOYEE Net Sales or Revenues / Employees 
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Financial 
FR53 Asset Industrial & TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER Net Sales or Revenues! Total Assets [Industrial and Utilization Financial Insurance Companies] 
Net Sales or Revenues! (Total Assets - Customer Liabilities 
on Acceptances) [Banks] 
Net Sales or Revenues! (Total Assets - Custody Securities) 
[Other Financials] 
FR54 Leverage Industrial & TOTAL CAPITAL % TOTAL Total Capital! Total Assets" 100 [Industrials and Insurance Financial ASSETS Companies] 
Total Capital! (Total Assets - Customer Liabilities on 
Acceptances)"100[Bank~ 
Total Capital! (Total Assets - Custody Securities)" 100 
[Other Financials] 
Industrial & TOTAL DEBT % COMMON (Long Term Debt + Short Term Debt & Current Portion of FR55 Leverage Financial EQUITY Long Term Debt)! Common Equity" 100 [Industrials, Banks 
and Other Financials] 
(Long Term Debt + Short Term Debt & Current Portion of 
Long Term Debt)! (Common Equity + Policyholders' Equity) 
" 100 [Insurance Companies1 
Industrial & (Short Term Debt & Current Portion of Long Term Debt + FR56 Leverage Financial TOTAL DEBT % TOTAL ASSETS Long Term Debt)! Total Assets" 100 [Industrials and Insurance Companies] 
(Short Term Debt & Current Portion of Long Term Debt + 
Long Term Debt)! (Total Assets - Customer Liabilities on 
Acceptances)" 100 [Banks] 
(Short Term Debt & Current Portion of Long Term Debt + 
Long Term Debt)! (Total Assets - Custody Securities)" 100 
[Other Financials] 
(Market Price Year End + Dividends Per Share + Special 
FR5? Stock Industrial & TOTAL INVESTMENT RETURN Dividend -Quarter 1 + Special Dividend-Quarter 2 + Special Performance Financial Dividend-Quarter 3 + Special Dividend-Quarter 4)! Last 
Yea~s Market Price-Year End -1) "100 
FR58 Leverage Industrial WORKING CAPITAL % TOTAL (Current Assets-Total- Current Liabilities-Total)! Total CAPITAL Capital" 100 
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Appendix Ill: Correlation Matrix 
FR1 FR2 FR3 FR4 FR5 FR6 FR7 FRS FR9 FR10 
FR1 1 0.522292 -0.22084 0.108076 -0.03797 -0.21716 -0.30962 0.321737 -0.15465 0.079348 
FR2 0.522292 1 0.062546 -0.09781 -0.31556 -0.29203 -0.18123 0.059942 0.063253 0.061478 
FR3 -0.22084 0.062546 1 0.038709 -0.12517 0.105142 0.044253 -0.15449 0.188875 0.261047 
FR4 0.108076 -0.09781 0.038709 1 0.695481 0.459571 -0.05469 0.235053 -0.26289 0.251057 
FR5 -0.03797 -0.31556 -0.12517 0.695481 1 0.739733 -0.18934 0.100267 -0.18886 0.108762 
FR6 -0.21716 -0.29203 0.105142 0.459571 0.739733 1 0.0122 -0.07425 0.0122 -0.02033 
FR7 -0.30962 -0.18123 0.044253 -0.05469 -0.18934 0.0122 1 -0.07078 0.031677 0.092568 
FRS 0.321737 0.059942 -0.15449 0.235053 0.100267 -0.07425 -0.07078 1 -0.85944 0.166475 
FR9 -0.15465 0.063253 0.188875 -0.26289 -0.18886 0.0122 0.031677 -0.85944 1 -0.18332 
FR10 0.079348 0.061478 0.261047 0.251057 0.108762 -0.02033 0.092568 0.166475 -0.18332 1 
FR11 -0.34462 -0.01552 0.411439 0.060673 0.069156 0.491941 0.356677 -0.11996 0.022462 0.381936 
FR12 -0.32563 -0.36843 -0.13854 -0.05009 0.166983 0.217573 0.092233 -0.01683 -0.14575 -0.62539 
FR13 0.016321 -0.11548 -0.39474 -0.01399 0.27628 0.019727 -0.19096 0.021421 -0.08827 -0.28481 
FR14 -0.14144 0.209325 -0.23158 -0.22533 -0.24266 -0.32227 0.343261 0.130446 -0.13698 -0.24131 
FR15 -0.05896 0.108892 0.14557 -0.2284 -0.09871 -0.03361 -0.07963 -0.59953 0.574907 -0.15132 
FR16 -0.13804 0.166586 0.18245 -0.21785 -0.15543 -0.02943 -0.06736 -0.44133 0.43528 -0.14383 
FR17 -0.15923 -0.1185 -0.11903 -0.05268 0.03188 -0.00338 0.079523 0.090038 -0.08599 -0.09205 
FR1S -0.03262 -0.18501 -0.03029 0.065021 0.108759 -0.11734 0.228546 0.12225 -0.21261 0.139703 
FR19 -0.00298 -0.07955 -0.18537 -0.07021 -0.01804 -0.14254 0.027936 0.087932 -0.21525 -0.49606 
FR20 -0.03107 -0.20374 -0.00396 0.026279 0.41565 0.370346 -0.13116 -0.0285 0.081923 0.423212 
FR21 -0.01896 -0.1729 -0.01046 0.052806 0.020413 -0.14376 0.220467 0.113897 -0.24646 -0.02055 
FR22 0.087458 -0.20014 -0.40029 0.088117 0.133185 -0.19193 -0.20082 0.163513 -0.1694 -0.23424 
FR23 0.038498 0.331956 0.179056 0.057227 -0.18115 -0.06553 -0.01509 -0.09644 0.158529 0.28917 
FR24 -0.16414 -0.00432 0.04792 0.136504 0.0683 0.115197 0.271926 -0.2447 0.151695 0.279379 
FR25 0.102579 0.495792 0.12503 0.016407 -0.24946 -0.1485 0.03733 -0.13815 0.217338 0.192472 
FR26 0.005073 0.109605 0.355692 0.021019 -0.29596 -0.06914 0.172233 -0.01339 0.078708 0.265667 
FR27 0.049665 0.057578 -0.12757 -0.23584 -0.00057 -0.02482 -0.74004 -0.07023 0.016585 -0.28353 
FR2S -0.2121 -0.70727 -0.159 0.293267 0.476819 0.365673 0.101224 0.081293 -0.1241 -0.05945 
FR29 0.026223 0.060179 0.206597 0.108104 -0.02269 0.126977 -0.04705 -0.05642 0.181037 0.447577 
FR30 0.055581 0.093366 0.188501 0.158948 0.005366 0.167264 -0.12614 -0.0756 0.195447 0.386879 
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FR11 FR12 FR13 FR14 FR15 FR16 FR17 FR18 FR19 FR20 
FR1 -0.34462 -0.32563 0.016321 -0.14144 -0.05896 -0.13804 -0.15923 -0.03262 -0.00298 -0.03107 
FR2 -0.01552 -0.36643 -0.11548 0.209325 0.108892 0.166586 -0.1185 -0.18501 -0.07955 -0.20374 
FR3 0.411439 -0.13854 -0.39474 -0.23158 0.14557 0.18245 -0.11903 -0.03029 -0.18537 -0.00396 
FR4 0.060673 -0.05009 -0.01399 -0.22533 -0.2284 -0.21785 -0.05268 0.065021 -0.07021 0.026279 
FRS 0.069156 0.166983 0.27628 -0.24266 -0.09871 -0.15543 0.03188 0.108759 -0.01804 0.41565 
FR6 0.491941 0.217573 0.019727 -0.32227 -0.03361 -0.02943 -0.00338 -0.11734 -0.14254 0.370346 
FR7 0.356677 0.092233 -0.19096 0.343261 -0.07963 -0.06736 0.079523 0.228546 0.027936 -0.13116 
FR8 -0.11996 -0.01683 0.021421 0.130446 -0.59953 -0.44133 0.090038 0.12225 0.087932 -0.0285 
FR9 0.022462 -0.14575 -0.08827 -0.13698 0.574907 0.43528 -0.08599 -0.21261 -0.21525 0.081923 
FR10 0.381936 -0.62539 -0.28481 -0.24131 -0.15132 -0.14383 -0.09205 0.139703 -0.49606 0.423212 
FR11 1 0.005763 -0.35193 -0.14855 -0.03064 0.020788 -0.14989 0.154169 -0.17411 0.07792 
FR12 0.005763 1 0.313325 0.26888 -0.10834 -0.11528 0.061276 0.324692 0.779397 -0.50607 
FR13 -0.35193 0.313325 1 0.244622 -0.1282 -0.15094 0.234022 0.267163 0.27055 -0.0117 
FR14 -0.14855 0.26888 0.244622 1 -0.14821 -0.08648 0.385035 0.205507 0.178234 -0.32323 
FR15 -0.03064 -0.10834 -0.1282 -0.14821 1 0.804645 -0.38674 -0.30282 -0.12824 0.07603 
FR16 0.020788 -0.11528 -0.15094 -0.08648 0.804645 1 -0.37954 -0.29224 -0.1536 0.01755 
FR17 -0.14989 0.061276 0.234022 0.385035 -0.38674 -0.37954 1 0.109731 -0.04836 0.054883 
FR18 0.154169 0.324692 0.267163 0.205507 -0.30282 -0.29224 0.109731 1 0.44893 -0.23959 
FR19 -0.17411 0.779397 0.27055 0.178234 -0.12824 -0.1536 -0.04836 0.44893 1 -0.64802 
FR20 0.07792 -0.50607 -0.0117 -0.32323 0.07603 0.01755 0.054883 -0.23959 -0.64802 1 
FR21 0.126716 0.437706 0.169155 0.198815 -0.34825 -0.35394 0.094607 0.876544 0.582998 -0.38464 
FR22 -0.52915 0.096731 0.465737 -0.01932 -0.208 -0.17797 0.094118 0.234349 0.276455 -0.08017 
FR23 0.201428 -0.39642 -0.28537 0.037368 0.067366 0.081798 -0.02644 -0.28542 -0.44898 0.042334 
FR24 0.416236 -0.08688 -0.16069 -0.07734 0.01582 0.068481 -0.17114 0.285467 -0.07033 -0.00401 
FR2S 0.12303 -0.44152 -0.16878 0.164958 0.044281 0.08101 0.016673 -0.20918 -0.39553 -0.0276 
FR26 0.296846 -0.30901 -0.99523 -0.24949 0.11876 0.138663 -0.24901 -0.25828 -0.24015 -0.0201 
FR27 -0.2366 0.111801 0.337632 -0.00829 0.122533 0.094305 0.048305 -0.14993 0.039483 0.067987 
FR28 -0.0871 0.274974 0.227334 -0.3792 -0.19286 -0.19304 0.064108 0.153903 0.127862 0.18215 
FR29 0.178616 -0.71071 -0.2803 -0.16645 0.086493 0.123236 0.042066 -0.41534 -0.95576 0.53399 
FR30 0.160215 -0.68666 -0.29268 -0.23422 0.08356 0.124467 -0.01076 -0.48798 -0.92785 0.472487 
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FR21 FR22 FR23 FR24 FR25 FR26 FR27 FR2S FR29 FR30 
FR1 -0.01896 0.087458 0.038498 -0.16414 0.102579 0.005073 0.049665 -0.2121 0.026223 0.055581 
FR2 -0.1729 -0.20014 0.331956 -0.00432 0.495792 0.109605 0.057578 -0.70727 0.060179 0.093366 
FR3 -0.01046 -0.40029 0.179056 0.04792 0.12503 0.355692 -0.12757 -0.159 0.206597 0.188501 
FR4 0.052806 0.088117 0.057227 0.136504 0.016407 0.021019 -0.23584 0.293267 0.108104 0.158948 
FR6 0.020413 0.133185 -0.18115 0.0683 -0.24946 -0.29596 -0.00057 0.476819 -0.02269 0.005366 
FR6 -0.14376 -0.19193 -0.06553 0.115197 -0.1485 -0.06914 -0.02482 0.365673 0.126977 0.167264 
FR7 0.220467 -0.20082 -0.01509 0.271926 0.03733 0.172233 -0.74004 0.101224 -0.04705 -0.12614 
FRS 0.113897 0.163513 -0.09644 -0.2447 -0.13815 -0.01339 -0.07023 0.081293 -0.05642 -0.0756 
FRg -0.24646 -0.1694 0.158529 0.151695 0.217338 0.078708 0.016585 -0.1241 0.181037 0.195447 
FR10 -0.02055 -0.23424 0.28917 0.279379 0.192472 0.265667 -0.28353 -0.05945 0.447577 0.386879 
FR11 0.126716 -0.52915 0.201428 0.416236 0.12303 0.296846 -0.2366 -0.0871 0.178616 0.160215 
FR12 0.437706 0.096731 -0.39842 -0.08688 -0.44152 -0.30901 0.111801 0.274974 -0.71071 -0.68666 
FR13 0.169155 0.465737 -0.28537 -0.16069 -0.16878 -0.99523 0.337632 0.227334 -0.2803 -0.29268 
FR14 0.198815 -0.01932 0.037368 -0.07734 0.164958 -0.24949 -0.00829 -0.3792 -0.16645 -0.23422 
FR15 -0.34825 -0.208 0.067366 0.01582 0.044281 0.11876 0.122533 -0.19286 0.086493 0.08356 
FR16 -0.35394 -0.17797 0.081798 0.068481 0.08101 0.138663 0.094305 -0.19304 0.123236 0.124467 
FR17 0.094607 0.094118 -0.02644 -0.17114 0.016673 -0.24901 0.048305 0.064108 0.042066 -0.01076 
FR18 0.876544 0.234349 -0.28542 0.285467 -0.20918 -0.25828 -0.14993 0.153903 -0.41534 -0.48798 
FR19 0.582998 0.276455 -0.44898 -0.07033 -0.39553 -0.24015 0.039483 0.127862 -0.95576 -0.92785 
FR20 -0.38464 -0.08017 0.042334 -0.00401 -0.0276 -0.0201 0.067987 0.18215 0.53399 0.472487 
FR21 1 0.18049 -0.29475 0.208433 -0.24874 -0.15114 -0.1129 0.116717 -0.5008 -0.54319 
FR22 0.18049 1 -0.53343 0.050984 -0.23767 -0.41308 0.082356 0.454364 -0.29105 -0.2273 
FR23 -0.29475 -0.53343 1 -0.01158 0.858754 0.26137 -0.03992 -0.40302 0.46899 0.434293 
FR24 0.208433 0.050984 -0.01158 1 0.197747 0.157553 -0.2138 0.03201 0.038404 0.070578 
FR25 -0.24874 -0.23767 0.858754 0.197747 1 0.15129 -0.05006 -0.46701 0.389149 0.375799 
FR26 -0.15114 -0.41308 0.26137 0.157553 0.15129 1 -0.33206 -0.21298 0.253206 0.273059 
FR27 -0.1129 0.082356 -0.03992 -0.2138 -0.05006 -0.33206 1 -0.35023 -0.00456 0.025828 
FR28 0.116717 0.454364 -0.40302 0.03201 -0.46701 -0.21298 -0.35023 1 -0.12767 -0.09653 
FR29 -0.5008 -0.29105 0.46899 0.038404 0.389149 0.253206 -0.00456 -0.12767 1 0.960695 
FR30 -0.54319 -0.2273 0.434293 0.070578 0.375799 0.273059 0.025828 -0.09653 0.960695 1 
321 
FR31 FR32 FR33 FR34 FR35 FR36 FR37 FR38 FR39 FR40 
FR1 0.10073 -0.10766 -0.30474 0.236019 0.108115 -0.00221 0.154962 -0.25013 -0.07991 -0.275 
FR2 0.104241 0.02004 -0.04486 0.078655 0.070967 -0.20061 0.156039 0.095351 -0.01628 0.020067 
FR3 0.218377 -0.11903 0.311864 -0.0823 -0.26306 -0.02188 0.145541 0.378716 0.12919 0.375336 
FR4 0.188179 -0.15262 0.133515 0.19634 0.11888 0.045568 0.152375 -0.0753 -0.10294 0.090062 
FR5 -0.03967 -0.13113 0.041444 -0.3151 0.050561 0.082101 0.006051 -0.12138 0.091793 -0.03184 
FR6 -0.05057 -0.11769 0.454274 -0.65485 -0.21114 -0.12574 -0.15727 0.297985 0.051722 0.374451 
FR7 0.137055 0.049318 0.352262 -0.12358 -0.09333 0.192531 -0.03027 0.14911 0.188954 0.343129 
FR8 -0.05338 -0.09441 -0.16705 0.313691 0.108591 0.201196 -0.0469 -0.2973 -0.01657 -0.19216 
FR9 0.069177 0.021393 0.149872 -0.21871 -0.12419 -0.34407 -0.02302 0.258406 0.116239 0.164492 
FR10 0.737616 -0.08142 0.224417 0.059066 0.106537 -0.02223 0.691823 0.283735 0.479796 0.319784 
FR11 0.442018 -0.06787 0.808297 -0.51399 -0.17249 0.100246 0.288768 0.798482 0.130661 0.849614 
FR12 -0.53727 -0.072 0.101183 -0.20928 -0.15248 0.457511 -0.36222 -0.09981 -0.48845 0.001745 
FR13 -0.33643 -0.21583 -0.21513 -0.05577 0.103413 0.198522 -0.25438 -0.442 0.030756 -0.2853 
FR14 -0.31592 0.162373 -0.05293 0.022793 0.107656 0.192303 -0.18942 -0.155 -0.00804 -0.0608 
FR15 -0.12488 0.128119 -0.30942 -0.20582 -0.04598 -0.22279 -0.12255 0.087349 0.087679 -0.24144 
FR16 -0.12033 0.043891 -0.24916 -0.16812 -0.14506 -0.22843 -0.12341 0.139021 0.106766 -0.18341 
FR17 -0.42953 0.054794 0.130187 -0.01552 -0.01252 -0.0096 -0.19774 -0.17434 0.130595 0.058808 
FR18 0.131718 -0.13717 0.210506 0.095765 0.005896 0.854375 0.346057 0.034753 -0.03405 0.212698 
FR19 -0.38569 -0.02966 -0.07031 0.148312 -0.02474 0.608613 -0.08512 -0.27134 -0.55367 -0.16864 
FR20 0.254832 0.015414 -0.0538 -0.40125 0.027951 -0.33696 0.109022 0.045291 0.646543 -0.03988 
FR21 0.083756 -0.08465 0.2302 0.151186 0.01997 0.943863 0.322216 0.054923 -0.28965 0.22415 
FR22 -0.228 -0.09699 -0.39134 0.498881 0.090481 0.214212 -0.11396 -0.55779 -0.1732 -0.48046 
FR23 0.294908 0.113687 0.143586 -0.01259 0.213931 -0.34491 0.129464 0.346364 0.150336 0.241066 
FR24 0.441786 0.056008 0.399438 -0.0725 0.009958 0.115931 0.394328 0.391295 0.006527 0.461756 
FR25 0.242104 0.168194 0.12446 0.063487 0.208332 -0.31412 0.101094 0.280189 0.121132 0.209861 
FR26 0.338238 0.220303 0.174376 0.124803 -0.08639 -0.18341 0.266744 0.401454 -0.06919 0.2422 
FR27 -0.29572 0.121889 -0.23511 -0.15755 0.115977 -0.11439 -0.09202 -0.00351 -0.2148 -0.19413 
FR28 -0.08816 -0.30311 -0.00733 0.092039 -0.148 0.171195 -0.17623 -0.27784 0.011231 -0.13351 
FR29 0.369416 -0.06117 0.093505 -0.08876 0.027393 -0.53545 0.096239 0.312189 0.400121 0.200088 
FR30 0.354859 -0.06678 0.098298 -0.05293 0.03091 -0.58968 0.095065 0.319385 0.242549 0.192792 
322 
FR41 FR42 FR43 FR44 FR45 FR46 FR47 FR48 FR49 FR50 
FR1 -0.22893 0.145676 0.101289 0.036036 -0.13637 0.51278 0.175998 -0.31638 0.011084 0.029959 
FR2 0.020402 0.327306 0.104191 0.074969 0.149875 0.378992 0.441071 -0.20781 0.057745 0.065089 
FR3 0.324812 -0.02257 0.217807 0.130009 -0.1569 0.076584 0.003078 0.178267 0.250144 0.241904 
FR4 0.084371 -0.15786 0.193655 0.040385 -0.07545 0.302193 0.094891 0.006193 0.27379 0.266309 
FR5 -0.06943 -0.16959 -0.03592 -0.16705 -0.19538 0.206056 -0.0337 -0.05101 0.032542 0.032326 
FR6 0.324186 -0.17484 -0.05037 0.013804 -0.27223 -0.1607 -0.07742 -0.1081 0.040377 0.035347 
FR7 0.310293 -0.07291 0.142364 0.032883 0.661651 -0.70972 -0.06992 -0.12047 0.138797 0.151948 
FR8 -0.2159 0.235541 -0.04965 -0.3372 0.123456 0.178606 0.00343 -0.12762 0.023292 0.018303 
FRg 0.184615 -0.0386 0.065924 0.440483 -0.12714 -0.07034 0.029108 0.009235 -0.01724 -0.00356 
FR10 0.243932 -0.0424 0.739667 -0.06086 -0.08387 0.201377 0.210794 -0.17214 0.791516 0.802242 
FR11 0.80601 -0.1312 0.440241 0.144902 -0.03106 -0.37729 0.15404 -0.07111 0.422945 0.421656 
FR12 0.046901 -0.14825 -0.53432 -0.02105 0.194238 -0.35118 -0.15209 0.390955 -0.45804 -0.45568 
FR13 -0.35811 0.116506 -0.33276 -0.17635 0.078085 -0.03782 0.044481 -0.04047 -0.23135 -0.2108 
FR14 -0.23205 0.214172 -0.31347 -0.24738 0.880182 -0.35609 0.169013 0.176265 -0.15063 -0.1538 
FR15 -0.09253 -0.13373 -0.13055 -0.09694 -0.17568 0.029894 -0.1655 0.033044 -0.41659 -0.41623 
FR16 -0.03299 -0.10462 -0.12503 -0.03779 -0.12834 0.019173 -0.12507 0.026472 -0.39636 -0.38901 
FR17 -0.39688 0.241634 -0.42473 -0.45149 0.305091 -0.14683 -0.00249 0.059231 0.132437 0.103192 
FR18 0.152255 -0.00098 0.135283 0.001584 0.270153 -0.17231 0.114326 0.201714 0.193883 0.220409 
FR19 -0.02402 0.038541 -0.3802 0.042924 0.14624 -0.12133 -0.02341 0.302875 -0.36384 -0.34992 
FR20 -0.12858 -0.11106 0.249441 -0.19456 -0.30393 0.106328 -0.07778 -0.36655 0.217545 0.20926 
FR21 0.208081 -0.09729 0.087241 0.099022 0.25894 -0.19349 0.149728 0.241784 0.155619 0.160141 
FR22 -0.38041 0.10009 -0.22294 0.005937 -0.05364 0.156481 -0.05423 0.123877 -0.21081 -0.19628 
FR23 0.13288 0.096938 0.295602 0.077412 0.052501 0.162052 0.190705 -0.18856 0.30874 0.296607 
FR24 0.466002 -0.21549 0.442154 0.277671 0.054277 -0.22277 0.219252 -0.08435 0.363886 0.365105 
FR25 0.090311 0.194104 0.244042 0.141133 0.170599 0.117081 0.323487 -0.21654 0.268961 0.264084 
FR26 0.337737 -0.13474 0.334557 0.198003 -0.08524 0.060415 -0.04984 0.064547 0.216982 0.196532 
FR27 -0.26459 -0.02966 -0.30546 -0.13057 -0.44624 0.129624 0.01306 0.175949 -0.24528 -0.26582 
FR28 -0.03912 -0.14575 -0.08257 0.001005 -0.18225 -0.00754 -0.28032 -0.03523 -0.07389 -0.05905 
FR29 0.061353 -0.05549 0.36437 0.008839 -0.14611 0.114135 0.052235 -0.23413 0.369533 0.341302 
FR30 0.092974 -0.11335 0.349858 0.087056 -0.21866 0.1898 0.063798 -0.21805 0.344171 0.319265 
323 
FR51 FR52 FR53 FR54 FR55 FR56 FR57 FR58 
FR1 0.055704 -0.14987 0.139773 -0.50307 0.07921 -0.06422 0.181598 0.156785 
FR2 0.041399 -0.10488 -0.15362 -0.43585 0.134512 0.106452 0.051584 0.363669 
FR3 0.068805 0.702991 -0.31155 -0.02255 0.306595 0.285267 -0.08347 -0.47902 
FR4 0.281708 0.156925 0.183638 0.000477 0.082377 0.142844 0.095722 -0.13421 
FRS 0.073682 0.018795 0.144526 0.26995 -0.04523 0.070166 -0.07595 -0.27123 
FR6 0.012971 -0.20371 -0.4733 0.520056 0.056423 0.279943 -0.1014 -0.41447 
FR7 0.173408 -0.17432 -0.29859 0.087313 -0.03413 -0.14033 -0.05444 0.22289 
FR8 0.059331 0.027334 0.303226 -0.12772 -0.11541 -0.23332 0.24719 0.199635 
FR9 -0.08128 -0.0272 -0.30039 0.021676 0.211377 0.274363 -0.11958 -0.16798 
FR10 0.643132 0.282099 0.042231 -0.40766 0.559957 0.360381 0.042005 -0.2518 
FR11 0.4051 -0.08111 -0.67839 0.264224 0.140505 0.275154 -0.1395 -0.27879 
FR12 -0.25723 -0.10192 -0.02613 0.657906 -0.79973 -0.55383 -0.1113 0.139833 
FR13 -0.14003 -0.10137 0.377465 0.169905 -0.3061 -0.26873 -0.091 0.339151 
FR14 -0.09003 -0.17136 0.10233 0.243442 -0.32759 -0.33264 -0.22313 0.769572 
FR15 -0.49543 0.006022 -0.17791 -0.02303 0.159662 0.204588 -0.30948 -0.20828 
FR16 -0.48999 0.002045 -0.22481 0.001779 0.138088 0.175576 -0.27879 -0.16225 
FR17 0.074991 -0.03681 0.141306 0.166284 -0.03743 -0.06301 -0.17669 0.192967 
FR18 0.397459 0.146649 0.246981 -0.00331 -0.45837 -0.55179 -0.07026 0.231234 
FR19 -0.078 0.01466 0.233129 0.055448 -0.8767 -0.79104 0.018565 0.310337 
FR20 0.059985 0.012905 -0.03984 -0.07451 0.595805 0.462923 -0.04913 -0.40377 
FR21 0.372318 0.156583 0.211388 0.015378 -0.51602 -0.55633 0.015479 0.237272 
FR22 -0.06882 0.065609 0.646311 -0.19836 -0.37114 -0.46077 0.080375 0.3154 
FR23 0.095213 0.009878 -0.22185 -0.05156 0.478133 0.536239 -0.01787 -0.09922 
FR24 0.433865 -0.02429 -0.14842 -0.02301 0.004901 0.074488 -0.02042 0.080126 
FR25 0.087869 -0.0239 -0.17934 -0.17909 0.369341 0.388099 -0.01485 0.158214 
FR26 0.145174 0.105191 -0.32274 -0.19945 0.276383 0.234348 0.10705 -0.31287 
FR27 -0.27569 -0.06301 0.072067 0.18247 -0.08115 0.089134 -0.10892 0.00894 
FR28 0.003945 0.104762 0.28754 0.220975 -0.1531 -0.15467 0.069102 -0.33163 
FR29 0.088678 -0.01814 -0.25171 0.008078 0.869 0.796259 0.000689 -0.29939 
FR30 0.093384 -0.03513 -0.24224 0.008853 0.82117 0.812713 0.023837 -0.32486 
324 
FR1 FR2 FR3 FR4 FR5 FRS FR7 FR8 FR9 FR10 
FR31 0.10073 0.104241 0.218377 0.188179 -0.03967 -0.05057 0.137055 -0.05338 0.069177 0.737616 
FR32 -0.10766 0.02004 -0.11903 -0.15262 -0.13113 -0.11769 0.049318 -0.09441 0.021393 -0.08142 
FR33 -0.30474 -0.04486 0.311864 0.133515 0.041444 0.454274 0.352262 -0.16705 0.149872 0.224417 
FR34 0.236019 0.078655 -0.0823 0.19634 -0.3151 -0.65485 -0.12358 0.313691 -0.21871 0.059066 
FR35 0.108115 0.070967 -0.26306 0.11888 0.050561 -0.21114 -0.09333 0.108591 -0.12419 0.106537 
FR36 -0.00221 -0.20061 -0.02188 0.045568 0.082101 -0.12574 0.192531 0.201196 -0.34407 -0.02223 
FR37 0.154962 0.156039 0.145541 0.152375 0.006051 -0.15727 -0.03027 -0.0469 -0.02302 0.691823 
FR38 -0.25013 0.095351 0.378716 -0.0753 -0.12138 0.297985 0.14911 -0.2973 0.258406 0.283735 
FR39 -0.07991 -0.01628 0.12919 -0.10294 0.091793 0.051722 0.188954 -0.01657 0.116239 0.479796 
FR40 -0.275 0.020067 0.375336 0.090062 -0.03184 0.374451 0.343129 -0.19216 0.164492 0.319784 
FR41 -0.22893 0.020402 0.324812 0.084371 -0.06943 0.324186 0.310293 -0.2159 0.184615 0.243932 
FR42 0.145676 0.327306 -0.02257 -0.15786 -0.16959 -0.17484 -0.07291 0.235541 -0.0386 -0.0424 
FR43 0.101289 0.104191 0.217807 0.193655 -0.03592 -0.05037 0.142384 -0.04965 0.065924 0.739667 
FR44 0.036036 0.074969 0.130009 0.040385 -0.16705 0.013804 0.032883 -0.3372 0.440483 -0.06086 
FR45 -0.13637 0.149875 -0.1569 -0.07545 -0.19538 -0.27223 0.661651 0.123456 -0.12714 -0.08387 
FR46 0.51278 0.378992 0.076584 0.302193 0.206056 -0.1607 -0.70972 0.178606 -0.07034 0.201377 
FR47 0.175998 0.441071 0.003078 0.094891 -0.0337 -0.07742 -0.06992 0.00343 0.029108 0.210794 
FR48 -0.31638 -0.20781 0.178267 0.006193 -0.05101 -0.1081 -0.12047 -0.12762 0.009235 -0.17214 
FR49 0.011084 0.057745 0.250144 0.27379 0.032542 0.040377 0.138797 0.023292 -0.01724 0.791516 
FR50 0.029959 0.065089 0.241904 0.266309 0.032326 0.035347 0.151948 0.018303 -0.00356 0.802242 
FR51 0.055704 0.041399 0.068805 0.281708 0.073682 0.012971 0.173408 0.059331 -0.08128 0.643132 
FR52 -0.14987 -0.10488 0.702991 0.156925 0.018795 -0.20371 -0.17432 0.027334 -0.0272 0.282099 
FR53 0.139773 -0.15362 -0.31155 0.183638 0.144526 -0.4733 -0.29859 0.303226 -0.30039 0.042231 
FR54 -0.50307 -0.43585 -0.02255 0.000477 0.26995 0.520056 0.087313 -0.12772 0.021676 -0.40766 
FR55 0.07921 0.134512 0.306595 0.082377 -0.04523 0.056423 -0.03413 -0.11541 0.211377 0.559957 
FR56 -0.06422 0.106452 0.285267 0.142844 0.070166 0.279943 -0.14033 -0.23332 0.274363 0.360381 
FR57 0.181598 0.051584 -0.08347 0.095722 -0.07595 -0.1014 -0.05444 0.24719 -0.11958 0.042005 
FR58 0.156785 0.363669 -0.47902 -0.13421 -0.27123 -0.41447 0.22289 0.199635 -0.16798 -0.2518 
325 
FR11 FR12 FR13 FR14 FR15 FR16 FR17 FR18 FR19 FR20 
FR31 0.442018 -0.53727 -0.33643 -0.31592 -0.12488 -0.12033 -0.42953 0.131718 -0.38569 0.254832 
FR32 -0.06787 -0.072 -0.21583 0.162373 0.128119 0.043891 0.054794 -0.13717 -0.02966 0.015414 
FR33 0.808297 0.101183 -0.21513 -0.05293 -0.30942 -0.24916 0.130187 0.210506 -0.07031 -0.0538 
FR34 -0.51399 -0.20928 -0.05577 0.022793 -0.20582 -0.16812 -0.01552 0.095765 0.148312 -0.40125 
FR35 -0.17249 -0.15248 0.103413 0.107656 -0.04598 -0.14506 -0.01252 0.005896 -0.02474 0.027951 
FR36 0.100246 0.457511 0.198522 0.192303 -0.22279 -0.22843 -0.0096 0.854375 0.608613 -0.33696 
FR37 0.288768 -0.36222 -0.25438 -0.18942 -0.12255 -0.12341 -0.19774 0.346057 -0.08512 0.109022 
FR38 0.798482 -0.09981 -0.442 -0.155 0.087349 0.139021 -0.17434 0.034753 -0.27134 0.045291 
FR39 0.130661 -0.48845 0.030756 -0.00804 0.087679 0.106766 0.130595 -0.03405 -0.55367 0.646543 
FR40 0.849614 0.001745 -0.2853 -0.0608 -0.24144 -0.18341 0.058808 0.212698 -0.16864 -0.03988 
FR41 0.80601 0.046901 -0.35811 -0.23205 -0.09253 -0.03299 -0.39688 0.152255 -0.02402 -0.12858 
FR42 -0.1312 -0.14825 0.116506 0.214172 -0.13373 -0.10462 0.241634 -0.00098 0.038541 -0.11106 
FR43 0.440241 -0.53432 -0.33276 -0.31347 -0.13055 -0.12503 -0.42473 0.135283 -0.3802 0.249441 
FR44 0.144902 -0.02105 -0.17635 -0.24738 -0.09694 -0.03779 -0.45149 0.001584 0.042924 -0.19456 
FR45 -0.03106 0.194238 0.078085 0.880182 -0.17568 -0.12834 0.305091 0.270153 0.14624 -0.30393 
FR46 -0.37729 -0.35118 -0.03782 -0.35609 0.029894 0.019173 -0.14683 -0.17231 -0.12133 0.106328 
FR47 0.15404 -0.15209 0.044481 0.169013 -0.1655 -0.12507 -0.00249 0.114326 -0.02341 -0.07778 
FR48 -0.07111 0.390955 -0.04047 0.176265 0.033044 0.026472 0.059231 0.201714 0.302875 -0.36655 
FR49 0.422945 -0.45804 -0.23135 -0.15063 -0.41659 -0.39636 0.132437 0.193883 -0.36384 0.217545 
FR50 0.421656 -0.45568 -0.2108 -0.1538 -0.41623 -0.38901 0.103192 0.220409 -0.34992 0.20926 
FR51 0.4051 -0.25723 -0.14003 -0.09003 -0.49543 -0.48999 0.074991 0.397459 -0.078 0.059985 
FR52 -0.08111 -0.10192 -0.10137 -0.17136 0.006022 0.002045 -0.03681 0.146649 0.01466 0.012905 
FR53 -0.67839 -0.02613 0.377465 0.10233 -0.17791 -0.22481 0.141306 0.246981 0.233129 -0.03984 
FR54 0.264224 0.657906 0.169905 0.243442 -0.02303 0.001779 0.166284 -0.00331 0.055448 -0.07451 
FR55 0.140505 -0.79973 -0.3061 -0.32759 0.159662 0.138088 -0.03743 -0.45837 -0.8767 0.595805 
FR56 0.275154 -0.55383 -0.26873 -0.33284 0.204588 0.175576 -0.06301 -0.55179 -0.79104 0.462923 
FR57 -0.1395 -0.1113 -0.091 -0.22313 -0.30948 -0.27879 -0.17669 -0.07026 0.018565 -0.04913 
FR58 -0.27879 0.139833 0.339151 0.769572 -0.20828 -0.16225 0.192967 0.231234 0.310337 -0.40377 
326 
FR21 FR22 FR23 FR24 FR25 FR26 FR27 FR28 FR29 FR30 
FR31 0.083756 -0.228 0.294908 0.441786 0.242104 0.338238 -0.29572 -0.08816 0.369416 0.354859 
FR32 -0.08465 -0.09699 0.113687 0.056008 0.168194 0.220303 0.121889 -0.30311 -0.06117 -0.06678 
FR33 0.2302 -0.39134 0.143586 0.399438 0.12446 0.174376 -0.23511 -0.00733 0.093505 0.098298 
FR34 0.151186 0.498881 -0.01259 -0.0725 0.063487 0.124803 -0.15755 0.092039 -0.08876 -0.05293 
FR35 0.01997 0.090481 0.213931 0.009958 0.208332 -0.08639 0.115977 -0.148 0.027393 0.03091 
FR36 0.943863 0.214212 -0.34491 0.115931 -0.31412 -0.18341 -0.11439 0.171195 -0.53545 -0.58968 
FR37 0.322216 -0.11396 0.129464 0.394328 0.101094 0.266744 -0.09202 -0.17623 0.096239 0.095065 
FR38 0.054923 -0.55779 0.346364 0.391295 0.280189 0.401454 -0.00351 -0.27784 0.312189 0.319385 
FR39 -0.28965 -0.1732 0.150336 0.006527 0.121132 -0.06919 -0.2148 0.011231 0.400121 0.242549 
FR40 0.22415 -0.48046 0.241066 0.461756 0.209861 0.2422 -0.19413 -0.13351 0.200088 0.192792 
FR41 0.208081 -0.38041 0.13288 0.466002 0.090311 0.337737 -0.26459 -0.03912 0.061353 0.092974 
FR42 -0.09729 0.10009 0.096938 -0.21549 0.194104 -0.13474 -0.02966 -0.14575 -0.05549 -0.11335 
FR43 0.087241 -0.22294 0.295602 0.442154 0.244042 0.334557 -0.30546 -0.08257 0.36437 0.349858 
FR44 0.099022 0.005937 0.077412 0.277671 0.141133 0.198003 -0.13057 0.001005 0.008839 0.087056 
FR45 0.25894 -0.05364 0.052501 0.054277 0.170599 -0.08524 -0.44624 -0.18225 -0.14611 -0.21866 
FR46 -0.19349 0.156481 0.162052 -0.22277 0.117081 0.060415 0.129624 -0.00754 0.114135 0.1898 
FR47 0.149728 -0.05423 0.190705 0.219252 0.323487 -0.04984 0.01306 -0.28032 0.052235 0.063798 
FR48 0.241784 0.123877 -0.18856 -0.08435 -0.21654 0.064547 0.175949 -0.03523 -0.23413 -0.21805 
FR49 0.155619 -0.21081 0.30874 0.363886 0.268961 0.216982 -0.24528 -0.07389 0.369533 0.344171 
FR50 0.160141 -0.19628 0.296607 0.365105 0.264084 0.196532 -0.26582 -0.05905 0.341302 0.319265 
FR51 0.372318 -0.06882 0.095213 0.433865 0.087869 0.145174 -0.27569 0.003945 0.088678 0.093384 
FR52 0.156583 0.065609 0.009878 -0.02429 -0.0239 0.105191 -0.06301 0.104762 -0.01814 -0.03513 
FR53 0.211388 0.646311 -0.22185 -0.14842 -0.17934 -0.32274 0.072067 0.28754 -0.25171 -0.24224 
FR54 0.015378 -0.19836 -0.05156 -0.02301 -0.17909 -0.19945 0.18247 0.220975 0.008078 0.008853 
FR55 -0.51602 -0.37114 0.478133 0.004901 0.369341 0.276383 -0.08115 -0.1531 0.869 0.82117 
FR56 -0.55633 -0.46077 0.536239 0.074488 0.388099 0.234348 0.089134 -0.15467 0.796259 0.812713 
FR57 0.015479 0.080375 -0.01787 -0.02042 -0.01485 0.10705 -0.10892 0.069102 0.000689 0.023837 
FR58 0.237272 0.3154 -0.09922 0.080126 0.158214 -0.31287 0.00894 -0.33163 -0.29939 -0.32486 
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FR31 FR32 FR33 FR34 FR35 FR36 FR37 FR38 FR39 FR40 
FR31 1 -0.13282 0.386509 0.084166 0.088503 0.009761 0.698686 0.419186 0.281203 0.475343 
FR32 -0.13282 1 -0.13106 -0.05519 0.217615 -0.09488 -0.02853 -0.00502 -0.1885 -0.10574 
FR33 0.386509 -0.13106 1 -0.37965 -0.1628 0.079113 0.235108 0.677749 0.023366 0.949548 
FR34 0.084166 -0.05519 -0.37965 1 0.264943 0.132694 0.15066 -0.42694 -0.24484 -0.39023 
FR35 0.088503 0.217615 -0.1628 0.264943 1 0.031611 0.138371 -0.13712 -0.09875 -0.15551 
FR36 0.009761 -0.09488 0.079113 0.132694 0.031611 1 0.244791 -0.04093 -0.24946 0.061062 
FR37 0.698686 -0.02853 0.235108 0.15066 0.138371 0.244791 1 0.449369 0.021917 0.345977 
FR38 0.419186 -0.00502 0.677749 -0.42694 -0.13712 -0.04093 0.449369 1 0.003145 0.80063 
FR39 0.281203 -0.1885 0.023366 -0.24484 -0.09875 -0.24946 0.021917 0.003145 1 0.060124 
FR40 0.475343 -0.10574 0.949548 -0.39023 -0.15551 0.061062 0.345977 0.80063 0.060124 1 
FR41 0.624003 -0.1702 0.801899 -0.27628 -0.20115 0.111928 0.349699 0.721617 -0.07139 0.814628 
FR42 -0.1622 -0.01208 -0.06613 0.132861 0.004076 -0.08721 -0.16168 -0.16511 0.149283 -0.09988 
FR43 0.998901 -0.14547 0.386989 0.088165 0.087067 0.013391 0.700097 0.414392 0.282908 0.474835 
FR44 0.507819 -0.19307 0.356821 0.093141 -0.12505 -0.04987 0.235658 0.287142 -0.22445 0.348084 
FR45 -0.13256 0.077248 0.043643 0.072823 0.055449 0.252374 -0.11619 -0.13387 0.076351 0.034167 
FR46 0.132086 -0.18725 -0.38485 0.384472 0.127814 -0.15166 0.186523 -0.26889 -0.02678 -0.36965 
FR47 0.301584 -0.2168 0.205095 0.023087 0.005585 0.069676 0.372417 0.240103 0.008578 0.245984 
FR48 -0.20622 0.055863 -0.02987 0.149025 -0.26985 0.229342 0.083191 0.066923 -0.32793 -0.02527 
FR49 0.733097 -0.14502 0.577421 0.072269 0.076158 0.002876 0.695061 0.401276 0.252356 0.624002 
FRSO 0.75567 -0.13211 0.58174 0.069581 0.073442 0.01035 0.697386 0.39381 0.26761 0.622058 
FR51 0.726588 -0.14884 0.589685 0.135433 0.136585 0.214381 0.761513 0.338402 0.061622 0.594697 
FRS2 0.149757 -0.1617 -0.10715 0.379518 -0.00623 0.188851 0.234077 -0.09976 0.119286 -0.08765 
FR53 -0.109 -0.02785 -0.58083 0.707532 0.40775 0.266154 0.104977 -0.67033 -0.05808 -0.62576 
FR54 -0.38774 -0.05729 0.294342 -0.51936 -0.17725 0.011608 -0.45274 0.223512 -0.13609 0.257595 
FRS5 0.442763 -0.06183 0.024125 -0.07909 0.04495 -0.54033 0.170091 0.222319 0.498341 0.118901 
FR56 0.318642 -0.06048 0.17556 -0.24871 0.087409 -0.60072 0.059237 0.382644 0.290164 0.25731 
FRS7 0.1774 0.006197 -0.04239 0.228726 -0.05066 -0.04171 -0.00848 -0.12466 -0.10635 -0.06347 
FRS8 -0.19466 0.124789 -0.14364 0.278891 0.237915 0.215703 -0.05863 -0.28407 -0.14486 -0.16844 
328 
FR41 FR42 FR43 FR44 FR45 FR46 FR47 FR48 FR49 FRSO 
FR31 0.624003 -0.1622 0.998901 0.507819 -0.13256 0.132086 0.301584 -0.20622 0.733097 0.75567 
FR32 -0.1702 -0.01208 -0.14547 -0.19307 0.077248 -0.18725 -0.2168 0.055863 -0.14502 -0.13211 
FR33 0.801899 -0.06613 0.386989 0.356821 0.043643 -0.38485 0.205095 -0.02987 0.577421 0.58174 
FR34 -0.27628 0.132861 0.088165 0.093141 0.072823 0.384472 0.023087 0.149025 0.072269 0.069581 
FR35 -0.20115 0.004076 0.087067 -0.12505 0.055449 0.127814 0.005585 -0.26985 0.076158 0.073442 
FR36 0.111928 -0.08721 0.013391 -0.04987 0.252374 -0.15166 0.069676 0.229342 0.002876 0.01035 
FR37 0.349699 -0.16168 0.700097 0.235658 -0.11619 0.186523 0.372417 0.083191 0.695061 0.697386 
FR38 0.721617 -0.16511 0.414392 0.287142 -0.13387 -0.26889 0.240103 0.066923 0.401276 0.39381 
FR39 -0.07139 0.149283 0.282908 -0.22445 0.076351 -0.02678 0.008578 -0.32793 0.252356 0.26761 
FR40 0.814628 -0.09988 0.474835 0.348084 0.034167 -0.36965 0.245984 -0.02527 0.624002 0.622058 
FR41 1 -0.12853 0.621036 0.634622 -0.08608 -0.28029 0.23644 -0.03171 0.449601 0.469147 
FR42 -0.12853 1 -0.15767 -0.08371 0.148978 0.139136 0.167607 -0.15017 -0.02485 -0.00135 
FR43 0.621036 -0.15767 1 0.505316 -0.12661 0.133363 0.305801 -0.20306 0.735927 0.75642 
FR44 0.634622 -0.08371 0.505316 1 -0.15332 0.037381 0.246477 0.014505 0.270233 0.301358 
FR45 -0.08608 0.148978 -0.12661 -0.15332 1 -0.3802 0.148539 0.053328 -0.02049 -0.01467 
FR46 -0.28029 0.139136 0.133363 0.037381 -0.3802 1 0.162047 -0.05747 0.06611 0.068444 
FR47 0.23644 0.167607 0.305801 0.246477 0.148539 0.162047 1 -0.00632 0.347351 0.342363 
FR48 -0.03171 -0.15017 -0.20306 0.014505 0.053328 -0.05747 -0.00632 1 -0.08438 -0.10629 
FR49 0.449601 -0.02485 0.735927 0.270233 -0.02049 0.06611 0.347351 -0.08438 1 0.985894 
FR50 0.469147 -0.00135 0.75842 0.301358 -0.01467 0.068444 0.342363 -0.10629 0.985894 1 
FR51 0.520044 -0.03512 0.72924 0.364688 0.043146 0.025026 0.353727 -0.06785 0.882065 0.893227 
FR52 -0.08652 -0.04288 0.152189 -0.01864 -0.1283 0.365713 -0.03667 0.231054 0.19393 0.187058 
FR53 -0.59791 0.074005 -0.10442 -0.23326 0.062217 0.437894 -0.0604 0.106422 -0.06119 -0.0599 
FR54 0.150214 -0.25161 -0.39087 -0.08049 0.133064 -0.42398 -0.17062 0.253243 -0.27908 -0.29253 
FR55 0.034449 -0.05587 0.439146 -0.00396 -0.24559 0.195787 0.015283 -0.3775 0.414931 0.392962 
FR56 0.180688 -0.17856 0.313108 0.055458 -0.32679 0.142896 0.031649 -0.31571 0.310082 0.281198 
FRS7 0.101214 0.204507 0.180009 0.281226 -0.151 0.157524 -0.07517 -0.1294 0.069786 0.088922 
FRS8 -0.20061 0.272565 -0.19172 -0.06321 0.671973 -0.2407 0.240929 0.049113 -0.12187 -0.12186 
329 
FR51 FR52 FR53 FR54 FR55 FR56 FR57 FR58 
FR31 0.726588 0.149757 -0.109 -0.38774 0.442763 0.318642 0.1774 -0.19466 
FR32 -0.14884 -0.1617 -0.02785 -0.05729 -0.06183 -0.06048 0.006197 0.124789 
FR33 0.589685 -0.10715 -0.58083 0.294342 0.024125 0.17556 -0.04239 -0.14364 
FR34 0.135433 0.379518 0.707532 -0.51936 -0.07909 -0.24871 0.228726 0.278891 
FR35 0.136585 -0.00623 0.40775 -0.17725 0.04495 0.087409 -0.05066 0.237915 
FR36 0.214381 0.188851 0.266154 0.011608 -0.54033 -0.60072 -0.04171 0.215703 
FR37 0.761513 0.234077 0.104977 -0.45274 0.170091 0.059237 -0.00848 -0.05863 
FR38 0.338402 -0.09976 -0.67033 0.223512 0.222319 0.382644 -0.12466 -0.28407 
FR39 0.061622 0.119286 -0.05808 -0.13609 0.498341 0.290164 -0.10635 -0.14486 
FR40 0.594697 -0.08765 -0.62576 0.257595 0.118901 0.25731 -0.06347 -0.16844 
FR41 0.520044 -0.08652 -0.59791 0.150214 0.034449 0.180688 0.101214 -0.20061 
FR42 -0.03512 -0.04288 0.074005 -0.25161 -0.05587 -0.17856 0.204507 0.272565 
FR43 0.72924 0.152189 -0.10442 -0.39087 0.439146 0.313108 0.180009 -0.19172 
FR44 0.364688 -0.01864 -0.23326 -0.08049 -0.00396 0.055458' 0.281226 -0.06321 
FR45 0.043146 -0.1283 0.062217 0.133064 -0.24559 -0.32679 -0.151 0.671973 
FR46 0.025026 0.365713 0.437894 -0.42398 0.195787 0.142896 0.157524 -0.2407 
FR47 0.353727 -0.03667 -0.0604 -0.17062 0.015283 0.031649 -0.07517 0.240929 
FR48 -0.06785 0.231054 0.108422 0.253243 -0.3775 -0.31571 -0.1294 0.049113 
FR49 0.882065 0.19393 -0.06119 -0.27908 0.414931 0.310082 0.069786 -0.12187 
FR50 0.893227 0.187058 -0.0599 -0.29253 0.392962 0.281198 0.088922 -0.12186 
FR51 1 0.093887 0.036907 -0.28939 0.11221 0.03246 0.105911 0.037358 
FR52 0.093887 1 0.407878 -0.22135 0.147529 0.057123 -0.04592 -0.30446 
FR53 0.036907 0.407878 1 -0.34954 -0.21344 -0.35533 0.062956 0.255855 
FR54 -0.28939 -0.22135 -0.34954 1 -0.25539 0.077474 -0.23573 -0.09978 
FR55 0.11221 0.147529 -0.21344 -0.25539 1 0.869776 0.087066 -0.40452 
FR56 0.03246 0.057123 -0.35533 0.077474 0.869776 1 -0.00912 -0.44319 
FRS7 0.105911 -0.04592 0.062956 -0.23573 0.087066 -0.00912 1 -0.01409 
FRS8 0.037358 -0.30446 0.255855 -0.09978 -0.40452 -0.44319 -0.01409 1 
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